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Sebastian Knospe, Alexander Onysko, and Maik Goth

Crossing Languages to Play with Words –
An Introduction
In the context of humorous language, wordplay takes on a special role. For one,
the act of playing with words becomes manifest in a range of humorous forms of
language use (e.g. in puns, spoonerisms, soundplay, and ludic word creations).
Each of these rely on specific aspects that involve manipulating formal and
semantic aspects of lexical units (i.e. words in a wide sense). Wordplay can give
rise to jokes and other humorous manifestations of language. In addition,
wordplay does not have to be humorous but can also fulfill other rhetorical
functions, for instance as a pragmatic device for positioning a speaker in a conversational situation or in front of an audience. These different facets of wordplay merely hint at its complex and multifarious nature.
Wordplay can be described as building associative bridges between language forms and meanings. These bridges can transcend hypostasized language
boundaries and connect linguistic elements from different tongues. Such crosslinguistic settings of wordplay are at the heart of this volume, which focuses on
multilingual wordplay and on wordplay in the liminal space of translation. The
range of contributions involves different historical periods, discourse traditions,
communicative situations and contexts of use such as newspaper language,
everyday communication, Internet forums, and literary works.
The contributors from the fields of linguistics, literary studies as well as
media and translation studies explore the interface of wordplay and language
contact. Thus, the book continues a multidisciplinary dialogue that began in the
first two volumes of the book series The Dynamics of Wordplay, which is related
to the academic network of the same name, funded by the German research
foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft / DFG). A further aim of the
current volume is to provide insight into the ongoing discussions on different
notions of wordplay, which emerged from the interdisciplinary exchange of the
network members. In line with that, the book offers a separate discussion forum, which is a testimony to the multifaceted nature of wordplay and to its
different possibilities of analysis. The following outline of the contents will give
an overview of the diverse aspects captured in the contributions that trace instances of wordplay in multilingual practice and translation.
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1 Outline of Contents
The volume consists of three parts. At the beginning, the discussion forum
opens the floor for critical reflections on different aspects of wordplay. This is
followed by six contributions that explore multilingual wordplay in diverse
communicative settings. While part two celebrates the creativity and diversity of
wordplay that draws on two or more languages, the five contributions in part
three offer close analyses of wordplay in translation and highlight difficulties in
rendering humorous effects across different languages.

1.1 Part I: Discussion Forum
The idea to offer a broad platform for critical and interdisciplinary discussion
was born during several meetings of the scientific network “Dynamik des Wortspiels / The Dynamics of Wordplay” (www.wortspiel.uni-trier.de).1 To document
that, the volume opens with a discussion forum illustrating opinions and insights grown out of the exchange among the network members. The centerpiece
of the forum is a comprehensive paper that addresses various aspects of wordplay. This is followed by four concise statements that explore additional domains of wordplay and elaborate on some of the points raised in the position
paper. It is the intention of the forum that the discussion will continue and lead
to further statements, which will be published in future volumes of the book
series The Dynamics of Wordplay. Throughout the discussion, two central questions emerged:
(1) How can the notion of wordplay be adequately defined and delimited?
(2) How can its manifestations, effects and interactive potential be described?

||
1 The full name of the DFG-funded network (12/2013 – 11/2016) is “Dynamik des Wortspiels:
Sprachkontakt, sprachliche Innovation, Sprecher-Hörer-Interaktion / The Dynamics of Wordplay:
Language Contact, Linguistic Innovation, Speaker-Hearer-Interaction.” The subtitle indicates the
three key aspects of wordplay investigated by the network, involving fourteen scholars from the
fields of linguistics and literary studies: Pauline Beaucé, Georgia Christinidis, Barbara Frank-Job,
Bettina Full, Maik Goth, Bettina Kluge, Sebastian Knospe, Michelle Lecolle, Alexander Onysko,
Alain Rabatel, Monika Schmitz-Emans, Verena Thaler, Esme Winter-Froemel, and Angelika
Zirker.
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Due to the multi-dimensionality of wordplay as well as its close relation to specific discourse traditions that may also change over time, these questions remain of central relevance. At the same time, different theoretical frameworks
and methodological approaches may complement each other in a fruitful way,
while there are also contrasting points of view on the nature of wordplay. As
exemplified by the current contributions, the discussion forum gives room for
theoretical and methodological considerations as well as for the analysis of
concrete linguistic instantiations and their “wordplayfulness.”

1.2 Part II: Multilingual Wordplay in Different Communicative
Settings
Part II brings together articles which look at the embedding of multilingual
wordplay in different communicative settings. To begin with, Sender Dovchin
studies hybrid forms in Facebook posts by Mongolian users, who draw on various linguistic resources from English and Russian. The coinages illustrate ongoing negotiations of identity between the local and global culture bringing about
sequences of similar formations in the virtual sphere and beyond. Although
amusing from the perspective of in-group members, these examples show that
playful uses do not have to be bound to wordplay in a strictly ludic sense. Rather, there are also various other types of language play and verbal humor
which employ different techniques. Dovchin’s article is thus an example of how
language can be playfully manipulated for socio-pragmatic effects that go beyond primarily ludic functions (see also Winter-Froemel, Thaler, and Lecolle’s
contributions to the discussion forum).
The contribution by Hanna-Ilona Härmävaara and Maria Frick focuses on a
single type of bilingual wordplay, namely puns, which are based on Finnish
and Estonian homonyms. Using methods of conversation analysis, the authors
investigate a spoken corpus consisting of spontaneous, informal interactions
between university students. Interestingly, their data reveal that bilingual puns
do not require balanced bilingual competences but may also emerge when the
speakers have asymmetrical skills in the two languages and thus different access to ongoing mixed-code conversation. Moreover, the study adds to findings
on the potential discursive functions of bilingual puns. In fact, the students in
the corpus resort to punning in order to remedy problematic sequences or when
they want to ‘teach’ each other the deviating meaning of words in the cognate
language.
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One important yet scarcely researched aspect of wordplay concerns the
question of how effective different types of wordplay are in advertising language, particularly in view of an increasing practice to cross languages in commercial publicity. Kerstin Fuhrich and Hans-Jörg Schmid address this question
by investigating the effects of ludic advertising messages that play with one
language, mix two codes or exploit interlingual homonyms (i.e. lexical units
which sound and / or are spelled the same in two languages). Their study aims
at determining the extent to which the memorization of advertising slogans
depends on their form (as mono- or bilingual) and on verbal humor. The theoretical basis of their investigation draws on two related notions from cognitive
linguistics: the theory of script opposition, which continues to be influential in
examinations of verbal humor, and the idea of frame-shifting, according to
which humor results from a contextually induced shift from one knowledge
structure (i.e. frame) to another one (see also Onysko’s contribution to the discussion forum). The results of their study indicate that the processing of humorous slogans increases memorability. At the same time, humorous bilingual slogans do not prove the hypothesis that they are the most memorable types of
slogans. These results are explained in terms of relevance theory while the authors also point out the need for follow-up studies that control the possible
influence of a number of linguistic and psycholinguistic factors.
Saliently placed in public spaces, multilingual wordplay is also found in the
linguistic landscapes of cities as evident on public and commercial signs. The
remaining three contributions in Part II highlight that such pictorial contexts
can be further instantiations of multilingual wordplay as a versatile advertising
tool. Using data from German and other European cities, Esme Winter-Froemel
identifies the types of contexts in which playful utterances emerge in public
spaces. She takes a usage-based approach which accounts for the addressees’
acquaintance with specific types of contextual knowledge in urban settings.
Aspects covered include the interplay of verbal and visual information and
references to other utterances from the situative and social surroundings as well
as specific cultural and linguistic stereotypes and particular forms of knowledge
shared by the inhabitants of a multilingual and multicultural city or district.
Sebastian Knospe explores the linguistic landscapes of Berlin, looking at bilingual puns in the names of hairdressers’ shops, restaurants and cafés. Similarly to Winter-Froemel, he adopts a speaker-oriented point of view, eliciting opinions on name signs that contain German-English puns. A combination of sociolinguistics, contact linguistics and cognitive linguistics allows him to model the
complex processing of name signs in a modern city as a social and cognitive
space. Central to his analysis is the theory of conceptual blending, which he
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adapts for the description of bilingual puns while remaining aware that conceptual blending is of restricted applicability if interlingual play is only loosely associative.
As the final chapter in Part II, Martin Paviour-Smith focuses on the naming
strategies of hair salons in Switzerland, which are analyzed in a sociolinguistic
framework that builds on the concept of metrolingualism. The author takes into
account the creative use of building blocks from French, English, German, Romansh and Italian. He also documents different strategies of wordplay and language play such as homonymous lexemes, morphemes and orthography. Finally, he provides interesting insight into the variation of strategies for naming
hairdressers in different Swiss cantons.

1.3 Part III: Translation of Wordplay
The act of crossing languages for playful purposes may also involve translations
of ludic creations from one language into another. Part III contains examples of
translations in literary works from different periods and in modern entertainment culture.
The first two authors in this part take a fresh look at the translation of
wordplay in Shakespearean plays and discuss the different strategies employed
to transfer wordplay from one language to another. Matthias Bauer explores the
final act of Shakespeare’s Henry V and, in particular, the function of the Chorus
and the wooing scene involving King Henry and Katherine, daughter of the king
of France, with Alice, her lady-in-waiting, acting as an interpreter. While this
unique depiction of a language barrier in a historical play from the Elizabethan
period has previously been interpreted as an unfitting element in the play or as
a mere sign of male powerlessness, Bauer frames the wooing scene in Renaissance poetics and in its meta-theatrical context. He sheds light on how language, in this moment, creates understanding by means of and as a form of
translation.
Focusing on Shakespeare’s The Merry Wives of Windsor, Angelika Zirker explores how professional translators, whose target language is German, have
dealt with wordplay and language play in this famous comedy. Her article discusses the translations of selected passages of three characters: Nim, Mistress
Quickly and Sir Hugh Evans, whose English speech reveals that he has a Welsh
background. In her study, Zirker pursues two goals: first, she seeks to compare
techniques of translation caused by character-specific features of wordplay;
second, she intends to find out whether German translations from different periods have coped with these playful passages in different ways.
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Lewis Carroll is another English author renowned for his playful use of language such as puns and blends. Some of his innovations have become institutionalized in the English language as they found entry in major reference
works such as the Oxford English Dictionary (OED). Looking for equivalents of
these coinages in another language remains difficult, even more so if particular
patterns such as lexical blends and other types of word formations are not productive in the target code. This problem is dealt with by Silvia Cacchiani who
develops a refined system for studying such creations and for proposing translation equivalents in Italian. Her approach is based on notions such as morphotactic transparency and phonological criteria, which differ from language to
language. Using informants, she discusses examples of recent creations in Italian, which are often inspired by English models, before embarking on Italian
translations from Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland and “The Jabberwocky.”
While translations of wordplay and language play are demanding as such,
the challenge is even bigger when the target code is a sign language because the
verbal and visual modalities differ considerably. This constellation is at the
heart of a pioneering study by Paulo Jeferson Pilar Araújo and Thaisy Bentes,
who focus on examples from Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland and their translation
into Brazilian Sign Language (BSL). Their findings are grounded in fieldwork in
the deaf communities of two cities in North Brazil and aim at closing a research
gap in the study of wordplay in BSL and the pragmatic dimensions of wordplay
in sign languages in general. The authors’ work could serve as a future point of
reference for translators and adapters of Alice in Wonderland working with BSL
and other sign languages.
The final contribution to the volume branches out in a different genre of
translation. Sylvia Jaki examines strategies of translation in subtitles of different
American comedy series that are broadcast in German speaking countries. Her
investigation shows to what extent different series make use of different types of
wordplay and how these are rendered in German subtitles, pointing out some
surprising instances of (mis)translation. Comparing her findings to influential
studies on the translation of wordplay, she specifically addresses the requirement of finding efficient and effective translation solutions. This is based on the
premise that subtitles must be condensed, stick to the principle of lip synchronicity and should be displayed long enough so that the audience in the target language (and culture) is able to follow along.
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2 Final Remarks and Acknowledgments
The various contributions in the three parts of the volume address the interface
of language contact and wordplay from different perspectives. All articles were
selected from an international call for papers and went through several stages
of reviewing and revision. The diversity of articles, approaches, and subject languages that resulted from this procedure are a clear token of the pervasiveness
of wordplay in multilingual contexts. The current volume should thus be seen
as a first step into a budding multidisciplinary field of research that calls for
further intense investigations on the nexus of language and humor.
The making of the volume has relied on a number of people and institutions. It goes without saying that the book would not have come to life without
the diverse insights shared by the contributors. However, the authors’ exceptional responsiveness and their willingness to give priority to their research on
wordplay cannot be taken for granted. This is why we would like to thank all
contributors to the volume for their outstanding efforts, which made it possible
to complete the volume smoothly.
We would also like to thank the two initiators of the academic network The
Dynamics of Wordplay, Esme Winter-Froemel and Angelika Zirker, for having
made this project possible and for their untiring commitment at all times. Additionally, we are highly grateful to Esme, who, as the editor of the book series,
has encouraged the idea of this publication and accompanied the making of the
volume with invaluable advice. Our thanks also go to the team at De Gruyter,
most notably to Ulrike Krauß, Olena Gainulina and Christine Henschel for all
their support in preparing the volume. Finally, we would like to express our
gratitude to the German research foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft / DFG) and to Alpen-Adria-Universität Klagenfurt for sponsoring the publication of the volume.
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Esme Winter-Froemel

Approaching Wordplay1
1 Theoretical Choices: Ways of Approaching and
Analysing Wordplay
1.1 Wordplay is an interface phenomenon. It is therefore useful to choose an
interdisciplinary approach to wordplay, or at least to have in mind the “larger
picture” when analysing specific aspects of wordplay.

1.2 Wordplay occurs in concrete linguistic utterances, in speaker-hearer interaction (understood in a very general sense, including direct and indirect communicative exchange as well as dialogical and monological settings, communicative immediacy and communicative distance, cf. Koch and Oesterreicher
2011), and it should be studied from a usage-based approach (Coseriu 1958; Keller 1994; Barlow and Kemmer 2000; Winter-Froemel 2011).

1.3 Wordplay involves (to various degrees, and in different forms) all of the basic semiotic entities in communication: the sign, the speaker / sender, the hearer / recipient, and the objects and circumstances (according to the ‘Organon’
model by Karl Bühler; Bühler 1934). Further refinements or alternative labels for
the various semiotic entities are of course possible, for example by referring to
Raible’s (1983: 5) and Blank’s (2001: 9; cf. 1997: 102) semiotic models (see also
||
1 The following reflections have considerably benefitted from discussions in the scientific network WI 3826/1-1 “Dynamik des Wortspiels: Sprachkontakt, sprachliche Innovation, SprecherHörer-Interaktion” (funded by the DFG / German Research Foundation from Dec. 2013 to
Nov. 2016). I would therefore like to thank all the network members – Pauline Beaucé, Georgia
Christinidis, Barbara Frank-Job, Bettina Full, Maik Goth, Bettina Kluge, Sebastian Knospe,
Michelle Lecolle, Alexander Onysko, Alain Rabatel, Monika Schmitz-Emans, Verena Thaler,
and Angelika Zirker – as well as various colleagues, guests and cooperation partners who have
participated in the discussions, most importantly Peter Koch †, Matthias Bauer, Natalia Filatkina, Johannes Kabatek, Heinz Kind, Sylvia Jaki, Claudine Moulin, Carolin Munderich, Astrid
Poier-Bernhard, Sören Stumpf, Richard Waltereit, Eline Zenner and the participants in the colloquium Regards croisés / Blickwechsel: Aktuelle Themen und Methoden der romanistischen und
germanistischen Linguistik und Sprachgeschichte (University of Trier, 2016).
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Winter-Froemel 2011: 251–257; 259–293), to Schulz von Thun’s (1981) expansion
of Bühler which adds the social dimension (relationship between the speaker
and hearer) or to the fundamental distinction between the content and relationship levels of communication put forward by Watzlawick, Beavin Bavelas and
Jackson (2011 [1967], 2.3).

1.4 Wordplay can be analysed from the perspective of the speaker (encoding,
onomasiological perspective) and from the perspective of the hearer (decoding,
semasiological perspective). The terms of ‘speaker’ and ‘hearer’ are understood
here in a general sense, including writers and readers.

1.5 Moreover, ‘speaker’ and ‘hearer’ may include several persons and / or several groups of persons, permitting complex social games based on complicity /
in-group communication vs. excluded thirds (see below, 2.1.1, 2.7.8 as well as
Verena Thaler’s contribution to the discussion forum, this volume).2

1.6 Being a form of verbal exchange, wordplay has a cognitive as well as a
communicative dimension. In analysing wordplay, we can focus on what happens in the speakers’ and hearers’ minds, and on what happens between them
at a communicative and social level. Wordplay always involves cognitive and
social aspects, but to various degrees, and in different forms.

1.7 Wordplay is transmitted in the phonic or graphic medium or a combination
of both, and in specific contexts of communication (e.g. literary communication, publicity, social media). These aspects influence the ways in which wordplay may be used and interpreted, and co-determine the possibilities of referring to various types of contexts and various types of language-related and
extra-linguistic knowledge. The medial realisation of wordplay and the reference to different types of contextual knowledge thus represent basic parameters
along which different realisations of wordplay can be described and analysed
(cf. Winter-Froemel, this volume).

||
2 In the following, cross-references to other contributions to the discussion forum will be
made by giving the name of the respective author and using the abbreviation DF.
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2 Functions of Wordplay / the Pragmatics of
Wordplay: Encoding and Decoding
2.1 Concerning the interactional dimension of wordplay, it is often necessary
to distinguish between several speaker and hearer instances and / or between
several speaker and hearer groups.

2.1.1 In cases of in-group humour, wordplay involves two hearer groups, the
in-group which plays the game and which includes the speaker and part of the
hearers, and the out-group of further hearers who are excluded from the game.
These cases of wordplay are thus based on strategies of complicity (French connivence).

2.1.2 Another basic pattern involving several speakers and / or hearers arises
from the multiplication of levels of communication in literary texts. In analysing
this kind of wordplay, it is important to clearly separate the different communicative levels in order to determine where wordplay proper takes place (see below, 2.6.2; cf. also Winter-Froemel and Zirker 2015a).

2.1.3 Wordplay which is based on different speaker and hearer groups and
roles can be analysed in terms of polyphony (see Bachtin 1971, 1979 [1934 /
1935], and Ducrot’s 1980; 1984 distinction of locuteur L und λ, sujet parlant,
énonciateur, as well as Rabatel 2005, 2008, 2015, and the concepts of posture
énonciative and points de vue), and by referring to Goffman’s distinction of different types of speakers – the animator, the author, the principal – as well as of
different types of hearers – ratified and unratified participants / bystanders (see
e.g. Goffman 1981).

2.2 Speakers can use wordplay in order to fulfill different functions.

2.2.1 The core function of wordplay is to produce a humorous effect and to
amuse the hearer.
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2.2.2 Moreover, wordplay can be used to fulfill a broad range of other social
functions related to the image of his / her self the speaker wishes to convey by
using wordplay (e.g. esteem / admiration of the speaker’s wit, creativity, and
linguistic mastership), or the social relations – between the speaker and hearer
as well as between different hearer groups – confirmed, revealed or created by
using wordplay (e.g. shared aesthetic pleasure, inclusion / exclusion of certain
hearer groups).

2.2.3 Further functions may add to these (e.g. a motivational or didactic function in uses of wordplay in teaching in order to increase the students’ motivation or attention, wordplay as a means of enhancing the memorisation of the
speaker’s utterance like in advertising slogans, cf. 2.7.4, or wordplay as a means
of persuasion, cf. patterns like the one described in 2.3, where “non-humorous
wordplay” is used to reveal [hidden] truth[s]).

2.3 For cases in which the formal features of wordplay are realised, but the
humorous dimension is absent, the question whether they should be considered
to be in the domain of wordplay proper has been controversial. Such instances
of “non-humorous wordplay” can be found e.g. in Biblical texts (see example
(1)), or other contexts of “serious” (religious / philosophical) argumentation (see
example (2), cf. also Heidegger’s philosophical arguments, which are often described by referring to the notion of wordplay).
(1)

Du bist Petrus, und auf diesen Felsen will ich bauen meine Gemeinde. /
Et moi, je te dis que tu es Pierre, et que sur cette pierre je bâtirai mon
Eglise. [And I tell you, you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my
church]
(Matt. 16,18, wordplay on Aramaic kephas ‘stone, rock’ / Greek πετρος –
πετρα; Die Bibel oder die ganze Heilige Schrift des Alten und Neuen Testaments nach der Übersetzung Martin Luthers [1968] / Louis Segond Bible;
http://saintebible.com/matthew/16–18.htm (15.11.2015); cf. John 1,42;
cited from Winter-Froemel 2009: 1433; English translation according to
New International Version of the Bible)

(2)

Nous ne naissons pas seuls. Naître, pour tout, c’est connaître. Toute
naissance est une connaissance. [We are not born alone. To be born is,
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for all things, to know / to be born with. Every birth is knowledge / a cobirth.]
(Paul Claudel: Traité de la co-naissance au monde et de soi-même [1904],
in: Œuvre poétique, ed. Jacques Petit, Paris 1967: 149, cited from WinterFroemel 2009: 1431; translation into English EWF)

2.4 Wordplay can be successful (if the intended functions are fulfilled) or fail.3

2.4.1 The primary criterion for the success of wordplay is its being understood,
i.e. the speaker(s) and hearer(s) must recognise that a specific instance of wordplay is realised, and be able to identify the linguistic items involved and their
respective meanings.

2.4.2 The communicative success of wordplay is shared between the speaker
and hearer or at least some of the hearers (cf. in-group humour, where excluded
thirds imply included second persons).

2.4.3 Many contexts of using wordplay require explicit feedback by the hearer(s) in order to signal that the wordplay has been understood (e.g. in telling
jokes). In situations of communicative distance (especially with temporal distance between the communication partners, e.g. in literary texts; cf. Koch and
Oesterreicher 2011) and thus without the possibility of the hearer giving direct
feedback to the speaker, the success of an individual realisation of wordplay
can only be evaluated at the stage of the hearer’s interpretation of the speaker’s
utterance.

2.5 Wordplay involves producing an utterance in a linguistically competent
way (competence with respect to the linguistic code and the specific semiotic
entities which are actualised in the utterance). It involves an active choice of
wording based on the form and meaning of the linguistic items and on a certain
communicative function intended. The person who realises a particular in||
3 I would like to thank Alexander Onysko and Sebastian Knospe, whose comments have permitted me to refine the following remarks on the communicative success of wordplay.
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stance of wordplay is aware of doing so, and we can speak here of a strategic
use (in a large sense of the term ‘strategy’).

2.6 Wordplay is speaker based and concerns the act of encoding.
2.6.1 Hearers may misinterpret an ambiguous utterance and introduce an
additional meaning which is unintended by the speaker and which would normally be ruled out in cooperative communicative settings because of its implausibility in the concrete communicative context (see example (3); cf. Winter-Froemel 2013: 151; Winter-Froemel and Zirker 2015a: 318–319). In such a situation,
however, the active part of the hearer needs to become explicit or at least in
some way perceivable, and it could be postulated that the hearer’s reaction implicitly involves imagining that the speaker’s utterance could be repeated by the
hearer himself / herself, so that it would be an example of “standard” (speakerbased) wordplay (see (3’) as well as (4) / (4’)). We could speak of ‘ludic reinterpretations’ here, and we are dealing with specific instances where the hearer is
(at least temporarily) linguistically more competent than the speaker, who exhibits a lack of awareness with respect to his / her utterance being potentially
ambiguous. Very often, this superiority of the hearer inverts the otherwise prevailing social hierarchy between the speaker and the hearer (e.g. between teacher and pupil, or between different politicians in political hierarchies). Another
interesting case of hearer-induced reinterpretations is provided by typing errors
(see Rabatel, in preparation).
(3)

−

Teacher (handling a technical device): Jetzt fehlt nur noch, daß das
Gummi reißt! [All I need now is that the rubber tears.]
− Pupils (pubescent): Laughter. [indicating sexual reinterpretation of
rubber in the sense of ‘condom’]
(http://math-www.uni-paderborn.de/~odenbach/kunz.html; 15.12.2012;
example cited from Winter-Froemel 2013: 151; Winter-Froemel and Zirker
2015a: 318–319)

(3’)

Teacher handling a technical device.
Pupil (commenting on the teacher’s action): All (s)he needs now is that
the rubber tears.

(4)

−

Und damit wir besser sind als die, brauchen wir Kraft, für Bildung.
Brauchen wir Kraft. [And in order to be better than them, we need
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power / Kraft, for education. We need power / Kraft.] (the Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany and president of the Christian Democratic Union of Germany Angela Merkel during the election campaign for the North-Rhine Westphalia state election, 2012;
Hannelore Kraft was the leading candidate for the Social Democratic Party of Germany, the opposite party)
− Supporters of the Social Democratic Party of Germany present in the
hall: Laughter.
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1waQuZaPrO8, accessed 17.05.2012;
translation into English EWF)
(4’)

Supporter of the Social Democratic Party: Damit sie besser ist, braucht
sie Kraft. [To be better, she needs power / Kraft.]

2.6.2 In the superposition of several levels of communication, wordplay proper is situated at the level of the competent speaker and hearer recognizing wordplay (i.e. not between Meister Eder and Pumuckl in example (5), but between
the author of this text, Ellis Kaut, and the reader of the book / listener to the
audio version / viewer of the film version):
(5)

−

Meister Eder to Pumuckl: Wenn man an Katarrh hat, dann läuft die
Nasen andauernd. [If you have a cold, your nose is running all the
time.]
− Pumuckl: Also meine Nase, meine Nase nicht. Meine Nase kann
überhaupt nicht laufen, weil sie keine Füße und sowas hat. [No, not
my nose, my nose not. My nose cannot run at all, because it does
not have feet and things like that.]
(Ellis Kaut, Pumuckl und der Schnupfen [first published in 1966],
http://www.pumucklhomepage.de/phf65.html; 15.11.2015; translation into English EWF)

2.7 Wordplay can be indicated by various types of hints.

2.7.1 If wordplay is based on paronymy (see below, 3.6), the formal difference
functions as an indicator of wordplay (e.g. Cogito ergo boom vs. Cogito ergo sum
in example (14) below).
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2.7.2 Wordplay based on homonymy or polysemy can be indicated by intonation in phonic utterances, or italics, bold print, quotation marks, capitalisation
etc. in the graphic medium (cf. examples (10) and (34) cited below).

2.7.3 In the case of wordplay in praesentia (see below, 3.5), the repetition of
formally identical or nearly identical elements can be sufficient to indicate a
playful dimension (e.g. personnalité and personne alitée in (6)).
(6)

#qvemf Alban cherchait une personnalité, plutôt qu’une personne alitée. [Alban was seeking a personality rather than a bed-ridden person]
(Tweet by Mot d’Esprit, 11.12.2010; translation into English EWF)

2.7.4 In wordplay in absentia based on ambiguous linguistic items (homonymy / polysemy; see below, 3.5 and 3.6), the hearer (or reader) is frequently invited to consider an alternative (playful) interpretation of the speaker’s utterance
due to the fact that the first (expected / common) reading does not lead to a
meaningful / communicatively adequate interpretation. For example, in (7) the
food interpretation appears to be implausible in the utterance context of a slogan in the London tube, so that the hearer (reader) should arrive at an interpretation in the sense of ‘Less money. No traffic jam’, which is clearly more plausible for a publicity campaign for public transport (cf. Tanaka 1992: 101).
(7)

Less bread. No jam.

2.7.5 Wordplay can also be explicitly indicated by metalinguistic comments
(see example (8)).
(8)

christ cosmique @jeanisright 11. Nov.
j’viens de voir un vieux tweet de @plaetha
Du coup merci beaucoup d’avoir dit que j’avais un beau cou (le jeu de
mots c’est cadeau)
[I have just come across an old tweet by @plaetha
So (du coup) thanks a lot (beaucoup) for having said that I have a nice
neck (beau cou) (the pun is excellent)]
(twitter message, 11.11.2015; translation into English EWF)
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2.7.6 Moreover, wordplay can also be explicitly or implicitly indicated by the
text genre / discourse tradition (Koch 1987, 1997; see section 4 below) in which
it appears. For example, conundrums (see example (9)) and a series of conundrums (see example (10)) strongly indicate that a pun will follow (exceptions are
of course possible).
(9)

Was ist weiß und schaut durchs Schlüsselloch? – Ein Spannbettlaken.
[What is white and looks through the keyhole? – A fitted sheet / A Peeping Tom sheet; wordplay based on the ambiguity of Germ. spannen
‘stretch’, ‘peep’]
(broadcast by the German radio station SWR3, 20.12.2011; translation
into English EWF)

(10)

Monsieur et Madame DALORS ont un fils… Comment s’appelle-t-il?
HOMER.
Monsieur et Madame ENVACANCES ont quatre enfants… Comment
s’appellent-ils? YVON, AUDE, ANNE, MARC.
Monsieur et Madame POURFAIREDUVELO ont trois fils, comment s’appellent-ils? IVAN, SAM, OTTO.
Monsieur et Madame PLUDEBIÈREDANLEFRIGO ont un fils… Comment
s’appelle-t-il? ROGER.
Monsieur et Madame SCOTT ont une fille. Comment s’appelle-t-elle?
DEBBY.
[Mr. and Mrs. … have a son / four children / three sons / a son / a girl.
What is his / their / her name?
HOMER DALORS  Oh merde alors! ‘oh shit’
YVON, AUDE, ANNE, MARC ENVACANCES  Ils vont au Danemark en
vacances. ‘They are going on holiday to Denmark.’
IVAN, SAM, OTTO, POURFAIREDUVELO  Il vend sa moto pour faire du
vélo. ‘He sells his motorbike to ride a bike.’
ROGER PLUEDEBIÈREDANLEFRIGO  Ro, j’ai plus de bière dans le frigo
‘Oh no, I haven’t got any beer left in the fridge.’
DEBBY SCOTT  des biscottes ‘rusks’
(translation into English EWF)]

2.7.7 The various kinds of hints require different types of linguistic and extralinguistic knowledge and competence (general knowledge, specific contextual
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knowledge, lexical meanings, grammatical knowledge, etc.; cf. Winter-Froemel,
this volume).

2.7.8 Convergences and divergences between the knowledge of different
groups of speakers and hearers may be exploited for in-group humour / wordplay based on complicity / connivence.

3 Technical Aspects of Wordplay: Form and
Meaning in Wordplay
3.1 Wordplay is not purely conceptual: Form matters. Wordplay involves manipulating form.

3.2 This is what leads to its alleged untranslatability (which, however, does
not necessarily apply in all cases, as the linguistic structures of the source and
target language may occasionally match – see e.g. examples (3) and (5) cited
above – or can be overcome by various strategies of translation, cf. Delabastita
1997; Henry 2003). Nevertheless, the translation test can serve as a heuristic
device to identify wordplay.

3.3 The importance of form and meaning in wordplay is linked to a specific
dimension of the utterance: By accenting the utterance itself (or certain elements of it), certain characteristics of the linguistic code – in the sense of a particular language (Saussurean langue) or in the sense of human language in
general (Saussurean langage) – are revealed.

3.3.1 Wordplay that juxtaposes formally near-to identical items with different
meanings can highlight the “dangers” arising from the arbitrariness of language
(a small change on the level of form can make a big change on the level of content). Wordplay that combines series of formally similar items can serve to
demonstrate the difficulties that may arise from the limited repertoire of distinguishing units (phonemes) in language, and the speaker’s linguistic mastership
(not getting trapped by the formal similarities; cf. tongue twisters like in exam-
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ple (11)). Wordplay that is based on remotivations or pseudo-motivations, in
contrast, highlights the motivational dimension of language, and it can serve to
demonstrate the speaker’s ability of simultaneously exploiting formal and content-based associations of linguistic items (cf. witty remarks containing wordplay). However, the importance of these references to basic characteristics of
the linguistic code and of language in general strongly varies for different realisations of wordplay. They are frequently not foregrounded, and they need not
be perceived by the speaker and hearer.
(11)

She sells sea-shells on the sea-shore.

3.3.2 This dimension of wordplay can be linked to what Jakobson (1960) has
labelled the “poetic” and the “metalinguistic” function of communication (cf.
Zirker and Winter-Froemel 2015b; Winter-Froemel and Zirker 2015c).4 However,
the linguistic knowledge to which the speaker refers in wordplay is not necessarily an explicit theoretical (“expert”) knowledge.

3.3.3 Different ways of referring to the linguistic code and to language can be
described with the help of the distinction between epilinguistic knowledge, epilinguistic awareness and metalinguistic knowledge elaborated by Auroux (1994)
based on Culioli (1990) (see also Lecolle 2009; Goatley 2012: 10; Hausmann
1974) as well as Leibniz’s distinction of cognitio clara distincta and cognitio clara
confusa, where the latter describes a secure knowledge which, however, the
speaker is not able to state in systematic terms in an explicit and analytic manner (see Coseriu 1997, 2001 [1968]; Lecolle 2015: 221).

||
4 I am referring here to Jakobson’s model of communication, which represents a key reference
in linguistic and literary research, and the labels provided by him can serve to identify the
basic characteristics of wordplay described above. Nevertheless, certain aspects of Jakobson’s
model would require critical discussion. Most importantly, concerning the systematisation of
the different functions proposed, it can be argued that they do not belong to the same epistemological level (among others, the metalinguistic function could be conceived as a specific
subtype of the referential or Bühler’s representational function, with the language being the
object in question; cf. Coseriu 2007 [1980]: 85–86; for a general critique of Jakobson’s model cf.
Coseriu 2007 [1980]: 76–87; Zirker and Winter-Froemel 2015a: 9; Kabatek 2015: 221–223). For
reasons of space, these issues cannot be discussed in further detail here.
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3.4 Most typically, wordplay involves establishing surprising associations and
juxtapositions of linguistic items at the lexical level (cf. the term wordplay itself,
but see 5 below, where other subtypes of wordplay are discussed).

3.4.1 Wordplay can involve two (or more) lexical units (defined as pairs of a
certain form and a certain meaning / sense, so that a polysemous lexeme corresponds to several lexical units; cf. Cruse 1986: 49). For example, in (12), wordplay is based on the juxtaposition of lexical unit1 reaction ‘response’ and lexical
unit2 reaction ‘chemical process’:
(12)

I’d tell you a chemistry joke but I know I wouldn’t get a reaction.

3.4.2 The units in wordplay can also be morphologically complex. For example, in change s.o.’s mind the wordplay is based on the clash between the compositional interpretation with the literal meaning of change and the conventionalised meaning of the phraseological expression change s.o.’s mind. In example
(14), Susan Sontag alludes to Descartes’ expression Cogito ergo sum, substituting the last word by a formally similar item that evokes the idea of a nuclear
explosion.
(13)

I wasn’t originally going to get a brain transplant, but then I changed my
mind.

(14)

Cogito ergo boom.
(Sontag 1967: 75; cf. Winter-Froemel 2009: 1431)

3.4.3 From a linguistic perspective, the basic units of wordplay are meaningful
units, i.e. lexical units or morphemes. Wordplays based on bounded morphemes are relatively rare, but can be illustrated by example (15) taken from
Verena Thaler’s corpus of chat communication (cf. Thaler 2003). In (15), the
wordplay refers to the lexical item in ‘hot’ and the negative morpheme in- by
alluding to word formations containing this morpheme (we could think here of
forms such as inabitabile ‘uninhabitable’, inaccessibile ‘inaccessible’, inammissibile ‘unacceptable’, etc.).
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(15)

<fata morgana> siamo o non siamo la città piu IN d’italia :D [are we or
are we not the city of Italy which is most IN :D]
<Luigi> tralascio quello che si può aggiungere vicino a in [I leave out
what can be added next to in]
(Verena Thaler, personal communication; translation into English EWF)

3.4.4 Wordplay can also occur when different linguistic items containing one
and the same stem (in one and the same meaning) are combined (inflected
forms, word formations, especially conversions, etc.). This pattern can frequently be observed in medieval literature (see example (16)). Similar instances would
nowadays not be unanimously classified as wordplay, which can be explained
by the fact that the difference in meaning is very small here (narrowing down
e.g. to the differences brought about by the grammatical morphemes added to
the stem in the inflected verb forms, etc.), and that it is the association of the
different (but formally similar or identical) linguistic units – rather than their
juxtaposition as in examples (12) and (13) above – which is central here. Ultimately, the controversies about what belongs in the category of wordplay and
what does not illustrate its inherent dynamics and its historical and cultural
boundedness (cf. section 4 below).
(16)

Ir leben, ir tôt sint unser brôt. / sus lebet ir leben, sus lebet ir tôt. / sus
lebent si noch und sint doch tot / und ist ir tôt der lebenden brôt) [Their
lives, their death are our bread, so lives their life, so lives their death. So
they still live today and are yet dead, and their death is the bread of the
living.]
(Gottfried von Straßburg, Tristan, ed. V. K. Marold, Vol. 1: Text; Vol. 2:
Übers.; Berlin and New York 2004, Vv. 1310f.; 236–238; cited from Winter-Froemel 2009: 1435; translation into English EWF)

3.4.5 Wordplay in a broader sense such as monovocalic texts (see example (17)
of a Spanish monovocalic text in A), holorhymes (French vers holorimes, see
example (18), where both lines are pronounced exactly in the same way), lipograms (see e.g. the novel La Disparition by Georges Perec, which avoids the
letter <e>; cf. Di Blasio 2015), etc., involves the combination of formally similar
linguistic units (in the latter case, items not containing the letter <e>), while
there is not a juxtaposition of specific linguistic units and their meanings as in
examples (12) and (13) above. Contrarily to (16), however, the unifying feature is
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sublexical (or submorphological) here. This aspect can be described by referring
to the distinction made by German scholars who oppose Sinnspiel and Klangspiel – playing with sense / wordplay (in a narrow sense) vs. playing with
sound / soundplay (cf. among others Grassegger 1985). However, in many cases,
the distinction is difficult to make, and some examples can be considered to be
intermediate cases. Moreover, in some instances, it is not the sounds that count,
but letters or graphemes (cf. the example of Perec’s La Disparition). If the category is still labelled soundplay, this term should thus be understood in a sufficiently broad way to include cases of play at the graphic level.
(17)

A la mañana, Ana sacaba la sábana blanca ya lavada. La amarraba a la
cama, la aplanaba, llamaba a la mamá:
– ¡Mamá, mamá, acá, la cama ya va acabada! […]
[In the morning, Ana used to take out the white bed sheet that was already washed. She fixed it to the bed, flattened it and called her mum:
– Mum, mum, come here, the bed is already made.]
(cf. http://www.webmaniacos.com/textos-monovocalicos-con-la-a-y-conla-e/, accessed 05.04.2016; translation into English EWF)

(18)

Étonnamment monotone et lasse
Est ton âme en mon automne, hélas!
[Surprisingly monotonous and exhausted
Is your soul in my autumn, alas!]
(Louise de Vilmorin, L’Alphabet des aveux; cited from Bailly 2006; translation into English EWF)

3.4.6 In other examples, the phonic and / or graphic realisation of linguistic
units is altered with humorous intentions. The analysis of these examples as
cases of wordplay can be considered to be to a certain extent problematic, if
there is no association or juxtaposition of different meanings.5 In fact, their
“wordplayfulness” is restricted to manipulating form, and it crucially hinges on
the speaker’s communicative intention of producing verbal humour. For exam-

||
5 But exceptions are possible, as illustrated in (19), where the element boule can be recognised; this example can thus be analysed as a folk-etymological loanword integration. Moreover,
we can frequently observe here an (explicit or implicit) juxtaposition with other possible (especially conventional / more common) spellings, such as Engl. / Fr. bull dog, Fr. / Germ. chic,
Engl. / Fr. people, Engl. / Fr. whiskey, Engl. English, Germ. Sensation.
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ple, formal criteria alone do not allow us to distinguish between spellings proposed in “serious” debates about the orthographic norm (e.g. in the domain of
loanword integration, cf. Winter-Froemel 2011) from ludic distortions of conventional spellings (see the examples cited below).
(19)

Fr. bouledogue ( Engl. bulldog)
(cf. PR)

(20)

Germ. schick ( Fr. chic)
(cf. Duden)

(21)

Fr. pipole ( Engl. people)
(cf. PR)

(22)

Fr. ouisqui ( Engl. whisky)
(cf. Queneau 1962)

(23)

tu récupères tous les mecs qui parlent anglais. Forcément, les fonctionnaires qui bossent aux renseignements sont un peu légers en langue
étrangères et vu que tu es un petit jeune, tu te récupères tous les Ingliche
Pipole
[you get all the guys who speak English. Certainly, the state employees
who work at the information service are a bit weak with regard to foreign languages, and as you are small young guy, you get yourself all the
Ingliche Pipole]
(contribution in a discussion forum, 04.07.2002, <http://www.forumauto.com/les-clubs/section7/sujet32940.htm>, accessed 13.06.2009; italics and translation into English EWF)

(24)

Die Grill ¡Sensaçión!
(German advertising slogan for a barbecue version of Swabian ravioli
offered in the context of the soccer world championship in Brazil in
2014; alteration of Germ. Sensation by introducing the Portuguese grapheme <ç> and – interestingly – Spanish elements as well: <-ión> and
<¡>; cf. Winter-Froemel, this volume)

3.4.7 There are word formations which are coined with humorous intentions
and which establish creative and surprising conceptual associations (see exam-
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ples (25) and (26); cf. Winter-Froemel, in press). Here again, the principle of association (in this case, conceptual association) is foregrounded.6 These examples can be considered to be different from the other categories discussed
above, as they do not involve a manipulation of form or a juxtaposition of formally similar items with different meanings, and they can be easily translated
into other languages. It seems interesting to note that both for the formal variants cited in 3.4.6 and for ludic innovations of the type referred to here, the
ludic dimension can get lost in the diachronic evolution of the linguistic items
(e.g. Drahtesel is nowadays perceived as clearly less ludic than Eierschaukel),
and that the strength of the ludic effect seems generally weaker or more unstable for forms which designate new concepts than for forms which introduce a
(near-)synonym for a conventional expression; however, the validity and strength
of the latter aspect needs to be determined in further research (cf. Winter-Froemel 2011; Onysko and Winter-Froemel 2011).
(25)

Germ. Nasenfahrrad (literally ‘nose bicycle’), Nasenquetscher (‘nosesqueezer’) for glasses
(cf. Duden)

(26)

Germ. Drahtesel (‘filament donkey’), Stahlross (‘steel steed’), Eierschaukel (‘nuts swing’) for bicycle
(cf. Duden)

3.4.8 ‘Distortions’ of pronunciation or spelling (or, formulated in a more neutral way, alternations or retranscriptions) can also involve language contact, i.e.
linguistic items from different historical languages, as illustrated by the retranscriptions of French and Italian items based on English grapheme-to-phoneme
correspondence rules in examples (27) and (28) (for the notion of grapheme-tophoneme correspondence rules, cf. Meisenburg 1996). Here, the game proposed
to the reader consists in reading the message according to the pronunciation
rules of English (which simulates going back to a stage of acquisition of reading
competence as in primary school) in order to obtain a phonic realisation which
is very close to the French and the Italian “original” message (for some items,
this may imply surprising correspondences to existing forms of English: poor,
||
6 However, we could ascertain a sort of implicit juxtaposition with respect to the conventional
and ‘expected’ expressions Brille and Fahrrad in the concrete communicative contexts where
the ludic innovations are coined and used.
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lay, paw, stare, ray, how to X, etc.). The linguistic items involved here are thus 1)
the French / Italian ‘original’ items (in absentia), 2) the (mostly nonsense) words
of the utterance and the grapheme-to-phoneme correspondence rules of English, and occasionally 3) existing linguistic items of English.7
(27)

Poor lay Zanglay. Ung joor vare meedee ger preelotobüs poor la port
Changparay. Eel aytay congplay, praysk. [...]
[Pour les Anglais. Un jour vers midi j’ai pris l’autobus pour la porte
Champerret. Il était complet, presque. / For the English. One day around
noon I took the bus for Porte Champerret. It was full, almost.]
(Queneau 1947: 129; translation into English EWF)

(28)

Perlee Englaysee. Oon jornow versaw matzodjornow soola peattaphormah pawstareoray dee oon howtoboos da li leenea S veedee oon
johvanay dull calloh trop-o-loongo [...].
[Per gli Inglesi. Un giorno verso mezzogiorno sulla piattaforma posteriore di un autobus della linea S vidi un giovanne del collo troppo lungo. /
For the English. One day around noon on the rear platform of a bus serving the line S, I saw a young man with a neck that was too long.]
(Queneau [and Eco] 1983: 193; translation into English EWF)

3.4.9 Other instances of wordplay involving different linguistic systems are parodies of foreign languages such as illustrated by what could be labelled ‘translation conundrums’. While the “translations” in (29) and (30) involve clearly
identifiable linguistic items – they are based on a playful reinterpretation of a
foreign proper name (Mubarak / Garibaldi) in which a pseudo-motivation is
created (Mu-  muh ‘sound of a cow’, -barak  Germ. Baracke ‘shack’, with an
additional parody of L2 pronunciations or foreigner talk pronunciations omitting the final vowel; gari  Germ. garen ‘cook’, baldi  Germ. bald ‘soon’, the
addition of -i can be analysed as a pseudo-suffixation and pseudo-italianisation). By contrast, the conundrum in (31) is based on a combination of items of
the German language that evoke the sound of (or better: a stereotypical image
of) the Chinese language and are at the same time meaningful with respect to
the content of the utterance (lang ‘long’; fing  Germ. Finger ‘finger’; fang  le||
7 The transcription lay Zanglay, where lays Anglay would also have been theoretically possible, moreover shows that Queneau follows a principle of “maximal distortion” in order to maximise the comic effect.
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xical stem and imperative of Germ. fangen ‘catch’). The “foreign language items”
involved here are thus only stereotypical representations of Chinese sounds or
of the stereotypical sound of Chinese in general, as perceived by Germans (short
words, closed syllables with nasal and / or velar consonants in the coda, high
frequency of the vowel [i], etc.).
(29)

Was heißt Kuhstall auf Ägyptisch? – Mubarak. [What is cowshed in
Egyptian? – Mubarak.]

(30)

Was heißt Schnellkochtopf auf Italienisch? – Garibaldi. [What is pressure cooker in English? – Garibaldi.]

(31)

Was heißt “Polizist” auf Chinesisch? – Lang fing fang. [What is “policeman” in Chinese? – Lang fing fang.]

3.4.10 Some examples like Bodo Wartke’s Liebeslied in allen Sprachen (love
song in all languages; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2UBXB4IhZM, accessed 25.04.2016) can be considered to be verbal humour, but to be out of the
domain of wordplay proper: here, the verbal humour is based on the juxtaposition of different sounds and languages in the different verses compared to each
other, on the choice of expressions which allude to stereotypical representations of foreign languages, speakers and cultures, and on the demonstration of
linguistic mastership in the performance of the song by the artist. We could
speak here of ludic translations that highlight the divergence of different languages or language-internal varieties (dialects, sociolects etc.; cf. also Queneau’s Exercices de style), and this procedure characterises parody in general
(however, this adjacent domain of investigation cannot be discussed in more
detail here).
(32)

Ich will’s in allen Sprachen für dich singen,
auf allen Instrumenten zum Erklingen bringen:
Ich liebe dich.
I want to sing it in every language for you, baby
Play on every instrument to say these words to you.
Believe me it is true, I love you.
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Je veux chanter pour toi en toutes les langues,
jouer pour toi de tous les instruments
en disant, mon amour: je t’aime.
In tutte le lingue lo vorrei cantare,
su tutti gli strumenti suonare,
provare l’amore per te, perché ti amo.
Lo tocaría en todos los instrumentos
pues intento decirte lo que siento, sin lamento:
te quiero, muero por tí…
Ik wil het in alle talen met je delen,
op alle instrumenten voor je spelen, kwelen.
Nou weet ik echt: Ik hou van jou.
Sing isch korrekt für disch, weißt du,
in alle Sprache… ey krass, wie heißt du eigentlisch?
Ah, scheisegal [sic]. Isch liebe disch.
In allen Sprochn sing i für di Susi,
auf allen Instrumenten mach i Musi, mei Gspusi,
I mag di ham, mia passn zsamm.
[…]
(cf. https://www.rxlyrics.com/lyrics/b/bodo-wartke/liebeslied-23.html;
17.05.2015. http://www.magistrix.de/lyrics/Bodo%20Wartke/Liebeslied236116.html; 15.11.2015)

3.5 Concerning the ways in which the different linguistic items are actualised,
we can, for wordplay in the narrow sense (see 5 below), distinguish between
wordplay in praesentia (or, following Hausmann 1974, horizontal wordplay), in
which the juxtaposed items both appear in the utterance (see examples (33),
(34), (35) and (6) cited above), and wordplay in absentia (or vertical wordplay
according to Hausmann), where two meanings or interpretations of one and the
same element are generated (see examples (36) and (37)8). These two options re||
8 I would like to thank Michelle Lecolle for providing this example as well as examples (34)
and (35) (see also Lecolle, DF, 3.1).
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present basic modalities of wordplay, involving fundamentally different forms
of cognitive processing, i.e. of recognizing / decoding wordplay (cf. 2.7).
(33)

Tu vas partager ce mille-feuille en trois. Tu donneras deux tiers1 au tiers2
monde et tu garderas le troisième pour toi!
[You will divide this puff-pastry into three parts. You will give two thirds
to the Third World and you will keep the third part for yourself.]
(Devos 1989: 70, italics EWF)
tiers1 ‘⅓’, tiers2 as part of tiers monde ‘Third World’

(34)

Pendant les « affaires1 », les affaires2 continuent
[During the court cases business goes on.]
(title of a book by the journalist Denis Robert 1996; italics EWF)
affaires1 ‘court cases’ / affaires2 ‘business’

(35)

Une exposition sur les limites1 et leurs limites2
[An exposition on borders and their limits]
(publicity for an exhibition on borders; italics EWF)
limite1 ‘border’ / limite2 ‘limit’

(36)

Zwei Jäger treffen sich1/2. / Two hunters meet1/2
(italics EWF)
sich treffen1/2 / meet1/2 ‘come together’ / ‘hit each other’

(37)

Des jours sans quotidien1/2
[Days without daily life / a daily newspaper]
(headline in Télérama, 13.02.2013, referring to a strike of newspaper
deliverers; italics EWF)
quotidien1/2 ‘daily life’ / ‘daily newspaper’

3.6 We can distinguish between wordplay involving various expressions of
identical form (homonymy, polysemy) or of only similar form (paronymy) (cf.
Winter-Froemel 2009).

3.7 For wordplay involving various expressions of identical form, a further distinction between polysemy and homonymy can be made.
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3.7.1 Polysemy and homonymy can be defined either by etymological criteria
(polysemy resulting from processes of semantic change, i.e. the two expressions
have a common origin, and homonymy resulting from processes of sound
change [or borrowing], i.e. the two expressions have different etymons and only
come to have the same form “by chance”), or by motivational aspects (polysemy
involving a semantic / cognitive relation between the two meanings which is
still perceived by the speakers, and homonymy involving no such relation; cf.
Blank 2001: 103–112). The two definitions often lead to similar classifications,
but there are cases where different classifications are obtained, as in the case of
Germ. Schimmel ‘mould’ / ‘white horse’, where the two meanings are nowadays
considered to be unrelated by most native speakers, although the second meaning has originated from the first via semantic change (cf. EWDS). A similar case
is Fr. voler ‘fly’ / ‘steal’, where the two meanings are also etymologically related
(cf. DHLF). A wordplay illustrating this constellation is given in example (38),
which plays on flower ‘part of a plant’ and flour ‘finest part of the meal’, which
is etymologically a polysemy, but the meanings are no longer perceived as being semantically related by average speakers of English (cf. also the divergence
of the nowadays conventional spelling for the two items; example cited from
Winter-Froemel and Zirker 2010). The opposite configuration (etymological homonymies being reinterpreted as polysemies) can also be observed in wordplay;
cf. the traditional label of wordplay based on pseudo-motivation (see below,
3.7.3 and example (2) cited above).
(38)

“Can you answer useful questions?” she [the Red Queen] said. “How is
bread made?”
“I know that!” Alice cried eagerly. “You take some flour—”
“Where do you pick the flower?” the White Queen asked.
“Well, it isn’t picked at all”, Alice explained: “it’s ground—”
“How many acres of ground?” said the White Queen.
(Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking-Glass, 9.227)

3.7.2 For analyses of wordplay, it seems preferable to privilege the synchronic
motivational definition, as it immediately addresses the cognitive motivational
dimension of wordplay and respects the usage-based approach chosen (cf. also
Gauger 1971, 1976; Lecolle 2015).
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3.7.3 At the same time, it is only the combination of both aspects which allows
us to distinguish instances of playful remotivation from pseudo-motivation
(Käge 1980: 93; Heibert 1993). In both cases, a semantic / associative relation
between two units is established or stressed (synchronic motivational aspect).
However, in order to distinguish the two types, the etymological criterion must
additionally be taken into account: in remotivation, wordplay points to a semantic relation which is diachronically there (and possibly still perceivable
from a synchronic perspective, but without being foregrounded, see example
(13) cited above; cf. the notion of défigement), whereas in pseudo-motivation, a
new (and diachronically “incorrect”) semantic / associative relation is established (see examples (39) and (40)). A third option is wordplay operating a transmotivation. In this case, the semantic relation between the elements of a compositional expression is interpreted in a new way (cf. Käge 1980: 101–107 and
my contribution in Part II of this volume, section 2.3).
(39)

Ness-Café
(name of a café located at Loch Ness; wordplay on the product name and
the proper name Ness; example taken from Heibert 1993: 132)

(40)

Ein Ladenschild mit einer rätselhaften Form fesselte meinen Blick.
Wenn die Zahl Sechs mit ihrem Spiegelbild zusammentreffen würde,
könnte eine ähnliche Form entstehen. Als ich die Fremdenführerin fragte, was diese Form bedeute, sagte sie nur, das sei eine Brezel. Ein Brätsel? Ein schönes Wort. Im Schaufenster sah ich ein Brot, das genau
dieselbe rätselhafte Form hatte wie das Ladenschild. Das war also ein
Stück B-rätsel. Wahrscheinlich bedeutete diese Form etwas Schönes in
der Geheimsprache des Bäckers.
[wordplay on Germ. Brezel ‘pretzel’ and B-Rätsel ‘B-riddle’]
(Yoko Tawada, Rothenburg ob der Tauber: Ein deutsches Rätsel, in:
Talisman [1996], 29–30)

3.8 In homonymy, we can further distinguish between perfect homonymy (in
pronunciation and spelling, with the two items being the same parts of speech),
and homonymy in which the two items represent different parts of speech (example (41): bacon / baking [in US pronunciation]), or where we have homophony + heterography (example (38) and flour / flower in example (41)), or heterophony + homography (example (42)) (cf. Winter-Froemel 2009).
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(41)

Why did the pig stop sunbathing? He was bacon in the heat.

(42)

Les poules couvent souvent au couvent.
[The hens often brood in the convent.]
(exercise from a schoolbook cited in the movie Le Fabuleux Destin
d’Amélie Poulain; see Jeunet and Laurant 2003, 5; wordplay on Fr. couvent [kuvɑ̃] ‘convent’ and Fr. (ils / elles) couvent [kuv] ‘(they) brood’ (3Pl
present tense of the verb couver)

3.9 The linguistic items on which a wordplay is based can already be part of
the linguistic system (especially in wordplay by remotivation), or they can be
created ad hoc (especially in creations of new forms by paronymy, see example
(43) below).
(43)

Fr. guidenappeur
(< Fr. kidnappeur + guide; example from Queneau 1959)

3.10 The linguistic items of a specific wordplay can belong to one or several distinct historical languages. Wordplay involving language contact can be realised in
different subtypes; what is common to all of them is the additional reference
made to the other language, which thus presupposes additional knowledge by
the speaker and hearer (see the contributions in this volume). Again, this may
be exploited for in-group humour / excluding third parties.

4 The Textual Embedding, and the Historical and
Cultural Boundedness of Wordplay and Verbal
Humour
4.1 There are specific techniques and traditions of wordplay and verbal humour (cf. Attardo 1994, 2006). These contribute to determining how specific instances of wordplay are produced and decoded. In addition to the techniques
concerning wordplay proper (wordplay based on lexical ambiguity, wordplay
based on the association of formally similar linguistic units, wordplay based on
permutation of sounds / letters / syllables, etc., wordplay based on the omission
of specific sounds / letters, wordplay based on specific rhetorical techniques,
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etc.) there are traditions of how wordplay may be embedded in different texts
and utterance types (e.g. text types and text-specific rules as in conundrums,
spoonerisms, contrepèteries, and Schüttelreime). The concept of discourse tradition (Koch 1987, 1997; cf. Kabatek 2015) is a sufficiently large notion which helps
us to analyse this historical dimension of wordplay in all its facets.

4.2 We can identify basic techniques of wordplay and ludic language use (e.g.
permutation of letters or sounds, omission of certain letters or sounds in a text).
These techniques can become conventionalised in traditions which define overall text-types containing wordplay and / or verbal humour (e.g. lipograms, palindromes). More specific traditions can determine how certain forms of wordplay are used within particular text types: e.g. German Schüttelreime contain
both realisations of the permutation (see example (44)), whereas French contrepèteries should in contrast not give the solution (see example (45); cf. Rabatel
2015).
(44)

Du bist / Buddhist. [You are / a Buddhist.]

(45)

Le tailleur est submergé sous les amas de patentes. (solution: sous les
appâts de ma tante) [The tailor is overflooded by piles of business tax
forms / by the lures of my aunt.]

4.3 These discourse-traditional rules can remain implicit, or be explicitly stated. For example, in the context of the Ouvroir de Littérature Potentielle (Oulipo),
the authors respect specific constraints (contraintes) which may involve wordplay, as e.g. in the sollicitude, which is defined in its classical form as follows
and yields texts such as those cited in (46), playing on the French words camembert, camomille, caoutchouc:
[…] le poème est rimé ; il compte trois vers ; la formule de rimes est : a a a; les deux premiers vers sont des alexandrins ; le dernier vers est trisyllabique ; le dernier vers est une
interrogation introduite par « Qu’a » ; l’interrogation du poème porte sur une personne
dont le nom n’est pas un nom connu ; il n’est question que d’une seule personne ; le dernier vers est homophone d’un substantif concret ; il n’y a pas de rapport sémantique évident entre les vers et le deuxième terme de l’homophonie.
[… the poem is rhymed; it comprises three verses; the ryhme schema is: a a a; the first two
verses are Alexandrines; the final verse is trisyllabic; the final verse is a question introduced by “Qu’a” ‘What is the matter with?’; the question of the poem is about a person whose
name is not known; it only involves one single person; the final verse is homophonous
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with a concrete noun; there is no evident semantic connection between the verses and the
second of the homophones.]
(Roubaud and Salon 2014)

(46)

1.

Appétit vigoureux, tempérament de fer,
Member languit, Member se meurt – ami si cher,
Qu’a Member?
2. Eh, Momille, bonjour! Comment va la famille?
Le papa? La maman? Tu pleures, jeune fille?
Qu’a Momille?
3. Je viens de rencontrer, allant je ne sais où,
Outchou, le professeur, qui courait comme un fou.
Qu’a Outchou?
[wordplay on Qu’a Member / Momille / Outchou? ‘What is the matter
with Member / Momille / Outchou?’ and the French nouns camembert
‘camembert’ / camomile ‘chamomile’ / caoutchouc ‘India rubber’]
(Franc-Nohain 1894; cited from Roubaud and Salon 2014)

4.4 Some types of wordplay function locally and are embedded in utterances /
texts which are relatively short and may be defined by the presence of wordplay, as illustrated by conundrums or comedians’ performances. Here we can
count the individual realisations of wordplay in the text (see example (47)9;
most typically, these are instances of wordplay in a narrow sense, see 5.2.1). In
other examples, the discourse tradition which defines a specific subtype of
wordplay may be textually pervasive, so that the wordplay concerns all of the
elements of the utterance, and only one instance of wordplay is counted altogether (see the narration of the story of Pinocchio invented by the Italian author
Carlo Collodi in the version by Umberto Eco and his students, which only uses
words in p- (example (48)); here we are typically dealing with other subtypes of
wordplay in a larger sense, such as soundplay, see 5.2.2; cf. also Perec’s La Disparition).
||
9 Wordplay 1: mignon à croquer ‘sweet to bite into it’, ‘sexually attractive’; wordplay 2: cui-cui
‘sound of a chick’ / cuit ‘boiled’ ; wordplay 3: allusion to and remotivation of the citation
“D’une vieille poule, on fait un meilleur bouillon” attributed to Pierre de Bourdeille Brantôme,
who translates an Italian source una galia vecchia fà miglior brodo che un’altra by Que d’une
vieille poule on fait un meilleur bouillon que d’une autre [you obtain a better bouillon from an
old hen than from any other] (Pierre de Bourdeille Brantôme 1838, Cinquiesme Discours: Des
Dames Gallantes, 387–388); wordplay 4: dur à cuire ‘hard to boil’ / ‘hard-boiled’.
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(47)

Récemment, je suis entré
dans une auberge pour y dîner et sur la carte,
il y avait marqué: « Poussin rôti ».
Et... j’ai commandé un poussin rôti. J’ai vu arriver un petit poussin...
dans une assiette... Hamm!!!
Je n’en ai fait qu’une bouchée
dans mon gros ventre!
Un petit poussin!
Vous avez déjà vu un petit poussin?
C’est mignon à croquer!
C’est une petite boule jaune...
Ça fait: cui-cui...
Il n’était pas cuit!
Et je n’en ai fait qu’une bouchée
dans mon gros ventre!
Ça aurait été une vieille poule, encore...
Bon!
Une dure à cuire... elle a vécu! [...]
(Devos 1989: 64)
[for further explanations see footnote 9]

(48)

Povero Pinocchio!
Povero papa (Peppe), palesemente provato penuria, prende prestito
polveroso pezzo pino poi, perfettamente preparatolo, pressatolo, pialla
pialla, progetta prefabbricarne pagliaccetto. Prodigiosamente procrea,
plasmando plasticamente, piccolo pupo pel pelato, pieghevole platano!
Perbacco! Pigola, può parlare, passeggiare, percorrere perimetri, pestare
pavimento, precoce protagonista (però provvisto pallido pensiero), propenso produrre pasticci. […]
(Eco 1995: 16)

4.5 All of these techniques and traditions can be restricted to certain languages, cultures, and epochs, and they can be differently analysed according to
the language communities, cultures, and epochs.

4.6 All of these techniques and traditions are dynamic phenomena, and they
are subject to linguistic and cultural contact as well as diachronic change.
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5 Towards a Working Definition of Wordplay
5.1 The possibilities of defining wordplay have been intensely debated in previous research.

5.1.1 One major controversy concerns the question whether the category
should be restricted to instances in which the linguistic units concerned are
words (or lexical units / meaningful units / morphemes), or whether other cases
that concern smaller or bigger linguistic units (e.g. lipograms) should be included as well. In German research, a distinction is sometimes made between
Sprachspiel [language play] (including both groups) and Wortspiel [wordplay]
(which is restricted to the former group only). However, as this distinction is not
established in international research, the English term wordplay is used here in
a broad sense. Based on the previous reflections, we can propose the following
working definition of wordplay (in this large sense):
Wordplay is a historically determined phenomenon in which a speaker produces an utterance – and is aware of doing so – that juxtaposes or manipulates linguistic items from one or more languages in order to surprise the
hearer(s) and produce a humorous effect on them.
5.1.2 Realisations of wordplay differ with respect to the ways in which these
features are developed, and with respect to the relative importance of the features (e.g. some forms of wordplay are more strongly determined by historical
discourse traditions than others, the strength of the intended humorous effect
may vary and interact with additional functions of specific realisations of wordplay, etc.).

5.2 We can distinguish (at least) three major subtypes of wordplay in a broad
sense and define them as follows:

5.2.1 A first major subtype of wordplay associates and / or juxtaposes linguistic units which are identical or very close in their form and have different mean-
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ings, basically in the form of homonymy, polysemy or paronymy.10 However, the
nature of the items, the ways in which they are actualised, the degrees of their
formal similarity and the relations between their meanings can vary. This is described by many previous definitions of wordplay, and we can refer to this category as wordplay in a narrow sense. This subtype of wordplay is embedded in
utterances / texts which are defined by discourse traditional features, and the
occurrences of wordplay are local in the sense that we can identify specific elements in the utterance where wordplay proper takes place. This type of wordplay can highlight the arbitrariness of language (if semantically unrelated, but
formally close items are juxtaposed, as it mostly happens in homonymies and
paronymies) or emphasise the motivational dimension of language (as in wordplay based on polysemous items as well as in remotivations or pseudo-motivations, e.g. of phraseological units). Wordplay in praesentia and wordplay in
absentia can be considered to be major subcategories of this type of wordplay.
Further refinements could be made, e.g. by distinguishing instances of wordplay that imply lexical innovation vs. those that do not (cf. (39) vs. (7)).

5.2.2 A second major subtype of wordplay is based on the principle of combining elements selected according to a formal criterion which is defined on a sublexical level (i.e. on the phonic or graphic level) and identifies paradigmatically
similar items (e.g. words containing an onset in [s-] or [ʃ-] as in the tongue twister cited in (11), or words beginning with [p-] in the case of Povero Pinocchio,
etc.). We can refer to this subtype of wordplay by using the traditional term of
soundplay, but we should bear in mind that the graphic level is to be included
here as well. In contrast to wordplay in the narrow sense, soundplay is very
often pervasive in the text (e.g. Perec’s La Disparition, where the entire novel
can be analysed as one case of verbal humour of this type).

5.2.3 A third major subtype of wordplay are ludic deformations, where specific
elements of existing forms are substituted on a sublexical level. This subtype of
wordplay is also mostly local (concerning specific linguistic units within the
utterances, but see also examples (27) and (28), where the wordplay is textually
pervasive), and it implies a sublexical innovation. This refers to alterations of
existing conventional units by substitution of certain functionally similar or
||
10 This definition implies that we are dealing here with meaningful units, i.e. lexical units
(which is the most typical case) or morphological units.
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equivalent sublexical elements, e.g. substitution of <sh> by <che> in Ingliche,
see example (23)). Here, the wordplay presents potential alternative realisations
of the linguistic items concerned, and we could say that the arbitrariness / conventional character of language is emphasised.11

5.2.4 Ludic reinterpretations introduced by hearers (cf. examples (3) and (4)
cited above) share the basic features of wordplay in a narrow sense. In these
examples, it is the hearer who introduces a new interpretation with humorous
intentions. This type of verbal humour is restricted to instances in which the
speaker’s utterance contains a potentially ambiguous item (homonymy or polysemy); at the same time, the alternative interpretation put forward by the hearer
is not the straightforward one and should be ruled out under normal (cooperative) circumstances.12 It is therefore debatable whether such instances should be
considered to be subtypes of wordplay in a broad sense, and this issue should
be discussed in further research.

5.2.5 Ludic innovations are based on establishing new semantic / conceptual
relations. They function locally within the utterances / texts in which they are
embedded. As there are not several meanings or several formally close linguistic
items involved here, ludic innovations are fundamentally different from the
other categories discussed in 5.2.1–5.2.4.

5.2.6 Another pattern of ludic language use can be labelled ‘ludic translation’.
This pattern functions at a textual level, where it is pervasive; the basic procedure followed here consists in substituting, for an original message, a new way
of expressing more or less the same content, and thus highlighting different
possible ways of expression. Again, this category is fundamentally different
from the categories discussed in 5.2.1–5.2.4.
||
11 Wordplay in a narrow sense highlights the arbitrariness of the relations between the linguistic items and the referents, whereas ludic deformations insist on arbitrary agreements
made by the speaker communities of specific historical languages. It should be emphasised, however, that the metalinguistic dimension need not be perceived by the speakers using wordplay.
12 This distinguishes ludic reinterpretations from reanalysis, where a new interpretation is introduced by the hearer as well, but both interpretations – the “old” interpretation of the
speaker and the new interpretation introduced by the hearer – are communicatively adequate
and identify the same referent (cf. Detges and Waltereit 2002).
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5.2.7 It seems preferable to restrict the term of wordplay in a broad sense to the
first three subcategories described above (to which further subcategories may
be added). Wordplay is thereby distinguished from verbal humour, which is
used as the broadest term covering all of the categories that have previously
been discussed. (Sometimes, however, the term wordplay has also been used in
this very broad sense in previous research; cf. also Verena Thaler, DF, this volume).

5.2.8 The various categories and subtypes of verbal humour can be summarised as shown in Fig. 1.

5.2.9 There can be combinations and overlaps between the different subtypes,
i.e. some examples of wordplay present features of different subtypes. For example, the puns in (10) are based on homonymy like “classical” wordplay in the
narrow sense, but also illustrate the basic procedure of ludic deformation by
“reinterpreting” more or less stereotypical utterances as combinations of one or
several first name(s) and a family name; similarly for (46); for (19), we can observe not only a potentially ludic deformation of the original English spelling,
but also a convergence with Fr. boule, which draws this example near to the
subtype of ludic innovation; (43) can be analysed as an instance of wordplay in
the narrow sense, but could also be seen as a ludic innovation; finally in (44)
and (45) we can identify isolated linguistic items on which the wordplay is
based – du bist / Buddhist; amas / appâts, patentes / ma tante –, but the basic
procedure is sublexical, and in (44) the wordplay is textually pervasive, as the
entire utterance is determined by the underlying “rule” (cf. also the Contrepetteries version in Queneau’s Exercices de style; Queneau 1947: 130, and examples (27) and (28), which represent ludic translations by ludic deformation of the
linguistic items of the source text).

5.2.10 Otherwise “problematic” cases are types of verbal humour sharing
most, but not all of the features mentioned in the definition in 5.1.1. The defining features proposed above permit us to determine the intermediate status of
these phenomena. This concerns the examples of “serious wordplay” in (1) and
(2) (cf. 2.3). Moreover, we can cite the associations of linguistic items based on
one and the same stem in (16), or the alternations in the spelling of (19) to (22),
which can be created with or without an intention of producing verbal humour.
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The fact that the “wordplayfulness” of these examples cannot be determined
based on the linguistic items alone, but requires taking into account their concrete use in speaker-hearer interaction confirms the usage-based approach taken here.

5.3 As wordplay and verbal humour are inherently dynamic phenomena, the
previous reflections and definitions are open to further discussion and refinements, integrating specific historical backgrounds and traditions of verbal humour.
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Fig. 1: Subtypes of wordplay in a large sense and verbal humour

cf. parody
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Verena Thaler

Varieties of Wordplay1
1 Conceptualizing Wordplay
1.1 Wordplay can be understood (1) as the action of playing with words (in a
way to be specified) or (2) as the result thereof, i.e. a specific linguistic form
produced with the intention to play. (1) is primary to (2) since for there to be a
result there has to be an action. For the study of wordplay this means that linguistic forms should always be analyzed in relation to the respective action and
thus to the context in which they are produced (usage-based approach; Barlow
and Kemmer 2000; Bybee and Beckner 2015; see also Winter-Froemel, DF, 1.2).

1.2 Wordplay as an action is purposeful behavior. It can be argued that actions
can also be unintentional, e.g. (unintentionally) wounding someone, but the
action of playing implies that the playing person is aware of the action. Wordplay thus requires an acting subject, which can be (a) the speaker, (b) the addressee of the utterance, or (c) a third person. In example (1) (see WinterFroemel, DF, 2.6.1) the action of playing is performed by the hearers. The pupils
are consciously playing with the linguistic material produced by the teacher.
Since playing in many cases is a social activity, typically more than one acting
person is involved in the play. In the case of synchronous communication
wordplay can also be co-constructed by several speakers (see example (2)).

||
1 I would like to thank all the members of the scientific network WI 3826/1-1 “The Dynamics of
Wordplay: Language Contact, Linguistic Innovation, Speaker-Hearer-Interaction” (funded by
the DFG / German Research Foundation), Pauline Beaucé, Georgia Christinidis, Barbara FrankJob, Bettina Full, Maik Goth, Bettina Kluge, Sebastian Knospe, Michelle Lecolle, Alexander
Onysko, Alain Rabatel, Monika Schmitz-Emans, Esme Winter-Froemel, and Angelika Zirker.
The following considerations are inspired by the fruitful discussions within the network. Special thanks to Esme Winter-Froemel and Alexander Onysko for their helpful comments on an
earlier version of the paper.
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(1)

−

Teacher (handling a technical device): Jetzt fehlt nur noch, daß das
Gummi reißt! [All I need now is that the rubber tears.]
− Pupils (pubescent): Laughter. [indicating sexual reinterpretation of
rubber in the sense of ‘condom’]
(Winter-Froemel 2013: 151; Winter-Froemel and Zirker 2015a: 318–319;
see also Winter-Froemel, DF, 2.6.1, this volume, including the translation)

(2)

<BLUEGUY> si vs avez du boulot de correction, je suis preneur
<luke>
blueguy, kel drole de boulot, coraicteur
<BLUEGUY> korèctheur
[translation included in the discussion below, see section 2.2]
(original spelling, personal data changed2; http://www.chat-fr.org)

Even if the action of producing a playful utterance (by a speaker or writer) is
conceptually different from the action of recognizing an utterance as playful (by
an addressee or a third person), both actions are performed in a playful way.
Both interlocutors are playing on the given linguistic material.

1.3 Since wordplay is a purposeful activity, slips of the tongue or unintended
combinations of linguistic items cannot be instances of wordplay unless the addressee or a third person takes them up with a playful intention. Examples from
literary texts where the character is unaware of the playful character of what he
is saying but the author is obviously playing on words (e.g. Bauer 2015: 285)
perfectly fit the criterion of a purposeful activity.

1.4 Apart from the intention to play, the speaker usually has further intentions.
One of the most common intentions of playing with words is to amuse others.
Wordplay is thus often associated with verbal humor. It can, however, also have
other functions like, for example, to attract attention, to express in-group solidarity or to show creativity in using language (for more details see 3; see also
Winter-Froemel, DF, 2.2). Playing on linguistic forms is often used as a means to
fulfill one or more of these purposes.

||
2 For reasons of data protection, personal data in this example as well as in the examples (17),
(30) and (32) have been changed.
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2 Towards a Definition of Wordplay
2.1 In addition to the basic characteristics of wordplay (see paragraph 1 above)
it has to be specified in which way the speaker and / or hearer are playing and
what kinds of linguistic forms can be involved in the play. Most typically, wordplay involves linguistic units which are identical or very close in form but different in meaning (Winter-Froemel 2009: 1429).
Wordplay in the narrow sense can thus be defined as the action of playing
with linguistic material (or the result thereof) that is based on the combination
of linguistic units which are identical or very close in form and have different
meanings (see, in a similar form, the first subtype of wordplay proposed by
Winter-Froemel, DF, 5.2.1).
The formal identity or similarity can concern different levels of linguistic
description, e.g. the phonetic level, the lexical level, the morphological level or
the syntactic level (see paragraph 4). It can also simultaneously involve different levels. In example (1) the play involves the formal identity on the lexical
level (ambiguity of Gummi ‘rubber’ / ‘preservative’).

2.2 Wordplay in a broader sense can be defined as the action of playing with
linguistic material (or the result thereof) that is based on a combination of linguistic units which are similar in form but do not have different meanings.
As for the narrow definition, the formal similarity can concern different levels of linguistic description. The examples in (2) and (3) can be described as
wordplay in a broader sense. In example (2) (see section 1.2 above) the speakers
are playing on orthographic variations of the word correcteur (‘corrector’, ‘proofreader’), thus on similarities on the orthographic level. The semantic allusion to
the meaning of correcteur is part of the play.
(3)

Schittebön – Schankedön.
[translation included in the discussion below]
(Zirker and Winter-Froemel 2015: 3; Winter-Froemel and Zirker 2015b: 3)

The play in example (3) is based on the permutation of sounds (or letters),
hence on similarities on the phonetic (or orthographic) level (Germ. bitteschön
(‘you’re welcome’) and dankeschön (‘thank you’)). In the same way as in (2), (3)
does not involve different lexical meanings and can thus not be described as
wordplay in the narrow sense.
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2.3 Wordplay in the broadest sense can be defined as the action of playing
with words (or the result thereof), which is based on the variation of linguistic
units without involving formal similarities. Wordplay in that sense can concern
all kinds of linguistic material that is modified in a playful way.
(4)

sarkollandisation
(Sablayrolles 2015: 192)

(5)

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

The portmanteau word in (4) is a ludic combination of the names of the French
politicians Nicolas Sarkozy and François Hollande, modified by the French
suffix -isation. It refers to the similarities in the political programs of the two
politicians in the French presidential election campaign 2012 and criticizes the
dominance of the two candidates compared to the other candidates (Sablayrolles 2015: 192). Example (5) is a pangram or holoalphabetic sentence, i.e. a
sentence that uses every letter of the alphabet at least once. Pangrams are playing on the specific combination of all letters of the alphabet in one single sentence. In both examples the play is not based on formal similarities as in (1)–(3).
We would still describe them as wordplay in the widest sense if they are the result of a purposeful modification of linguistic material with the intention to
play.

2.4 Wordplay in the narrow sense, wordplay in a wider sense and wordplay in
the widest sense (2.1–2.3) are conceived as distinct categories with no fuzzy
boundaries. However, the classification might depend on our way of describing
the phenomenon. There might, for example, be instances of wordplay where it
is not clear whether or not the play is based on formal similarity.
(6)

Doukipudonktan, se demanda Gabriel excédé.
[translation included in the discussion below]
(Raymond Queneau 1959, Zazie dans le métro)

Example (6) is the first sentence of Raymond Queneau’s novel Zazie dans le
métro in which the author plays on a creative orthographic representation of the
phonetic realization of the utterance Doukipudonktan (D’où (est-ce) qu’il pue
donc tant ? ‘From where does it stink so much?’). One might argue that the play
is orthographic and that no formally similar element appears in the utterance.
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On a deeper level, however, one might see an implicit reference to formal similarities, namely the correspondence between the orthographic and phonetic
forms. In some cases the presence or absence of formal similarity may thus depend on our way of describing the phenomenon.

3 Functions of Wordplay
Wordplay can be classified according to its functions in discourse. It appears in a
broad range of discursive contexts, in spontaneous interaction, in comedy, jokes,
literary texts, advertising slogans, newspaper headings and nursery rhymes, to
give just a few examples. In all of these contexts the production of wordplay as
defined in paragraphs 1 and 2 is based on the (speaker’s and / or hearer’s) intention to play with linguistic material. Apart from that basic function, the use of
wordplay can have a number of more specific functions. It can, for example, be
used
− to amuse people and achieve humorous effects (e.g. Hausmann 1974: 26;
Chiaro 1992; Thaler 2012: 147–149; Renner 2015: 26)
− to give aesthetic pleasure (e.g. Sauer 1998: 175–176; Thaler 2012: 147)
− to show one’s creative ability in using language (e.g. Kabatek 2015: 220)
− to attract and retain the addressee’s attention (e.g. Tanaka 1994: 64; Sablayrolles 2015: 208)
− to gain approval of others (Giles et al. 1976: 141)
− as a mnemonic device to foster memorization (e.g. Janich 2013: 213; Sablayrolles 2015: 209)
− to provoke emotional involvement (e.g. Janich 2013: 212)
− to create or maintain in-group solidarity (e.g. Giles et al. 1976: 141; Goth
2015; Sablayrolles 2015: 208)
− as a politeness strategy / a means of saving the speaker’s (writer’s) or hearer’s (reader’s) face (Thaler 2012: 147–149; Bauer 2015: 282)
− to contribute to social stability (e.g. Kullmann 2015: 56)
− to exclude certain hearer groups (e.g. Sablayrolles 2015: 208)
− to ridicule or embarrass out-group members (e.g. Kullmann 2015: 56–57;
Sablayrolles 2015: 208–209)
− to tease or provoke the hearer or reader (e.g. Kullmann 2015: 59, 67)
− as a tool of satirical comedy (e.g. Goth 2015)
− to insinuate things which are too indecent to say outright (e.g. Hausmann
1974; Tanaka 1994: 76–77)
− to discuss social taboos (e.g. Goth 2015: 90)
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−
−
−

to condense information (e.g. Hausmann 1974: 9)
to support one’s argumentation (e.g. Hausmann 1974: 21), or
to increase the student’s motivation and interest in language learning (e.g.
Vittoz Canuto 1983: 131–138).

Most of these functions are social in nature. Wordplay is always part of social
human behavior and has to be analyzed within its specific discursive context.

4 Linguistic Techniques of Wordplay
4.1 Wordplay can be classified according to the linguistic devices on which the
play is based (e.g. Hausmann 1974; Guiraud 1980; Vittoz Canuto 1983; Chiaro
1992: 24–47; Forgács and Göndöcs 1997; Alexander 2007: 21–58; Janich 2013:
202–213). It seems difficult to propose such a classification for wordplay in the
broadest sense (2.3) since there is a nearly unlimited range of possibilities to
modify linguistic material in a creative and playful way. As to wordplay in a
narrow (2.1) and a broader sense (2.2), the number of techniques is limited by
the number of possibilities to create formal similarities. There are, however, a
lot of creative variations which are difficult to capture in a taxonomy. Some of
the most frequent techniques are listed in the following sections. Wordplay
often combines two or more of these techniques.

4.2 Phonetic Techniques
4.2.1 Play on Homophones
Many instances of wordplay, especially of English puns, are based on homophony. Example (7) plays on the homophony of whine and wine. The French example in (8) is based on the homophony of mots (‘words’) and maux (‘evils’). The
play on homophones can also involve elements of different languages (see
Knospe 2015 on bilingual puns). Example (9) plays on the homophony of Engl.
fun and Germ. fan[tastisch] (‘fantastic’). Since homophony involves two phonetically identical elements with different meanings, play on homophones is always wordplay in a narrow sense.
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(7)

When you step on a grape it gives a little whine.
(Long and Graesser 1988: 44)

(8)

Entre deux mots, il faut choisir le moindre. [Among two words / evils
you must choose the lesser.]
(Paul Valéry 1941, Tel quel; translation into English VT)

(9)

Funtastisch.
(Advertising slogan of Swatch; Janich 2013: 206)

4.2.2 Play on Similarity of Pronunciation
(10)

Wasabi da nur bestellt?!
[translation included in the discussion below]
(Advertising slogan of the German food delivery service Lieferando,
2015)

(11)

Dreh bien!
[translation included in the discussion below]
(Advertising slogan for French cigarette paper, Forgács and Göndöcs
1997: 63)

In some cases the play is not based on phonetical identity, but on similarities in
pronunciation (homoephonic play) which give rise to different meanings. Again,
the play can involve different languages as in (11), which plays on the similarity
in the phonetic realization of Fr. très (très bien, ‘very good’) and the German imperative dreh (‘twist’), referring to cigarette paper. Example (10) plays on the
phonetic similarity between wasabi (‘Japanese horseradish’, referring to the
photo of sushi accompanying the slogan) and Was hab i (da nur bestellt) (‘What
have I (ordered)?’). We are again dealing with wordplay in the narrow sense.

4.2.3 Play on Permutation of Sounds
Permutations of sounds can produce various forms of wordplay like spoonerisms, French contrepèteries (example (12)) or German Schüttelreime (example
(13)). In many cases the permutation of sounds involves a play on different
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meanings and is thus wordplay in the narrow sense. In (3) (see 2.2), the permutation of sounds can also be wordplay in a broad sense.
(12)

Ainsi le duc serait peiné.
= / Ainsi l’eunuque serait pédé /; cf. Rabatel 2015: 35
[So the duke will be sad.
= / So the eunuch will be gay /]
(translation into English VT)

(13)

Du bist
Buddhist.
[You are / a Buddhist.]
(translation into English VT)

4.2.4 Play on Rhythm and Rhyme
Plays on rhythm and rhyme as well as plays on alliteration and assonance
(4.2.5) usually do not involve ambiguity. Example (14), Uschi das ist Sushi
(‘Uschi it’s sushi’) is simply playing on rhyme. In contrast to the first line of the
slogan (see example (10)), the rhyme does not involve different meanings.
(14)

Wasabi da nur bestellt?!
Uschi das ist Sushi: Von Meisterhand gerollt bei 10.000 Lieferdiensten.
[What have I ordered?! (see comment on example (10) above)
Uschi, it’s sushi: Rolled by our expert chefs at 10,000 delivery services]
(Advertising slogan of the German food delivery service Lieferando,
2015; translation into English VT)

4.2.5 Play on Alliteration and Assonance
(15)

Betty Botter bought some butter. (English tongue twister)

4.3 Lexical Techniques
The use of homonymy, polysemy and paronymy are very common techniques of
wordplay (cf. Winter-Froemel, DF, 3.6–3.8). They are wordplay in the narrow
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sense. In oral communication they often overlap with homophonic and homoephonic play (4.2.1, 4.2.2). Moreover, play on the lexical level can also involve phraseological elements (4.3.4) or references to lexical sets (4.3.5).

4.3.1 Play on Homonymy
The play in (16) relies on the homonymy of the English verb to strike. Homonymic forms can also be used in their different meanings in different parts of an
utterance, as in (17). The play is thus not based on homonymy as such, but on
the juxtaposition of different meanings of homonymic word forms. The example
in (17) is an extract of a chat log taken from a German webchat. The co-constructed play is based on the juxtaposition of the different meanings of Germ.
arm / Arm (‘poor’ / ’arm’).
(16)

The first thing that strikes you in Rome is traffic. (Blake 2007: 76)

(17)

<moni> muah ich werd krank ^^
[muah, I’m turning ill ^^]
<gewinnerin02> arme moni^^
[poor moni ^^]
<moni> ja ne ich bin schon arm dran
[I’m really badly off, right?]
<marlon666> besser arm dran als arm ab @moni
[Rather be badly off than have your arm off @ moni]
(Chat conversation, original spelling, personal data changed;
http://www.chatcity.de; translation into English VT)

4.3.2 Play on Polysemy
(18)

Zwei Jäger treffen sich.
[Two hunters meet, ‘come together’ / ’hit each other’; cf. Winter-Froemel
2009: 1429]
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4.3.3 Play on Paronymy
The examples in (19) and (20) involve expressions that are not identical but
similar in form. Example (19) plays on the phonetic similarities of contraceptive
and contradictive and of pregnant and ignorant. Example (20) plays on the permutation of syllables opposing a full bottle in front of me to a full frontal lobotomy.
(19)

Maggie goes to the doctor’s and says: I’ve forgotten to take my contradictive pills.
Doctor: You’re ignorant.
Maggie: That’s right. Three months.
(Alexander 1997: 64)

(20)

I’d rather have a full bottle in front of me than a full frontal lobotomy.
(Chiaro 1992: 19)

4.3.4 Play on Phraseological Elements
Wordplay can be based on idioms or sayings, usually involving homonymy,
polysemy or paronymy of one of its parts. In (21) the German adjective rot (‘red’)
in the idiom rot sehen (‘to see red, to lose one’s head’) is contrasted with the
adjective blau (‘blue’) in its literal sense. The play thus opposes rot in its literal
sense to rot as part of the idiom. The German slogan in (22) plays on the formal
similarity to Latin Habemus papam. The slogan was actually published in 2013,
the year of the papal election. The play also involves an allusion to syntactic
patterns of child language, i.e. two-word sentences. Habenmuss is an orthographic variation of Germ. haben muss (‘must have’), referring to beer in combination with Papa3 (‘daddy’). The example also involves the orthographic technique of playing with word boundaries (see 4.5.2).

||
3 The form papa is also ambiguous in American English, as it may mean ‘daddy’ – a form
obsolete in British English – or refer to the Pope (see the formula Habemus papam).
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(21)

Renovierungspflicht? Wenn der Vermieter bei blauen Wänden rot sieht.
[Renovation required? When your landlord sees red / loses his head upon seeing your blue-painted wall.]
(Advertising slogan of a legal costs insurance; Janich 2013: 181; translation into English VT)

(22)

Habenmuss Papa [Must have it, papa. / Habemus Papa(m).]
(Advertising slogan for Karlsberg beer, 2013; translation into English VT)

4.3.5 Play on Lexical Sets
Wordplay can be based on lexical sets, i.e. on sets of related or opposite items of
meaning which are part of a native speaker’s linguistic knowledge (Alexander
1997: 54–55). Lecolle (2015: 238) characterizes such cases as parallelisms with
semantic opposition (“parallélismes avec opposition sémantique”).
(23)

Le court en dit long.
[translation included in the discussion below]
(Name of an annual short film festival in Paris; Lecolle 2015: 238)

The French example in (23) opposes court (‘short’) and long (‘long’), involving
the idiom en dire long (‘to speak volumes’). The example can thus also be classified as a play on phraseological elements.

4.4 Morphological Techniques
Ludic alternation of morphemes (4.4.1) and ludic word formation (4.4.2–4.4.6)
can be considered morphological techniques of wordplay (see Tab. 1). Word
formation in wordplay typically involves creative or irregular word formation
processes (see, for example, the irregular French derivation positiver (verb derived from the adjective positif (‘positive’) in (29) or the imitated comparative
form in (31)). Again, these techniques partly overlap with other techniques.
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Tab. 1: Morphological techniques of wordplay

Technique

Examples

4.4.1 Play on Morphemes

(24) (Flirtation is)
All attention
But no intention
(Alexander 1997: 35)

4.4.2 Compounding as Play

(25) nounoursothérapie (compound of Fr. nounours (‘teddy
bear’) and thérapie (‘therapy’); cf. Sablayrolles 2015: 205)

4.4.3 Portmanteau Words
as Play

(26) Halte... aux provocasseurs (newspaper heading, blend of
Fr. provocateurs (‘agitators’ / ’trouble makers’) and
casseurs (‘rowdies’), cf. Hausmann 1974: 64)
(27) Ostalgie (‘nostalgia for East Germany’ < German Osten
(‘East’) + Nostalgie (‘nostalgia’); cf. Renner 2015: 125)
(28) Girafitti (‘vandalism spray-painted very, very high’; cf.
Blake 2007: 57)

4.4.4 Derivation as Play

(29) Avec Carrefour, je positive. [With Carrefour, I am positive.] (Advertising slogan of the French supermarket
chain Carrefour, 2003; translation into English VT)

4.4.5 Play on Acronyms

(30) <sunny_girl> wie MG? [Like MG?]
<Julie7508> MG?
<Julie7508> Mönchengladbach [name of a German
city]
<malle> Maschinengewehr... [Machine gun.]
<Julie7508> MaschenGrad zaun / rugen / [play on Germ.
Maschendrahtzaun ‘wire mesh fence’, substituting the
noun Draht ‘wire’ in the compound by Grad ‘degree; rate’]
<Julie7508>
<Julie7508> MichelanGelo
<Julie7508> Miroslav Glose
(Chat conversation, original spelling, personal data
changed; http://chat.rtl.de; translation into English VT)

4.4.6 Play on Comparative
Forms

(31) Gut, besser, Gösser. [Good, better, Gösser]
(Advertising slogan for Gösser beer; Forgács and
Gördöcs 1997: 54; translation into English VT)
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4.5 Orthographic and Graphic Techniques
4.5.1 Play on Orthographic Variations
Wordplay can also be primarily based on the orthographic modification of lexical items without involving different meanings (example (32), see also example
(2) (1.2)). Play of that kind is wordplay in a broad sense.
(32)

<BLUEGUY> mais au fait moi je suispas correcteur [But in fact, I’m no
proofreader]
<BLUEGUY> j’ai juste été traumatisé à coup de dictées [I’ve just been
traumatized by dictations]
<luke>
trop matisé donc :) [this playful formation is discussed
below]
(Chat conversation, original spelling, personal data changed;
http://www.chat-fr.org; translation into English VT)

In example (32) the verb form traumatisé (‘traumatized’) is modified to trop
(‘too’) matisé (neologism attributed to the comic character Titeuf used in the
expression trop matisé).

4.5.2 Shifting of Word Boundaries
The playful shifting of word boundaries can give rise to different meanings and
thus to wordplay in a narrow sense. In example (33) the idiom Have a nice day is
modified to Have an Ice Day referring to the cigarette brand West Ice. Like all
orthographic techniques, this kind of play is restricted to written communication. It goes beyond a play on homophones (4.2.1) as can be found in oral communication.
(33)
Have an Ice Day.
(Advertising slogan for West Ice cigarettes, 2005)
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4.5.3 Palindromes
Palindromes are words or sentences that read the same backward and forward.
They are a purely formal way of playing on words and do not involve different
meanings (wordplay in a broad sense).
(34)

Madam, I’m Adam.
(Chiaro 1992: 31)

(35)

La mère Gide digère mal. [Mother Gide has a poor digestion.]
(Jaki 2015: 258)

4.5.4 Play on Typographic Elements
Apart from linguistic items in a narrow sense, wordplay can also involve typographic elements like font styles, the integration of pictures and symbols or the
creative use of punctuation marks. This primarily concerns wordplay in the
broadest sense. Sometimes typographic variation can also give rise to play on a
formal linguistic level. In (36) the alternation of capital and lower case letters
produces a ludic integration of IBM and the German word Schreibmaschine
(‘typewriter’).
(36)

SchreIBMaschine
(Advertising slogan for an IBM typewriter; Forgács and Göndöcs 1997:
64)

4.6 As the examples show, there is no one-to-one correspondence between linguistic techniques and concrete occurrences of wordplay. Wordplay often combines two or more techniques and involves more than one level of linguistic
description. We can roughly say that the more levels and the more techniques
are involved, the more complex the wordplay is. Some of the techniques privilege wordplay in a narrow sense (e.g. play on homonymy, polysemy and paronymy), while others are usually restricted to wordplay in a broad sense (e.g.
play on rhythm and rhyme, play on alliteration and assonance, palindromes).
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Michelle Lecolle

Some Specific Insights into Wordplay Form:
Sublexical vs. Lexical Level
This short contribution focuses on wordplay from a formal point of view. It is
based on the statement “form matters” that has been put forward by WinterFroemel (DF, 3.1) as well as in discussions in the scientific network1, and it especially addresses the issue of wordplay levels.

1 Getting Started: A Definition of Wordplay
1.1 As proposed by Winter-Froemel (DF, 5.1.1), I assume a definition of wordplay as “a historically determined phenomenon in which a speaker produces an
utterance – and is aware of doing so – that juxtaposes or manipulates linguistic
items from one or more languages” (see also Thaler, DF, 2.3 “Wordplay in the
broadest sense”).
Wordplay can be funny or serious; hence it can fulfill many different functions (see Thaler, DF, 3; Winter-Froemel, DF, 2.2.2).

1.2 Depending on the addressee, the result of wordplay can be different from
the originally intended effect (see Knospe, DF, 3 for examples of fuzzy boundaries between actual wordplay and misunderstanding, or other cases).
Therefore, wordplay is often a matter of interpretation on part of the addressee, and the interpretation issue has to be taken into account in the description. In other words: wordplay is not just a fact; it has to be recognized.

2 What Kind of Linguistic Items Are Manipulated?
Wordplay can be based on a manipulation of different linguistic features.
Hence, a structural analysis of the linguistic levels involved, e.g. in the lan||
1 Scientific Network WI 3826/1-1 “Dynamik des Wortspiels: Sprachkontakt, sprachliche Innovation, Sprecher-Hörer-Interaktion” (funded by the DFG / German Research Foundation from
Dec. 2013 to Nov. 2016).
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guage of the press, may be fruitful in its own right. In the following, I will differentiate between wordplay on the sublexical and lexical level without elaborating much on the intentions connected to the use of the items concerned.

2.1 Sublexical Level
On the sublexical level, one may distinguish the phonetic, orthographical and
the syllabic levels on the one hand and the morphemic level on the other hand.

2.1.1 Phonetic, Orthographical and Syllabic Level
The phonetic level includes techniques such as alliterations and assonances,
permutations of sounds as well as sound-based misunderstandings: see, for
instance, Knospe (DF) on playful uses of phonetic contrasts, blends and confusions of sound as in the example of that’s torrible. On this level, we can also
observe creations of new forms building on existing ones, as the French example guidenappeur shows (coined by Queneau based on the word kidnappeur; see
Winter-Froemel, DF, 3.9). Of course, the lexical level is affected as well in this
case.
Turning to the syllabic level, we may state that it is relevant for describing
spoonerisms (Rabatel 2015) and cases of ludic or serious reanalysis (cf. examples (32) trop matisé / traumatisé and (33) Have an Ice Day in Thaler, DF, 4.5.2;
cf. also Rittaud-Hutinet 2014). Besides, rhyme as a serious form of play often
involves more than one sound, at least in French poetry; if this condition is met,
it can be described on the syllabic level.
Moreover, syllables as syntagmatic but not meaning-bearing units can be
reinterpreted and remotivated as morphemes, as example (1) co- (‘with’, ‘together’) (taken from Winter-Froemel, DF, 2.3) illustrates.
(1)

Nous ne naissons pas seuls. Naître, pour tout, c’est connaître. Toute
naissance est une connaissance. [We are not born alone. To be born is,
for all things, to know / to be born with. Every birth is knowledge / a cobirth.]
(Paul Claudel: Traité de la co-naissance au monde et de soi-même, Œuvre
poétique)
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Since Claudel in (1) creates innovative lexical combinations – naître (‘to be
born’) / connaître (‘to know’; (made-up) ‘to be born with’) –, this example also
involves the word level (see DF, 2.2 below).

2.1.2 Morphemes: Lexical Morphemes and Affixes
Unlike syllables, morphemes are meaningful although they are also situated on
the sublexical level (cf. Winter-Froemel, DF, 3.4.3). Accordingly, the repetition
of morphemes tends to have a higher meaning potential than a mere repetition
of sounds. To make the description more precise, one may contrast manipulations of affixes with those of morphological stems: as affixes are generally shorter (in terms of syllable size), the effects of repetition, contrast or echoing are
stronger. Except for the case of bound morphemes, stems are, in turn, autonomous lexical devices, which may enter into syntactic and semantic relations
with other lexemes (cf. DF, 3).
Consider example (2) below more closely: after riots had taken place in the
Parisian suburbs of Villiers-le Bel (2007), Nicolas Sarkozy, French President at
that time, expressed his discontent with the situation to journalists. Directed
against persons such as social scientists and journalists who usually try to explain what happened in social terms, Sarkozy said that the attempt of explaining (expliquer) something that could not be explained (l’inexplicable) was a first
step towards excusing (excuser) acts that could not be excused, because they
should not be forgiven (l’inexcusable).
(2)

Quand on veut expliquer l’inexplicable, c’est qu’on s’apprête à excuser
l’inexcusable [If you want to explain the inexplicable, you are about to
excuse the inexcusable.]
(Nicolas Sarkozy, 29 novembre 2007)

In this “serious” wordplay, the speaker repeats the same word-formation pattern by employing two adjectives (inexplicable, inexcusable) that contain the
negative morpheme in- and the morpheme -able, which, in a derived adjective,
means “having the ability to.”
On the other hand, the two lexemes inexplicable and inexcusable, which are
derived from the verbs expliquer and excuser respectively, constitute a gradation
thanks to, both, their meaning and their place in the sentence. As a result, the
utterance produces a successful emotional effect.
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2.2 Lexical Level
As we have seen in the previous section, plays on the phonetic or graphemic
level may affect the identity of a lexeme (see Thaler, DF, 2), and could not be recognized by the addressee/s. This phenomenon corresponds, in Benvenistes’
terms, to the so-called “mode de significance sémiotique” (1974: 63–66), that is,
what constitutes the sign as a unit. There may be considerable effects on the
lexical level that can produce funny or at least stylistically remarkable lexical
results (cf. example (1)).
Let us now briefly consider the characteristics most specific to play on the
lexical level. Generally speaking, the lexical level is most adequate for describing lexemes, whose defining features are for morphologists form, meaning, part
of speech (cf. Kerleroux 2003). Additionally, this level is helpful for describing
the relations between lexemes. Besides, this level is relevant because it concerns the competence, recognition and memory, which are ideally shared
among speakers in a linguistic community. Furthermore, it is necessary to consider the associative values of lexemes. Lastly, lexemes are often polysemous
and, sometimes, homonymous (see Thaler, DF, 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). These features
may help us to delimit some specific kinds of wordplay based on particular
formal and / or semantic relations between words (DF, 3) or due to their status
as neologisms resulting from a shift of the syntactic category or word class
(DF, 4).

3 Lexical Level: Semantic and Syntactic Relations
Lexemes can be involved in horizontal as well as vertical wordplay – two dimensions which can also be labelled wordplay in praesentia or in absentia (also
cf. Winter-Froemel, DF, 3.5). Let us discuss some examples of both phenomena,
with no claim to exhaustiveness.

3.1 Repetition and Polysemy / Homonymy
Even though repetition may be used at all levels, it produces different effects
according to the levels affected. On the lexical level, repetition may involve a
paradox which is based both on the similarity or identity of form and the difference in meaning. This is illustrated in (3), where affaires is repeated in two different meanings (affaires1 ‘court cases’ / affaires2 ‘business’).
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(3)

Pendant les « affaires1 », les affaires2 continuent [During the court cases
business goes on.]
(title of a book by the journalist Denis Robert, 1996)

3.2 Formal Relations
In example (4), cited from Thaler (DF, 4.2.1), and in (5), we find another type of
formal relation between lexemes. These two examples are based on the phonemically identical words: mots (‘words’) and maux (pl. ‘evils’, ‘wrongs’, ‘damages’) – sg. mal.
(4)

Entre deux mots, il faut choisir le moindre. [Among two words / evils
you must choose the lesser.]
(Paul Valéry 1941, Tel quel)

(5)

Un mal, des mots
[un mal ‘an evil’; the second element [demo] can be interpreted in two
ways: (1) des mots ‘words’; (2) des maux ‘evils’ (irregular plural of un
mal; homophonous with des mots]
(Advertising slogan for SOS-Amitié, an association whose aim is to help
people by listening on the phone)

In example (4), the wordplay can be said to be in absentia, because the word
form maux does not occur on the surface but is just evoked by its homophone
mots. (5), by contrast, illustrates both wordplay in praesentia (relying on homophony relations) and in absentia because of the different orthographic form
(maux vs. mots). However, maux is evoked again: indeed, this irregular plural
form is learnt at school by French pupils together with the singular form (un
mal, des maux; also: un cheval, des chevaux; un canal, des canaux etc.). As the
singular and plural forms constitute a nominal pair, this example could also be
described as a form of phraseological wordplay.

3.3 Semantic Opposition and Polysemy
On the semantic level, different lexemes are paradigmatically related to other
units (e.g. via antonymy and synonymy). These relations in absentia may constitute means for puns and wordplays in praesentia. In (6), two items are juxtaposed in the utterance being syntactically related to each other; the point is that
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présent has two meanings, one being antonymic to passé (‘past’), the other one
matching the English nouns present or gift.
(6)

Les présents du passé [Gifts of the past]
(poster in an antiquary shop): présent

3.4 Syntactic Wordplay
Apart from these examples, the lexical level can also be involved in syntactic
wordplay because of the syntagmatic links between lexemes.

3.4.1 Ambiguity Based on Syntactic Structure
Example (7) represents an instance of syntactic ambiguity as there are two ways
of interpreting the antecedent of the relative clause (which may either refer to
l’affaire or la vache folle), in combination with the verb form rebondit ‘bounces’.
Of course, one reading is more plausible (assuming: l’affaire as the subject of
the relative clause), and the comic is due to the fact that the other meaning
could be conceived – and imagined.
(7)

C’est l’affaire de la vache folle qui rebondit (newspaper heading)
[The mad cow disease affair is bouncing / The mad cow is bouncing (and
it is a big issue)]

3.4.2 Chiasms
Chiasm is another case of syntactic wordplay based on the lexical level. For
that, words and even more so the repetition of words in reversed order are crucial. The repeated words can have or cannot have the same meaning in the two
instances. However, they are not interpreted in the same way due to the syntactic structure. Consider examples (8) and (9).
(8)

Analyse de contenu et contenus d’analyses [analysis of content and content analysis] (book title, Ghiglione et Blanchet 1991)

(9)

Sémiotique de l’espace, espace de la sémiotique [semiotics of space,
area of semiotics] (symposium name)
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4 Neologisms as a Result of a Change of Word
Class
As lexemes are defined by a bundle of features, one being their part of speech
(cf. DF, 2.2), there can also be neologisms based on category shifts (word class
changes via conversion), i.e. new lexemes, based on the same form and a similar meaning as an existing lexeme (see Lecolle 2012). Sablayrolles describes this
category of neologism as “syntactic neologism” (2000: 176–177).
Example (10) contains a remarkable instance of a syntactic neologism. It is
taken from an extract of a love song by Richard Desjardins, which is written to
address the beloved person Lisa.
(10)

Je me terre
et toi tu soleilles. (Richard Desjardins, L’effet Lisa)
[translation included in the discussion below]

First of all, one may notice the syntactic neologism tu soleilles (verb 2nd person),
which is coined based on the noun soleil. The wordplay builds on the opposite
semantic relation between terre (‘earth’) and soleil (‘sun’). But terre as a noun is
just evoked via its homonymic form terre as a verb (je me terre: Fr. se terrer ‘to
hide’).
So, the play combines similarity (homonymy), difference in word class (verb /
noun), semantic relations, and syntactic devices. Here again, several techniques
interact, all involving the lexical level but viewed from different perspectives of
linguistic description. This shows that a structurally oriented description may
indeed be useful for identifying different types of playful language use.
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Alexander Onysko

A Note on the Relation between Cognitive
Linguistics and Wordplay
This contribution to the discussion forum (DF) touches upon the relation between
proposals in cognitive semantics and the phenomenon of wordplay. A usagebased cognitive linguistic view of language can highlight certain aspects of wordplay that are mentioned in Esme Winter-Froemel’s statements in DF (henceforth
Winter-Froemel, DF), and it can help to expound further on some of the ideas
expressed in her position paper. The following discussion will relate to some of
the relevant passages from the position paper in order to highlight aspects of a
cognitive linguistic view of wordplay.
To begin with, it needs to be stated that the reflections below see the main
function of wordplay as producing a humorous effect (see Winter-Froemel, DF,
2.2.1). Since wordplay is part of humorous language use, from a cognitive semantic point of view, the question arises which processes can guide the conceptualization and the mapping of meaning onto linguistic form in order to create a
humorous effect.
As described in Brône, Feyaerts and Veale (2006: 207), Victor Raskin’s
Script Theory of Humor (1985) and its offspring, the General Theory of Verbal
Humor (Attardo and Raskin 1991), postulate the existence of opposing scripts or
frames whose resolution in online processing forms the base of verbal humor.
Even though not directly motivated from a cognitive linguistic view of language,
Attardo and Raskin’s use of the concepts of script and frame relates very closely
to the central cognitive linguistic notion of semantic frame as originally postulated by Charles Fillmore (1977, 1982). The concept of the semantic frame has
turned into a central idea in cognitive linguistics being applied to the description of syntactic relations (Fillmore 1985, 1988), lexical meaning (Barsalou 1992;
Lehrer 1992), and it influenced the development of related notions such as domains or idealized cognitive models (Lakoff 1987) used in conceptual metaphor
and metonymy research, as well as mental spaces put forward in Fauconnier
(1985) and later adapted in Fauconnier and Turner’s theory of conceptual blending (2002).
The essential idea of the metaphor of the semantic frame and its related notions is that they represent knowledge structures that encapsulate the encyclopaedic, interconnected, and contextual nature of meaning. This is very much in
line with the concept of a script which stands for the meaning construction of a
scene that relies on encyclopaedic knowledge and contextual expectations.
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Verbal humor can rely on the process that a certain script (or frame) is built up
in context creating an expectation for its semantic completion (or resolution);
however, before being completed in the expected way, the script is interrupted
by verbal material that evokes a different, unexpected, and potentially opposing
script. An example taken from Coulson et al. (2006: 234) can illustrate this effect.
(1)

I let my accountant do my taxes because it saves time: last spring it
saved me ten years.

Coulson et al. (2006) have adapted the basic notion of opposing scripts put forward in Raskin (1985) and Attardo and Raskin (1991) and postulate that the
cognitive process of frame-shifting can generally explain verbal humor as exemplified in (1). In their article, frame-shifting is defined as “the semantic and
pragmatic reanalysis in which elements of the existing message-level representation are mapped into a new frame retrieved from long-term memory” (2006:
229). In a psycholinguistic, eye-tracking experiment, Coulson et al. find empirical proof for their claim in that the reading of humorous scenes based on frameshifting leads to a backtracking eye motion, which means that the understanding of the jokes involves extra processing effort compared to non-humorous,
expected scenarios.
While this type of research has established a strong link between a model of
knowledge representation in cognitive semantics and the emergence of verbal
humor, the question remains whether cognitive linguistics can also help to
explain some of the mental processes involved in the creation and understanding of wordplay. In a narrow sense, wordplay in Winter-Froemel (DF, 5.2.8,
Fig. 1) mostly relates to instances of puns, in which two or more senses of a
linguistic item are played upon with or without accompanying formal changes.
A few examples that fit into that category are reproduced here from WinterFroemel, DF (note that the original numbering of the examples is retained to
facilitate their identification in Winter-Froemel, DF):
(12)

I’d tell you a chemistry joke but I know I wouldn’t get a reaction.

(13)

I wasn’t originally going to get a brain transplant, but then I changed my
mind.

(38)

“Can you answer useful questions?” she [the Red Queen] said. “How is
bread made?”
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“I know that!” Alice cried eagerly. “You take some flour—”
“Where do you pick the flower?” the White Queen asked.
“Well, it isn’t picked at all”, Alice explained: “it’s ground—”
“How many acres of ground?” said the White Queen.
(Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking-Glass, 9.227)
(39)

Ness-Café (name of a café located at Loch Ness; example taken from
Heibert 1993: 132)

All of the selected examples above represent puns whose humorous effect is
based on polysemy (reaction; changed my mind), homophony (flour – flower),
homonymy (ground – ground, neglecting the difference in word class), and
paronymy (Ness – Nes-). The polysemy in the idiomatic phrase changed my mind
emerges from its idiomatic, metonymic meaning (MIND FOR THOUGHT) and from its
contextually primed, non-idiomatic, metonymic interpretation (MIND FOR BRAIN).
From a cognitive semantics point of view, the notions of polysemy, homonymy, homophony, homography, and by extension paronymy appear as closely
related phenomena. All of these processes draw on a link between same or similar forms that can represent different meanings (of a more or less related nature), leading to lexical ambiguity. In wordplay, or more specifically in puns,
this ambiguity can be evoked for humorous effects. While homophony, homography, and paronymy show close formal overlap, polysemy and homonymy
are characterized by complete formal equivalence. As Croft and Cruse (2004:
111) point out, a distinction between homonymy and polysemy can only be
made on diachronic grounds, ascertaining distinct lexical origins for two formally equivalent lexical units. From a synchronic point of view, intuitions about
semantic relationships of polysemous / homonymous units are a matter of degree (ibid.). Thus, in terms of meaning relations, homonymy and polysemy can
be seen on a continuum of associative distance (to employ a spatial metaphor).
What is important for both polysemy and homonymy is the definition of “separate” sense units giving rise to polysemous / homonymous meanings. Croft and
Cruse call upon the notion of ‘attentional autonomy’ of meanings and their
‘antagonistic’ relations (2004: 112); this can be related to Tyler and Evans’ claim
that separate senses need to show some independence of contextual use in
order to be considered as stored in long-term memory (cf. Evans and Green
2006: 343).
Support for a differentiation between homonymy and polysemy can be
found in psycholinguistic research. Beretta et al. (2005), for example, provide
neurophysiological evidence of MEG measurements that call for an interpreta-
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tion of polysemous senses as related to a single lexical entry whereas homonymous senses can be regarded as having separate entries in the (metaphorical)
mental lexicon. In a more recent EEG study of homonymy and polysemy, Klepousniotou et al. (2012) arrive at a similar conclusion in that different N400
effects for the processing of polysemous and homonymous words (with increased activity in the latter) provide further evidence of differential processing.
Their interpretation of the results chimes in with Croft and Cruse’s observation
on the continual relation between polysemy and homonymy given above:
Polysemous words (and in particular metonymy) seem to occupy one end of the continuum, in terms of their representation, with their multiple interrelated senses stored together; homonymous words occupy the other end of the continuum with their unrelated meanings being stored separately (and competing for activation).
(Klepousniotou et al. 2012: 19)

Turning back to the discussion of wordplay, a cognitive and psycholinguistic
approach to the phenomenon can be grounded in an understanding of language
as a neuronal network. From such a perspective, one can assume the following
scenario of how puns (i.e. wordplay in the narrow sense) are processed:
a) a same or similar form has the potential to activate different concepts in the
neuronal network
b) initial context primes a particular activation (i.e. conceptualization) of a
lexical form
c) textual (or metatextual) cues are given that prime a different activation (i.e.
conceptualization) of the same / similar lexical form
d) one sense can also be activated by default in the neuronal network (i.e. the
most frequently activated neuronal pathway of conceptualization)
e) the interplay of these contextual (and default) processes activate two (or
more) conceptualizations of a same / similar form in the neuronal network
f) the parallel activation of the different meanings lead to concurrent, different interpretations of the utterance
g) humor emerges from the concurrent, contextually adequate, different interpretations of the utterance
Note that the sequencing of these steps is done to provide more detail in the
description of such a process of parallel neuronal activation triggered by a same /
similar form but should not be seen as a rigid processing sequence. The copresence of different contextual cues can actually activate meanings in a nearly
simultaneous fashion. It is also important to mention that the interplay of context and the priming of a certain activation is dependent on various factors. In
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(12), for example, the context activates the specific meaning of ‘reaction2’ in the
domain of chemistry. The much more frequent (i.e. common) activation of the
lexical item in language use would lead to a conceptualization of ‘reaction1’,
that is, its non-technical sense. Thus, in this example, the activation potential in
the neuronal network of ‘reaction1’ is much higher than that of ‘reaction2’ due to
general language use (i.e. frequency of activation of a certain neuronal pathway). This could also be described by the notion of default interpretation in a
usage-based, cognitive view of language. The different activation potential of
‘reaction1’ and ‘reaction2’ explains why ‘reaction2’ (the chemistry sense) needs to
be primed in (12) as a non-default contextual meaning whereas ‘reaction1’ is
intrinsically activated due to its generally high activation potential emerging
from common language use. A similar constellation of activation also holds for
the pun in (13).
Example (38) is differently construed on the textual level. In that case, the
reader can appreciate the humoristic mix-up of meanings by being contextually
guided from one interpretation (context-based activation of a specific sense) to
an alternative interpretation of a homophonous and a homonymous form. In
cognitive terms, the underlying processes of a same / similar form activating different conceptualizations as depicted in a) to g) remain as the neuronal backdrop also in these instances – the only difference being in the clear sequential
triggering of the meanings. This aspect of a sequential triggering might also
explain a differentiation into wordplay in absentia vs. wordplay in praesentia
referred to in Winter-Froemel, DF, 3.5. In terms of neuronal activation, the textual presence of the same / similar form by way of repetition leads to the activation of different senses that remain co-activated due to their close sequencing.
However, since the basic cognitive process of co-activation due to similar / same
form is the same, it remains an empirical question related to details in neuronal
processing whether the distinction of wordplay in absentia vs. in praesentia can
actually be described as “involving fundamentally different forms of cognitive
processing / recognizing / decoding wordplay” (Winter-Froemel, DF, 3.5). Without further evidence, it seems safe to consider that distinction as textual-rhetorical forms of wordplay rather than as fundamentally diverse cognitive types of
wordplay.
In (39), Ness-Café, parallel activation of senses emerges from the formal
similarity of Ness and Nes-. The separate meanings are primed by an interplay of
the immediate written context reminiscent of the brand name and the spelling
variation that relates to the name of the geographical location where the shop
sign is found.
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The reflections on the possible neuronal activation patterns in puns do not
yet offer an answer to how, in cognitive terms, the humorous results may come
about. This takes us back to the notion of frame-shifting employed by Coulson
and defined at the beginning. However, also the notion of frame-shifting merely
indicates the existence of alternate meanings / interpretations that are cognitively available to a recipient and a producer of wordplay who can shift between
these meanings. The question remains of when the parallel activation of senses
based on formal similarities induces a humorous effect in the language user. At
present, it seems that cognitive linguistic terminology might not be adequate to
describe this process. In general, there are different expressions that describe
how humor emerges; however, it is difficult to closely relate such labels to cognitive processes as such. For example, the notion of ‘incongruency’ and its resolution implies that humor emerges as a result of resolving incongruent meanings. Another metaphoric way of referring to incongruency would be to speak of
‘conceptual clashes’. The implications of terms such as ‘incongruency’ or
‘clashes’ can, however, be misleading for the analysis of wordplay as examples
(12), (13), and (39) show, which do not involve incongruous or clashing senses
but rather contextually and / or intrinsically available alternative meanings. Instead, a more unifying cognitive reaction that emerges from the processing of
formally-triggered, concurrently activated senses might relate to a feeling of
surprise or unexpected reference in a given context. It is also likely to assume
that the reaction to the unexpected can result in humor if the recipient evaluates
the parallel activation of two or more senses in wordplay as something positive
(e.g. witty, playful, outside the norm, imaginative, stimulating, funny, aesthetically pleasing and so on…). In cognitive terms, we could thus say that humor in
wordplay (in a narrow sense) arises from a contextually-bound process of (positively) evaluating the parallel activation of senses from same / similar linguistic
forms. This is irrespective of whether similarities in form occur within a code or
across different codes as many contributions in this volume show.
To complete this sketch of wordplay (in the narrow sense, i.e. puns) from a
cognitive linguistic point of view, a final comment is necessary on whether cognitive semantic theories can facilitate the analysis of the phenomenon. Theories
of Conceptual Metaphor and Conceptual Metonymy can be applied to describe
meaning relations between activated senses (as briefly illustrated for the phrase
changed my mind above). In this way, they can also help to distinguish meaning
relations on a cline from polysemy to homonymy. An understanding of semantic
frames (in the sense of lexical semantic frames or domains) is instrumental to a
cognitive view of wordplay. As argued for above and in line with Coulson et al.,
the mental capability to shift between parallel, activated senses that can belong
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to different semantic frames provides a basic cognitive explanation of how humor (ultimately emerging from an evaluation of the concurrently activated
senses) is grounded in wordplay as punning.1 Even though semantic frames also
play a role as input spaces in conceptual blending theory, its traditional structural architecture of input spaces, generic space, and blended space might not
be a particularly adequate model for the analysis of all types of wordplay (for a
felicitous application, see Knospe, Part II, this volume). According to its structural layout, conceptual blending presumes a selective merger of meanings
from the input spaces into the blended space, which gives rise to new insight or
new meanings that can be lexically expressed (cf. Fauconnier and Turner 2002).
Thus, conceptual blending uses a metaphor of superposition of individual
frames that merge into something new by selectively taking certain meaning
elements from the input frames. In the examples of wordplay in the narrow
sense given above, however, it is not the case that the parallel, activated senses
(triggered by the same / similar form) merge to give rise to a new conceptuallyblended whole. Instead, humor emerges from the concurrent activation of separate senses that can relate to different frames and the cognitive capacity of shifting between these senses (i.e. sense-shifting and / or frame-shifting). This means
that both senses are activated individually and decoded with the rest of the
utterance to give way to both meanings simultaneously.
In sum, this contribution to the discussion forum has put forward a cognitive linguistic perspective on wordplay. Frame-shifting has emerged as central
to the processing of humorous wordplay, in particular puns. In addition, a usage-based approach to language as a neuronal network has allowed some theorizing on parallel sense activation due to contextual factors and / or default interpretations in the processing of puns. Frame-shifting operates on top of parallel sense activation when each of the meanings of a same / similar form is
matched with its contextual interpretation. It is hoped that future research in
this area will apply cognitive semantic tools and engage further into a combined
cognitive and psycholinguistic analysis of this type of verbal humor.

||
1 Other forms of wordplay such as soundplay or merely formal manipulations do not activate
different conceptualizations (see Winter-Froemel, DF, 5.2.8, Fig. 1; see also Verena Thaler, DF,
2.2). In such instances, humorous effects can emerge due to the positive evaluation of formal
manipulations compared to standard forms or because of rhyming and similar effects (e.g. in
induced soundplay such as tongue twisters, which can lead to lexical confusions in fast pronunciation).
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Sebastian Knospe

Discursive Dimensions of Wordplay
1 Introduction
The following contribution to the discussion forum on wordplay foregrounds
two questions:
1. Why is it difficult to fix a boundary between wordplay and non-wordplay,
and what are “problematic” or borderline cases? (see Winter-Froemel,
DF, 5)
2. Which factors determine whether an instance of wordplay or verbal humor
– as defined by Winter-Froemel in paragraph 5 – is successful or miscarried? Under which circumstances may initial failure in getting across a ludic
message be overcome in discourse? (see Winter-Froemel, DF, 2.4)
The ensuing observations do not claim to be exhaustive by any means. Rather,
they seek to give exemplary insights into the multifaceted and dynamic character of the phenomenon under analysis by looking at its effects and its various
forms of discursive embedding.

2 Prototypical Cases of Wordplay
Probably every speaker has got a relatively clear intuition of what wordplay is
(Kabatek 2015: 214), as examples abound in literature (poems, theatrical plays
or other textual genres) and specific media formats such as comedy shows, but
also in advertising and everyday-life communication. These contexts are heterogeneous in that they either involve a mass audience, i.e. book readers, theater
audience and television viewers, and smaller social groups with different cohesive ties, i.e. friends, colleagues and maybe even business partners. Moreover,
wordplay is not only limited to adults, but also part and parcel of the ludic practices many children engage in, as can be shown by large collections of nursery
rhymes, songs and jokes typical of this age group (McGhee 1979; Socha and
Kelly 1994). These contexts provide discursive spaces in which different kinds of
playful interactions may unfold. They influence our own use of and reflection
on language and, in the long run, may bring about specific discourse traditions
(Kabatek 2015).
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In light of these traditions, the phenomena listed in Fig. 1 may be considered prototypical types of wordplay, and the four English examples assembled
here could easily be complemented by German, French, Italian or Spanish ones
etc. Structurally, they all share one feature: the fact that the speakers play with
sounds. More specifically, the configuration in (3) exploits rhyme effects,
whereas (4) is a tongue twister. The difficulty in articulating (4) in a rapid way,
often competing with other speakers, resides in that it contains a linear sequence of similar-sounding words. Their onsets alternate between /k/ and the
consonant clusters /kr/ and /kl/ while the nucleus either contains the vowel /ae/
or /i:/. The rapid change between words with these phonemes and the need to
articulate the phrase in question as quickly as possible may provoke amusing
mispronunciations. Similarly, examples (1) and (2) play with pairs of same- or
similar sounding words. However, in these two examples, known as punning
and paronomasia respectively, only one of the words concerned is realized on
the linguistic surface. This hints at a common differentiation between wordplay
in praesentia ((3) and (4)) and wordplay in absentia ((1) and (2)) (Hausmann
1974; see also Winter-Froemel, DF, 3.5).
Analyzing such and other examples, it is necessary to bear in mind the intricately interwoven complex of linguistic, social and cognitive factors in which
instances of wordplay occur (see Winter-Froemel, DF, 2.2). These points are also
relevant for the discussion below, which embarks on a variety of examples:
− First, wordplay may come about in the oral or written medium. Some forms,
e.g. rhymes as in (4), may work well in both constellations although oral
performance generally creates a more immediate effect. By contrast, other
techniques, e.g. lexical puns, tend to be more effective in the oral medium
while losing part of their effect in written realization, depending on whether the two elements are polysemous units, full or partial homonyms (see
Winter-Froemel, DF, 3.7–3.8).
− Second, the linguistic components played with may have different linguistic
status (see Winter-Froemel, DF, 3.4–3.10). Furthermore, wordplay may entail the use of one or several languages (see, e.g., Knospe 2015 on bilingual
puns).
− Third, on a social and cognitive level, wordplay can involve a varying number of participants connected by different modes of interaction, which can
be characterized by spatial and temporal proximity or distance relations.
That is why the opening paragraph of section 2 referred to contexts such as
everyday speech as opposed to TV, literature or theater contexts.
− Finally, the interactants in situations involving wordplay may have specific
linguistic profiles and metalinguistic skills. They can be on a par with each
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other in this respect or not (see Winter-Froemel, DF, 2.2). Minimally, one of
the agents must be conscious of the wordplay.
Puns
(1)

Santa’s helpers are subordinate clauses.
(Honig 2008: 32)

[Abstracting from capitalization, Santa can be taken as short for Santa Clause here; if so,
his assistants can be named “subordinate Clauses.” However, Santa may also be the name
of a woman, who knows how useful subordinate clauses (in a grammatical sense) are to
express more complex ideas.]
Paronomasia (imperfect pun)
(2)

A man wanted to buy his wife some anemones, her favorite flower. Unfortunately,
all the florist had left were a few stems of the feathery ferns he used for decoration. The husband presented these rather shamefacedly to his wife. “Never mind,
darling”, she said, “with fronds like these, who needs anemones?”
(Zwicky and Zwicky 1986: 493)

[This joke plays with the similar-sounding elements fronds / friends and anemones / enemies]
Soundplay
(3)

pooper scooper ‘a tool for picking up doggy doings’
(Blake 2007: 158)

[playful rhyming compound]
(4)

How can a clam cram in a clean cream can?
(Burridge and Stebbis 2016: 428)

[tongue twister]

Fig. 1: Prototypical types of wordplay

3 Separating Wordplay and Non-Wordplay
While the classification of the phenomena in section 2 as prototypical types of
wordplay seems to be rather straightforward (although traditional research only
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treats (1) and (2) as instances of wordplay in a narrow sense; for more details see
Winter-Froemel, DF, 5.1), the question of where wordplay begins or ends is a
thorny issue. In view of many grey areas and potential overlaps of different
phenomena, this contribution, instead of assuming a clear borderline between
wordplay and non-wordplay, thus postulates a continuum of playfulness or
ludicity (see also Winter-Froemel, DF, 5). This approach matches with the cognitive linguistic insight that virtually all categories have fuzzy boundaries – a
thought which is supported by Partington (2006: 131), who talks of inner and
“outer reaches” of wordplay. Similarly, Delabastita (1993: 58) argues that sharp
category distinctions do not exist, as wordplay is “a complex field of phenomena, which is defined by the simultaneous interaction of various problematic axes
such as langue-parole, diachrony-synchrony, difference-identity, and communication device-disorder” (emphases in the original text).
It would be interesting to show how these axes interact in different types of
wordplay, but this would clearly go beyond the scope of this paper. For instance, the aspect of synchrony vs. diachrony in wordplay is very complex in
itself. Amongst other things, the playful character of a word may fade diachronically. This can be shown by meanwhile established rhyming lexemes such as
(5) and (6) as opposed to witty ad hoc creations like (3) in Fig. 1:
(5)

snail mail ‘ordinary mail as opposed to e-mail’
(Blake 2007: 158; see also Germ. Schneckenpost)

(6)

brain drain ‘a situation in which many educated or professional people
leave a particular place or profession and move to another one that gives
them better pay or living conditions’
(Merriam-Webster, s.v. brain drain)

Another dimension of the problem of synchrony vs. diachrony is captured in
paragraph 3.7 of Winter-Froemel’s contribution to the discussion forum and
thus not deepened in this article.
For reasons of space, the focus of this section lies on another aspect, namely the divide between wordplay as a communication device and cases where
speech disorders are manifest. In fact, one and the same linguistic output may
be judged differently depending on who says what to whom and with what
degree of control over what is uttered and with what reaction from the hearer. If
not intended as such by the speaker him- / herself, the condition sine qua non
for assuming wordplay is that the addressee(s) reinterpret(s) the unit concerned
and recognize(s) a ludic message behind it, which was not seen or intended by
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the originator (see Winter-Froemel, DF, 2.6; see also Alexander 1997: 23–24).
The situations in which this may happen can be quite complex. After all, the
media, contriving scripted forms of wordplay, may resort to what Partington
(2006: 118) describes as deliberate word confusions for entertaining ends. Admittedly, this is not excluded for everyday communication. However, a mispronunciation is usually not faked here, but mostly happens randomly. Irrespective
of this, the result may be similar on one level: a deviant form produced by
someone, be it the speaker him- / herself or a third person, may bring about a
new message which, having been discovered, might cause amusement, at least
in one of the communication partners. For instance, the author of this contribution vividly remembers a situation in a seminar on psycholinguistics, taught at
the Institute of British and North American Studies in Greifswald, Germany in
2012. The respective session focused on speech errors. Looking at a hand-out
which systematized sound errors, one of the students in class stumbled upon
the example cupcake, which was rendered as [kʌkˈkeɪp] by the speaker cited,
based on data from Shattuck-Hufnagel’s (1983) corpus. At the beginning, the
student somewhat vaguely expressed his doubt as to the legitimacy of the classification as a slip of the tongue without knowing more about the speaker. As
the comment that the examples were not produced by language users suffering
from inborn or acquired speech disorders did not satisfy him, the student made
his point by switching into German, arousing laughter among his fellow students:
(7)

Also, ich weiß ja nicht, ob die Sprecherin sich hier nicht über ihren
letzten Klamottenkauf aufregt – so nach dem Motto ‚So ein Kack Cape
aber auch – verdammt miese Qualität!‘.
[Well, I’m not sure, but the speaker might be complaining about the
clothes she bought on her last shopping tour, following the motto ‘What
a crappy cape – damn low quality!’]
(Personal communication, translation into English SK)

Example (7) shows that one and the same linguistic unit may evoke different
interpretations. The more habitual one is based on the assumption that the
intended English word was cupcake, which was just rendered in a phonetically
defective form, while the second reading goes across language boundaries and
leads to a funny reinterpretation.1 For Delabastita (1993: 155), such instances
||
1 For a discussion of speech errors against the backdrop of a model of speech production, see,
e.g., Levelt (1989: 246–256, 346–359).
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illustrate the “indefinable border area between rhetorical skill and linguistic
pathology” as there may be shifts from one side to the other side of the scale. If
a speech error is the starting point, this may result in what he labels a case of
“significant wordplay” (Delabastita 1993: 155). The ludic moment initiated in (7)
is conditioned by a clash between two perspectives: On the one hand, I, as the
course instructor, had taken for granted a monolingual context when preparing
the hand-out, which seemed to make the interpretation as an error in terms of a
sound transposition imperative. On the other hand, the student had obviously
(also) looked at the example from the angle of a German learner of English so
that he arrived at a deviating bilingual interpretation. Structurally, this is licensed through near-homophony of the phonetically realized form [kʌk] and the
German expletive Kack [kak] ‘crap(py), shit’, which fills the modifier position. In
the example at hand, this cross-linguistic association was facilitated by the use
of phonetic transcription on the hand-out, since the output in question might
also have been represented orthographically as cuck cape. Due to the different
spelling in the two languages, this would probably have blocked the link to
German. Another aspect that needs to be acknowledged here is that the head of
the compound – cape – is shared between the two codes: it represents a regular
lexeme in English and an anglicism in German. As a result, an interpretation as
a hybrid compound with an alliterating head and modifier is legitimate.2
On a social-communicative level, this short example also illustrates that
communicative cooperation and, with it, a common ground between producer
and recipient(s) are necessary for the language game to take effect (see section 4
of this contribution). In this case, the student did not succeed in constructing a
shared discursive space at the beginning when he unspecifically referred to the
unknown background of the speaker producing the form [kʌkˈkeɪp]. However,
adding a metalinguistic comment, he managed to bring about an attention shift,
activating German in the minds of his fellow students. As this initiates a funny
reframing, the group burst into joint laughter.
While the setting in (7) is certainly special in that it involves a linguistically
trained, bilingual audience, there are other examples which illustrate the com-

||
2 What is also worth mentioning here is the fluid boundary between speech error and (natural)
phonological assimilation in rapid speech, which is often regressive in English. See, for instance, cases like ten mice pronounced as [temˈmaɪs] or the rendition of spaceship as [ˈspeɪʃʃɪp]
(examples and transcription based on Kortmann 2005: 78). Generally, this does not lead to
misunderstandings, but this is not fully impossible, as the assimilated form [ˈhæmbæɡ] might,
e.g., be taken for ham bag (an ad hoc creation which could make sense in a particular context,
e.g. a visit at a burger restaurant) instead of the habitual word handbag.
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plexities which may be connected to the delimitation of speech errors and deliberate / significant wordplay or verbal humor. For instance, in lack of further
information on the context, it is not possible to adequately assess the status of
the adjective in the following utterance:
(8)

That’s torrible.
(Meyer 2005: 255)

As in the previous example, (8) may be seen as a lapsus linguae that might be
based on the speaker’s wavering between the adjectives terrible and horrible,
which phonemically partly overlap. Alternatively, the output could also have
been intended as a blend of terrible and horrible, leading to semantic intensification.
Another problem area may be linked to the use of malapropisms. The latter
result from a confusion of similar-sounding (learned) words, often borrowings
in origin, as illustrated by Mrs Malaprop’s attack on Lydia in the following extract from Sheridan’s play The Rivals:
(9)

Oh, there’s nothing to be hoped for from her! she’s as headstrong as an
allegory on the banks of Nile.
(Richard Sheridan, The Rivals, 1775, Act III, Scene 3)

Here, Mrs Malaprop, who wants to sound educated, but actually lacks linguistic
knowledge, confounds the term alligator with the learned word allegory, which
creates a comic effect noticed by other characters and the educated audience.
For one part, the wordplay is therefore situated on the level of interaction between author and reader; for the other part, some protagonists in the play are
presented as superior to Malaprop as well.3 Moving to everyday communication,
Chiaro (1992: 20) shows that malapropisms may also result from a problem on
the receptive level, more specifically from mishearing (see Blake 2007: 142–144),
resulting in a phenomenon which has become known under the term Mondegreen (see Dubinsky and Holcomb 2011: 38–39). Such incidences can, e.g., be
encountered in the speech of children who, for obvious reasons, are not always
able to come to grips with ‘difficult’ words and may thus wrongly reproduce

||
3 An oft-quoted theory in the field of humor research is the so-called superiority theory. Moreover, there is the incongruity theory that posits that humor and wordplay in a narrow sense (e.g.
puns) are based on a clash of ideas which is later on resolved in discourse. For an overview of
these theories see Attardo (1994).
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them or mix them up, causing amusement in others. Chiaro (1992: 20) describes
a situation which she observed in a public park in London. When facing a squirrel, a young child uttered:
(10)

Nice one, Squirrel!
(Chiaro 1992: 20)

Probably, this was meant to echo a popular song named Nice one, Cyril! As Chiaro reports, the girl grew perplex as the grown-ups started laughing, not knowing
herself that she had confused a personal and an animal name. (In adult speech,
though, this might have been considered a pun, which shows that the knowledge
and consciousness assumed shape our view on what is said.) Similarly, the German author and journalist Axel Hacke writes about occasions where mishearing
played a role and uses this as a motif for many of his narrations. Amongst others, he is known for a book with the absurd, contradictory title shown in (11).
(11)

Der weiße Neger Wumbaba [The white negro Wumbaba]
(Hacke and Sowa 2004: 12)

It is inspired by what the author, during his childhood, when Neger was not yet
considered a derogatory term, wrongly heard in a line of the famous German
poem Abendlied ‘Evening Song’ (1779) by the Romantic poet Matthias Claudius.
The original verse runs like this: Und aus den Wiesen steiget / Der weiße Nebel
wunderbar. This literally translates as ‘And from the meadows / rise magic white
mists’) and is thus not linked at all to a man named Wumbaba. Another instance Hacke reflects on is the song title I believe in miracles of the group Hot
Chocolate, which is said to have been misheard by many Germans, e.g. as
(12)

I believe in (k)nuckles
(Hacke and Sowa 2004: 9)

In writing and doing public readings of texts centered on situations with such
misunderstandings, Hacke exploits a mixture of recognition / identification and
malicious joy on part of his audience.
Returning to the productive level, we may also come across spoonerisms,
i.e. transpositions of sounds of two or more words (see Thaler, DF, 4.2.3 and
Rabatel 2015). They may emerge involuntarily and can be turned into a laughing
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stock for the hearer(s), but they can also be created on purpose.4 That is why
Lipka (2009: 85) speaks of the possibility of “fake spoonerisms”, thinking of
creations such as
(13)

standing ovulations
(Lipka 2009: 85)

instead of standing ovations. Yet, the distinction implied by Lipka (2009) is
sometimes hard to make. Illustrating this, Blake (2007) mentions the example
(14)

flutterby
(Blake 2007: 132)

(14) can be depicted as a spoonerism affecting the habitual English noun butterfly. This deformation might be due to a speech error or could have been consciously coined in an act of (synchronic) reanalysis. For the author, the form
flutterby is creative as it “make[s] more sense than the original [term]: Butterflies do flutter by, but it is hard to see any connection between the ‘butter’ of
‘butterfly’ and ‘butter’. One theory is that the word originally referred to buttercoloured varieties” (Blake 2007: 132).
By contrast, the situation is not ambiguous in obvious misprints which can
lead to new, unintended meanings, too. Although it is not always clear whether
such examples often spreading via the Internet are authentic or not, they can be
funny, for instance when they evoke sexual connotations. For this, see the following typographical error in the name of an institution, documented in an
announcement for a commencement program at an American university on the
website Collegecandy:

||
4 See, for instance, the former BBC comedy series The Two Ronnies (1971–1987) and the program of the American parodists The Capitol Steps, who perform shows full of political humor,
naming one of their programs Lirty Dies. Just whip your flurds. The audience of such TV formats
is invited to follow the meaning twists created. These can be double-edged, as the motto of The
Capitol Steps illustrates. The latter transforms the phrase Dirty Lies. Just flip your words. It also
makes sense, however, if we assume Lirty to be a nickname and take the form flurds as spelling
pronunciation for the American pronunciation of flirts, which shows the feature of t tapping.
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(15)

London B. Johnson School of Pubic Affairs
[mistyping of the adjective public]
(http://collegecandy.com/2012/05/24/15-unfortunate-misprints-photos/,
accessed 30.04.2016)

In view of such and other challenges, it is difficult to fix a boundary between
wordplay and ‘non-wordplay’.

4 Wordplay and Ludic Language Use as
Cooperative Activity
As was partly shown in section 3 already, wordplay harbors the potential to
create social bonds and to cause amusement (possibly at the expense of others),
but it may also fail, at least initially. Even though success and failure are possible outcomes of virtually all communicative acts, the conditions in situations of
wordplay which are necessary for arriving at a shared understanding are special, not least due to the high degree of context-dependence involved. Hence,
the following section aims at discussing in more detail which contextual factors
can make the pendulum swing from confusion / lack of understanding to
shared entertainment or delight – sometimes rapidly, in other situations only
after considerable effort on part of the interlocutors. As was the case with the
data in sections 2 and 3, both instances of written and oral communication are
used for illustration.
As a first example, let us study the dynamics of the dialogue in (16), which,
according to Winter-Froemel’s criteria (DF, 5), would be an example of folk-etymological motivation:
(16)

A domestic sitting-room. Evening. Janet and John are in the middle of a
conversation with Peter and Jane. Jane is telling a story about what
happened when their respective cats met in the street.
JANET: … And so there was sort of a confrontation between Crumble and
Splash –
JANE: Catfrontation you mean. (Laughs.)
JANET: Well, all right, catfrontation, if you insist – and they stood by
the –
PETER: Near cat-astrophe, if you ask me. (Groans.)
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JANET: I wasn’t asking you, Peter.
PETER: Sorry, I didn’t mean to be categorical. (More groans all round.)
JANE: This sounds like if it’s becoming a catalogue of disasters. (Peals of
laughter.)
PETER: I don’t think John approves of all this jocularity, when Janet’s
trying to tell us a perfectly serious story.
JANE: You don’t know what John’s being, though, don’t you.
PETER: What?
JANE: A catalyst. (More laughter all round.)
PETER: I thought that was what happened to moggies when they’d
drunk too much. (Further groans.)
JANET: Oh, that’s Christmas-cracker standard.
PETER: Of course, you know what Splash would get if he stayed outside
for too long?
JANE: What?
PETER: Catarrh. (More laughter all round.)
JANET: Anyway, to get back to the point …
JOHN: Yes, get on with your catechism, Janet. (Mock cheers.)
(Crystal 1998: 2–3)
Crystal (1998: 3) depicts episode (16) as an act of verbal acrobatics or “pingpong punning”5 between close friends who, over a glass of wine, start engaging
in a little verbal combat. It is engaged by Jane, who creatively speaks of a “catfrontation” when thinking of what the fighting cats did. Although her remark
interrupts the normal flow of the conversation – a thing which also happens in
later parts of the dialogue –, her clever move triggers a whole sequence of
wordplay. Gradually, the others, including John who only takes an active role at
the end of the dialogue, join in. As the accompanying paralinguistic signals
emphasize, the friends are enjoying each other’s company. In the lexical twists
the free morpheme cat is read into words like catastrophe, catalyst and catechism. Getting reinterpreted in a ludic way, the codified meaning of these lexemes, as found in dictionaries of English, is thus broken through. Simultaneously, the speakers dismiss questions of etymology, and the fact that these
items, as borrowed learned words, are morphological wholes. Through their
synchronic reinterpretation, the respective terms are related to the discourse
||
5 Different from the understanding in examples (1) and (2) of this contribution, Crystal (1998)
uses the term pun in rather a loose or non-technical sense here, referring to any humorous or
clever use of a word.
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topic, the cat fight. The dialogue can be said to be an example of shared lighthearted, humorous play which is set in a relaxed atmosphere at the dinner table
and emerging from the intimate relation between the participants. Under other
circumstances, the situation could have taken a different turn and resulted in
angry reactions, as Peter and Jane, to keep the game going, consciously suspend communicative principles such as the rule not to go far off topic (see
Grice’s (1975) maxims of quantity and relevance) and the polite habit not to cut
off other people’s words. However, it is only through this act of bending certain
communicative principles and linguistic rules that the conversation develops
this way. At the same time, Crystal (1998: 4) stresses that not all rules are annulled in this example, as the speakers, to share their amusement, must pave
the floor for the others to enter the game, i.e. provide contextual cues to mark
their twists as discursively relevant (on this matter see also Yus 2016: 139–150).
In this respect, Crystal (1998: 4) mentions the use of special facial expressions
accompanying wordplay in the oral medium, e.g. by raising one’s eyebrows,
blinking one’s eye etc. Also, a more careful or prominent stress of the important
element cat- was audible in the recording of the scene he analyzed. Moreover,
cooperative listeners tend to give short answers only while one and the same
pun is not repeated. Last but not least, the fact that Peter and Jane come up with
what-questions as well as the teasing part where John, so far absolutely silent, is
explicitly addressed, can be interpreted as invitations for the others to join in.
Similarly, the student in (7), through the use of a metalinguistic comment,
makes the listeners backtrack and look back at the example on the hand-out
from a bilingual perspective. In (1), (2) and (9), there are no explicit signals of
this kind since this would go against the conventions of jokes and literary texts.
Yet, a joke found in a book may also be retold and explained to the audience if
the listeners do not get it. Clearly, this is one of the last resorts.
In principle, we have a broad cline between success and failure. For instance, a speaker may say something and then notice the ambiguity of his / her
statement as is the case with Felix in (17). He does not intend a face-threating
act and thus tries to resolve the situation in the end, albeit with some amusement:
(17)

Setting: a school-practical exercise in a French class of a German
Gymnasium. During the demonstration lesson of a fellow student, Felix
and Stephan sit next to each other. The overhead projector used in class
causes problems as the adjustable deflection mirror does not stay in
position.
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Felix (enervated): Halt doch bitte mal die Klappe! [ambiguous in German: ‘(1) Please hold up the deflection mirror!’; (2) ‘Shut up!’]
Stephan: Uhh?
Felix (hesitates): Ehmm, sorry, also nicht Du, sondern die Klappe da.
[Ehmm, sorry, not you, but this thing there. (smiles and points at the
deflection mirror.)]
(Personal communication; translation into English SK)
Complexity may even further increase in situations where wordplay is intertextual. Here, different dimensions may need to be disentangled, as is demonstrated by example (18):
(18)

J. feels ill and considers cancelling his flight to the Cacausus where he
wants to attend a workshop with colleagues who are engaged in ecological projects the following week. S. tries to convince him that he should
not panic, but wait and see whether he will feel a little better the day
after.
S.: Du schaffst das, J. [You will manage, J.]
J.: Irgendwie, irgendwo, irgendwann. [Anyhow, anywhere, anytime.]
S.: Hmmh? (Pause / break in between)
J.: Oops, jetzt darf ich nicht mehr durch die Türkei in den Kaukasus.
[Oops, now I will not be allowed any more to travel from Turkey to the
Caucasus.]
S.: Erdowie, Erdowo, Erdowann? [Erdo-how, Erdo-where, Erdo-when?]
J.: Nein, Nena. [No, Nena.]
S.: Wie jetzt? [What?]
J.: Ich bin politisch korrekt. Und ich bin mit Nena aufgewachsen.  [I’m
politically correct. And I grew up with Nena songs. ]
S.: LOL
J.: Siehste mal … *grins* [You see!’ *grin*]
[…]
(Private chat communication, April 2016, translation into English SK)

From a discursive perspective, extract (18) is multidimensional:
− First of all, there is the literal level: J. is not sure whether he should postpone his trip to the Cacausus, where he would travel to by plane via Istanbul. To underline his message, he uses the formula Irgendwie, Irgendwo,
Irgendwann ‘anyhow, anywhere, anytime’, whereby the adverb irgendwo
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−

−

‘anywhere’ signals that his itinerary might be different if he should decide
not to go to this meeting with colleagues.
S., acknowledging the connection to Turkey and being aware of Jonathan’s
political positions, links the use of this line to a satirical song about the
Turkish President Erdogan which was recently broadcast by the German TV
magazine ExtraDrei. Its title Erdowie, Erdowo, Erdogan ‘Erdo-how, Erdowhere, Erdogan’ modified the title of a song of the German pop singer Nena, which dates back to the 1980’s and was later on newly recorded and released as an album.6
J., in turn, claims that he, being politically correct, was referring to Nena’s
title, which, as he explains, was often played when he was a child. S., not
seeing any connection to the Nena song first, is puzzled for a moment, but
gets his point in the end. Both chat users are amused, as the connection to
the satirical song, the title of which is phonemically close to the original, is
not really wiped out, as can be inferred from the emoji and the comment J.
makes.

5 Conclusion
The above reflections reveal the manifold facets which may be at stake in wordplay and verbal humor. All in all, they underline the need to use a differentiated
descriptive framework for depicting the phenomena at hand. As this contribution tried to make clear, a formalist approach, which would be interested in the
structural dimensions only, would soon run into problems, since such a narrow
focus would not sufficiently acknowledge the central role of the larger context.
This way, the analysis would fall short of the dynamics of wordplay. To illustrate this, section 3 delved into the fuzzy boundaries between wordplay and
non-wordplay. Section 4 then focused on the efforts producers and receivers
may need to use to arrive at a shared understanding. Additionally, it was point-

||
6 In the public discussions initiated by the satirical song, there are also other orthographic
representations of the title: Among these, there are the versions (1) Erdowie, Erdowo, Erdowann
‘Erdo-how, Erdo-where, Erdo-when’, which comes closest to the original Nena song (see
http://www.mainpost.de/ueberregional/meinung/leitartikel/Leitartikel-Das-Schoene-an-Satire;
art9517,9186780, accessed 01.05.2016), and (2) Erdowie, Erdowo, Erdowahn. The second representation (see http://www.rolandtichy.de/kolumnen/aus-aller-welt/erdowie-erdowo-erdowahn/,
accessed 30.04.2016) is based on the paronymic relation between the German words wann
‘where’ and Wahn ‘mania’ and ties in with the critical message of the satirical song.
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ed out that the analysis needs to account for the concrete discursive constellations, which may be very complex as we may be confronted with situations of
multi-level communication.
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II Multilingual Wordplay in Different
Communicative Settings

Sender Dovchin

Multilingual Wordplays amongst
Facebook Users in Mongolia
Abstract: This study focuses on instances of wordplay in terms of multilingual
hybrid forms which are coined by Facebook users in Mongolia. The data show
that English and other additional languages such as Russian are creatively and
playfully mixed with the Mongolian phonetic, lexical, and syntactic systems.
Using multilingual resources, the Facebook users create a new type of multilingual wordplay by which they reference locally relevant meanings and accommodate their own linguistic practices. Such forms of multilingual wordplay indicate the expansion of Mongolian to new linguistic domains, and they have
started to extend to offline contexts.
Keywords: Facebook, hybrids, Mongolian, multilingual resources

1 Introduction
This chapter will look at the production of hybrid forms as a type of multilingual
wordplay in a context that has been rarely addressed in previous research – the
discourse of Facebook (FB) users in Mongolia. Whilst illustrating a number of
examples from FB, the chapter will also illustrate how these forms of wordplay
are often linked to complex offline contexts. It is assumed here that such instances of multilingual wordplay do not only enrich the linguistic repertoires of
their users, but also entail the productions of similar patterns which are filled
with meanings appropriate to the local contexts addressed. As opposed to a traditional understanding of “wordplay”, according to which it often intends to
produce humorous and amusing effects (Korhonen 2008), this chapter emphasises the fact that multilingual wordplays may also have no direct humorous or
ludic function. Rather, “multilingual wordplay” can also be used in a wider
sense where young speakers find such multilingual word creations as amusing,
fun, youthful and playful linguistic actions (Godin 2006; Dovchin 2015). They
readily and creatively combine elements from their multilingual repertoires in
hybrid formations. In other words, young people who cross the boundaries of
multiple languages are often involved in playful use and manipulations of their
repertoires, despite the fact that some of their multilingual wordplay creations
have no immediate humorous relation.
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This research topic is timely in the situation of contemporary Mongolia, as
new types of wordplay have been widely spreading in the sociolinguistic scene
since 1990 when Mongolia embraced a peaceful transition from socialism to democracy, followed by the transformation from a centrally planned to a free market economic system (Marsh 2009, 2010). Before 1990, Mongolia had been a satellite nation of the Soviet Union with a communist political regime, isolating itself from the rest of the world. Clearly, Western cultures and languages were essentially avoided in the country, and the Russian language and culture were the
only foreign elements available in Mongolia (Dovchin 2015).
Following the end of the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union in
the late 80’s, Mongolia’s new democratic society liberated its socio-economic,
political, cultural and linguistic traits in all its eccentric dimensions. Because of
an incipient open-door policy towards economic, cultural and linguistic diversity, Mongolians started to enjoy direct access to the new media and technologies,
e.g. the Internet, cable TV and FM radio stations, etc. (Dovchin 2016a, 2016b). As
a result, Western languages such as English, German, French and Spanish as
well as Eastern languages such as Korean, Japanese, Chinese and Turkish have
started spreading quickly around the country (Dovchin 2011). This way, the once
dominant Russian language has been replaced by the popular English tongue
and other languages. However, Russian is still a widely studied foreign language in contemporary Mongolia – not only because it has been socio-historically
present in the country for a long time, but also because it is the language of the
immediate neighbouring country (Billé 2010).
While a great deal of concern has been expressed about the institutional
role of some of these foreign languages in contemporary Mongolia since 1990
(Cohen 2004, 2005; Beery 2001), there has been less attention to the informal
functions of these languages. That is, the role and status of these languages in
everyday linguistic practices of Mongolians have not yet been adequately addressed by sociolinguists. However, it is clear that linguistic features associated
with these languages are nowadays intensely mixed with the Mongolian language, creating a bewildering number of multilingual forms of wordplay. Despite their increasing frequency, these elements are typically treated as “unimportant language” (Blommaert and Varis 2015) by the majority of language educators in Mongolia. Yet, Blommaert and Varis (2015: 5–6) urge us to reconsider
this attribution, as “[…] people often produce ‘unimportant’ language, when
seen from the viewpoint of denotational and informational content, but still
attach tremendous importance to such unimportant forms of communication.”
The authors further remind us of the important question of “how many of our
vital social relationships are built on seemingly unimportant interactions”, and
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of how “restricted displays of information, knowledge and wit secure the persistence of big social structures, membership of which we find extraordinarily important” (Blommaert and Varis 2015: 6).
This chapter accounts for the meaning of such ‘mundane’ forms of wordplay and reflects on their use against the background of the linguistic conditions in post-socialist Mongolia whose speakers often integrate varied linguistic
resources into their local language and culture. As already pointed out, this
chapter will specifically look at the language practices of FB users in Mongolia,
which reflect these new sociolinguistic conditions. In spite of the fairly small
population of Mongolia (about 3 million), the report of Internet World Statistics
(http://www.internetworldstats.com/asia.htm#mn) shows that there are more
than one million Internet users. More specifically, social media such as FB has
soared in popularity, with more than half a million FB users in Mongolia (Dovchin 2015). Due to its widespread popularity, FB has become one of the most
favourable spaces in identifying multilingual wordplay. This is due to the embedding of ample linguistic diversity and semiotic heterogeneity into the textual
space of FB, including the use of multiple linguistic resources, repertoires,
modes, codes, genres and styles (Sharma 2012; de Bres 2015). This chapter thus
addresses two main questions:
1. How is multilingual wordplay linguistically created in the sociolinguistic
practices of Mongolian FB users?
2. To what extent and how are these creations used in the broader Mongolian
society, i.e. beyond FB?

2 Conceptual Framework: Multilingual Wordplay
and Youth Language
This chapter will introduce the notion of multilingual wordplay, focusing on hybrid forms, which are present in the daily language practices of many (urban)
speakers around the globe, especially in the younger generations. However, it is
important to note that the term “multilingual wordplay” is used in a wider sense
in this study, meaning that young speakers want to “have fun” or “be creative”
when they incorporate varied multilingual resources within their own linguistic
practices and create their own hybrid forms (Godin 2006). They playfully recombine linguistic elements from their multilingual repertoires and find these
hybrid linguistic forms amusing, creative and potentially funny (Dovchin 2015).
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Sociolinguists have documented this phenomenon under labels such as
“youth macaronic languages” or “youth mixed languages.” For example, in
“straattaal” ‘street language’, a type of multilingual wordplay used by young
people in the Netherlands, the speakers “borrow words or expressions from various languages that are spoken in the multilingual speech community in which
they live” (Schoonen and Appel 2005: 88). The phrase “Woelah, die patas zijn
flex, man!” (‘I swear it, those shoes are terrific, man!’) is indicative of this group
style. In this expression an Arabic expression woelah! ‘I swear by Allah’ is mixed with the Sranan word patas ‘sports shoes’ and flex, a slang modification of
the Dutch word flexibel ‘flexible’, integrated into Dutch morpho-syntax.
Doran (2004: 94–98) illustrates a linguistic variety called Verlan, which refers to “various alterations of Standard French terms, borrowings from such languages as Arabic, English, and Romani, and certain distinctive prosodic and
discourse-level features” (2004: 98). Verlan is specifically popular across the
multiethnic youth populations living in suburban Paris. It is an alternative language code and sociolect available to marginalized young people, which stands
“both literally and figuratively outside the hegemonic norms of Parisian culture
and language.” Amongst other things, it is characterized by the inclusion of
“calques” – “direct translation[s] of idiomatic expressions from other languages” (Doran 2004: 98), e.g. from Arabic – Sur le Koran ‘I swear on the Koran’;
sur la tête de ma mère ‘I swear on my mother’s head’ etc. Verlan has also many
forms of wordplay that invert the syllables in a word, producing a kind of secret
language, inexplicable to outsiders: e.g., méchant ‘mean’ ⇒ chanmé; fatigué
‘tired’⇒ guétifa; branché ‘plugged in / cool’ ⇒ chébran.
Furthermore, Leppänen et al. (2009: 1099) show examples of hybrid forms
of bilingual wordplay in the Finnish context, where online users integrate varied forms of nouns and verbs derived from the jargon of English extreme sports
into the grammatical framework of Finnish. For example, words such as
RISPEKTIT ‘RESPECTS’ and reilil ‘on the rail’ have been written according to
“the phonological spellings of the English words but using the Finnish orthographical and morphological rules (such as substituting k for c, adding the
word-final i, the plural marker -t or a case ending)” (Leppänen et al. 2009:
1099). Some words are also partially integrated into Finnish, as for instance, the
Finnish word bonelessit ‘bonelesses’ follows its “English spelling but has Finnish suffixes attached to it”, i.e., “the word-final i and the plural marker -t”
(Leppänen et al. 2009: 1099).
Sultana (2014) notes that some English inflections, such as the present continuous marker -ing or the plural suffix -s are mixed with Bangla root words,
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creating new words. Young Bangla speakers add the English plural suffix -s to a
Bangla word such as bondos ‘friends’.
Additionally, Belz and Reinhardt (2004) show how a group of German students moves beyond the conventions of English and German, creating their own
language: “Engleutsch”, a combination of English and Deutsch ‘German’.
Likewise, the recombination of Mongolian semiotic features with English is
one of the most common language practices among the urban youth culture of
Mongolia (Dovchin 2011, 2015, 2016a, 2016b). The forms chatlah ‘to chat online’
or plandah ‘to plan’, for example, combine the English core words chat and plan
and the Mongolian suffixes -lah ‘to’ and -dah ‘to’, creating the unconventional
hybrid expressions such as chatlah and plandah, which cross the boundaries of
English and Mongolian (Dovchin et al. 2015, 2016; Sultana et al. 2013, 2015).
These hybrid terms are better understood as one of those common local linguistic jargons used by young Mongolians, since they are used both in online
and offline linguistic contexts in contemporary Mongolia. Not only English but
also other linguistic resources may be mixed with the Mongolian language to
create new multilingual hybrid forms of expressions. For example, with the arrival of Japanese sumo in Mongolia in 1991, many Japanese sumo-driven words
have been invented in Mongolia (following the norm to insert Mongolian features into non-Mongolian terms). Tsuparidah is one of those expressions, followed by the wide popularity of Japanese sumo in Mongolia. Relocalizing a Japanese stem, the word tsupari, a popular Japanese Sumo wrestling move where
an open hand strike is directed at the face or the trachea, is combined with the
Mongolian suffix -dah ‘to do something’. This results in a local expression, tsuparidah ‘to do tsupari trick’ (see also Dovchin et al. 2015: 15; Dovchin 2016a).
Overall, examples of such hybrid forms of multilingual wordplays abound
around the world if we think of “Perker Sprog” and “Integrated Language” in
Copenhagen (Jørgensen, Karrebæk, Madsen, and Møller 2011); “Rinkeby Swedish” (Godin 2006: 134), which illustrates the trait of linguistic irregularities
such as reversed word orders or “Illegaal spreken” in Belgium (Jaspers 2011). In
such contexts we can see new local language mixtures brought about by the
practice of multilingual wordplay.
From this perspective, the main argument is that the speakers borrow words
and expressions from various available linguistic resources and relocalize them
within their own contextual circumstances (Higgins 2009; Pennycook, 2010). As
Dovchin, Sultana and Pennycook (2015: 8) acknowledge, “…[‘youth’] speakers
are understood not only through how they borrow, repeat and mimic certain linguistic resources available to them, but also through how they make new linguistic meanings within this complex relocalizing process. The processes of
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blending, borrowing and bending of available linguistic resources […] are further relocalized to make new linguistic meanings […].” Here, as Ag and Jørgensen (2012: 528) emphasize, “the use of features from several ‘different languages’ in the same production may be frequent and normal, especially in in-group
interaction, even when the speakers apparently know very little material associated with several of the involved ‘languages’.” The present chapter will seek to
illustrate how multilingual wordplay, based on a crossing of the boundaries of
different languages, creates variable new hybrid forms of language practices
and new meanings that are sociolinguistically valid and realized in varied local
contexts.

3 Research Methodology
The data examples used in this chapter derive from a larger longitudinal “netnographic study” (Kozinets 1998, 2002; Logan 2015) and an Internet ethnographic analytic framework (Androutsopoulos 2006). Altogether, these constitute
an ethnographic qualitative research methodology, which specifically looks at
the behaviors of online users in a natural and unobtrusive manner. Through
netnography, I looked into the linguistic practices of young Mongolians on FB,
starting from July 2011 until December 2015.
The research project recruited young adults based in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, who volunteered to participate in the study. The majority of participants
were students at the National University of Mongolia (NUM) and their extended
friends aged between 17 and 28. Overall, 50 young adults participated in the research. As soon as the potential participants were identified, they were added to
my own FB account. This access gave me an opportunity to observe the participants’ language practices using “netnography.” One of the most important methods incorporated within netnography is “prolonged engagement”, “persistent
observation” and “vigilance” when the researcher is online (Kozinets 1998: 369–
370). Through netnography, I was able to learn about the speakers’ online linguistic activities and literacy practices.
During netnography, I also conducted participant observations and casual
group discussions and hangouts with my research participants in order to better
understand their linguistic world. Many of my research participants have provided me with metalinguistic explanations of why certain examples or usages of
wordplay have been used in certain online / offline contexts, their sociolinguistic implications, histories and backgrounds.
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For the purpose of the present chapter, I will discuss seven out of the hundreds of pages of examples which were retrieved from the FB pages of my research participants by using the netnographic approach described above. Note,
however, that these examples cannot fully represent the seamless space of online wordplay, as only a limited number of people participated in the research.
The profile names in the extracts are all pseudonyms to protect anonymity.
FB profile pictures were also removed to protect the participants’ identities. The
examples presented here have been copied and pasted into an MS word document and embedded in the table accompanied with English translations. All
Mongolian texts used in the examples are translated from Mongolian into English by the researcher. Language guidance is provided in each extract of examples.

4 Forms of Multilingual Wordplay by Mongolian
Facebook Users
This section will analyze the forms of multilingual wordplay in FB texts authored by the research participants. The examples are divided into three main
subsections based on the linguistic resources assimilated in the local language
Mongolian: 1) Creating multilingual wordplay through English names, 2) Creating multilingual wordplay through FB linguistic features, and 3) Creating multilingual wordplay through Russian linguistic resources. For Mongolian elements
regular font is used in the examples, whereas English units are italicized and
Russian elements appear in bold print.

4.1 Creating Multilingual Wordplay through English Names
One of the main and most common functions of wordplay is to amuse the listeners or readers and to produce benevolent humorous effects (Delabastita 1996;
Niagolov 2013). Since the democratic revolution in Mongolia in 1990, it has been
a common linguistic practice for young Mongolians to play with names from different languages for humorous and leisurely purposes, i.e. to tease, make fun or
mock each other. Structurally, the examples of wordplays presented in this subsection are mainly created by incorporating English names into the Mongolian
language, producing a hybrid form of expression for use in the local context.
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(1)

Saruul Molor: Bayaraa namaig Obamadchihsan bna
‘Bayaraa has “Obamified” me’
31 August 2015

Example (1) is retrieved from one of my research participants, Amina Batsaikhan’s FB photo album. It contains a specific photo, which shows five people
standing next to each other with smiling faces. However, one person’s face in
the photograph, standing at the far right, is blocked by the hand of a man standing next to him because the latter is waving his hand. Saruul Molor, whose face
was blocked by his friend’s hand, leaves a comment, stating Bayaraa namaig
Obamadchihsan bna ‘Bayaraa has “Obamified” me’. Note that the commentator
is using the transliterated Roman Cyrillic writing system here instead of the
Mongolian Cyrillic alphabet, a common orthographic practice amongst Mongolian online users (Dovchin 2015). Here, the hybrid wordplay Obamadchihsan is
used to refer to the meaning of having one’s face blocked or covered by another
person’s hand on the photograph. It is a combination of the English name Obama and the Mongolian suffix -dchihsan ‘getting -ified / -ification’, creating the
new playful Mongolian word Obamadchihsan ‘getting Obamified; Obamification’.
The sociolinguistic history of this wordplay is beyond FB and relates to a
particular photograph, involving the President of the USA, Barack Obama and
the President of Mongolia, Elbegdorj Tsakhia during a photo-op with world
leaders at the U.N. General Assembly in New York (the photo can be found here:
http://www.news.mn/r/81010). Just as the photograph was about to be taken,
President Obama raised his hand to wave for some reason. Thus, the photo captured a smiling Obama with his waving hand completely covering the face of the
President of Mongolia who was standing right next to him.
The photograph gained lots of popularity amongst the population in Mongolia, as many people started making jokes and mocking the picture. As a result, the hybrid wordplay Obamadchihsan ‘getting Obamified’ is very popular in
Mongolia nowadays, accompanying humorous and amusing effects amongst its
users. Both online and offline speakers often use this phrase to tease or make
jokes about funny-looking photos. Even the President of Mongolia himself made
a parody of this incidence, as he created a caricature of this photo in his latest
“Happy New Year” video greeting for his citizens. In this video, the face of the
President is covered by one of the actors involved during the photo shoot (see:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKAg3j1MTUE). At some point, people start
to deliberately produce similar types of photos, “Obamifying” each other’s face,
and giving funny and humorous captions such as Obamadachihsan zurag ‘The
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photo of Obamification’ (see photo here: http://www.news.mn/r/81010). The
Mongolian President’s son also released a photograph to create a humorous parody with the aim “to take revenge on Obama for his father”, in which he “Obamifies” Barack Obama’s wax figure face, standing in the museum of Madame
Tussauds.
However, this replicated type of multilingual wordplay also needs to be taken seriously, since creations like this have broader sociolinguistic and sociohistoric backgrounds and implications. Offline contexts offer many other examples similar to the multilingual construction of Obadamadchihsan: For example,
Sultana et al. (2013: 702–703) mention the forms morinkhuurification and huumiification. They combine the core Mongolian words morin khuur ‘horse headed
fiddle’ and huumii ‘throat singing’ and the English suffix -ification, referring to
the practice of using traditional musical instruments and styles with a blend of
Mongolian and English. These terms “come to represent the cultural practice of
playing something globally popular through local musical instruments.” Speakers seem to “value ‘morin khuur’ and ‘huumii’ in a way that avoids their common English translations (‘horse headed fiddle’ and ‘throat singing’) while still
using English suffixes to relocate these terms discursively.” (Sultana et al. 2013:
702–703).

4.2 Creating Multilingual Wordplays through Facebook
Linguistic Features
Since the Internet has become very popular in Mongolia, it is now also a common online and offline linguistic practice for Mongolians to use hybrid forms
which are based on a combination of online default linguistic features and Mongolian linguistic resources. Where there are no native terms for technology and
the online-oriented terms / concepts they convey, the foreign default terms quickly take root and grow locally. These types of hybrid constructions are now widely
used not only in the context of online but also in face-to-face contexts as part of
daily communicative events. Two hybrid terms very popular amongst Mongolians, who use them for socializing and other communicative purposes are e.g.,
messagedeerei ‘message me please’, which is a combination of the English word
message and the Mongolian phrase -deerei ‘please’ or emaildeerei ‘email me
please’ – a combination of English email and the Mongolian phrase -deerei
‘please’ etc. (Dovchin 2011: 330).
In a similar vein, the examples below are created by a combination of FB default terminologies and Mongolian linguistic resources. Not only are these word-
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plays widespread across FB but they are also practiced beyond FB when the
speakers generally integrate them within their daily offline sociolinguistic repertories.
(2)

Bulgan Hand: Sain naizuudiigaa taglaarai. Haraad bayarlag
‘Please tag your friends as much as possible. They will be happy to see
this’
1 July 2013

Example (2) has been retrieved from my research participant Bulgan’s FB wall
post. Bulgan shares a photo album of the party she organized the previous night
and asks her friends who attended the party to tag their photos. She uses a
transliterated Roman Mongolian orthography in this FB post in the same way as
the FB user in example (1). A hybrid linguistic form, crossing the boundaries of
Mongolian and English, taglaarai is used in this example. Taglaarai is a creation
combining the English core word tag (to be more specific, FB default terminology – to tag one’s photo) and the Mongolian phrase -laarai ‘please do’.
(3)

Shiileg Tseren: Эрхэм Facebookчүүд ээ! Шинэ оны мэнд 
‘Dear Facebookers! Happy new year ’
1 January 2014

In example (3), one of my research participants, Shiileg, sends his New Year’s
greeting to his FB friends by updating his FB wall post with a “Happy New Year”
message. For that, Shiileg predominantly uses the Cyrillic Mongolian orthography. Yet, the example of wordplay is also created by the affixation of the English
core word Facebook and the Mongolian suffix -чүүд ээ ‘-er (plural s)’, resulting
in Facebookчүүд ээ ‘Facebookers / Facebook users’. This example shows how
hybrid expressions may also be created by the combination of different orthographic systems such as the Roman English and Cyrillic Mongolian in one form.
In example (4) below, FB user Ochiroo posts an image, which shows three
different well-known singers in Mongolia and incorporates a question addressed to the Mongolian President, “Who is the best singer, Mr. President?” This
question and the images are supposed to draw the attention of the President of
Mongolia, as the President is the sole responsible authority in Mongolia who
assigns the state awards for artists and singers. This image shows how the singers in the second (Mонгол Улсын Tөрийн Cоёрхолт – The Highest State Honored Artist of Mongolia’) and the third images (‘МУГЖ- The Distinguished Artist
of Mongolia’) have already been honored with the highest state awards by the
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President. Meanwhile, the singer in the first image was awarded an honored
prize (‘MУCTA – The Leading Artist of Culture of Mongolia’), which retains lower status than the other two singers. Nevertheless, for his many fans, the singer
enjoys the reputation of being one of the best rock singers in Mongolia. Clearly,
this FB user is not happy with the current hierarchy of awards as he wants the
singer in the first image to be awarded the same prize as the other two singers.
That is why Ochiroo posts this image with a question and message addressed to
the President.
(4)

Ochiroo Danzan: Заа эрхэм ЕРӨНХИЙЛӨГЧ-ийг хартал
ШЭЙРлээрэй залуусааа ...
‘OK guys! Please do share [this picture] until the President sees it…’

нь

10 February 2014

Post (4) includes another example of a hybrid formation ШЭЙРлээрэй ‘Please
do share’ – an outcome of the addition of the Mongolian suffix -лээрэй ‘please
do’ onto the FB term share. Note that English share has been transliterated and
capitalized into the Cyrillic Mongolian orthographic system as ШЭЙР to acknowledge its foreign origin while combined with the Mongolian suffix -лээрэй.
Once English share is capitalized and transliterated into the Cyrillic Mongolian
and mixed with the Mongolian word, it becomes anglicized Mongolian that is no
longer decipherable as English.
(5)

Maral Tumur: Яаж лайк цуглуулах вэ
‘How can I collect “likes”?’
21 May 2015
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Example (5) has been retrieved from Maral’s FB wall update, when she posts a
selfie of herself and asks her FB friends to give her many likes on her selfie in a
sarcastic and playful manner, Яаж лайк цуглуулах вэ ‘How can I collect
“likes”?’, using the Cyrillic Mongolian writing system. The example of hybrid
wordplay is лайк цуглуулах ‘to collect likes’, a combination of FB default term
like and a Mongolian verb, цуглуулах ‘to collect’. Like has been transliterated
into the Cyrillic Mongolian from Roman English orthography and then paired
with the Mongolian verb цуглуулах. Note that this creation seems to be different
in terms of its construction from other types of hybrid expressions presented in
the previous examples. The examples presented earlier were often created
through integrating two linguistic features (e.g. suffixes) from two different languages to create one word. By contrast, лайк цуглуулах is the outcome of two
core words from two different languages, producing a new meaning through the
pairing of two separate words.

4.3 Creating Multilingual Wordplay through Russian
Linguistic Resources
(6)

Чука (Одоохондоо Одиноороо) ‘Chuka (Still Single)’

Example (6) represents one of my research participant’s FB profile name. Instead of putting his real name, this FB user displays a pseudo FB profile name,
Чука (Одоохондоо Одиноороо) ‘Chuka (Still Single)’. In this short profile name,
there are two examples of wordplay, crossing the boundaries of Russian and
Mongolian languages. Firstly, he uses the Mongolian / Russian hybrid word Чука
‘Chuka’ for his FB profile page. Чука is an abbreviated version of long Mongolian names such as Chuluun, and when some people shorten their names, they occasionally use the Russian morpheme -ka replacing the Mongolian morpheme
-luun, producing Chuka. This Russian suffix is often combined with other Mongolian vowels, i.e. [k]a, [k]i, and [k]o are used as the vowels in the suffix are
consistent with the vowels in the core word (e.g., Bat+ka = Batka (male Mongolian nickname); Nomin+ko = Nomiko (female Mongolian nickname) (Dovchin et
al. 2015: 12). The practice of using the Russian suffix -ka with Mongolian words
is often perceived as a girlish, childish or affectionate way of speaking or referring to one another. This is perhaps related to the fact that the Russian suffix
-ka is often added at the end of Russian female personal names as in Masha+ka
= Mashka to show affection and fondness (for other examples see Dovchin et al.
2015: 12).
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Secondly, this FB user displays another name in parentheses after his short
name Одоохондоо Одиноороо ‘(Still Single)’ as part of his FB profile name.
Here, the wordplay Одиноороо ‘single’ is created by a combination of the Russian core word, Один ‘singular’ and the Mongolian postposition -оороо ‘by’. The
combination of these two words creates a new meaning in Mongolian, Одиноороо indicating the meaning of ‘single’. Одиноороо is used here with Одоохондоо ‘still’, seeking to achieve a rhyming effect by repeating the syllable Од-.
The wordplay Одиноороо is widely used by Mongolians since it has been initially used by a popular comical show in Mongolia. Many people use this term
when they reveal their “single” relationship status in a humorous and playful
manner. When people are asked about their relationship status or when they are
openly looking for a partner, they often use Одиноороо, signaling the message
in a witty style that they are still single because nobody wants them. There is
even a famous pop song called Одиноороо performed by pop artist Sukhee. It is
about a single guy who is missing and reminiscing about his former lover.
(7)

Ganbaa Od: энэ хамар нүд 2 яагаад ийм юманд өртөмхийн болоо?!
дахиад л теньдүүлчлээ хахаха. гэм зэмгүй байжуугаад л… 
‘Why are eyes and nose so sensitive? They have been “eyeshadowed” [referring to ‘punched’] again hahaha. I was totally innocent…’
Like Comment Share
4 people like this.
11 April 2015 · Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia ·

Example (7) presents Ganbaa’s FB wall updates. He was partying the previous
night and apparently was involved in a brawl. As a result, he was punched on
the eye and nose, and they look black-and-blue now. This unfortunate incident
is revealed on Ganbaa’s FB post in a humorous manner through his usage of the
wordplay теньдүүлчлээ ‘have been eyeshadowed’, accompanied by the onomatopoeic expression of laughing хахаха and the smiling emoticon face .
The hybrid compound теньдүүлчлээ is created by mixing the Russian root
word тени ‘shadow’ and the Mongolian verb -дүүлчлээ ‘have been’, creating
the new wordplay in Mongolian теньдүүлчлээ ‘have been punched’. The Russian root word тени ‘shadow’ is often used in the Mongolian language as тень
meaning eyeshadow. When Mongolian women talk about a cosmetic product
that is applied on the eyelids and under the eyebrows such as eye shadow, they
often use the Mongolianized Russian word тень. The literal meaning of
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теньдүүлчлээ in Ganbaa’s context then refers to the idea that his eyes have
been ‘eyeshadowed’, but the metaphorical meaning should be understood as
‘black-blue eyes because of having been punched in the eyes’. Many Mongolians use this wordplay in a humorous manner to tease each other’s injured face
due to punching or some other fighting incidents.

5 Conclusion
Drawing on FB linguistic repertoires of Mongolian users, this chapter offers
some understanding on the role of wordplays in the context of modern postsocialist Mongolia. It can be argued that the presence of multilingual wordplay
in the FB space of Mongolia is clearly widespread (Dovchin 2016a, 2016b;
Dovchin, Sultana, and Pennycook 2016). The chapter shows that Mongolian FB
users have already allowed for the inclusion of multilingual hybrid forms to
facilitate and expand their linguistic creativity. As the examples demonstrate,
the users can play with elements from their multilingual repertoires, creating
unconventional and potentially humorous hybrid forms. Some of these formations seem to be “epidemic” in that similar forms are produced and start spreading. This is in itself an instance of playfulness and creativity although some
examples of hybrids might have no immediate ludic or humorous intentions.
When we visit the FB profiles of Mongolian users, multilingual resources
are predominantly meshed and mixed with the Mongolian language. English
and other additional languages are effortlessly mixed with the Cyrillic and
transliterated Roman Mongolian scripts and the Mongolian phonetic, lexical,
and syntactic systems.
While mixing the linguistic resources with two different meanings from two
different languages such as “Russian and Mongolian” or “English and Mongolian”, FB users create new terms and expressions referencing locally relevant
meanings. The new meanings embedded within instances of word creation on
FB are integrated into interactions amongst its users, sometimes evoking other
sociolinguistic stylistic patterns, metaphors, plots and irony. In other words,
rather than simply borrowing different multilingual resources for the Mongolian
context, the Mongolian FB users relocalize those resources alongside Mongolian
and create new meanings and new expressions in the local context. Mongolian
FB users exploit the varied meanings attached to multiple languages to accommodate their own linguistic practices.
Overall, hybrid formations are not always restricted to online and FB environments. In many instances, multilingual word creations recur beyond FB
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and their multiple meanings communicate with each other over larger stretches
of social contexts. These multilingual lexical innovations not only carry humorous and amusing sociolinguistic implications, histories and connotations, but
may often appear in social contexts for socializing purposes. They are widely
used across the broader sociolinguistic scene of contemporary Mongolia. Consequently, the creation of hybrid terms and expressions expands the linguistic horizon of the new linguistic domains of the local language.
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Handling Linguistic Asymmetries
via Bilingual Punning in Conversations
among Speakers of Cognate Languages
Abstract: This paper explores the use of bilingual punning in multilingual multiparty conversations among speakers with asymmetric language skills. The
data of the study is drawn from video-recorded mundane peer conversations
among Finns and Estonians. In this data, participants often use their respective
mother tongues while talking to each other, even though only some of them
have an active command of both cognate languages. The analysis of the data
revealed that bilingual punning is used in these conversations among other
things for dealing with the speakers’ asymmetric language skills and asymmetric access to the ongoing talk. Punning typically occurs in sequences, in which
participants teach each other words and in which problems of understanding
are expressed. Puns can be used for both indicating and treating problems in
understanding, and they are used for sharing linguistic knowledge. Puns can
also help close prolonged and problematic sequences in an affiliative way. Punning provides the participants with a means of sharing positive affects even in
interactionally problematic situations.
Keywords: bilingual puns, conversational humor, Estonian, Finnish, homophony

1 Introduction1
Drawing from video-recorded mundane peer conversations, this paper explores
the use of bilingual punning in multilingual multiparty conversations among

||
1 We are grateful for the helpful comments by Salla Kurhila, Taru Nordlund, Hanna Lappalainen, Kaarina Mononen, Kendra Wilson and other members of the University of Helsinki
sociolinguistics reading group and the University of Helsinki Center of Excellence on Intersubjectivity in Interaction, as well as the members of the University of Oulu project Northern Sociolinguistic Encounters. We also thank the project Multilingual Practices in Finno-Ugric Societies, which has partly funded this research. None of these people is responsible for the use to
which we have put their advice. Härmävaara is the author responsible for most of the analysis
and conclusions of this paper while Frick has acted as a reader-commentator contributing her
knowledge from the areas of multilingual language use and conversation analysis.
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speakers of cognate languages. A pun can be defined as a humorous verbalization, in which the humor is based on purposeful ambiguity of a word that can
have two interpretations through homophony, homography or polysemy (Dynel
2009: 1288–1289; see also Alexander 1997: 18–19). A pun is bilingual, when the
ambiguity of meaning is based on interlingual similarity, mostly homophony,
and resources of two languages are combined for creating humor (Delabastita
2001: 49; see also Stefanowitsch 2002: 67; Li 2000: 314). Punning has been noted to occur in bilingual language use (see, e.g., Auer 1995: 120), but there are
few studies on bilingual punning in general (see Knospe 2015: 162) and especially as a conversational phenomenon (see, however, examples in Jørgensen 2003:
365–367; Savijärvi 2011: 120–124; Luk and Lin 2007; Luk 2013: 239]). Our paper
aims at narrowing this gap.
Bilingual punning, as humor in general, has varied functions in conversations. In this article, we focus on describing how the participants use punning
to handle asymmetries in language skills. The participants of the study are
members of a social network in which Finnish-Estonian receptive multilingualism has a special status. Receptive multilingualism refers to interactions in
which participants employ a language different from their interlocutors’, in this
case Finnish and Estonian (see Zeevaert and ten Thije 2007: 1; Rehbein, ten
Thije and Verschik 2012: 248–249). In this kind of interaction, reaching mutual
understanding can be based on the linguistic similarity of the languages, on
language acquisition, or on both (see Zeevaert 2007: 109–110). Some of the participants have acquired active skills in the cognate language, but most have not.
Hence, the participants have asymmetric language skills.
In the studied conversations, it is rather common for bilingual puns to be
used for dealing with the speakers’ asymmetric language skills and asymmetric
access to the ongoing talk. Punning typically occurs in sequences in which the
participants are teaching and learning words and in sequences with problems in
interaction. We will demonstrate how, in these data, bilingual punning has positive outcomes for the participants, for instance as a means to deal with problems in interaction, to participate in a conversation the speaker has limited
access to, and to share linguistic knowledge as well as positive affects. As this
paper explores punning and its functions in conversations, Section 2 discusses
punning as conversational humor. In Section 3, we reflect on the lexical formation of Finnish-Estonian bilingual puns. The data and the participants are
introduced in Section 4, and Section 5 focuses on findings based on the data
analysis.
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2 Punning in Conversations
Punning can be classified as a form of wordplay, along with other kinds of witticisms, rhyming and alliteration (Dynel 2011a: 5, 2009: 1287–1291; Norrick 2003:
1338–1340). Puns are commonplace in both oral and written contexts. Research
on mono- and bilingual puns has mostly focused on punning in planned discourse, such as advertisements, journalistic writing, Internet texts, punning
riddles and literary works (e.g. Seewoester 2011; Adamczyk 2011; Li 2000; Stefanowitsch 2002; Luk 2013; Knospe 2015; see, however, Norrick 1993: 61–67, 2003
on punning in conversations). These studies have largely focused on how puns
are formulated linguistically, along with genre and / or culture-specific issues.
This article focuses on issues that are specific to face-to-face conversation.
Humor in conversation can be seen as an interactional achievement between participants, through which they can build different kinds of identities
and rapport (Norrick 2010: 235). In Hay’s (2000: 716) words: “Every attempt at
humor is an attempt to both express solidarity with the audience and construct
a position of respect and status within the group.” In addition to these more
general social functions, humor can be used to deal with matters that emerge in
contexts that are specific to a certain setting or sequential position. Conversational humor has, for instance, been studied as a means of constructing gender
in the workplace (see, e.g. Schnurr and Holmes 2009) and as a component in
giving reasons for visits to convenience stores (see Haakana and Sorjonen 2011).
Thus, conversational humor is typically meaningfully interwoven in the ongoing conversation, to which humorous turns can contribute relevant and serious
meanings (Dynel 2011b: 226–227).
In multilingual contexts and situations where the participants have asymmetric language skills, humor may be used for purposes that are not present in
all-native contexts. This is especially the case with wordplay, such as punning.
Bell (2009: 244) has found in her studies that wordplay is not common for nonnative speakers, and that it is more typical for proficient speakers. Wordplay is,
however, possible at lower proficiency levels as well (see also Davies 2003;
Čekaitė and Aronsson 2004). In our data, bilingual puns are made by participants who know both languages and by those who do not. Our analysis will
show that, in fact, punning can be motivated by the asymmetric language skills
of the participants.
Other studies support the finding that linguistic humor can be motivated by
a speaker’s insufficient language skills: In conversations between native and
non-native speakers, it has been found that “learners use mechanisms of humor
to alleviate the communicative problems that arise from their incomplete mas-
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tery of the target language” (Kersten 2009: 187). Other researchers have made
the claim that verbal humor can enhance the non-native speaker’s competence
in the target language (e.g. Pomerantz and Bell 2007). While previous studies
have mainly dealt with classroom interaction, we will show how bilingual humor is used both to solve communicative problems and to enhance language
learning in everyday conversations as well.

3 Bilingual Homophones – the Core of Puns
Bilingual puns can occur whenever two languages are in contact. Stefanowitsch
(2002: 81) argues that a particular type of language contact situation, with a
large number of loan words and / or well-established practices of code-mixing,
is required for bilingual puns to occur widely and frequently (see also Li 2000;
Knospe 2015). While Finnish-Estonian bilingual punning is not very common in
the Finnish or Estonian society as a whole, it becomes more frequent in settings
where the two languages are in contact. Our data of spontaneous speech are
rather rich in bilingual puns. This can be explained, to a certain extent, by the
nature of the conversations. Because Finnish and Estonian are used in the same
conversations, meanings of both languages are active all the time, which may
make it easier to start playing with homophony.
Another matter that favors punning is that Finnish and Estonian are relatively closely related languages. The languages share basic morphology and
syntax, but major differences are found at the lexical level (see, e.g., Laakso
2001). The languages share a great amount of bilingual homophones, so-called
false friends – words that sound similar but differ in meaning. The existence of
bilingual homophones is widely known by Finns and Estonians, and anecdotes
about fatal misunderstandings between Finns and Estonians are a part of Finnish and Estonian folklore (see Laalo 1992: 16–19). Even humorous dictionaries
on the “risky words” exist (e.g. Alvre and Vodja 1993; Wirén 2008a, 2008b). The
fact that these false friends exist creates a fruitful ground for bilingual punning
(see also Frick 2013: 16, 64–67).
An example of a Finnish-Estonian bilingual pun that is based on commonly
known false friends is shown in example (1). Prior to this passage one of the
participants, Sofia, has told an anecdote about her sister giving a humorous
answer on an exam. The punchline of the anecdote contains a nominal phrase
skogens konung ‘king of the forest’ in Swedish, the original language of the exam answer, but the rest of the story is told in Estonian and Finnish.
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(1)

Metsakull2

Homophonous pair

kull (Est.) ‘hawk’

kulli (Fin.) ‘dick’

01 Sarita: he he he [heh he
02 Sakari:
[he he
03 Voitto: sko[gens konung
‘king of the forest (Swe.) ’
04 Sarita:
[me- metsa kunn he [he he heh [he he
‘king of the forest (Est.)’
05 Sofia:
[n(h)ii hi [hi
‘yeah (laughingly) (Fin.)’
06 Sakari:
[heh
07 Valmar: see on metsakull äkki oopis
‘or it might be forest (Est.) hawk / dick (Est. / Fin.)’
08
((Everyone laughs))
In lines 01 and 02 Sarita and Sakari laugh about the story. In line 03 Voitto repeats the nominal phrase in Swedish, and in line 04 Sarita gives a translation of
it in Estonian: metsa kunn. The turn can be seen as a serious translation, directed to Valmar, the only person in the situation who does not speak Swedish.
Still, the turn is marked by laughter and constructed by using the slang form of
‘king’ kunn (cf. kuningas, in both standard languages). Thus, it contributes both
to engaging in the humorous mode set up by Sofia’s story, and to meeting the
potential need for translation. Sofia and Sakari respond by laughing, and Valmar makes a bilingual pun in line 07.
Valmar constructs his pun by picking out the words metsa kunn from Sarita’s turn and altering them into metsakull. While doing that, Valmar plays with
the similarity of two words in the same language. What makes this a bilingual
pun is that in Estonian kull is ‘hawk’, whereas in Finnish the homophone kulli
can be translated as ‘dick’. The Finnish word is not said aloud in the extract, but

||
2 The transcription system is given in the appendix. The (main) language of a turn is mentioned in parentheses. Sometimes it is impossible to tell the language of a turn, or a part of a
turn, and such cases are marked by abbreviations of both languages. Finnish and Estonian
orthographies are slightly different, which may sometimes give a false impression of a difference in pronunciation.
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kull / kulli3 is a commonly known Estonian-Finnish bilingual homophone, and
judging from the participants’ shared laughter following it, it seems that the recipients find Valmar’s wordplay entertaining. Furthermore, by producing a pun,
which is quite subtle in its formulation and which requires knowledge of the
meanings in both languages, Valmar can display his understanding of the original story and establish himself as a linguistically competent person.
A thorough linguistic analysis of the bilingual puns in our data is beyond
the scope of this article. However, it must be noted that even though the puns in
our data are often (about half of the time) based on widely known false friends4
like kull / kulli or Est. linn ‘town’, and Fin. linna ‘castle’, almost as many puns
are based on bilingual homophones which are not so widely known that they
would, for instance be listed in dictionaries of bilingual homophones.5 As will
be discussed in Section 5, homophony can be discovered by participants when
listening to talk in the other language and finding words that resemble something in their own language. These puns can be described as witticisms formed
on-line, based on previous turns (see Norrick 2003: 1339–1340).
Furthermore, punning can be a rather “random exploitation of homonymy”, not “semantically highly motivated”, as Stefanowitsch (2002: 68) concludes based on English-German puns in written data. Examples of such puns
in our data include Fin. sinkku ‘single’ interpreted as Est. sink ‘ham’, as well as
Est. laava pääle6 ‘on a boat’ interpreted as Fin. naaman päälle ‘on (someone’s)
face’. In both cases, the punster does not know the meaning of the homophone
in the cognate language at the moment of punning (see Section 5.3). The latter
example shows that punning in conversation is possible with pairs whose phonological resemblance is rather distant: laava and naaman only share the vowels, but have three different, although similar, consonants.

||
3 Compared to Finnish, Estonian has undergone more contraction and change, for instance
the final vowel of the stem is lost in the nominative case, e.g. in the words meaning a ‘stick’
kepp (Est.) and keppi (Fin.). This is a commonly known difference between Finnish and Estonian, and adding / removing the final vowel is generally used as a means of “doing speaking
Finnish / Estonian” (see Verschik 2012; Härmävaara 2013).
4 This is in accordance with the observations made by Knospe (2015: 181), Stefanowitsch
(2002: 72) and Li (2000: 315) about the fact that in bilingual punning the foreign language
element is often widely known and in conventionalized use in the language community.
5 The origin of the similarity between the bilingual (near) homophones used in puns varies.
The words can share historical roots, or the similarity can be more coincidental, resulting e.g.
from loaning or word inflection (see Laalo 1992). On different types of sources of ambiguity see
Delabastita (2001) and Knospe (2015: 171–177).
6 The standard form of the utterance would be laeva peale.
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On the other end of the continuum, puns can play with minimal differences
in meanings. Such an example is the word laine meaning ‘wave’ in both languages. Finnish has a synonym aalto used for bigger waves, and laine more
likely refers to ‘ripple’. The pun in this case is created by forming a compound
hyöky+laine ‘tidal ripple (cf. tidal wave)’, which in standard Finnish would be
hyöky+aalto. Names can also be punned on.7 Even though puns are ubiquitous
in the studied data, punning does not take place every time someone utters a
bilingual homophone and homophones can of course go by without the participants even noticing them. Instead, as will be discussed in section 5, puns are
motivated by the participants’ need to secure mutual understanding and other
socio-pragmatic factors.

4 Data and Methods
The data of this study consist of 8 hours of video-recorded naturally occurring
multiparty conversations with a total of 15 Finns and 12 Estonians. In these data,
we found 46 bilingual puns. The recordings have been drawn from a larger body
of data, collected for an on-going ethnographic study that aims at describing
language practices, especially receptive multilingualism, among student and
alumni members of two student organizations with an official agreement of
friendship – one from Finland and the other from Estonia (see Härmävaara
2013, 2014, in press). The research topic of the article at hand arose from the
data, in which we found many interesting examples of bilingual punning.
The situations can be described as informal gatherings of peer groups. The
participants in the conversations are in frequent contact with the members of
the friendship organization, and the data used in this article are from four different situations in which the studied Estonians and Finns normally meet, such
as at someone’s home or at a student building. The participants’ age varies from
22 to 44. As Tab. 1 shows, most of the participants have little or no active
knowledge of Finnish / Estonian, but some are fluent in both languages (as
assessed by both the participants and the researcher). Hence, they have different access to the languages of the interaction. All of them have a command of
English that is good or very good.

||
7 It may of course be questioned whether the names belong to just one of the languages (see,
e.g., Delabastita 2001: 53; Knospe 2015: 175).
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The participants are introduced in Tab. 1, in which E stands for an Estonian
participant and F for a Finnish participant. Those who are fluent in both languages are marked with “bi”, and the + sign indicates active skills in the cognate
language. The parentheses indicate that one of the participants in the breakfast
situation occasionally participated, but mainly stayed in another room. In the
transcriptions, the Finnish participants are given names that start with the letter
S, and the names of the Estonian participants start with the letter V.
Tab. 1: Interactional situations and participants

Situation ID

Participants (Est.)

Participants (Fin.)

Breakfast

E, (E)

F F F Fbi

Lunch

E+ Ebi

F F F+ Fbi Fbi

Sauna-party

E E E+ E+ Ebi

F F F+ F+ Fbi Fbi

Student building

E E E E+ E+ Ebi

F F F F F F Fbi

The main languages of interaction among the participants are Finnish, Estonian
and English, but the conversations included in this study are those that took
place in Finnish and Estonian. The data were analyzed using methods of conversation analysis. In order to find out how bilingual puns were used in these
data, we first identified sequences in which punning occurred, and then analyzed them more closely. According to the principles of conversation analysis,
we did not make any judgements of our own as to what was funny or humorous,
in the conversations studied, but relied on the participants’ own orientation.

5 Bilingual Punning as a Means of Handling
Asymmetries in Language Skills
A close look at our data revealed that, in many instances, bilingual puns are
motivated by the asymmetric language skills of the participants: bilingual puns
tend to cluster around sequences where participants orient to the learning and
teaching of lexical items, or around those in which mutual understanding is
threatened. In the following subsections, we will introduce some of the most
salient surroundings, in which bilingual puns occur in our data. Section 5.1
shows how a pun can be used for structuring what is currently being discussed
in a teaching-learning sequence. Section 5.2 also looks at punning in teaching-
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learning sequences, but that section will be devoted to discussing how a pun
can open such a sequence and how punning can be used as a means of sharing
linguistic knowledge. In Section 5.3, we discuss how bilingual punning can be
used to express problems in understanding ongoing talk. Thus, each section focuses on one aspect of bilingual puns, but these categories are not always mutually exclusive. For instance, a teaching-learning sequence can include dealing
with troubles in understanding.
In addition to these, bilingual puns also occur in other circumstances. A bilingual pun can be a “merely” humorous comment that plays with interlingual
homonymy, and it can occur within a sequence where there are no asymmetries
in the access to the ongoing talk, or where these have not been made visible. In
general, teasing, presenting wittiness and enhancing rapport have been reported interpersonal functions of conversational punning (Norrick 2003: 1345; Dynel
2009: 1288).

5.1 Puns Closing a Teaching-Learning Sequence
In the conversations, the participants can use their L1, and, while doing that,
they often have to try to understand the other language. Thanks to the similarities of the languages, it is possible to do so to some extent by relying on one’s
L1, even when there is no prior knowledge of the L2. In such a setting, similarities and differences of the languages are constantly paid attention to, which
makes it a fruitful ground for metalinguistic activities.
In our data, bilingual puns occur most frequently (22 times) in the context of
metalinguistic activities, i.e. when the languages, typically certain lexical items,
are discussed. It is no wonder that metalinguistic talk attracts punning, which,
itself is a type of metalinguistic activity. As Zirker and Winter-Froemel (2015: 8)
put it, wordplay “invites to [express] and is expressive of metalinguistic reflection.” Knospe (2015: 187) states that understanding a pun is like problem-solving, for which the interlocutors have to employ their “linguistic, communicative
and encyclopedic competences, as well as the context information.” The same
can be said about formulating a pun, as will be shown in this section.
One metalinguistic activity is teaching each other linguistic items (mostly
words) in Finnish and Estonian. We will call such sequences, in which the central activity is explaining and asking about linguistic items, teaching-learning
sequences. A teaching-learning sequence can be initiated either by participants
who do not speak both languages, and who orient to learning new words, or by
the more knowledgeable participants, who orient to teaching them. However,
the identities of “linguistically competent” and “linguistically incompetent” are
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not fixed according to the overall language skills; instead, they are locally negotiated according to the interactional situation (see Kurhila 2004: 58). For instance, one does not have to know anything about the cognate language to be
able to teach something in their own mother tongue. Furthermore, one can
teach anecdotal knowledge about a language without having active skills in it.
One of the functions of punning in conversation is switching topics (Norrick
2010: 234). This section focuses on bilingual puns that close a teaching-learning
sequence. We found 13 such instances in the data; example (2) shows one of
them. The extract is from a conversation between five Finns and three Estonians. The Finns do not speak Estonian, but Estonian Vaano speaks Finnish very
well, and Villem has elementary knowledge of Finnish. Prior to this, the participants have been talking about different meanings of homophonous kynä / küna
in Finnish and Estonian in non-humorous manner. The topic has been established after one of the participants has talked about a pen (kynä in Finnish) that
is on the table, and bilingual Vaano has pointed out that Est. küna means ‘manger’. In (2), they seriously engage in learning and teaching vocabulary. The
extract starts by Santtu asking what ‘pen’ is in Estonian.
(2)

Pastakas

Homophonous pair

pastakas (Est.) ‘pen’

pasta (Fin.) ‘pasta’

01 Santtu: aa taas (.) eestiks tää ((holds a pen in the air))
‘And in Estonian this (Fin.)’
02 Villem: pasta[kas.
‘pen (Est.)’
03 Vaano:
[pas- pasta- [>pastapliiats<
‘pen (Est.)’
Lines 4–14 omitted, during which the participants teach and repeat the word
“pastakas” and its longer form “pastapliiats.”
15 Sampo: pastakas se on pastakas
‘pen (Est.) that’s (Fin.) pen (Est.)’
16 Valle: ((nods))
17 Santtu: pastakas
‘pen (Est.)’
18 Sampo: pastakas (.) hyvä
‘pen (Est.) good (Fin.)’
19 Samuli: siitä

tule-e

pasta-a-ki

paperi-lle he he
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DEM.ELA come-3SG pasta.PAR.CLI paper-ALL
‘It makes pasta on a paper. (Fin.)’
20 Vaano: pastaa [hi hi
‘pasta (Fin.)’
21 Santtu:
[copy-paste ((makes a writing gesture))
22
((joint laughter))
In extract (2), a pun closes a lengthy teaching-learning sequence, in which the
punster, Samuli, has not participated. After Santtu has asked what ‘pen’ is in
Estonian (see line 01), the word pastakas ‘pen’ is repeated many times by different participants. For instance Sampo, who has learned the word just before,
now starts to teach it to the other Finns (lines 15 and 18). In line 18, Sampo initiates closure of the teaching-learning sequence by evaluating Santtu’s turn in
line 17, repeating the word pastakas after Santtu and saying hyvä ‘good’ (see,
e.g., Mehan 1979 on the turn-organizational structure of teaching). The participants do not seem fully aligned as to who gets to say the final word on the topic,
as Samuli and Santtu are yet to propose closings of their own.
According to Schegloff (2007: 186–187), jokes that trade on what has been
said in the preceding sequence can be used to initiate closure of lengthy sequences and topics. In line 19, Samuli makes a bilingual pun, which trades on
the similarity of the Estonian word pastakas ‘pen’ and the internationalism
pasta ‘pasta’ that also exists in Finnish and Estonian. Samuli’s pun is a humorous conclusion of what pastakas does: makes pasta on a paper. While doing
that, he creates a connection between new and existing knowledge, and, as a
result, both meanings are blended in the pun; pasta is being made on a paper,
which collocates with pastakas ‘pen’. This is followed by a repetition of the key
word pastaa ‘pasta’ and laughter by Vaano, and another bilingual pun, copypaste,8 by Santtu in line 21. Santtu’s pun in line 21 continues the interpretation
of what can be done with pastakas. By engaging in this kind of ping-pongpunning (see Crystal [1998] 2013), they both organize what is being learned, in a
slightly competitive way.

||
8 Neither pasta nor copy-paste are originally Finnish words, but pasta is an established loan
word, and it is integrated into a Finnish syntactical frame in Samuli’s turn. Even though copypaste is a widely known concept that is often referred to in English in the two recipient languages, it is not as established as pasta is. Copy-paste serves as an example of how a FinnishEstonian bilingual pun can be followed by a pun in other languages.
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5.2 Puns that Open a Teaching-Learning Sequence
A pun can also open a teaching-learning sequence. According to Norrick (1993:
62) puns occur “most obviously in the second position of an adjacency pair”,
that is, as a response to something that has been said in an earlier turn. In our
data, some puns are not responsive to preceding turns, and not even based on a
recycling of anything uttered previously. Instead, they are ostensibly contextless; they are introduced without previous mentioning of an item that is punned
on. Such puns are typically known to (at least some of) the participants from
earlier conversations or from general folklore about false friends (see also Norrick 2003: 1348). Puns that do not recycle elements from previous turns often
function as a means to test and share linguistic knowledge: The existence of
common ground can be tested by making such a pun, and common ground can
also be built on them (see Norrick 1993: 133, 2010: 235).
We found 11 instances of puns that do not recycle elements from previous
turns and that open a teaching-learning sequence. In (3), line 03, we see a pun
opening a new topic. Prior to this, Villem, who has elementary skills in Finnish,
has been talking about cheese in a mix of Finnish and Estonian. He has tried to
find the word for ‘cheap’ in Finnish but got confused by the fact that the Finnish
word halpa ‘cheap’ resembles the Estonian word halb ‘bad’.
(3)

Hallitus

Homophonous pairs

hallitus (Est.) ‘mold’

hallitus (Fin.) ‘government’

kohtu (Est.) ‘court’

kohtu (Fin.) ‘uterus’

01 Villem: Soomes on juust odavam (0.6) kui Eestis
‘In Finland cheese is cheaper (0.6) than in Estonia (Est.)’
02
(0.4)
03 Vaano: aa sis on ee see mis on:
Soome-s
PRT PRT be. 3SG DEM REL be.3SG Finland-INE
he- hea on
ju see hallitus.
good be.3SG PRT DEM mold
‘Then there’s, ehm, that thing that is good in Finland, that ehm government (Fin.) / mold (Est.)’
04 Sulo: [he heh
05 Sarita: [he he
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06 Vaano: hallitus ((looks at Villem))
‘government (Fin.) / mold (Est.)’
07 Villem: j ah
‘yes (Est.)’
08 Santtu: siäl päästiin hauskaan [hallitukseen ((directed to Sulo))
‘They’ve gotten to the funny government. (Fin.)’
09 Viljar:
[ruumid ((directed to Sarita))
‘rooms (Est.)’
10 Vaano: ee hallitus [on ee] valitsus=ehk
‘Government (Fin.) / mold (Est.) is ehm government (Est.)’
11 Sarita:
[mida?] ((directed to Vlijar))
‘What? (Est.)’
12 Viljar: ja eesti hallitus eesti m- mõistes hallitus on
‘And the Estonian hallitus, mold in the Estonian sense is’
[soome keeles
‘in Finnish (Est.)’
13 Sarita: [home
‘mold (Fin.)’
14 Vaano: home
‘mold (Fin.)’
Lines 15–20 omitted, during which the participants repeat the word home.
21 Sanna: [hallitus on home. ((question, directed to Sarita))
‘mold (Est.) is mold (Fin.)’
22 Saimi: nii onki
‘yeah, that’s right’
23 Sanna: ja kohtu
‘and womb (Fin.) / court (gen., Est.)’
24 Sarita: kohtu [hehe
‘womb (Fin.) / court (gen., Est.)’
25 Sanna:
[oikeus
‘court (Fin.)’
26 Saimi: hehe
27 Sarita: ää kohtu on ju: emakas=eks. ((directed to Vaano))
‘womb (Fin.) is womb (Est.), isn’t it?’
In line 01, Villem makes an assessment in Estonian that closes the topic and is
followed by a pause. Bilingual Vaano then initiates a new topic in line 03:
‘There’s that thing in Finland that’s good – that ehm government / mold’.
Vaano’s turn does not really make sense, if a hearer does not know both mean-
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ings of the classic false friend hallitus, which is ‘government’ in Finnish and
‘mold’ in Estonian. Even though hallitus is not mentioned earlier in the conversation, Vaano’s turn may be inspired by the previous topic, cheese, and Villem’s
word search, in which Vaano and the others have participated, and in which homonymous words have been discussed.
Vaano’s turn could be read as an ironic assessment of the Finnish government (or governments in general), in which the irony is based on the parallel
interpretations of the homonymous item hallitus. Vaano’s turn in line 03 is followed by laughter by two participants. In line 06 Vaano repeats the homonymous item and looks at Villem, maybe checking to see if he understands both
meanings. Villem acknowledges the response with a particle, but does not take
a longer turn. In line 08, Santtu indicates that he has noticed that the others are
talking about the word hallitus and assesses it as funny. Overlapping with the
end of the turn, Viljar, who has elementary skills in Finnish, utters another wellknown bilingual homophone, ruumid, which means ‘rooms’ in Estonian and
‘corpses’ in Finnish (line 09). Viljar’s turn interestingly shows that he interprets
making bilingual puns as an ongoing activity and participates in it by dropping
another interlingual homonym. This also happens later during Sanna’s turn in
line 23.
The others are not ready to change the topic yet, and in line 10 Vaano, who
has started the topic, takes a turn teaching the others what the Finnish word
hallitus ‘government’ means. Viljar aligns with Vaano’s teaching activity, and
takes a learner’s role, asking in line 12 what ‘mold’ is in Finnish. Both Vaano
and Sarita, who is the only Finn present competent in both languages, answer
(lines 11 and 12), and the others join in the teaching-learning activity, which
comes to its end in line 22. Making sure others understand the pun is a typical
feature of punning sequences, in which the pun is a part of a turn that introduces a new topic. If common ground is not immediately found, the punster engages in explaining the butt of the joke and sharing their linguistic knowledge.
It is worth noting that those participants who know both languages are
not the only ones to engage in punning and subsequent sharing of linguistic
knowledge by using this kind of ready-made puns. After line 22, the participants
move on to discussing other bilingual homophones in a similar manner, which
is initiated by Sanna’s turn in line 23. Sanna takes a turn saying ja kohtu. The
word kohtu9 means ‘uterus’ in Finnish and ‘court’ in Estonian. Even though
Sanna does not speak Estonian, she knows about this particular Estonian word
||
9 Est. kohtu is the genitive form of the word kohus ‘court’. Sanna says, as the sequence progresses, that she has learned the word in Tallinn, while passing a courthouse, kohtumaja.
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and its resemblance with a Finnish word. This short turn functions as a bilingual pun, and it is followed by a long humorous sequence of teaching and
learning before the participants reach mutual understanding of the equivalents
of kohtu in both languages.
Teaching and learning the word kohtu can be considered successful, since
about half an hour later Salla, another Finnish participant who does not speak
Estonian, replies to Villem’s Estonian question about what she studies by saying
in Finnish opiskelen kohtua ‘I study uterus / court’ (she is studying law). Her
response is received with laughter. This is not the only time the participants
refer to and recycle puns they have previously shared. Some puns even become
so established in the community that they are found in the data on recordings
made in different years (see Dynel 2009: 1288).

5.3 Punning as a Means of Dealing with Troubles in
Understanding
The participants in the conversations have asymmetric access to the ongoing
talk, because not all of them have a command of both of the languages being
spoken. As Härmävaara (2014) shows, the participants do not treat reaching mutual understanding in Finnish-Estonian interaction through receptive multilingualism as self-evident. Receptive multilingualism is considered a somewhat laborious way to interact (Härmävaara, in press), and often participants who command both languages actively facilitate mutual understanding by, for example,
translating (Härmävaara 2014). Still, trouble in understanding occurs frequently.
In previous sections, we have discussed puns that are made by participants
who at the moment of punning know both meanings of the homonymous items
they pun on. In this section, we discuss puns that that are made relying only on
the knowledge of the meaning in the punster’s native language. These kinds of
puns are based on recycling elements from preceding turns and making fun of
them. It has been noted that by recycling preceding turns and by relying on
their L1 in creating bilingual puns, even speakers at a very low L2 proficiency
level can engage in wordplay (see Čekaitė and Aronsson 2004; Savijärvi 2011:
120–124, 169).
In the seven instances in our data, the participants with lower proficiency
levels in the cognate language use punning to indicate that they have problems
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in understanding the ongoing talk. In (4), a bilingual pun is produced within a
repair sequence.10 Thus, the participants already orient to the ongoing interaction as problematic. In line 01 Villem starts a new topic and asks the Finns, in
Estonian, what they think of Estonia “seriously” (päriselt). Villem’s question is
followed by a pause and Santtu’s request to repeat the question in line 03,
which indicates that the Finns do not understand the question posed in Estonian. None of the Finnish participants in this situation have active skills in Estonian.
(4)

Päriselt

Homophonous pair

päriselt (Est.)
‘seriously’

päriset (Fin.)
‘you buzz’

01 Villem: aga mis te: tegelikult Eestist arvate.
(.) päriselt.
‘But what do you actually think of Estonia.
Seriously. (Est.)’
02
(1.0)
03 Santtu: anteeks voiks toistaa=
‘Sorry can you repeat that? (Fin.)’
04 Villem: =mitä: mietitte:: Virosta. ööö
‘What do you think about Estonia, ehm. (Fin.)’
05 Salla: ai mitä ajattelee Virosta
‘You mean what do we think about Estonia? (Fin.)’
06 Villem: aja‘th- (Fin.)’
07 Salla: ajat[te‘thi- (Fin.)’
08 Villem:
[ajattelette Virosta
‘you think about Estonia (Fin.)’
09 Salla: ai niinku mitä miältä
‘Do you mean how do we find (Fin.)’
10 Santtu: mm
‘mhm’

||
10 Repair sequences deal with “trouble” in speaking, hearing, or understanding, the talk
(Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977; Schegloff 2007: 100–106).
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11 Salla:

joo
‘yeah (Fin.)’
12 Viljar: päriselt
‘seriously (Est.)’
13 Villem: £no päriselt noh£
‘seriously, you know (Est.)’
14
((joint laughter, both Finns and Estonians, initiated by Estonians))
15 Salla:
[mitä
‘what (Fin.)’
16 Sampo: [mitä sä päriset
‘Why are you buzzing? (Fin.)’
17 Salla:
mitä mä pärisen vai
‘You’re asking why I’m buzzing? (Fin.)’
18
((Finns laugh))
19 Villem: oh it’s a nice country and very nice people blaa blaa blaa
20 Viljar: ei täyty olla visas
‘You don’t have to be polite [clever] (Fin.)’
[viisas=clever in Finnish, viisakas=polite in Estonian]
21 Salla:
↑aa
22 Saimi: nice [beer
23 Salla:
[<sama ku Suomi.>
‘Same as Finland. (Fin.)’
In line 04 Villem responds by translating his question into Finnish, but still no
one provides an answer. Instead, one of the Finns, Salla, gives two candidate
understandings (lines 05, 09), and Villem repeats parts of them. Another Estonian, Viljar, takes a turn in line 12, uttering the word päriselt ‘seriously; honestly; really’, which was a part of the original question but was not translated into
Finnish. By picking up the word päriselt, Viljar makes it prominent, and Villem
further marks it as laughable by producing the turn no päriselt noh smilingly
and initiating laughter (line 14). The other Estonians and then the Finns join in.
Making the word päriselt prominent clearly does not help the Finns understand the question.11 There is no similar expression for ‘seriously’ in Finnish,
and in line 15 Salla utters the repair initiator mitä ‘what’. Overlapping with Salla, Sampo produces a bilingual pun mitä sä päriset ‘what are you buzzing’ (line
||
11 In addition, the speaker who knows Finnish relatively well must realize that the Finns cannot understand the meaning of päriselt, and, since he does not provide a translation, it would
not make sense for him to seriously expect them to acknowledge or respond to his turn.
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16). The pun is formed by picking out the word that has already been made
prominent by the Estonians and interpreting it as a Finnish item. The Finnish
item is near-homonymous, but it is obvious from the context that the lexemes
do not carry the same meanings. The pun is followed by Salla’s humorous response in line 17 and laughter by the Finnish participants.
As in (4), it is characteristic for punning in repair sequences not to come
immediately after the problem in understanding occurs but only after other
attempts to solve the problem have failed. Sampo’s turn localizes the problem to
the lexeme päriselt, but a repair does not follow. Instead, Villem takes a turn in
line 19 and makes a candidate response to his own earlier question in English,
which is the participants’ lingua franca. After this, the prolonged repair sequence ends when Saimi and Salla start to answer Villem’s question (lines 22
and 23).
In (4) and in the interaction following it, the Finns do not get to know what
the Estonian word päriselt means. Knospe (2015) describes puns as conceptual
blends, which are based on the simultaneous activation of two meanings. This
can well be seen in puns like the ones in the extracts discussed prior to this. In
extracts (1) and (3), the participants have pre-existing knowledge of the meanings of the homonymous items they pun on, and, in (2), the pun is made by first
observing the homonymy on-line and then attaching the meaning to the word in
one’s mother tongue. It is, however, worthwhile asking whether puns are also
conceptual blends in the cases where the punster and the interlocutors only
know one of the meanings.

6 Discussion and Conclusion
On the one hand, the conversations analyzed for this study are rather special
since Finnish and Estonian are present in a receptively multilingual setting that
provides the basis for making constant comparisons between these two languages. On the other hand, the interactions consist of conversations among
speakers with asymmetric language skills, which is not rare for situations where
people with different native language backgrounds are present. In this article,
we have shown that, in these conversations, bilingual punning serves as a resource that can be used for handling asymmetric language skills and asymmetric access to the ongoing talk.
Analysis of bilingual punning in such interactions showed that in order to
make a bilingual pun in conversation, one does not have to have a command of
both languages or even understand the previous turns. Instead, the humor can
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be constructed merely by pointing to the fact that an item in the cognate language resembles an item in their native language. Indeed, some of the participants do not know much more of the other language than some false friends.
Furthermore, using established, culturally shared puns is a handy way for the
speakers to participate in a conversation. Thus, bilingual punning is also a practical resource for the participants with limited linguistic resources. By making a
bilingual pun, a participant can also display understanding and present themselves as linguistically competent.
Both the participants who do not and those who do speak both languages
can engage in sharing linguistic knowledge via bilingual punning. As puns
draw close attention to language and the local context, it is no wonder that we
discovered most puns in metalinguistic sequences. The data showed how bilingual puns can be used in metalinguistic reflection and for creating shared vocabulary in two different ways: by initiating the activity of teaching and learning
new vocabulary, and by organizing what is being learned. Punning can thus
contribute to creating common ground and to enhancing an individual’s language skills.
In linguistically asymmetric situations, puns are useful for indicating problems in understanding. They can be used to pick out a word that one does not
understand and make that word laughable by making a pun in the form of a
mock translation or a repair initiator. Humor is a means of sharing positive affects while simultaneously fulfilling one’s serious interactional needs. It can be
used to indicate a problem source and express a related affect at the same time.
When doing so, the delicacy of the matter is being treated as well (see Haakana
2001).
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Transcription symbols
.
heti
[
]
(.)
(0.4)
=
><
<>
e::i
AHA
.hhh
hhh.
.joo
he he
s(h)ana
£ £
@ @
(tai)
(--)
(---)
(( ))

falling pitch
stress
overlap (start)
overlap (end)
pause 0.2 s.
timed pause in seconds
a turn start immediately after the previous speaker
fast speech
slow speech
lengthening
loud speech
inhalation
exhalation
word pronounced during inhalation
laughter
plosive (laughter)
smile voice
change in tone
doubt in transcription
inaudible word
several inaudible words
transcriber comments

Abbreviations
3SG
ALL
CLI
DEM
ELA
Est.

3rd person singular
allative
clitic
demonstrative pronoun
elative
Estonian

Fin.
INE
PAR
PRT
REL

Finnish
inessive
partitive
particle
relative pronoun

Kerstin Fuhrich and Hans-Jörg Schmid

Too Matsch for You?
Monolingual Humorous Slogans Are
Recalled Better than Mixed-Language Ones
Abstract: The paper reports the results of a programmatic study investigating
the potential of different types of advertising slogans to be retained and recalled. Four types were tested: (1) monolingual non-humorous slogans, (2) mixedlanguage non-humorous slogans, (3) monolingual humorous slogans and (4)
mixed-language humorous slogans. 78 students of English studies were tested
in a pen-and-paper task targeting the recall of pairs of brand names and invented slogans. Based on predictions derived from Craik and Tulving’s (1997) levelsof-processing model, from frame-shifting theory (e.g. Coulson 2011) and from
the general theory of verbal humour (Attardo and Raskin 1991; Attardo 2001),
we expected that recall rates would be highest for mixed-language humorous
slogans (condition 4), followed by conditions 3, 2 and 1. While our expectations
were confirmed for the effects of humour on recall rates, the interaction between language-mixing and humour yielded the unexpected finding that monolingual humorous slogans were recalled better than mixed-language humorous
slogans. We interpret this finding in terms of Sweller’s (1988) cognitive overload
theory and Sperber and Wilson’s (1994) relevance theory and point out a number of avenues for further research to redress the shortcomings of this pilot
study.
Keywords: bilingual wordplay, advertising, frames, humour, relevance theory,
slogan

1 Introduction
Imagine your company has hired a PR agency to come up with an advertising
campaign for washing powder in Germany. Imagine further that they suggest
three slogans for you to choose from: “Take us – and the future is bright”; “Ultrastarke Waschkraft – it can be so easy” [‘Ultrastrong washing power – it can
be so easy’]; and “Nimm uns – that’s a weiß decision” [‘Take us – that’s a weiß
decision’; weiß ‘white’ is phonologically similar to English wise and makes it a
German-English pun]. Which one would you take? Each of these slogans offers
some risks and benefits: the first one is purely English, which might sound more
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international, modern and innovative than a purely German one. Furthermore,
it involves a humorous pun (cf. section 2 for more details), as bright does not
only refer to the future, but also to the colour of the clothes after having been
washed with the product, which could render the slogan eye-catching and memorable. The risk involved is that many consumers in a German context might
not (fully) understand it and / or reject it because of its foreignness. The second
slogan reduces this risk, as it mixes a German with a grammatically and lexically simple English clause and might therefore be easier to understand, but, despite the use of language mixing, the simple English clause without wordplay
does not seem to be salient enough to catch attention and arouse interest. The
third slogan seems to combine the advantages of the first two slogans: it mixes
English and German and offers a cross-linguistic pun, thus promising to attract
the consumers’ attention. But again, it might be too difficult for a mass audience
that is not sufficiently competent in English.
While it is tempting to base your choice of the future slogan on long-term
experience and gut feeling, you might also consider looking into the results of
studies investigating monolingual humorous slogans (Take us – and the future
is bright) as well as mixed-language humorous (Nimm uns – that’s a weiß decision) and non-humorous ones (Ultrastarke Waschkraft – it can be so easy). You
should, in particular, have a look at their potential to be retained in memory and
recalled, as this is the first prerequisite for the success of a slogan. Surprisingly,
however, very few studies are available, especially as far as German-English
language mixing is concerned. Extensive research has been done on the use of
anglicisms in slogans, i.e. of English words that are already more or less well
integrated into German (e.g. Gawlitta 2000; Kupper 2003; Onysko 2007: 272–
315; Klüver 2009; Rech 2015). Humour in slogans has also been researched intensively (e.g. Krishnan and Chakravarti 2003; Beard 2008; Tanaka 1994; Weinberger and Gulas 1992; Weinberger, Spotts, Campbell and Parsons 1995). In contrast, to the best of our knowledge, studies on the effects of truly mixed-language German-English slogans do not exist. A study pursuing comparable aims
but targeting different languages was conducted by Luna and Peracchio who,
following up on earlier studies on bilinguals and advertisements (cf. Luna and
Peracchio 2001, 2002a, 2002b), examined the persuasiveness of mixed-language
Spanish-English advertisements in the US. Their results suggest that mixedlanguage slogans should generally switch from the minority language to the
majority language,1 since the language switched to is made salient and the as||
1 Luna and Peracchio define the terms ‘majority language’ and ‘minority language’ as follows:
“Thus, we use the term majority language to denote the language spoken by the group that
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sociations evoked by it decide on how the slogan will be perceived (Luna and
Peracchio 2005a: 53). These results are not applicable to the situation in Germany, however, as Spanish is a minority language in the US and many Americans
(and even Spanish-speaking immigrants themselves; see Luna and Peracchio
2005a: 45) seem to associate negative values with it, whereas the majority language American English receives positive associations. In Germany, both English and German are perceived positively by many – but of course by no means
all – groups of speakers: German is the everyday language and first language of
the majority of the inhabitants of Germany; English symbolizes progress, modernity and innovation (Piller 2003: 175; Onysko 2007: 272–315; Klüver 2009: 40;
Rech 2015: 127–131).
The present paper reports a pilot study paving the way for a large-scale project aiming to fill this research gap. We report the results of an experiment investigating monolingual English vs. mixed-language German-English and humorous vs. non-humorous advertising slogans concerning their retention and
recall potential. Since the main purpose of advertising slogans is to establish
sustained associations with the product in consumers’ minds, retention and
recall are considered reasonable proxies for the potential success of slogans and
will be used as target measures here. The results of the recall study will be interpreted with reference to two theoretical frameworks, frame-shifting and the
general theory of verbal humour, which will be introduced in the next section.

2 Theoretical Background: Frame-Shifting,
Frame-Violation and the General Theory of
Verbal Humour
While processing and understanding mixed-language slogans containing a humorous pun, consumers have to achieve a number of feats that go beyond ‘normal’ language comprehension: they must realize that two languages are involved and identify them, they have to recognize that there is a humorous pun (see
below for more details), and they must process and understand the doubleentendre triggered by the latter. Two theories that generate helpful predictions
as to how these tasks are solved are frame-shifting theory (Fillmore 1982; Coul-

||
holds the political, cultural and economic power within a country. Minority language is fixed
for the language spoken by the group that possesses less power and prestige” (2005: 44).
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son 2001; Fauconnier and Sweeter 1996; Ungerer and Schmid 2006; Matlock
2009; see also Onysko, DF, this volume) and the general theory of verbal humour (Attardo and Raskin 1991; Attardo 1994; Attardo 2001; Raskin 1985). We
will briefly sketch the main assumptions of these theories and their implications
for the present study. In the course of this, we will argue that mixed-language
slogans do not trigger a frame-shift in the full sense of frame-shifting theory but
what we will call a frame-violation.
Frame-shifting theory is based on the notion of frames, which are defined
by Fauconnier and Sweetser (1996: 5) as “structured understandings of the way
aspects of the world function.” Frames represent knowledge of any type of recurrent experience, including that of text types and textual macrostructures
(van Dijk 1977). In our case, this means that consumers are assumed to have stored something like an ‘advertising slogan’-frame consisting of specific knowledge
about advertising recruited from experience (Coulson 2001: 18; cf. Fillmore
1982: 135). The effect of the availability of such a frame is that consumers harbour specific expectations about the nature of advertising slogans. These include knowledge about the situations, contexts and media in which they are encountered (TV, radio, magazines, billboards, online ads, etc.), their functions as
well as their typical components and features. Slogans are generally expected to
be short, concise and ‘catchy’; they promote a specific product. Finally, and this
is particularly relevant for the present study, they are formulated in one language, most frequently in the dominant language of the specific country, e.g.
German in Germany. While Androutsopoulos et al. (2004) report a considerable
increase of English-language slogans in German ads to around 30% from the
year 2000 to 2003 (see also Androutsopoulos 2011), they emphasize that language mixing is still very rare: “Der geringe Anteil deutscher Slogans mit lexikalischen Anglizismen bestätigt die These, dass es bei den Slogans um Sprachwahl und nicht um Sprachmischung geht” (Androutsopoulos et al. 2004: 23;
‘The low proportion of German slogans containing lexical anglicisms confirms
the claim that language choice rather than language mixing are the dominant
issue in the slogans’, our translation). We do not expect that this situation has
changed dramatically, partly because Androutsopoulos (2011) still reports the
number given in his earlier publication.
In principle, frame-shifting involves the violation of frame-based expectations and the shift to a new frame that promises to be able to accommodate the
newly incoming information. If it is indeed the case that mixed language slogans – especially those that do not just contain an anglicism (cf. Rech 2015) but
actually switch from German to English at some point – can still be considered
quite rare, the change of language is very likely to come as a surprise and cause
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such a frame-violation. Consider the mixed-language example given in the introduction: “Ultrastarke Waschkraft – it can be so easy [‘Ultrastrong washing
power – it can be so easy’].” While processing this slogan, consumers first activate a default, i.e. German-language, advertising slogan frame triggered by the
first word ultrastark. When coming across the first English words, the expectation elicited by the activation of this frame is violated. The subsequent sequence
of English words, i.e. it can be ..., functions as a frame-violating cue or “disjunctor” (Coulson 2001: 77–78) here, i.e. as a linguistic trigger that signals that the
frame established up to this moment does not continue. However, since mixed
language slogans still seem to be rare, it is unlikely that a mixed-language slogan frame is available. This means that the consumer’s mind has two options: it
can switch to a frame representing English-language slogans derived from experience with the increasing number of slogans of this type, or it can process the
rest of the slogan without support by frame-based knowledge. As we do not
have any evidence on which of these options is more likely and have to assume
that there is considerable individual variation, we will resort to the least farreaching claim that a frame-violation takes place.
As frame-violation involves the disappointment of expectations, it is very
likely that it requires a higher amount of cognitive processing effort. Furthermore, as claimed by Craik and Lockhart’s (1972) levels-of-processing effect (cf.
also Craik and Tulving 1975), what is processed with more effort is likely to leave
a stronger memory trace than what is processed in a more shallow fashion. It
can therefore be assumed that mixed-language slogans should be longer retained in memory and recalled more easily than monolingual ones.
A second theory that promises to be helpful for formulating reasonable predictions about the processing and memorability of slogans is the general theory
of verbal humour proposed by Victor Raskin and Salvatore Attardo (see Attardo
2001). As the name of the theory says, it covers all types of verbal humour. Puns
are just one way of expressing verbal humour, as verbal humour is any “text
which is capable of creating a humorous effect” (Raskin 1985: 46). On the other
hand, puns are no guarantee for a humorous effect either, as they can also be
serious or poetic (Okada 2012: 166).
Although puns are not the only way of expressing verbal humour, humorous puns seem to be the most frequent way of creating humorous slogans: the
two senses – or scripts – in an ambiguous word convey two meanings at the
same time (Redfern 1984: 130) and additionally provide an entertaining effect.
This is why the present study explicitly focusses on humorous puns as a means
of creating humorous slogans. The term ‘humorous slogan’ is thus used in order
to describe slogans containing a humorous pun.
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The key element of the general theory of verbal humour is the notion of
“script opposition”, i.e. the idea that humour involves the juxtaposition of two
opposing scripts (or indeed frames).2 In the case of both monolingual and
mixed-language puns, these scripts are triggered by the two (or more) meanings
associated with one form. The pun serves as the so called “logical mechanism”
connecting the two scripts. For example, in August 2015 the German food company ültje started a remarkable campaign advertising nuts using videos and billboards centred on the slogan Kernkraft aus der Tüte [‘Nuclear power out of the
packet’]. Kernkraft [‘nuclear power’] functions as a wordplay because a literal
reanalysis of the lexicalized compound yields the reading ‘the power of nuts’.
From the perspective of the general theory of verbal humour, the pun co-activates two opposing scripts, one evoking the positive associations linked to nuts
and their nutritional potential, and another one evoking the possibly rather
negative associations connected to nuclear power. It is the contrast between the
two scripts that is intended to bring about the humorous effect of the slogan.3
Additional humorous support is delivered by the quite daring move to evoke
negative feelings. As in the case of frame-shifting, the extra processing effort
required for working out the humour is likely to result in deeper processing and
better memory performance.
Obviously, the two theories do not generate competing predictions, but are
instead highly compatible. The two key notions, frames and scripts, are known
to be theoretical constructs with very similar semantic scopes (see Ungerer and
Schmid 2006: 212–217). In fact, the notion of frame-shifting has been used to explain humour, e.g. by Coulson (2001). The main differences between the two
theories are that frame-shifting focuses on what is involved in taking the mind
from one frame to another and remains open for explaining all kinds of frameshifts, including humorous ones, while the general theory of verbal humour
highlights the nature of the opposition between the knowledge structures activated and is restricted to humour. Based on these considerations and relying on
||
2 “A chunk of structured semantic information […], the script can be understood for the purposes of this article as an interpretation of the text of a joke” (Attardo and Raskin 1991: 307–
308). Although we generally make a distinction between the terms ‘frame’ and ‘script’ (see
Ungerer and Schmid 2006: 213–214), due to this definition, they can be used interchangeably
here.
3 However, ültje might have hoped to override the negative associations connected with nuclear power with its positive features such as an enormous energy supply. This is in line with
Attardo’s (1994: 143–173) observation that puns might not only have a script opposition, but
also a resolution. Without this resolution, the advertising slogan might not be correctly understood.
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the cautious notion of frame-violation, we predict that the mental effort required for processing the four types of slogans investigated in this study increases
from type 1 to type 4 (see also Tab. 1):
1. non-humorous monolingual slogans do not cause a frame-violation nor do
they require humour processing;
2. non-humorous mixed-language slogans cause a frame-violation, but do not
require humour processing;
3. humorous monolingual slogans require humour processing – which involve
a process akin to frame-shifting – but do not involve an additional frameviolation caused by a shift from one language to another;
4. humorous mixed-language slogans both require humour processing and
cause an additional frame-violation
Tab. 1: Predictions concerning mental efforts required for processing of four types of slogans
(1 lowest effort, 4 highest effort)

monolingual

mixed-language

– humorous

1
– frame-violation
– humour processing

2
+ frame-violation
– humour processing

+ humorous

3
– frame-violation
+ humour processing

4
+ frame-violation
+ humour processing

3 Hypotheses
These predictions easily translate into concrete test hypotheses if we follow the
Craik and Lockhart rationale that deeper processing results in better memory
performance. Therefore, we assume that the combination of humour and language shift will have the highest positive effect on recall, while no humour and
no language shift will have the least amount of recall. Humour is expected to
have a stronger effect on recall than the frame-violation caused by a language
shift, as understanding a pun requires processing of the two meanings of a
word. Adapted to the within-subject test design and the recall task described in
the next section, the hypotheses can be operationalized as follows:
– humorous mixed-language slogans will be recalled by a larger number of
participants in a recall task than
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–
–
–

humorous monolingual slogans, which will in turn be recalled by a larger
number of participants than
non-humorous mixed-language slogans, which will in turn be recalled by a
larger number of participants than
non-humorous monolingual slogans.

4 The Design of the Study
The aim of the experiment was to test people’s ability to retain and recall different types of slogans. Essentially, test participants were first given a list of slogans and brands and asked to judge whether or not they found the slogans funny. The point of this instruction was to make sure that participants processed all
slogans with sufficient depth. Following a simple distractor task, they were then
confronted with another list where either brands or slogans were missing, and
the participants were asked to fill in the slogans they remembered. The expectation was that participants’ ability to recall slogans would differ as predicted by
the hypotheses formulated in 3 above.

4.1 Participants and Setting
78 students enrolled in the English programme at LMU Munich participated in
the pen and paper study. 63 of the participants were female, 15 male, with ages
ranging from 19 to 29 years. As they were students of English who had passed an
entry test, all of them can be considered highly proficient learners of English.
The experiment was conducted in a lecture room at LMU Munich with all participants carrying out the task at the same time. The data of nine participants who
pointed out that they had a limited command of German were removed, as they
might not have been able to process and understand the German-English slogans sufficiently.

4.2 Material and Method
In order to rule out potential confounding effects of associations with existing
products and brands, all slogans and brands were invented. Six fictional slogans and brands were designed for each of the four target conditions, yielding a
total of 24 stimuli pairs. The stimuli are listed in Tab. 2.
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Tab. 2: Fictional slogans and brand names used as stimuli for recall task

Humorous mixed-language

Humorous monolingual

Ich cun mehr – read Cun magazine
[‘I can do more – read Cun magazine’]
Magazine “Cun”

The Popup you can’t block

Fass dich nicht kurz. Make it a Brief.
[‘Don’t make it short. Make it a letter’]
Postal services “PST”

I dig Herdig

Genie in a bottle. [‘Genius in a bottle’]
Energy drink “Rasant”

Simply good coPhi
Coffee brand “Phi”

Get Ritt of no sleep.
Bedding company “Ritt”

Sleep in your ComfortZone
Bedding brand “ComfortZone”

I want it All. [‘I want it galaxy’]
Telescope brand “Starviewer”

As tasty as can bee
Honey brand “Neumarkter Waldblütenhonig”

Liebling deiner Katze: Pöhrrrrrrr.
[‘Favourite of your cat: Pöhrrrrrrr’]
Cat food brand: “Pöhr”

There’s no time for being out of order.

Ihre Gesundheit – it comes first.
[‘Your health – it comes first’]
German pharmacies “Deutsche Apotheken”

Making the world Cuneo since 1959

Lemonade “Fresh” with a swing top

Company for gardening tools “Herdig”

Folder system “BIG”

Italian furnishing company “Cuneo”

Wir haben the Sage drive. [‘We have the Sage Get-togethers can be everywhere.
drive’]
Car company “Sage”
Social network “Dee”
Gebraut in Bayern, but brewed for the world. Aim higher, go further.
[‘Brewed in Bavaria, but brewed for the
world’]
Computer brand “Pepels”
Beer brand “Benedikt”
Geldanlagenberatung the Karer way.
A beer for the wild things in life.
[‘Investment advisory services the Karer way’]
Bank institute “Karer”
Beer brand “Dudworth”
Non-humorous mixed-language

Non-humorous monolingual

Schneebrett made in Bavaria. [‘Snowboard
made in Bavaria’]
Snowboard brand “Fähnlein”

A mobile Yerus for life.

Urlaubsglück? Kuhn, please. [‘Holiday happiness? Kuhn, please’]
Travel agency “Kuhn”

Compton chooses every book with love.

Mobile phone brand “Yerus”

Bookshop “Compton”
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In order to reduce the strain on participants and the risk of fatigue effects, monolingual German slogans were not included in this study, even though they
would have been helpful as a baseline (see below for further discussion). A pilot
study testing whether participants were able to identify the humorous and nonhumorous slogans was conducted in order to confirm that all fictional slogans,
particularly the mixed-language and humorous ones, were understood as intended (but see footnote 5).
The following considerations motivated the design of the slogans: the humorous element in all humorous slogans consists of a pun, i.e. an ambiguous
word endowed with the potential to evoke two opposing scripts (cf. section 2).
The humorous mixed-language slogans were constructed in such a way that
both language frames had to become active even if only one word – or in fact
the spelling of one word – indicated the language mixing.4 Three out of the six
slogans for each condition contained the brand name, the other three did not. A
close association between slogan and brand name was essential for the design
of all study slogans. Reliance on very specific types of world knowledge (e.g.
details about technical products) and sexual innuendo in the puns were avoided as potential confounds.
All 24 slogans were presented on one A4-sheet. The order of slogans was
randomized to reduce priming effects between slogans and fatigue effects for
later slogans in the test group. Participants were not informed about the aims of
the study and were allowed 5 minutes to go through the 24 pairs of brands and
slogans and to tick for each of the slogans whether or not they found them funny. Two ideas motivated this task: first, it was hoped that the decision whether
or not a slogan was humorous would ensure a certain depth of processing. And
second, the participants’ decisions provided information as to whether they
grasped the intended puns. The analysis of the task sheets confirmed that the
slogans that were intended to be humorous were generally recognized as such
by the participants (see Section 5.1 for more details).5
After completion of the first sheet, participants were asked to come up with
five German and English words each that rhyme with Germ. Haus and Engl.
||
4 This seems to be typical of mixed-language (German-English) puns.
5 The slogan “Schneebrett made in Bavaria” was not intended to be humorous. Sebastian
Knospe and Alexander Onysko have rightly pointed out that it is likely to be understood as
punning on two interpretations of the German form Schneebrett: the literal and conventional
meaning ‘snow slab’ and the literal translation of E. snowboard, which is the conventionalized
loanword for referring to snowboards in German. Their impression is in fact confirmed by the
pretest that asked participants to judge whether a given slogan was funny, in which this slogan
was an outlier labelled funny by more participants than six out of the 12 humorous slogans.
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house respectively. The point of this short distractor task was to ‘reset’ participants’ associative networks and give them a very brief opportunity to consolidate their memory traces.
In the next step, participants were asked to complete lists of the type illustrated in Tab. 3 (note that sheets differed due to randomization).
Tab. 3: Sample task sheet for recall task

Werbefeld / Markenname

Slogan

Handymarke „Yerus“

_________________________________

Postservices „PST“

_________________________________

_________________________________

Aim higher, go further.

Geschäft für Gartenzubehör „Herdig“

_________________________________

Biermarke „Benedikt“

_________________________________

Bettenverkauf „Ritt“

_________________________________

Autofirma „Sage“

_________________________________

Deutsche Apotheken

_________________________________

Kaffeemarke „Phi“

_________________________________

_________________________________

I want it All.

_________________________________

Get-togethers can be everywhere.

_________________________________

The popup you can’t block.

_________________________________

A beer for the wild things in life.

_________________________________

As tasty as can bee.

Zeitschrift „CUN“

_________________________________

_________________________________

There’s no time for being out of order.

_________________________________

Genie in a bottle.

_________________________________

Schneebrett made in Bavaria.

Bankinstitut „Karer“

_________________________________

Reisebüro „Kuhn“

_________________________________

Buchhandlung „Compton“

_________________________________

Italienische Einrichtungsfirma „Cuneo“

_________________________________

Katzenfutter „Pöhr“

_________________________________

Bettenmarke „ComfortZone“

_________________________________

Although there are 12 slogans in Tab. 3 which mention the brand and 12 which
do not, three of the brands have a strong connection with the slogan (e.g. the
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slogan of the mailing service PST includes the German word Brief, ‘letter’, which
is very closely associated with the notion of mailing services). Therefore, it was
assumed that participants would find it much easier to recall these brands than
others. For this reason, they were moved to the left column of the task sheet,
which asks participants to recall the slogan and not the brand. Removing brand
names from three other slogans in order to move them to the right column and
therefore re-establishing the 12–12 division was not possible, as the humorous
slogans often include a play on words with the brand name in order to achieve
their humorous effect. Overall, the task sheet involves 15 slogans and 9 brands
that needed to be recalled.

5 Results
5.1 Data Analysis
The main criterion for the analysis of the test results was the number of participants who were able to reproduce the slogans and brand names they had seen
on the first sheet. Precise expectations regarding the outcome were formulated
in the hypotheses spelled out in Section 3. The participants’ performance ranged between completely correct and missing answers, with various possibilities
between those extremes, e.g. answers that were generally okay, but flawed by
missing words, deviant spellings and other more or less strong modifications of
the original slogans or brandmarks. In order to do justice to this cline of recall
performance, the following rating system was devised: 1 point was assigned to
slogans which rendered 100 per cent correctly; 0.75 points were awarded to
answers containing one wrong or missing word; 0.5 points to answers that were
fragmentary but clearly reflected that the humour in the slogan had been understood; missing and otherwise seriously flawed answers were not given any
points at all. Concerning the recall of brandmarks, 1 point was given for a correct
recall of the field of advertisement and the brandmark, 0.75 points for answers
that named the brandmark, 0.5 points for answers that showed that subjects
could recall the field of advertising. A wrong recall of brandmark and / or field
of advertising or no recall at all did not earn any points.
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5.2 Descriptive Statistics
5.2.1 Recall of Slogans
Tab. 4 and Fig. 1 summarize the results of the recall task for the 15 slogans. The
table ranks the 15 items in terms of recall rates and gives their features. The figure is colour-coded for easy identification of trends in the results: humorous
slogans are in white, non-humorous ones in black; monolingual slogans are
shown in one colour, mixed-language slogans are indicated by fading from
white to light-grey or black to dark-grey respectively.
Tab. 4: Results of slogan recall task

Rank

Recall
index

Item

+/-humour

+/-mixing

1

57.25

Get Ritt of no sleep

humorous

mixed-language

2

48

I dig Herdig

humorous

3

43

Gebraut in Bayern, but brewed for non-humorous
the world

monolingual
mixed-language

4

41.25

Sleep in your ComfortZone

humorous

monolingual

5

37.5

Simply good coPhi

humorous

monolingual

6

27.65

Ich cun mehr – read CUN magazi- humorous
ne

mixed-language

7

23.25

Fass dich nicht kurz. Make it a
Brief

mixed-language

humorous

8

23

Liebling deiner Katze Q Pöhrrrrrrr humorous

mixed-language

9

18

Ihre Gesundheit – it comes first

non-humorous

mixed-language

10

17.5

Wir haben the Sage drive

non-humorous

mixed-language

11

13.75

Compton chooses every book
with love

non-humorous

monolingual

12

13

Urlaubsglück? Kuhn, please

non-humorous

mixed-language

13

9.75

Making the world Cuneo since
1959

non-humorous

monolingual

14

5.5

A mobile Yerus for life

non-humorous

monolingual

15

2

Geldanlagenberatung the Karer
way

non-humorous

mixed-language
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Fig. 1: Visualized results of slogan recall task

The bright bars on the left-hand side of Fig. 1 indicate a strong tendency for humorous slogans to be recalled by a larger number of participants than the nonhumorous ones rendered in darker shading. This is in line with our expectations. The only ‘outlier’ with regard to this dimension is item 3 (Gebraut in Bayern, but brewed for the world, [‘Brewed in Bavaria, ...’]). Its recall rate might have
been influenced by uncontrolled confounds such as alliteration. The effects with
regard to language mixing are generally less clear, mainly because the items
ranked second, fourth and fifth are monolingual humorous slogans which were
suspected to be recalled less well than the mixed-language humorous ones
found in ranks six, seven and eight.
Tab. 5 shows the findings for the four conditions and provides basic statistical summaries. These findings confirm the visual information given in Fig. 1
regarding the dimension ‘humour’: maximums, minimums and both measures
of central tendencies for slogans with humorous puns are higher than those for
non-humorous ones. For the dimension ‘mixed-language’, however, the situation is less clear and in fact not in line with the expectations. While the prediction that mixed-language slogans are retained better than monolingual ones is
confirmed for non-humorous slogans, the data yield the reverse and in fact unexpected finding for slogans with humorous puns: minimum, mean and median
for monolingual humorous slogans are higher than those for mixed-language
humorous ones. We will come back to this finding in the discussion in section 6.
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Tab. 5: Descriptive statistical summary of slogan recall

+ humorous

+ humorous

– humorous

– humorous

+ mixed

– mixed

+ mixed

– mixed

(n = 4)

(n = 3)

(n = 5)

(n = 3)

Maximum

57.25

48

43

13.75

Minimum

23

37.50

13

5.50

Range

34.25

10.50

30

8.25

Mean

32.79

42.25

18.7

9.67

Median

25.45

41.25

17.5

9.75

5.2.2 Recall of Brand Names
The pattern of findings regarding the recall of brand names primed by slogans
supports the one for slogans in some respects. Here, as shown in Tab. 6 and
Fig. 2, humorous slogans (indicated in white in the figure) produce a better
recall rate for brand-names than the non-humorous slogans.
Tab. 6: Summary of results of brand name recall task on brand names

Rank

Recall
index

Item

+/-humour

+/-mixing

1

34.75

There’s no time for being out
of order

humorous

monolingual

2

29.00

Tasty as can bee

humorous

monolingual

3

22.00

Schneebrett made in
Bavaria

non-humorous

mixed-language

4

21.50

Genie in a bottle

humorous

mixed-language

5

21.00

The popup you can block

humorous

monolingual

6

20.75

Get-togethers can be everywhere
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Fig. 2: Visualized results of brand name recall task

As before, however, the results for the dimension mixed-language vs. monolingual run counter to expectations for humorous slogans. This shows in the
comparison of the three solid white bars with the two fading into grey. Since
two of the four conditions, humorous mixed-language and non-humorous mixed language, are represented only by two items (4 and 8) and one item (3) respectively, there is not much point in adding up these results and reporting
central tendencies and measures of dispersion.

5.3 Significance Testing for Aggregated Results
In order to check the differences observed in the recall test for statistical significance, the results from the recall of brand names and the recall of slogans were
aggregated. Medians of the aggregated results for the four conditions were as
follows:
(1) humorous monolingual slogans: med = 36.125
(2) humorous mixed-language slogans: med = 23.125
(3) non-humorous mixed-language slogans: med = 17.75
(4) non-humorous monolingual slogans: med = 11.625
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Significance was tested by means of three pair-wise comparisons of the four
conditions using the Wilcoxon-sign-rank test. Humorous monolingual slogans
(1) were compared to humorous mixed-language slogans (2); non-humorous
mixed-language slogans (3) were compared to non-humorous monolingual ones
(4); and humorous mixed-language slogans (2) were compared to non-humorous mixed-language slogans (3). The results of all three comparisons indicated
that the observed differences are significant on the level of α = 5%.

6 Discussion
The results of our study indicate that in line with our expectation, humorous
slogans are generally recalled better than non-humorous ones. It is very likely
that the extra effort required for humour processing and perhaps the stronger
resonance of ‘funny’ slogans renders them more memorable than non-humorous slogans. However, the results regarding the interaction between humour
and language mixing did not confirm our expectations. While we predicted that
humorous mixed-language slogans would be retained by a larger number of
participants than humorous monolingual slogans, the study yielded the reverse
picture. Various explanations of this finding seem possible.
First, all monolingual slogans were formulated in English. As participants
were instructed in German, and as their native and dominant language is indeed German, it is possible that the required switch from German to English was
sufficient for reaching a deeper level of processing. In addition, even though
English-language slogans are increasingly used on the German market (see
above), it could be the case that they are still less familiar to many consumers
than German-language slogans and therefore not represented by equally strong
frame-based knowledge. This explanation alone, however, does not seem to be
able to account for the finding, because from the first slogan presented onwards, participants were confronted with a mixture of German and English and
thus primed to expect mixed-language slogans.
Second, it is possible that the mixed-language puns were too difficult to
make sense of even for the highly proficient test group of students of English
Studies, especially because they tended to involve the need to build a fairly
complex connection between English and German word meanings and the concepts encoded by them, or required paying extra attention to the graphemic and
phonological level of language. For example, the item with the lowest recall rate
in the group of humorous mixed-language slogans, I want it All, only signalled
the German element by the capital <A> in All. If this signal went unnoticed, the
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pun was missed as well. Although the pilot study and the results of the first task
sheet in the real study consistently indicate that the humour was recognized, it
is still possible that some participants found these cases funny for some other
reason, without actually spotting the pun involved.6
Third, the findings can be explained with the help of the cognitive overload
theory developed by John Sweller. In a 1988 essay dealing primarily with problem-solving activities and their effects on learning and schema acquisition,
Sweller argues that “conventional problem solving […] requires a relatively
large amount of cognitive processing capacity which is consequently unavailable for schema acquisition” (Sweller 1988: 257). This large amount of cognitive
processing leads to a “heavy cognitive load” (Sweller 1988: 284), which in turn
might cause a lower level of retention and ability for recall. Transferring Sweller’s claims to the present study, it could be argued that the combination of
frame-shifting and humour processing required for understanding humorous
mixed-language slogans results in some sort of cognitive overload, impeding
participants’ ability to retain and store these slogans better than monolingual
humorous ones. This overload could be aggravated, as mentioned above, by the
fact that the participants’ dominant language is German.
A fourth potential and particularly promising explanation builds on Sperber
and Wilson’s (1996) relevance theory. In this approach, relevance is defined as a
“theoretical term to refer to the cognitive utility of a piece of information in a
context, or for an individual at a given time” (Sperber and Wilson 1996: 531). It
involves two aspects: cognitive effect (the benefit) and processing effort (the
cost). The processing benefit is “to allow fixation or revision of beliefs” (Sperber
and Wilson 1996: 531), whereas the processing cost relates to the cognitive effort
required to reach such a belief. According to Huang (2007: 18), contextual effects, i.e. benefit, are “the outcome of an interaction between a newly impinging
stimulus and a subset of the assumptions that are already established in a cognitive system.” These assumptions can be conceived of as being represented in
the form of frames and scripts. The notion of relevance captures the balance of
benefit and cost. The desired aim in communication is to have maximal relevance, which is achieved by having minimal processing costs, but maximal
benefit (Sperber and Wilson 1992: 67). However, high cost can also ‘pay off’ if it
promises high benefit.
Transferring this approach to our study, we should first make it clear that
the predictions we have formulated relate to cost: we have assumed that the

||
6 This is possible because verbal humour does not necessarily involve a pun – cf. section 2.
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highest processing effort is required for mixed-language humorous slogans, followed by monolingual humorous slogans, mixed-language non-humorous and
monolingual non-humorous ones. If cost was the only parameter of relevance,
nothing would be gained for a deeper understanding of the result that monolingual humorous slogans were retained better than mixed-language humorous
slogans. However, the contextual effects also have to be taken into account.
What our results suggest is that the processing of humorous slogans generally
yields greater benefits than that of non-humorous slogans. This is in line with
research on humour from a relevance-theoretical perspective. Referring to the
comprehension of jokes, Yus claims that “the eventual amusement and even
laughter will make up for the effort involved in processing the joke” (Yus 2016:
51). The processing of frame-violations, on the other hand, only costs, but does
not gain more. Therefore monolingual humorous slogans seem to strike the
ideal balance between cost and benefit, whereas mixed-language humorous slogans require more effort without yielding more benefits.
Pending further research (see section 7), we assume that the explanation in
terms of relevance theory provides the most promising interpretation of our
findings.

7 Open Questions and Future Research
The study and its results presented here are only a first step towards a more systematic investigation of the effects of wordplay and language mixing on the retention and recall of slogans. Some shortcomings have to be redressed in future
work.
First, the stimuli differ in terms of length and linguistic complexity. This is a
potential confound that has to be controlled for in future studies.
Second, the study involved only English-language monolingual slogans. As
the default slogan in a German context is monolingual German, slogans of this
type – both humorous and non-humorous ones – should be included in future
studies to serve as a baseline.
Third, the types of products and brand names used while inventing the slogans may well differ in terms of the types and emotive values of the associations
triggered. For example, beer, banking and bedding may not resonate in the
same way in the group of participants. The outlier observed in Section 5.2.1, for
example, Gebraut in Bayern, but brewed for the world, may well have been more
memorable for the participants because of the strong cultural associations between beer and Bavaria. Another reason for its ‘success’ could lie in the phono-
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logical appeal residing in the alliteration. This should be taken into account in
future studies, for example by harvesting a much larger dataset and using sophisticated statistical ways such as mixed effects regression models in order to
assess the effects of individual slogans or product types.
Fourth, the current results derive from a target group of young academics
who are highly proficient in English as a foreign language. It is very likely that
one should not transfer them to other groups of consumers. Proficiency in English is certainly a key factor when it comes to understanding English and German-English slogans, especially when they rely on wordplays for their effects.
Further research that we are currently planning will therefore focus on diverse
target groups, not only in terms of education, but also age and proficiency in
English.
Fifth, retention and recall were measured almost immediately after processing the slogans. This design leaves open whether longer-term memory traces, especially after sleep-induced memory consolidation (cf. Takashima and
Bakker forthcoming), follow the same pattern regarding the effects of the four
conditions. Since the cognitive overload theory suggests that a cognitive overload impedes schema acquisition, and since the formation of schemas is a key
component of memory consolidation, it does not seem unlikely that the impeding effects of cognitive overload caused by humorous mixed-language slogans
turn out to be even stronger if participants are tested again after some days or
weeks.

8 Conclusion
Despite its programmatic nature, the present study may have the potential to
offer some worthwhile theoretical and practical considerations. As regards the
former, our results strongly indicate that slogans containing wordplay and humour in general are processed differently from non-humorous slogans, and that
this may have a positive effect on memorability. Concerning humour and language-mixing, more research is needed to understand the interaction between
them. With regard to practical implications, our study suggests that advertisers
operating in the German-speaking market might be well advised to consider the
potential effects of language mixing and humour in the design and choice of
slogans.
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The Semiotics of Multilingual Wordplay in
Linguistic Landscapes:
Communicative Settings, the Hearer-Origo,
and Contextual Knowledge
Abstract: Notions like linguistic vs. social context, or co-text and context, as
well as the range of phenomena to be included within these categories have
been intensely discussed in previous research. The present paper approaches
these issues from a usage-based perspective. I will focus on selected examples
of multilingual wordplay in advertising messages in the Linguistic Landscape
(LL). Multilingual wordplay appears to be particularly informative, as it implies
that several linguistic codes are involved. Moreover, linguistic utterances which
form part of the LL are characterised by spatial boundedness and may refer to
various kinds of situational facts. In addition, this paper aims at reflecting upon
the semiotic and communicative foundations of LL advertising. It will be argued
that the messages are mostly characterised by communicative distance between
the speaker and the addressees, but that a more immediate communicative setting is often simulated, involving a referential shift to the hearer-origo functioning as the basic point of reference. The spatial boundedness of LL messages can
be interpreted from a general semiotic perspective, which underlines the importance of different types of contextual information. I will finally argue that the
different types of knowledge involved can be systematised with the help of two
distinctions: 1) linguistic vs. extra-linguistic knowledge, and 2) knowledge related to the concrete situation of communication vs. general, situation-independent knowledge.
Keywords: communicative distance, communicative immediacy, context, contextual knowledge, hearer-origo, multilingual wordplay, Linguistic Landscapes
(LL), mass communication, semiotics, spatial boundedness, speaker-origo

1 Introduction
The assumption that acts of communication generally emerge from specific
communicative contexts appears to be uncontroversial. However, when it
comes to determining what types of contexts should be taken into account in
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linguistic analyses, and more generally, what subtypes of contexts should be
distinguished, things become more problematic. Notions like linguistic vs. social context, or co-text and context have been intensely discussed in previous
research. This paper is aimed at systematising different types of references to
contextual information in a larger sense. I will analyse selected examples of
multilingual wordplay in advertising messages in Linguistic Landscapes (LL).
These appear to be particularly informative, as multilingual wordplay implies
that several linguistic codes are involved, and linguistic utterances which form
part of the LL are characterised by spatial boundedness and may refer to various
kinds of situational facts (e.g. to other utterances in the nearby or more global
spatial environment, to specific knowledge shared by the inhabitants of a certain city or district, to cultural or linguistic stereotypes, etc.).
However, it can be shown that in spite of the inherent spatial boundedness
of LL communication, the semiotic and communicative foundations have not
been systematically taken into account (cf. Auer 2010). This paper aims to fill
this gap by discussing case studies of LL advertising messages containing multilingual wordplay and by referring to various approaches that permit us to identify basic features of the messages analysed. This implies that, in contrast to
“traditional” LL research, the focus of this paper will not be quantitative and
sociolinguistic, but will present some theoretical reflections on the situational
and communicative setting of LL advertising. Moreover, this paper will include
not only standard cases of LL communication (billboards, posters, etc.) and LL
spaces (urban spaces), but also integrate untypical LL messages in “on the
road” settings, such as messages displayed on vehicles and in non-urban settings, which will typically be read by car drivers and passengers. However, the
following remarks will be restricted to graphically realised utterances, and the
presence of auditory stimuli in LL will not be discussed here.
The paper is structured as follows: I will first present some case studies on
different types of advertising messages. These will be classified according to the
parameters of granularity and seriality / reuse as well as to the types of vehicles
on which the messages are displayed (section 2). In the next step, I will then reconsider the examples from three different theoretical angles, which will permit
us to refine the analyses by referring to general semiotic and communicative
features. Section 3 will focus on the communicative setting of LL advertising
and examine whether it can be considered a case of mass communication. The
parameters proposed by Koch and Oesterreicher (2011) contribute to a finegrained analysis and evaluation of the complex communicative setting. Section 4 will then be dedicated to the semiotics of LL communication, and I will
introduce the notion of hearer-origo in order to express the shift to the stage of
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decoding. Finally, section 5 will be based on the proposals made by Coseriu
(1955–56) and Aschenberg (1999), and present some reflections about different
types of contexts involved in LL advertising. I will argue that from a usagebased perspective, the various subtypes of contexts should be conceived as domains of contextual knowledge. By combining the distinction between linguistic and extra-linguistic knowledge, and between knowledge related to the concrete situation of communication and general, situation-independent knowledge,
we can identify four basic types of contextual knowledge that interact in the
coding and decoding of linguistic utterances, as in the examples of multilingual
wordplay studied in this paper. Section 6 will present some concluding remarks.
Before approaching the analyses of multilingual wordplay, some terminological remarks should be added. I will speak here of Linguistic Landscape communication (LL communication), which is based on an understanding of communication in a wide sense. That includes not only direct interactions between
individual (and identifiable) speakers and hearers / senders and receivers, but
also (at least partially) anonymous communicative settings, where the acts of
encoding and decoding may occur in temporal and spatial distance. In order to
refer to the communication partners, I will use the terms of speaker and addressee (or hearer), understood in a large sense as including communication in
the graphic medium. Finally, I will use the term multilingual wordplay as a superordinate term, encompassing all instances of wordplay that involve two or
more languages.1

2 Multilingual Wordplay in Advertising
in the LL – A Multifaceted Phenomenon
Assuming a wide definition of LL as language in public space, a broad range of
utterances presented in very different communicative settings becomes part of
this research domain (e.g. road signs, public signage, graffiti, etc.). The focus on
wordplay and, more specifically, on multilingual wordplay adopted here strongly privileges the subdomain of advertising language (for a general overview on
advertising language, cf. Janich 2010; Zielke 1991; on the use of wordplay in advertising language, cf. e.g. Vittoz Canuto 1983; Tanaka 1992, 1999). The following reflections will therefore focus on advertising but include different kinds of
||
1 I would like to thank the anonymous reviewers of this contribution for their insightful comments.
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utterances, such as advertising headlines, slogans and shop names. Moreover,
the examples will illustrate different kinds of multilingual wordplay and include marginal instances of wordplay as well (cf. the reflections on defining
wordplay in the “Discussion Forum” of this volume). At the same time, my aim
is to analyse not only uncontroversial examples of LL utterances in urban space
but also utterances present in public spaces that have been less studied up to
now (e.g. advertisements on moving objects). The data has not been gathered in
a systematic and exhaustive way; instead, the examples have been randomly
collected at various locations in different European countries, mostly Germany.
This can be justified by the focus on a theoretically oriented discussion of semiotic and communicative features of multilingual wordplay in LL. Follow-up
studies of a more quantitative nature will remain subject of further research.
The examples to be studied in this section will be grouped into four categories, according to the general communicative setting that can be inferred from
the material realisation of the messages. The notion of granularity proposed by
Auer (2010: 280–282) provides a first parameter which permits us to distinguish
between various types of utterances in LL according to the intended addressees
of the messages. Following Auer, high granularity (corresponding to a low resolution) characterises messages that are addressed to a broad public with no specific social roles. These messages contain few details; they are aimed at contributing to the individual’s general and superficial orientation in space and they
are linked to higher-ranking actions the addressee wants to perform. By contrast, low granularity (corresponding to a high resolution and more detail) implies that specific individuals (i.e. individuals with specific social roles) are selected, and the message is aimed at helping them to perform subordinate actions. These definitions show us that the main focus of Auer’s analyses are situations where an individual wants to perform a certain action and is guided by
the messages in the LL (e.g. road signs, instructions, interdictions, etc.). Nevertheless, the concept can be adapted to advertising messages that are addressed
to an a priori uninterested reader and aim at capturing his / her attention,
arouse certain needs and make him / her perform a specific action (e.g. of buying a certain product).
Secondly, a basic classification of various types of LL utterances can be
made according to the diffusion of the utterances. In fact, some utterances to be
found in the LL are truly individual, in the sense of existing only once (although
they will be read various times); for others there are various identical versions of
the utterance (e.g. road signs, flyers, etc.) which are normally diffused across a
large area. In contrast to the parameter of granularity, which can be immediately evaluated based on the concrete utterance at hand, the parameter of seriality
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and reuse of the messages is not directly visible and can only be inferred or determined by additional studies.

2.1 Multilingual Wordplay on Road Signs, Posters, etc.
Multilingual wordplay in LL can be observed in ludic advertisements appearing
on road signs and posters, i.e. on advertising vehicles where the messages appear with a high level of granularity and are addressed to a broad public passing by at a relatively great distance. Wordplay serves here first of all to attract
the attention of the passerby and to make the a priori uninterested addressees
read the advertising message and get interested in the product. We could analyse this as a high-ranking “action” of the individual. However, it should be
acknowledged that in contrast to other examples of high granularity messages
such as signposts the intended action / reaction will normally not be immediate
here.
We are usually dealing with messages that are produced in a certain number of copies (posters, billboards, etc.). Moreover, the use of wordplay – and
more specifically, of multilingual wordplay – is often a basic feature of certain advertising campaigns. It contributes to present the different messages of the campaign as belonging to one and the same campaign and product, and enhances the
memorisation not only of the individual headline, slogan and product, but also
of the campaign and the brand altogether. According to Auer (2010: 286), this
could be regarded as a semiotic discourse, which is characterised by the fact
that an individual utterance belongs to an (invisible) group of formally and
functionally similar signs. In advertising campaigns, this implies both visual
elements which indicate a continuity (images, layout, colours and typography
of the advertising messages belonging to the campaign) and the linguistic formulation of the headlines, etc. (cf. section 5).
The insertion of individual utterances into a general semiotic discourse with
a specific communicative purpose can be illustrated by the advertising campaigns for the food delivery service lieferando in 2014 and 2015. The co-director
of the advertising agency fhain ideas, Alf Frommer, explicitly comments on the
use of wordplay in the campaign as follows:
Wir haben ganz bewusst Kalauer und Wortspiele gewählt, um auf das vielfältige lieferando-Angebot aufmerksam zu machen. Sobald einmal verstanden, bleiben die Sprüche im
Kopf. Ganz egal ob man sie nun wirklich lustig oder bescheuert findet, für einen Lacher
sorgen sie eigentlich immer.
[We have very deliberately chosen groaners and wordplay in order to draw the attention
on the diversity and range of lieferando products. As soon as the wordplays are under-
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stood, they will remain impressed in people’s minds. No matter whether they are perceived as really funny or daft, they practically always provoke laughter.]
(http://www.fine-sites.de/kreativagentur-berlin-fhain-ideas-startet-zweite-kampagnelieferando, 16.05.2016, translation into English EWF)

This statement explicitly confirms some key assumptions about wordplay in advertising language that have been advanced in previous research: wordplay is
used to attract the reader’s attention, and it functions as a riddle that, once
solved, leads to an intellectual satisfaction enhancing the memorisation of both
the message and the product (cf. Tanaka 1992, 1999). While monolingual wordplay is generally characterised by a script opposition (Attardo 2001) that has to be
resolved by the addressee, the processing difficulty is still enhanced by multilingual wordplay, where the addressee needs to take into account items from
different languages (see also the contribution by Fuhrich and Schmid, this volume). However, the possibilities of using multilingual wordplay are restricted
by the linguistic knowledge of the average speaker / addressee with respect to
the foreign / non-native items, and it is thus mainly highly frequent and strongly
entrenched linguistic items of foreign origin that are used in multilingual wordplay (cf. Stefanowitsch 2002). These basic features of multilingual wordplay can
be illustrated by the following road signs from the lieferando campaign.2
(1)

“Isch will mit dir Penne!” Hol dir deine Lieblings-Nudel ins Bett: mit
7.500 Lieferservices. Sexy bestellen per lieferando-App / lieferando /
Hier wird Essen bestellt
[translation included in the discussion below]

(2)

Isch bin dir Farfalle. 10.000 Lieferdienste sorgen für Schmetterlinge in
deinem Bauch. Wollüstig bestellen per lieferando-App / lieferando /
Hier wird Essen bestellt
[translation included in the discussion below]

At a first level of analysis, we can identify puns with a bilingual dimension3 in (1)
and (2), playing on the names of specific subtypes of pasta borrowed from Italian

||
2 Images of the road signs can be found on the following two websites: http://fhain-ideas.com/
portfolio/lieferando-geschmacksexplosion/ and http://www.fine-sites.de/kreativagentur-berlinfhain-ideas-startet-zweite-kampagne-lieferando (accessed 22.05.2016).
3 For reasons of simplicity, I will treat examples involving borrowed items which still show
features of formal markedness / non-nativeness, as cases of multilingual wordplay, although
the items may already have become conventionalised in the target language.
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into German (Penne, Farfalle), and near homophones in German: pennen ‘sleep’ /
mit jmd. pennen ‘(colloq.) have sex with’, jmd. verfallen sein ‘to be under the
spell of / deeply fallen in love with’. In both examples, the linguistic context induces a dialectally marked realisation: Isch instead of Ich for the 1st person sg.
pronoun indicates that we should imagine a diatopically marked speaker voice
(cf. also the use of the quotation marks in (2), which, interestingly, are absent in
(2)). The pasta names appearing in the headlines have been borrowed from Italian into many languages and can be considered to be internationalisms; nevertheless they are still perceived as borrowed by speakers of German and thus function as eye-catching elements. In both examples, the linguistic context and / or
other non-linguistic semiotic entities reinforce the two possible readings: the
pasta reading is taken up by the hypernym Nudel ‘noodle’ in (1) and the lexeme
Schmetterling ‘butterfly’ in (1) (which creates a second pun remotivating the
phraseme Schmetterlinge im Bauch ‘excitement caused by amorousness’ by
pointing towards its literal meaning ‘(pasta) butterflies in the stomach’; similarly, the lexeme Nudel can also be interpreted as a wordplay that alludes to the
domain of sexuality). Additionally, in both cases the bill displays a plate with
the specific kind of pasta mentioned in the headline. For the second reading,
which is in both examples related to sexuality / love, we have the sentence Hol dir
deine Lieblings-Nudel ins Bett ‘take your favourite noodle into your bed’ (with a
double meaning of the female noun Nudel, which can be interpreted in the
sense of a ‘female person’ or ‘the male sexual organ’), and the phraseme Schmetterlinge im Bauch, as well as the adjectives sexy and wollüstig ‘lustful’. The two
examples thus illustrate the complex structure of advertisments containing multilingual and monolingual wordplay. This is confirmed by other examples from
the same campaign:
(3)

“Knock, knock Gnocchi on Heavens Door.” Lieber Gott: 7.500 Lieferservices freuen sich auf Ihre Bestellung. Göttlich bestellen per lieferandoApp / lieferando / Hier wird Essen bestellt
[translation included in the discussion below]

In (3), the multilingual dimension of wordplay is enhanced, as the headline
plays on an English song title or song line (Knock, knock, knockin’ on Heaven’s
door),4 into which the name of a type of pasta borrowed from Italian into Ger-

||
4 The spelling “error” – the omission of the apostrophe in “Heavens” – could be explained by
a desire to keep the graphic image clearer. Again, this shows that the English sentence is inte-
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man is inserted (Gnocchi). Again, the two semantic domains are reinforced by
other elements in the context (Lieber Gott ‘Oh my God’, göttlich ‘divine’, and the
image of the pasta plate, respectively). As in the examples above, the pun in (3)
is based on paronymy (cf. Winter-Froemel 2009). In order to minimise the
phonic distance between the lexemes Engl. knock and Germ. Gnocchi, the addressee has to read the lexemes with a relatively strong degree of adaptation to
the target language German on the level of pronunciation, realising E. knock
[nɒk] as [nɔk], and Gnocchi as [ˈnɔkɪ] (adaptation of the Italian pronunciation
[ˈɲɔkki]), or with additional influence of the graphemic realisation, i.e. [ˈgnɔkɪ],
or with a stronger adaptation [ˈknɔkɪ] (the latter pronunciation could be reinforced by the graphic realisation of the English words in kn- appearing in the
headline, but it is also attested in German independently from this example).
In this case, multilingual wordplay thus consists not only in the combination of native (here, German) and borrowed elements, but combines various
non-native elements of different origins (English, Italian) and different structure. The use of the English sentence can be analysed as a case of code-switching. By contrast, Gnocchi represents a lexical borrowing inserted into the English sentence. Moreover, the utterance induces the addressee to realise a strong
degree of loanword integration / phonic adaptation of the foreign items, even if
this is not the pronunciation the addressee would normally choose. This could
be analysed as a case of ludic deformation: at least for some addressees, the
headline exhibits an (unusually) strong degree of loanword adaptation contributing to the perception of the pun as a groaner / “forced” wordplay (for the
notion of ludic deformation, see my contribution to the Discussion Forum, this
volume). In the domain of advertising, the use of groaners and “bad” wordplay
can be communicatively effective, as it will probably enhance the memorisation
of the headline (cf. the statement by Alf Frommer cited above).5
Another example of multilingual wordplay is given in (4).
(4)

“Ich bin ein Berliner.” Selbst Hamburger feiern das 50. Jubiläum der
John F. Kennedy Rede – bei unseren 7.500 Liefer-Services. Präsidial

||
grated into the context of a German message, where source language faithfulness / correctness
competes with and may be overridden by other communicative principles.
5 “Bad” is put in quotation marks here, as this category is not defined by objective linguistic
criteria, but represents a folk-linguistic concept which is based on speakers’ judgments. Typical linguistic features of examples that are perceived as “bad wordplay” are the use of homophony or paronymy, and a relatively great semantic distance between the meanings on which
the wordplay is based.
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bestellen per lieferando-App / lieferando / Hier wird Essen bestellt
[translation included in the discussion below]
The headline is based on an allusion to the famous German sentence that John
F. Kennedy uttered during his speech in West Berlin on June 26, 1963. This reference is also flagged in the linguistic co(n)text, where the speech and the name
of Kennedy as well as the adjective präsidial ‘presidential’ are explicitly mentioned. This could be seen as a more general type of verbal humour with a certain multilingual dimension, as for many German addressees, the citation will
evoke the sound of the originial version of the sentence pronounced by Kennedy
with an American accent. Moreover, the second sentence contains a pun on the
ambiguous item Hamburger, meaning 1) ‘inhabitant of Hamburg’ (reinforced by
the co-taxonomic – and antonymic, as indicated by the use of selbst ‘even’ in (4)
– relation with Berliner ‘inhabitant of Berlin’), and 2) ‘hamburger (sandwich)’
(this meaning is reinforced by the image of a beef burger and by the world
knowledge of the addressee: a food delivery service supplies products such as
hamburgers, sandwiches, etc.).6 Additionally, this pun has a multilingual dimension by virtue of the fact that the word in its latter meaning has been borrowed from English into German (cf. EWDS, which indicates that the English
form probably goes back to the German expression Hamburger Rundstück, so
that this is an example of re-borrowing into German; the use of the lexeme in
the headline thus also leads to a remotivation of the borrowed item; cf. Käge
1980).

||
6 Moreover, Kennedy’s speech itself contains a potential source of humour introduced by the
use of the indefinite article, which allows an interpretation as ‘I am a jam doughnut [ein Berliner]’ (in contrast to Ich bin Berliner ‘I am a citizen of Berlin’; cf. Chiaro 2011: 374).
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Fig. 1: Multilingual wordplay in public advertising (1) Mai first love. / 2) Alaaf you! / 3) Für
Clutch und Tratsch / 4) Die Grill ¡Sensãçion!; photographed at 1) Kohlenstraße, Trier, Germany,
09.06.2016 / 2) bus stop, Im Avelertal, Trier, Germany, 04.02.2016 / 3) Paulinenstraße,
Tübingen, Germany, 06.02.2016 / 4) Wilhelmstr. 50, Tübingen, Germany, 14.05.2014;
© E. Winter-Froemel)

Further examples illustrating the use of multilingual wordplay in publicity campaigns are the following examples of advertising messages for the beer brand
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Cölner Hofbräu Früh ((5) and (6), see the images in Fig. 1; I will focus here only
on the headlines of two of the messages of this campaign).
The road signs displayed at various bus stops and at the main station in
Trier, Germany, show a glass of beer against a red background, together with a
short headline mixing German and English. In (5), the German word Mai ‘May’
is embedded into an English sentence, punning on Mai / My first love. In (6), the
carnival exclamation from Cologne Alaaf appears in the multilingual pun Alaaf
/ I love you.7 In both cases, the second (“love”) interpretation is supported by
the red colour of the sign. The German words Mai / Alaaf are indicated by the
graphic realisation of the items; moreover, this interpretation is supported by
the season in which the publicity messages were displayed (the carnival season
in 2016, and May 2016, respectively; additionally, the head of the beer appears
in the form of a carnival cap in (6)). As in the lieferando examples discussed
above, the wordplays are based on semantically distant meanings. The main
effect intended by the use of wordplay is to attract the attention of the persons
waiting at the bus stop or the train station or driving by, and to give them a sort
of riddle that requires additional processing effort. Once solved, this will grant
intellectual satisfaction and (hopefully, from the perspective of the speaker / advertiser), guarantee the memorisation of the headline and product, as well as of
the implicit message of the beer being somehow linked to the atmosphere of an
intense springtime love and a hilarious carnival love.8 Moreover, once again, the
insertion of German elements into the English sentences invokes a ludic deformation of the English items (my / I love).
(5)

Mai first love.

||
7 This example also has an intertextual dimension, as the message can be understood as an
allusion to a film of the same title released in 2015.
8 This could be analysed as an example of conceptual blending (cf. also (7), where the cigarettes are not only suitable for being smoked at occasions of gossip, but they also fit into a
modern and up-to-date handbag – the expression Clutch und Tratsch thereby introduces a new
concept of MODERN LIFESTYLE GOSSIP AT OCCASIONS OF HAVING A NIGHT OUT; for an application of the
theory of conceptual blending to the domain of language contact, see Knospe 2015). A reviewer
criticises this analysis and assumes that the examples are classic examples of frame-shifts that
do not involve the construal of a new conceptual unit. To my view, however, the examples cited are different from classical puns in that advertisements are very often aimed at suggesting
new products, lifestyles, etc., and this is often realised via new lexical and conceptual combinations as illustrated by the examples. It would seem interesting to discuss these issues based
on further research.
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(6)

Alaaf you!

A very similar interpretation also holds for the advertisement in (7) (cf. Fig. 1).
The use of verbal humour and wordplay (both mono- and multilingual), is a frequent characteristic of the advertising messages of the cigarette brand Lucky
Strike (cf. Stefanowitsch 2002: 82, n. 3). It is realised here in the form of a bilingual pun which inserts the borrowed item Clutch ‘handbag’ into the German
phraseme Klatsch und Tratsch ‘gossip’. In this case, the phonic distance between the borrowed item and the element of the phraseme replaced is minimal:
a frequent pronunciation of the loanword in German is [klatʃ], so that we can
analyse this example as an instance of wordplay based on homophony. At the
same time, the replacement of the word Klatsch is semantically facilitated by the
fact that Klatsch and Tratsch can be considered to be synonymous. The sentence
need not be interpreted as an instance of code mixing (as in the examples (1),
(3), (5) and (6) above, which are, from the perspective of the grammar of the
matrix language, “incorrect” or innovative), but we are dealing here with an
example of wordplay where the first interpretation of the sentences remains
possible, and an “innocent” interpretation (not involving a pun) is grammatically and lexically possible (cf. also example (4)) – nevertheless, it is of course the
semantic and pragmatic context which induces the wordplay reading. The comparison of the examples discussed up to now thus reveals another parameter
along which cases of multilingual wordplay can be classified, i.e. the recognisability or forcedness of wordplay / the necessity to consider an alternative interpretation of an otherwise ungrammatical utterance.
(7)

Für Clutch und Tratsch.

A final example I would like to discuss in this section exhibits still another kind
of multilingual wordplay, mainly located below the word (or morpheme) level
(cf. 3.4.3 of my contribution to the Discussion Forum, this volume). The headline in (8) (see Fig. 1) involves a ludic deformation of German items by introducing non-native graphemes / diacritical signs and punctuation marks (the
inverted exclamation mark at the beginning of the sentence, the <ã>, and the
<ç>). Again, we can analyse this example as a case of ludic deformation; however, the deformation does not consist in an unusually strong degree of loanword adaptation, but in a (hyper-)foreignisation of the German word Sensation
and of the punctuation of the utterance. The language mixing is facilitated by
the fact that the word Sensation is an internationalism of Latin origin; moreover,
what is central to this advertisement is the context of the soccer world cham-
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pionships in Brazil in 2014, when the advertisement was displayed.9 During the
championships, elements of Brazilian culture were widely present in the German media, and certain products of Brazil, together with their Portuguese
names, and Brazilian toponyms (containing some foreign graphemes and diacritical signs, cf. Curaçao, São Paulo, etc.), were introduced and diffused in Germany. The product advertised here itself promotes a mixing of tastes and cultures, proposing a new variant to the traditional German pasta product called
Maultaschen.
(8)

Die Grill ¡Sensãçion! Feurige Maultaschen in Salsa-Marinade. WM Grillers

A new way of preparing this product is shown, which fits the seasonal barbecuing during spring and summer, and a new, spicy flavour is added to the dish.
Interestingly, however, the element salsa (which is of Spanish origin) does not
perfectly match the Brazilian context, and this “unexact” exoticisation, where
Latin American elements from various origins are mixed up together, also becomes linguistically visible in the word ¡Sensãçion!, which combines Spanish
(<¡>,-ion [cf. Sp. -ión]) and Portuguese / Brazilian elements (<ã>, <ç>). Moreover,
their introduction does not respect the rules of Portuguese, where the <ã> would
appear in the ending -ão (Port. sensação). It can be supposed that this latter
kind of realisation was avoided because it would have reduced the transparency
of the pun. This clearly shows that in multilingual punning, it is not linguistic
correctness / orientation towards the source language that is central, but that
the foreign elements are adapted to the needs of the communicative context in
which they are used (cf. also the neologism Grillers in the product name, which
is based on a combination of Germ. grillen ‘to barbecue’ with the English /
German agentive suffix -er and the plural morpheme -s,10 or the orthographic
“error” observed in the form Heavens in example (3) above).

||
9 Cf. also other elements appearing on the poster that point towards the soccer championships, such as the abbreviation WM for Weltmeisterschaft and the dot on the letter i in the form
of a soccer ball.
10 This morpheme can be interpreted as typically English, but it is also productive in German
for certain domains of the lexicon, as illustrated by plurals such as Unis, Studis, Pizzas, etc. (cf.
Wegener 2004).
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2.2 Multilingual Wordplay in Settings with Low Granularity
Let us now turn towards an example of multilingual wordplay that can be observed in the public domain, but in a different setting.
(9)

Espress yourself. LAVAZZA

Example (9) is a message found at a motorway service area, which represents an
untypical (non-urban), but still public setting. The message is written on a small
sugar bag served together with espresso at the bar of the motorway service area,
and it presents the neologism espress, which lexically and conceptually blends
Engl. express and It. espresso, and could be interpreted in the sense of ‘consume
some espresso and thereby express your personal lifestyle’. In this case, the immediate function of wordplay is not to attract the attention towards the product
and make the addressee buy it (i.e. to make him / her perform a certain highranking action), but rather to amuse the consumer who has already been served
a cup of coffee and thereby create or reinforce a positive image of the company /
brand (Lavazza), which may of course indirectly increase the number of products
bought by the consumer in the long run.
Moreover, when analysing this example, it is important to bear in mind the
diffusion of this wordplay. The sugar bags are distributed across a broad range
of places, potentially in different countries throughout Europe, and over a relatively long period of time. Contrary to the examples discussed above, this instance of wordplay does not presuppose a German audience and / or a specific
seasonal context. The only prerequisite for the wordplay to be understood is
that it is presented in a context where most addressees have a basic knowledge
of English and will recognise and understand the expression express yourself, to
which the message alludes, and in a context where Italian coffee products are
consumed and the internationalism espresso is known.

2.3 Multilingual Wordplay on Moving Advertising Vehicles
Still another type of multilingual wordplay occurs when the advertising vehicles
are vehicles in a literal sense, i.e. moving objects, as illustrated by the message
in (10) found on a lorry belonging to a quarry enterprise.11 This is another group

||
11 Another motor-lorry by the same enterprise carries the message Rolling Stones, which can
be analysed in a very similar way.
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of untypical messages that have only been rarely studied in classical LL research. The status of messages on moving objects in the public space has been a
controversial subject of discussion (cf. Auer, who defines the object of LL research as “ding- und vor allem ortsfeste Schriftverwendung” [usage of writing
fixed to the object and above all fixed to space], Auer 2010: 273). The messages
still clearly belong to the domain of public communication, and they are formulated in a way that a public and anonymous group of addressees is reached. In
my view, LL research can therefore gain new insights by including these types
of LL and by investigating their specificities.
(10)

Rock’n’Roll / bmk-Steinbruchbetriebe.com / bmk STEINBRUCHBETRIEBE / SCHMITZ
(inscription on a motor-lorry, photographed at motorway service area
Hockenheim, 31.03.2016)

Fig. 2: Multilingual wordplay Rock’n’Roll on the lorry of a quarry enterprise (photographed
31.03.2016, Hockenheim service area, Germany, © E. Winter-Froemel)

The graphic message displayed on the lorry contains the expression Rock’n’Roll,
which represents an anglicism designating a specific kind of music and dance.
This is an internationalism that has been borrowed by German and many other
languages. However, the original sense of the expression does not fit the communicative context, and its use thus poses a riddle to the addressee. In order to
solve it, (s)he is invited to reflect upon the message and to uncover an additional interpretation, and it is here that a multilingual dimension is opened up. In
fact, both the linguistic context of the advertising message (cf. the word Steinbruchbetriebe, which equally appears on the lorry, and other semiotic entities –
the iconic representation of a rock with a smiling face) and the situational con-
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text (the message is written on a lorry transporting stones) favour an interpretation of the element Rock in the sense of the English word rock, whose meaning
is taxonomically related (or identical) to the load transported by the lorry. It can
be assumed that most speakers of German will have sufficient knowledge of
English to decode this lexical item. Moreover, the element Roll can be motivated
when interpreted as an imperative of the German verb rollen ‘to roll’, which also
fits the communicative context (as the message appears on a lorry that rolls
along the motorway).12
This example can thus be analysed as a ludic transmotivation, which introduces a new, contextually induced interpretation of the elements of a compositional expression (Käge 1980: 101–107). At the same time, the message is characterised by a high degree of granularity and a clear advertising function, although in a sense different from the examples discussed above. The anticipated
reader of the message in (10) is a car driver (or passenger) who is likely to be annoyed by the presence of a relatively slow lorry on the motorway. This potentially conflictual situation motivates the wordplay which functions as a facework
strategy (Goffman 1967; Brown and Levinson 1978) adopted by the speaker (the
quarry company).13 It serves to present the speaker in a positive way as being
full of wit, and it invites the reader to reflect on the necessity of transporting vehicles and to be more indulgent towards the possible slowdown caused by the
lorry (cf. similar examples of advertising messages that can be found on other
trucks and lorries).

2.4 Multilingual Wordplay in Shop Names, Product Names and
Brand Names
Let us finally turn to instances of wordplay which are characterised by the fact
that the context in which they are originally used strongly induces a reuse in
other contexts and communicative settings. In the advertising domain, this applies most importantly to shop names, product names and brand names (for a
linguistic in-depth study on product names see Platen 1997). In contrast to (9),
in which the utterance (the message on the sugar bag) is reproduced in identical
typographical form on a great number of advertising vehicles of the same type
(the sugar bags), so that the message(s) will be reproduced / read in very similar

||
12 The English word allows the same interpretation, and the reader could interpret the element Roll as being English as well.
13 For a more refined discussion of the notion of speaker, see section 3 below.
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situations, the messages below are reused by other speakers, in different communicative settings, and probably with different degrees of granularity, visibility, etc. For example, a pun appearing in a shop name will also be cited / reactualised in the mercantile directory, where it is introduced into a different linguistic context and realised in a different typography, etc. (see also the contributions of Paviour-Smith and Knospe, this volume). A pun contained in a product name is cited each time a speaker mentions the product, e.g. when talking
to his / her friends and family. This involves a transition from the graphic to the
phonic medium and a transition to more personal and private situations of communication (i.e. to situations which are characterised by a stronger degree of
communicative immediacy; this parameter will be discussed in more detail in
section 3 below).
The choice of a pun in a product / brand / shop name implies that the wordplay will be strongly and stably linked to the product, shop or brand, and that it
will be diffused more easily than the messages discussed above; however, this
also implies stronger restrictions concerning the communicative adequacy of
wordplay. Different to the examples in section 2.1, which had the main function
of attracting the receiver’s attention (even by using “bad” or communicatively
risky wordplay, e.g. by punning on taboo concepts or on potentially offensive
contents), these more stable instances of wordplay need to fit the central characteristics of the shop, product or brand and be perceived in a positive way by
a large group of receivers (which, normally, rules out offensive wordplay).
This category of multilingual wordplay in the LL can be illustrated by the
title of a CD appearing on the cover of a CD of saxophone music:
(11)

SAX AND THE CITY

The title combines the English word sax, an apocope for saxophone, with the title of the American TV drama Sex and the City, broadcast in Germany from 2001
to 2004. This is an example of paronymy (sax [sæks] – sex [seks]) where both
units in the pun are English.14 The wordplay can thus, at a first level, be analysed as a case of monolingual (English) wordplay. However, its multilingual dimension arises from the fact that the utterance is presented in a German setting
and is targeted to a mainly German-speaking audience. At the same time, comprehension of the two units in the pun is facilitated by the international diffu||
14 Although the name of the instrument represents an internationalism going back to the
Belgian name of its inventor Sax, the abbreviation is common in English only, and it is still not
included in the Duden, for example.
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sion of the name of the instrument, by the image on the CD cover showing a
saxophone, and by the skyline and four pairs of female legs in high heels, which
recall the four female protagonists of the TV drama. This instance of wordplay
thus serves to appeal to a specific group of addressees and expresses the essence of the CD in a nutshell: containing saxophone music that fits a modern
and urban lifestyle.

Fig. 3: CD cover Sax and the City (photographed at motorway service area Hockenheim, Germany, 31.03.2016, © E. Winter-Froemel)

Another example is provided by the name of an Italian food market and international mall chain in (12). The first store of this chain was opened in 2007 in
Turin; currently, there are 27 stores world-wide, and more are being planned.
The name of the chain combines the English words Italy and eat, which are
strongly linked to the main characteristic of the shop on a conceptual level, and
which point to the international reputation of Italian gastronomy. Moreover, by
using English elements in an (originally) Italian setting, a certain exclusivity is
suggested, which fits the advertising message perfectly.15 At first sight, the pun
appears to be monolingual; however, it functions best if we imagine a speaker
with an Italian accent pronouncing the English word Italy in an adapted form
with a closed and long initial vowel [i:t], which matches the pronunciation of
the English verb eat. The name of the market thus refers to both cultural and linguistic stereotypes.

||
15 This seems to be valid for the introduction of the name of the market in Italy, but the situation is of course different in the later reuses of the label in English-speaking countries.
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(12)

EATALY
(cf. http://nyfacts.com/eataly-nyc/ and http://blog.experientia.com/howeataly-has-redefined-the-third-place-to-create-a-new-customerexperience/, accessed 16.05.2016)

Another example that illustrates the use of wordplay in shop names is given in
(13) with the name of a hot dog restaurant and foodtruck by Jeroen Meus, a famous Belgian TV chef.16
(13)

WÜRST. HAUTE DOGS
(cf. https://www.facebook.com/wurstleuven/, accessed 22.05.2016)

The name appears in the LL of Dutch-speaking Flanders, and it puns on Engl.
hot dog (which has been borrowed by many languages and can be considered to
be an internationalism) and Fr. haut, haute ‘high’, alluding to the French expression haute cuisine and possibly also to haute couture (which have also been
borrowed into many languages and become internationalisms). These allusions
underline the high quality of the products served. In addition to this EnglishFrench pun, we can observe a ludic deformation of the Dutch word worst by replacing the vowel by <ü>, a grapheme which does not exist in Dutch,17 but
evokes the German plural form Würste and thereby the reputation of various
types of German sausages. The shop name thus combines linguistic units of
three different languages, which, moreover, do not correspond to the native language of the place of the shop, so that four languages are involved (English,
French, German, and Dutch). This could be additionally interpreted as an attempt to create a sort of international flavour, and it can be hypothesised that
multilingual societies like Dutch-speaking Flanders favour this kind of truly
multilingual pun.

||
16 Thanks to Eline Zenner for drawing my attention to this example.
17 In Dutch, <ü> appears for uses of <u> with a trema, which, however, represents a different
kind of use.
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3 LL Advertising as a Kind of Mass Communication Marked by Communicative Distance?
In 2.1–2.4, basic types of multilingual wordplay in LL communication have been
distinguished according to typical communicative settings. In the remainder of
this paper, I will link these case studies to more general reflections about the
communicative (section 3) and semiotic (section 4) setting of LL communication
and the types of contextual knowledge the messages may draw upon (section 5).
With respect to the communicative setting of LL communication, and specifically advertising messages, we can observe that the speaker role is frequently
divided into various persons and speaker roles participating in the production
of the message. For example, the “speaker” of the lieferando advertising campaigns in examples (1)–(4) is the company who wants to advertise the lieferando
products (“the company” being a metonymy for the members of the management and various employees in charge of the company’s advertising), the advertising agency who formulates the advertising message (again, possibly including several persons with different roles and functions), the printing shop who
materially “produces” the message, the company who sells the advertising
space, the person who fixes the road sign, etc. Of course, these persons are not
equally important for our concerns, and I will therefore concentrate on the first
two (groups of) persons mentioned. On the one hand, the product-selling company acts as the official speaker of the message to which the possible communicative effect obtained by the use of wordplay (e.g. appearing as creative and full
of wit, or as tasteless, etc.) will be attributed. The advertising agency, on the
other hand, is the actor which formulates the message, but it is maximally faded
out: the advertising message explicitly mentions the product-selling company
lieferando, but the role and identity of the advertising agency is nowhere signalled. Advertising communication can thus be analysed as a situation which
simulates a situation involving only one speaker, and even if this speaker role is
incorporated by a company and not by an individual person, the communicative effects obtained by the production of the message will be attributed to this
speaker as if it were a real person.
Turning towards decoding, the messages in the LL are read by an unknown
number of recipients, who remain anonymous. Advertising communication in
the LL could therefore, at first sight, be considered to be a typical case of mass
communication, characterised by communicative distance between the speaker
and the addressees in the sense of Koch and Oesterreicher (2011). At a closer
look, however, public advertising shows certain characteristics which suggest a
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more complex picture. The ten parameters (a) to (j) proposed by Koch and
Oesterreicher (2011: 7) can help us to evaluate degrees of communicative immediacy and distance in LL advertising communication.
Public advertising messages are characterised by a low degree of cooperation and participation of the addressee in the production of the message (parameter (g), “Kooperation”), a low degree of dialogicity and absence of turn-taking ((h), “Dialogizität”), a low degree of spontaneity (cf. the long stage of planning of the advertising messages that normally takes place; ((i), “Spontaneität”)) and by fixed topics ((j), “Themenfixierung”). All these features point
towards a setting of communicative distance. However, the messages are often
characterised by a certain involvement of the speaker (i.e. the messages may
contain signs of expressivity and affectivity; (c), “emotionale Beteiligung”).
Moreover, it seems important to equally take into account the addressees here,
as the messages are aimed at obtaining a certain effect on them, very often in
the form of an emotional reaction (approval, arousal of personal interest and
personal needs, or disapproval / rejection of partly offensive contents, “bad wordplay”, etc.). At the same time, advertising messages are generally characterised
by a strong pragmatic dimension, functioning as directive speech acts (this may
be explicitly expressed or remain implicit). Finally, wordplay often functions as
a riddle that has to be decoded, and it is thus aimed at triggering the addressee’s involvement in the sense of actively reflecting upon the message and
its possible interpretations.
Advertising messages in LL are a form of public communication, with many
addressees ((a), “Öffentlichkeit”, “Zahl der Rezipienten”). However, this parameter can be refined by taking into account the communicative setting in decoding. Whereas for typical situations of mass communication and communicative distance (e.g. a public speech at a commemoration, at a demonstration or a
trade union meeting), decoding is performed by a mass of individuals at the
same time, public advertising is most often characterised by a series of time-delayed acts of decoding by individual addressees, i.e. the situation of decoding
involves a certain degree of privacy (e.g. a car driver reading a bill board).18 In
this sense, the messages are not addressed to a mass, but to a mass of individuals, and this difference may influence the organisation of the message (e.g.
choice of 2Pl vs 2Sg address pronouns, exhortations aiming at creating or
strengthening group identity vs. utterances addressing personal interests of the
individual addressees, etc.).
||
18 This is not a unique feature of LL communication; for example, similar patterns of individual, time-delayed acts of decoding also occur in literary texts, YouTube videos etc.
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Nevertheless, the familiarity between the speaker and the recipient is low
((b), “Vertrautheit der Partner”), and the temporal and spatial distance between
speaker and addressee ((parameter (f), “physische Nähe der Kommunikationspartner”) implies that the speaker can only anticipate who will read the message and in what kinds of situations. Depending on these anticipations, the
speaker will formulate the message in a way that the communicative success
can be maximised. For LL communication, we might suspect that the speaker
can only anticipate very general characteristics of the addressees; however,
some advertising messages indicate that specific groups of receivers are targeted.
This is illustrated, e.g., by the advertising message on the lorry cited in 2.3,
which involves an anticipation of a specific kind of situation of decoding, or by
the messages in (5), (6) and (8) which are formulated in a way that adapts to the
anticipated time and season when the messages are decoded. Other examples
are messages which are adapted to a specific spatial context of use, e.g. by
alluding to the city where the advertising message is displayed (e.g. Berlin in
(4)).
In these previous examples, there may be a certain degree of entanglement
to the situation and context of activities (parameter (d), “Situations- und Handlungseinbindung”), and the advertising messages may contain elements which
point to the communicative context ((e), “Referenzbezug”; however, explicit relations to the immediate communicative context are generally scarce).19 Interestingly, in spite of the spatial and temporal distance between the speaker and the
addressee(s), this could be regarded as a simulation of a more immediate communicative setting. From the perspective of the speaker, we could analyse this
as an instance of scheduled and transferred communication, which anticipates
situations of decoding.
An additional parameter which can be evaluated in order to describe advertising in LL is seriality and reuse, i.e. the degree to which a message will remain
unique, i.e. be uttered only once (but read by different addressees at different
points in time), or reused at later points in time, at other locations, or by other
speakers. In the domain of advertising, producing a message which will be displayed only once is a costly choice for companies, and this choice needs to be

||
19 Contrary to, e.g. personal blogs about touristic trips, where the speaker may deictically
refer to elements of his / her immediate communicative context in spite of the message being
decoded in spatial and temporal distance (e.g. “here in front of Notre Dame in Paris,...”), the
context referred to in LL communication is determined by the addressee and the stage of decoding. I will return to this feature in section 4 below.
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outweighed by certain communicative advantages (e.g. the anticipation of a
high number of addressees for advertising spaces / places with a lot of attendance, and the anticipation of a strong communicative effect of feigning communicative immediacy; the latter concept will be commented on in more detail
in section 4 below).
Moreover, the communicative setting of public advertising is characterised
by the fact that it is normally costly in a very literal sense: the advertising material has to be printed, advertising space has to be purchased or rented, etc. The
speaker is therefore faced with a strong need to maximise the communicative
success of the messages, and (s)he needs to carefully anticipate whether the use
of a particular wordplay will be communicatively successful (being judged as
adequate by the addressees, being memorised, etc.). The most basic requirement is that the wordplay is understood, and this is especially important in
wordplay in absentia (cf. Hausmann 1974) which is based on homonymous or
polysemous linguistic items and which is not indicated by formal hints in the
utterance (such as the repetition of the expression in its different meanings, the
use of morphologically or graphemically deviant realisations, etc.; cf. WinterFroemel, DF, 2.7, this volume). The speaker thus needs to anticipate whether the
average addressee will be able to decode the message. In multilingual wordplay, this involves anticipating the average foreign language knowledge of the
recipients and evaluating if this knowledge will be sufficient to decode a
specific multilingual pun.
Summing up, the communicative setting in advertising messages in LL is predominantly characterised by communicative distance, but involves (to various
degrees) a simulation of immediacy. The strategy of feigning immediacy requires
additional planning, but it may give the addressee the impression that the
speaker (the company) and the product advertised strongly match his / her personal needs and interests. In this way, the production costs can be outweighed,
and the communicative success of the advertising messages can be enhanced.

4 The Semiotics of LL Communication:
Spatial Boundedness and the Hearer-Origo
The specificities in the communicative setting of LL advertising can be linked to
more general semiotic features of LL communication: spatial boundedness
(“Ortsgebundenheit”, cf. Auer 2010) represents a defining feature of LL messages, as these are part of the landscape, i.e. a specific spatial scenery. However,
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this aspect has often been neglected in previous research or been treated in a
simplified way (cf. Auer 2010: 274).
The spatial context can first of all be understood as the concrete location
and surrounding where a LL message is displayed and which will be perceived
by the addressees together with the advertising message. This location is externally fixed by choosing a specific advertising space for a particular advertising
message, and we have already seen that the message may contain elements referring to this immediate utterance context.
For advertising campaigns where the advertisements will be displayed on
various billboards etc., spatial boundedness is given with respect to the sum of
the various advertising spaces that have been rented, so that the message must
fit all of these contexts, or, put the other way round, the advertising spaces
rented for the campaign need to be suitable for the advertisement the speaker
has chosen. However, advertising campaigns may also exceptionally involve
messages which are designed to fit one particular location only.
Another interesting special case are messages displayed on moving objects,
such as vehicles: at first sight, spatial boundedness does not appear to be a pertinent factor here, as the messages will move across space and be read in different locations. In Auer’s terms (2010), these messages are fixed to the object
(“dingfest”), but not spatially fixed (“ortsfest”). Nevertheless, a spatial boundedness is also evident in this case: it is defined by the sum of the possible or probable physical environments in which the message will be read, i.e. the zone
where the advertising message will probably be displayed. For example, advertising on local buses is spatially bounded by the coverage of the bus network
and the destinations of the concrete bus on which the message appears; for advertisements displayed on lorries or trucks, we can take into account the geographical area where the vehicles will probably circulate, etc. In spite of being
more complex and less predictable than the spatial contexts mentioned above,
these spaces may be important for determining the adequacy of a particular advertising message (e.g. advertising for a delivery service with a limited operating
distance).
Beyond offering possibilities of referring to specific elements of the spatial
utterance context, the spatial boundedness of LL communication also comprises more abstract spaces in the sense of spaces that are characterised by a community of (potential) addressees, by shared cultural knowledge and traditions
(e.g. Rhenish traditions of celebrating carnival; cf. the advertising message in
(6)), etc. Moreover, there is also a spatial boundedness defined by linguistic borders, i.e. by the diffusion of a particular language or variety, which permits the
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speaker to anticipate whether the utterance will be understood by most addressees (cf. wordplay containing dialectal realisations).
The fundamental importance accorded to the stage of decoding furthermore
requires an extension of standard models of semiotics. According to the classical view, the notion of the speaker-origo permits us to analyse the relation of a
message to the concrete situation (see e.g. Bühler 1934).20 Thus, the centre
which determines spatial, temporal and personal deixis is the person of the
speaker producing the utterance at a particular location and time (ego – hic –
nunc), and deicticals such as “you”, “here”, “there”, “tomorrow” can only be interpreted with respect to the centre given by the speaker origo.
However, Fricke (2003, 2007, 2015) has argued that the origo needs to be
considered to be a complex entity, as specific instances of communication may
involve more than one origo, and there may be origo-allocating acts creating secondary origos.21 Fricke mainly focuses on shifts and divergences between verbal and gestural origos in situations of communicative immediacy, but the
examples studied here show that settings of communicative distance frequently
exhibit shifts to secondary origos as well.
In fact, for advertising in LL (and also for other subtypes of LL communication), it is not the speaker-origo and the situation in which the message is
produced that is decisive. Instead, the situation of decoding is central here, and
the centre from which spatial and temporal relations are calculated is strongly
linked to the person of the addressee.22 I would therefore propose to introduce
the notion of a hearer-origo functioning as the centre which determines reference in specific communicative settings, as in LL advertising.23 The reference to
the hearer-origo can be illustrated by the following examples:
||
20 In addition, however, Bühler also considers imagination-oriented deixis (Deixis am Phantasma; cf. Dufter 2015, 371–372).
21 See e.g. Fricke (2015: 714): “an origo is not necessarily fixed to the speaker but can be transferred to other people and objects.”
22 For personal deixis the picture appears to be more complex, as advertising messages frequently contain deictic elements that are defined with respect to the speaker-origo (see for
example the imperatives Hol dir... ‘go and fetch’ and es- / express yourself in (1) and (9), where
the receiver of the advertisement is addressed as a second person). First person deicticals referring to the person of the addressee are, however, equally possible, cf. Mai [my] first love in (5)).
23 For reasons of symmetry, I use the term hearer-origo, understood in a wide sense as being
opposed to the classical term of the speaker-origo, although in many cases the addressees will
be readers rather than hearers in a narrow sense. Additional support for introducing the concept of hearer-origo can be gained from deicticals such as It. codesto, which refer to elements
that are close to the hearer (cf. also Meira 2003, who discusses the addressee’s relevance for
demonstrative systems in Tiriyó and Brazilian Portuguese, and Jungbluth 2003, who claims a
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(14)

HIER STEAKT MEHR DRIN!
(advertising headline for a steak with a cream cheese filling, photographed at motorway service area Hockenheim, Germany, 04.02.2016,
E. Winter-Froemel)

(15)

App jetzt macht deine Reise noch mehr Spaß! (advertising headline for
an app by the company running the motorway service area, photographed at Dannstadt, Germany, 29.03.2016, E. Winter-Froemel)24

The headlines have a multilingual dimension by virtue of containing English
borrowings that still exhibit a formal markedness (cf. Winter-Froemel 2008); at
the same time, they contain temporal and spatial deictics: (14) is a pun on hier
steckt mehr drin ‘there is more to it’ / Steak; (15) plays with the homophony of
ab (jetzt) ‘from now on (your trip is going to be even more fun)’ and App (realised as [ap], which can be analysed as a spelling pronunciation (instead of the
more common realisation of the loanword, [ɛp]; cf. Jabłoński 1990).
References to the hearer-origo may concern spatial and temporal deixis
(and sometimes also personal deixis, see note 22), as well as more general references to a specific temporal and spatial context anchored to the situation of decoding. For example, the boundedness to the carnival season in (6) needs to be
respected at the stage of decoding, but the advertisement could have been invented much earlier. What is important is adequate timing for displaying the
message. In other words, when planning / producing the message, the speaker
needs to ensure that two requirements are met: the message needs to be displayed at the right time, and it should no longer be displayed when the relevant
season is over. In this sense, some of the messages have a date of expiry that
needs to be respected. If the advertising message is still displayed after the date
of expiry, this can even have an unintended communicative effect, provoking a

||
“dyad-oriented” system for deictic research, taking into account both the speaker and hearer
and their different relative positions).
24 Italics are used here for the expression App jetzt, which is realised in a larger typographic
font than the rest of the message; this shows how typography can be used to signal wordplay.
Moreover, the example nicely illustrates the entanglement to the situation and context of
activities: the poster is displayed at the exit of the service area and alludes to the addressee’s
departure (ab jetzt ‘from now on’) and the continuation of the trip, during which bored car
passengers might download the app in order to kill time. At the opposite side of the door (i.e.
the entrance), a different message is displayed (“App jetzt können Sie Ihre Pausen perfekt planen!”  ‘from now on you can perfectly plan your breaks’), which alludes to the break the anticipated addressee is about to take.
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negative interpretation by the addressee, who might be tempted to conclude
that the company who advertises the product is not up-to-date, etc.
This leads us back to a sort of paradox: in spite of the speaker’s and hearer’s
temporal and spatial distance, the messages are spatially – and temporally –
bounded, and they may contain explicit references to the spatial and temporal
context in the situation of decoding, i.e. references that are determined with
respect to the hearer-origo. The feature of feigned immediacy explains how the
advertising messages “speak to” the addressee as if a “real” co-present speaker
directly approached him / her.

5 Types of Contexts and Contextual Knowledge in
LL Communication
The previous remarks have already made it clear that contexts are important for
LL communication, and that not only the spatial, but also the temporal dimension needs to be included. Additionally, the linguistic system also represents a
point of reference, and in multilingual wordplay we have to take into account
several linguistic systems. Moreover, wordplay may also allude to certain elements of shared cultural knowledge, cultural stereotypes, etc., and thereby refer
to the general extra-linguistic context in which the utterance is produced. It
therefore seems necessary to adopt a broad approach, which encompasses the
various kinds of references mentioned. At the same time, it seems useful to discuss how these references or contexts can be systematised.
The notion of context has been extensively debated in previous research,
and different classifications of (sub)types of contexts have been proposed (cf.
among others Coseriu 1955–56; Aschenberg 1999; Fetzer 2004; Stainton 2006).
Coseriu emphasises the importance of various kinds of Umfelder (~ surrounding
fields) for the transmission of linguistic information, and proposes to distinguish between four basic types of Umfelder: 1) the situation in which the concrete utterance is realised and where the speaker-origo represents the basic point
of reference, 2) the region which includes different types of geographic spaces and
which defines the area(s) where particular linguistic items are diffused, 3) the
context, which includes linguistic and extra-linguistic relations (the linguistic
co-text preceding and following the concrete utterance as well as situationally
given elements and the speaker’s and hearer’s general knowledge), and 4) the
discourse universe, which represents a very general reference system defining
specific modalities of texts, e.g. fictional or scientific texts (we might add here
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the modality of advertising texts). It becomes immediately clear that all of these
categories are relevant to our field of investigation. However, compared to the
other categories, the definition of the third category – context – is considerably
more heterogeneous (cf. Aschenberg 1999: 74; Winter-Froemel 2013: 154). As the
term has been used in previous research to refer to the other categories as well
(especially Coseriu’s situation), I will adopt here a broad view, understanding
context as a superordinate category which embraces various subtypes of contexts.
A similar stance is taken by Aschenberg (1999), who distinguishes between
three types of contexts, 1) the extra-linguistic situation, 2) the discourse context,
and 3) knowledge (including linguistic competence as well as extra-linguistic
knowledge). This alternative approach thus insists on the necessity of the linguistic vs. extra-linguistic parameter, but adds again a very general and internally heterogeneous subcategory (knowledge). Her classification points to a very
basic aspect which, in my view, needs to be taken into account in an even more
essential way. In fact, the two first subcategories in Aschenberg’s classification
represent external, objective realities; the third, in contrast, refers to subjective
realities internalised in the minds of the speaker and hearer. When adopting a
genuinely usage-based approach (cf. Winter-Froemel 2011: 206), objective reality is not directly relevant to communication, but only inasmuch as it has been
internalised by the communication partners. For instance, the speaker may only
refer to concrete objects given in the situation if they are available for him / her,
e.g. if (s)he can perceive them; similarly, the linguistic context relevant to analyses of communication events is restricted to the amount of text that is (still)
available to the speaker’s and hearer’s memory at a certain stage of communication, etc. (this leaves of course certain margins of interpretation).
Without being able to compare and extensively discuss the various other
proposals that have been made as well as the controversies they have given rise
to, I would therefore propose to conceive all subtypes of contexts from the perspective of the speakers’ and hearers’ knowledge of various types of contextual
information (cf. Winter-Froemel 2013; Winter-Froemel and Zirker 2015). In this
sense, speaking of “contexts” needs to be understood as an abbreviation replacing the more correct term of “internalised contexts” or “contextual knowledge.”
At the same time, sticking to the usage-based perspective adopted here, the various types of contextual knowledge, including the general, situation-independent types (see below), are intended as explanatory concepts for linguistic usage,
which need to be perceived from the perspective of their realisation in concrete
utterances. Moreover, adopting an epistemic perspective, we can refer to a second basic parameter, which also appears in the Saussurean distinction of langue
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vs. parole and opposes abstract, system-related vs. concrete, discourse-related
phenomena. Generalising this description in order to apply it to both linguistic
and extra-linguistic phenomena, we can speak here of general, situation-independent facts or knowledge vs. facts or knowledge related to the concrete situation (of communication). This second parameter can be combined with the parameter of linguistic vs. extra-linguistic knowledge,25 yielding four general types
of contexts / contextual knowledge, as shown in Fig. 4:
Linguistic

Extra-linguistic

General, situation-independent

General linguistic knowledge
General extra-linguistic knowledge
grammatical and lexical knowledge encyclopaedic / world knowledge
of the languages involved, discourse
traditional knowledge

Concrete, situation-dependent

Knowledge of linguistic context (cotext)

Knowledge about the situation of
communication

Fig. 4: Types of contextual knowledge (adapted from Winter-Froemel 2013: 156)

The various subtypes of contextual knowledge permit us to integrate the different kinds of relations observed in the preceding analyses into a coherent framework, and to systematise the semiotic processes involved.
We have already seen in sections 3 and 4 that the insertion into a specific
spatial – and temporal – context represents a key feature of LL communication,
and that in spite of the spatio-temporal distance between the speaker and addressee, the messages often contain direct references to the concrete situation
in which they are realised (according to the speaker’s anticipations about the
addressee decoding the message). It should be added that the concept of
||
25 Rey-Debove comments on this distinction in her definition of métalangage as follows (1978:
21): “Par monde ou objets, on entend tout l’univers référentiel qui n’est pas le langage [...].
Cette dichotomie qui oppose le monde (sans langage) au langage est purement méthodologique et terminologique, puisqu’il n’y a pas de monde sans langage. Mais il est nécessaire pour
notre propos, de poser comme hypothèse que l’on peut validement distinguer deux types de
discours, correspondant à deux univers de discours, l’un sur ce qui n’est pas le langage (traditionnellement étudié par les linguistes) et l’autre sur le langage.” – The importance of this distinction has also been stressed in many other previous proposals, where a terminological distinction between (linguistic) co-text and (extra-linguistic) context is sometimes made. However, the term co-text still competes with alternative labels such as linguistic context or verbal
context, and as the distinction between co-text and context is not sufficient to systematise all of
the relevant phenomena, I will stick to the term linguistic context here.
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knowledge includes not only explicit knowledge (which would typically be expressed in factual statements), but also the perception of the surrounding objects and situation (e.g. “We are in Berlin”, “It is May”, “I am driving on a motorway”, “I have been driving behind a slow lorry transporting stones”, “I am
about to continue my car trip”, etc.).
The intratextual dimension, i.e. the importance of the knowledge of the specific linguistic context, is illustrated, for example, by the fact that in the lieferando messages in (1), (2) and (3), we can in each case find various linguistic items
in the context of the puns which belong to the different conceptual frames evoked in the pun: GASTRONOMY and LOVE / SEXUALITY in (1) and (2), GASTRONOMY and
RELIGION in (3) (cf. the analyses in section 2.1).
In addition to these references to items which are particular to the concrete
message and the situation(s) in which it is displayed, the messages also contain
references to various abstract or general types of knowledge. “Classical” LL research has mainly focused on how the utterances are embedded in a specific social and cultural context, e.g. in situations of language contact and language
conflict (this tendency is illustrated e.g. by the seminal paper by Landry and
Bourhis 1997, as well as by the contributions in Gorter 2006, Shohamy and Gorter 2008; Shohamy 2010; Bulot 2011; Hélot et al. 2012). In this sense, previous research has mainly approached LL communication with respect to its relations to
general extra-linguistic knowledge, and more specifically, to language-related
facts, e.g. beliefs about language domination, language conflicts, the prestige of
particular languages, etc., as perceived by the speakers. This dimension is illustrated by multilingual wordplay as well, as the combination of items from different linguistic codes represents a marked choice which can be explained by
the speaker’s intent to convey specific pragmatic or stylistic effects compared to
a more usual / less marked way of expressing the content (cf. Winter-Froemel
2011: Ch. 12; Onysko and Winter-Froemel 2011). For example, in (13), Haute dogs
refers to the prestige of the French language and gastronomy.
The notion of extra-linguistic knowledge also includes knowledge about
cultural traditions, events, etc. (e.g. carnival in (6), the 2014 soccer world championships in (8), or the TV series Sex and the City in (11)). Moreover, world
knowledge is activated in the speakers’ processing of linguistic items in general,
and we have seen how the speakers of LL advertising messages need to anticipate the type of knowledge that will be available to the average addressee.
Equally important in this respect is the speakers’ and addressees’ general
linguistic knowledge, and the anticipations the speaker can make about the addressee in this respect. We have already seen in the examples that multilingual
wordplay is restricted to highly entrenched items of the foreign language, and
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we can now explain this restriction in a straightforward way as being based on
an anticipation of an average addressee (in the specific context of the message).
This dimension is also illustrated by allusions to particular elements of foreign
languages – or precisely to common stereotypes about these (cf. the ludic deformation based on the introduction of foreign graphemes and punctuation marks
in (8), or the imitation of a typical Italian accent in English in (12), etc.).
Additionally, the abstract linguistic knowledge also includes knowledge of
certain linguistic traditions. As we have seen in section 2.1, Auer (2010: 286)
speaks of a semiotic discourse, characterised by formal and functional similarity
of the various messages belonging to it. The speakers and addressees thus refer
to certain traditions in coding and decoding which are independent from the
linguistic code in the sense of the language system; nevertheless, the traditions
represent a domain of general knowledge that is available at a certain point in
time. We could therefore also evoke the notions of seriality, reuse / repetition,
and discourse traditional knowledge (cf. Koch 1997; Winter-Froemel et al. 2015),
i.e. knowledge about typical (traditional) ways of expressing certain contents
which are not defined by the language system but historically given and generally respected by the speakers.
Some of the advertising campaigns studied in this paper can serve to illustrate this aspect, as they create new traditions at a micro-level.26 Examples (1) to
(4) are part of the 2014 and 2015 campaigns of lieferando in Germany, and the
advertising messages displayed on the billboards were generally characterised
by various features which enhanced the brand recognition and the memorisation of the messages: 1) the use of wordplay, and often “bad” wordplay
throughout the advertising message, 2) the frequent use of multilingual wordplay, 3) the headline contains the name of a meal or a speciality of foreign origin
(or more generally, a reference to foreign objects and realities), 4) this name is
part of the pun, 5) the homogeneous graphic design of the road signs (typography, colours, etc.), and 6) the homogeneous structure of the textual elements
(headline, subheadline with mention of the number of delivery services at the
point when the message was displayed, claim containing the infinitive pattern
[Adv] bestellen per lieferando-App, final slogan, etc.). These features are summa-

||
26 The question whether these patterns should be described as discourse traditions would require a more extensive discussion. The patterns are restricted to the usage of an individual
speaker and a particular series of utterances (or several, as in the two lieferando campaigns);
nevertheless, from a structural point of view, they determine the concrete realisations of the
utterances in a way which is very similar to standard types of discourse traditions (e.g. recipes).
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rised in Tab. 1, where the linguistic items contained in (1) to (4) as well as in six
other messages of the campaigns are analysed.
Tab. 1: Structure of advertising messages of the 2014 / 2015 lieferando campaign27

Headline

Subheadline

Claim

“Isch will mit dir Penne!”

Hol dir deine Lieblings-Nudel ins
Bett: mit 7.500 Lieferservices.

Sexy bestellen per
lieferando-App

[= ex. (1) discussed above]
“Isch ’ab misch indisch
verliebt!“
[‘I have fallen in love with
you / I have fallen in love
the Indian way.’]

[‘Sexily order via the
lieferando App’]
Inder lieferando-App verführen
Sie 7.500 Lieferservices.
[Inder ‘Indian’ / In der ... ‘In the
lieferando App 7.500 delivery
services seduce you’]

“Knock, knock Gnocchi on Lieber Gott: 7.500 Lieferservices
Heavens Door.”
freuen sich auf Ihre Bestellung.
[= ex. (3) discussed above]

Liebevoll mobil
bestellen
[‘Lovingly...’]

Göttlich bestellen per
lieferando-App
[‘Divinely...’]

“Maki, moag i!” [‘I like
Maki’, paronymic play
based on the name of a
type of sushi and Bavarian
moag i ‘ich mag/ I like’]

Unsere 7.500 Lieferservices
setzen Maßstäbchen.
[play on Germ. Maßstäbe setzen
‘set standards’ and the diminutive
Stäbchen ‘chopsticks’]

“Ich bin ein Berliner.”

Selbst Hamburger feiern das 50. Ju- Präsidial bestellen
biläum der John F. Kennedy Rede – per lieferando-App
bei unseren 7.500 Liefer-Services.

[= ex. (4) discussed above]
Isch bin dir Farfalle.

lieferando.
Hier wird
Essen
bestellt
[‘Food is (to
be) ordered
here’.
Identical for
all of the
examples
studied;
play on the
assertive
vs. directive
meaning of
hier wird /
(es) wird]

[‘Presidentially...’]
10.000 Lieferdienste sorgen für
Schmetterlinge in deinem Bauch.

[= ex. (2) discussed above]
Wasabi da nur bestellt?
[Wasabi ‘Japanese horseradish’/ Was habe ich (da
nur bestellt?) ‘What have I
ordered?’, cf. Thaler, DF,
4.2.2, this volume]

Rollig bestellen per
lieferando-App
[play on Rolle ‘roll’
and rollig ‘on heat’]

Slogan

Wollüstig bestellen
per lieferando-App
[‘Lustfully...’]

Uschi das ist Sushi: Von Meisterhand gerollt bei 10.000 Lieferdiensten.
[paronymic play on the first name
Uschi and the noun Sushi]

Nigirig bestellen per
lieferando-App
[play on Nigiri ‘a type
of sushi’ / nie gierig
‘never greedily...’]

||
27 Cf. the following URLs: http://fhain-ideas.com/portfolio/lieferando-geschmacksexplosion/,
http://www.fine-sites.de/kreativagentur-berlin-fhain-ideas-startet-zweite-kampagne-lieferando
(accessed 01.06.2016). Translations into English EWF.
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Headline

Subheadline

Claim

Spanisch am Essen.
[ spanisch ‘Spanish’/
Spar nicht (am Essen.)
‘Don’t skimp on the food.’]

Spar lieber Zeit und lass einen
unserer 10.000 Lieferdienste
kochen.
[‘Rather skimp on / save time and
let one of our 10.000 delivery
services cook.’]

Mit Caramba bestellen per lieferando-App
[interjection of
Spanish origin
Caramba! ‘~Golly!’]

Wir schicken Chicken.
[‘We send chicken.’
– paronymy]

Hunger? Dann fliegst du bestimmt
auf einen unserer 10.000 Lieferdienste.
[‘Hungy? So you will really be
attracted by one of our 10.000
delivery services’, play on fliegen
auf ‘to be attracted by’ and its
literal meaning ‘to fly (on)to’]

Chic bestellen per
lieferando-App
[paronymic play chic
– chicken]

Da China satt zu werden.
[China ‘China’ / (da)
schien er (satt zu werden)
‘he seemed (to become
fully sated)’]

Lang Zhou: 10.000 Liefeldienste
fleuen sich auf deine Bestellung.
[play on the (pseudo-)name Lang
Zhou and the imperative Lang zu!
‘Dig in / Have a go and eat as
much as you like’]

Klischeeflei bestellen
pel liefelando-App
[‘Order free of
clichés...’]28

Slogan
Hier wird
Essen
bestellt
[‘Food is (to
be) ordered
here’. Identical for all
of the
examples
studied;
play on the
assertive
vs. directive
meaning of
hier wird /
(es) wird]

To conclude these observations about different types of contexts, let us briefly
come back to example (8), which nicely illustrates the interplay of the various
dimensions. This example of multilingual wordplay contains references to the
speaker’s and addressee’s knowledge about the situation of communication,
which is located in spring / summer 2014. As part of general extra-linguistic
knowledge, this period can be related to the soccer world championships taking
place in Brazil / Latin America, which was a period of international exchange as
well as of watching TV together with friends, accompanied by a barbecue meal,
etc. Some of these elements are taken up in the concrete linguistic context of the
wordplay, which contains an iconic representation of a soccer ball and the abbreviation WM for Weltmeisterschaft ‘world championships’. Moreover, several
lexical items allude to Latin American culture and gastronomy (feurig ‘fiery’,
Salsa) and to the tradition of barbecuing, which is widespread in Germany.

||
28 This message is thus self-contradictory, as it is based on the stereotypical imitation of Chinese pronunciation which substitutes [l] for [r] and in this way ludically deforms the “correct”
realisations Lieferdienste ... freuen sich ... klischeefrei ... per lieferando-App (for ludic deformation as a subtype of verbal humour see also my contribution to the DF, this volume).
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Finally, the ludic deformation of the word Sensation requires general linguistic
knowledge about (pseudo-)Brazilian (or Spanish), in order to recognise the
allusion to this language realised by introducing the foreign graphic segments.

6 Conclusion: Specificities of Multilingual Wordplay in LL
As we have seen, multilingual wordplay represents a well attested phenomenon
in LL, and, by virtue of its complexity, it illustrates various types of interplay:
between different semiotic systems, between the utterances and different types
of knowledge, and between the speaker and anticipated addressees. The use of
elements of foreign origin is very often motivated by a desire to capture the
addressee’s attention. As the speaker needs to anticipate the average addressee’s knowledge, multilingual wordplay is restricted to the use of frequent
and highly entrenched linguistic items in the contexts observed here, involving
allusions to linguistic and cultural stereotypes as well.
Moreover, we have seen that various parameters can be used to characterise
specific instances of LL advertising: granularity, seriality and reuse of the messages, as well as the forcedness / recognisability of wordplay. Additionally, the
approach proposed by Koch and Oesterreicher (2011) to analyse communicative
settings, as well as semiotic reflections on the spatial boundedness, deictic reference and types of contexts and contextual knowledge in LL allow explaining
basic features of the messages pertaining to this field of study. The communicative setting exhibits specific features which distinguish the use of wordplay in
LL advertising from other instances of wordplay, as well as from other types of
LL communication. While the use of wordplay in general is often motivated by a
strategy aiming to create an effect of complicity by virtue of the joint intellectual
satisfaction shared by the speaker and hearer (see Winter-Froemel, DF, 1.5, 2.1.1
and 2.7.8, this volume), LL advertising is characterised by the paradox of being
predominantly located in a setting of communicative distance, but of simulating
(to varying degrees) immediacy, with an anonymous speaker who is partly
faded out. What counts instead is the stage of decoding, which implies that the
speaker-origo may shift to a hearer-origo. This can be explained by the fact that
LL advertising occurs in a setting of scheduled and anticipated communication,
where the speaker follows a communicative strategy of particularisation and
adaptation to the anticipated situation of decoding, including references not
only to general linguistic and extra-linguistic knowledge, but also to the con-
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crete linguistic and extra-linguistic context at the stage of decoding. A question
which has only been briefly touched upon and which opens up interesting perspectives for further research is the interplay of different referential systems, including discourse traditional knowledge and references to other semiotic systems and means of expression (e.g. images, typography, etc.).
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Sebastian Knospe

Through the Cognitive Looking Glass:
Studying Bilingual Wordplay in Public
Signage
Abstract: This article looks at German-English puns as a specific subtype of bilingual wordplay in the Linguistic Landscapes of Berlin. The study unites cognitive linguistic with sociolinguistic and contact linguistic perspectives and discusses the formal and functional dimensions of individual cases of bilingual
punning. The usage-based approach that is taken here includes the perceptions
of sign viewers who move within the cityscape of the German capital. The data
show that bilingual puns constitute a niche phenomenon which is constrained
by structural factors and the cognitive investments necessary for their decoding,
while they create interesting discursive effects.
Keywords: bilingual wordplay, bilingual puns, conceptual blending, English,
German, Linguistic Landscapes (LL)

1 Introduction
Manifestations of language contact are found in various settings and different
medial realizations, which cover a broad continuum that ranges from spontaneous oral exchanges to more or less planned types of written production.
Amongst others, the written sphere may be represented by data from the press,
bilingual literature, television or music, but also Computer-Mediated Communication or Linguistic Landscape Studies. Typically, researchers working in the
latter field, which is at the center of this article, make photographs of the myriad of written signs that are found in a specific place in order to document language use. What is important in such research is not only the frequency in
which particular languages are visible on the signs, but also their concrete interaction. For instance, there may be a preference for monolingual signs in
some domains or some areas of a multicultural city. By contrast, signs that belong to other domains or are located in districts with different sociodemographic conditions might exhibit a higher share of bilingual language use. Even then,
however, the messages they carry may be encoded in different form, i.e. the languages may be structurally kept apart or combined within a single information
unit of the Linguistic Landscapes (hereafter LL). By gaining insights into the
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distribution and interplay of languages on public signage, Linguistic Landscape
Studies (henceforth LLS) may thus help to reveal how widespread particular
languages are, what prestige they enjoy and what discursive practices they are
embedded in. In this sense, they are linked to fundamental socio- and contact
linguistic questions.
While many investigations in LL take a macro-perspective in that they include both mono- and bilingual signs from one or several linguistic areas, this
article, which is based on an examination of the LL of Berlin, is more narrowly
oriented. In a nutshell, the current study aims at exploring to what extent and
how bilingual wordplay, involving German and English material, is exploited in
the public sphere of the German capital. In particular, the investigation focuses
on bilingual puns (see also Paviour-Smith this volume and, for oral contexts,
Härmävaara and Frick, this volume). As pointed out in previous research, bilingual German-English wordplay is frequently based on a merger of same- or
similar-sounding German and English elements which are associated with different meanings (see Stefanowitsch 2002 and Knospe 2015). This scenario of
language crossing is somewhat facilitated by the structural relatedness of the
two languages, which belong to the West Germanic family. An example for that
is the playful coinage Cool-tour [ku:lˈtuɐ] (Stefanowitsch 2002: 69). This wording
stems from an advertising campaign trying to persuade young people that the
cultural heritage of their regions hides cool and surprising things (see discussion in Knospe 2015: 163–164). Visibly, the coinage plays with the German noun
Kultur [kʊlˈtuɐ] ‘culture’ and the paronymic (similar-sounding) English adjective / anglicism cool [ku:l], which contains a long u and is orthographically foregrounded. A creation where, by contrast, full interlingual homophony is played
upon is the wording Sind Sie es light? (Stefanowitsch 2002: 72). This example
puns on the anglicism light [laɪt] and the German adjective leid [laɪt] ‘to be sick
of something’. It occurs in a trailer of a diet show in which the participants are
supposed to lose as much of their excess weight as possible by doing sports and
getting used to eating light food.
As part of prominent signs, German-English puns may also surface in the LL
of a place, as is illustrated by the name of a theater in Berlin CharlottenburgWilmersdorf given in (1).
(1)

Bar jeder Vernunft

This name operates with the formal and slightly obsolete German preposition
bar ‘without’ (as part of an idiomatic phrase) and the anglicism Bar. If we assume the integrated pronunciation [baːɐ̯] here, the imported English noun is
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homophonous with the German function word. Although it is hard to translate
the sense of Germ. Vernunft into English, the whole name can be read in two
ways: either as ‘Bar for every reason’, standing for an institution that offers many motives for educated people to go there, or ‘Bare of reason’, i.e. a location
where one can also let go off one’s Vernunft. This is linked to a theater program
that involves chansons, cabaret, concerts, and musicals. Moreover, there are
culinary offers, as the theater also serves food and drinks in the lounges and a
beer garden – a fact which is in the referential scope of the anglicism Bar.
This example gives us a first insight into bilingual puns in LL and provides
a general impression of the type of phenomena at work here. These are discussed in greater detail in the following parts of this article. To show how bilingual puns operate in the cityscape of Berlin and to depict how sign producers
and recipients interact, this study proposes a micro-oriented, usage-based model which derives from a framework that incorporates ideas from sociolinguistics,
contact linguistics and cognitive linguistic. A merger of these domains of inquiry has been pleaded for by different scholars (Kristiansen and Dirven 2008;
Harder 2010; Backus 2013) but rarely been attempted so far in the field of LLS
(see, however, Koll-Stobbe 2015). Taking the format of a case study, this article
tries to illustrate how a greater interlocking of the two disciplines could be established. For that purpose, section 2 introduces relevant sociolinguistic notions
used in LLS and works out some of the existing interfaces to cognitive linguistics. Following from this, section 3 details the methodology which was used
for collecting bilingual puns in the LL of Berlin. After that, section 4 discusses
relevant examples of bilingual puns in the LL of Berlin, examining them from a
socio-cognitive perspective. The analysis hinges on the assumption that bilingual puns are structural or code blends (Sebba 2011) and conceptual blends at
the same time (Knospe 2015). As is argued here, this restricts their occurrence
but makes them attractive for setting information in specific segments or niches
of the LL. In line with the attempt of establishing a usage-based approach, section 5 presents the findings which were gained from short interviews with passers-by. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the main outcomes of this study and identifies some of its limitations.
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2 Developing a Cognitive-Cum-Contact Linguistic
Approach
2.1 Theoretical Foundations of LLS
Before discussing why a cognitive turn in LLS makes sense, the main theoretical
foundations of this paradigm need to be depicted. The short sketch in this section is necessarily selective because LLS have become quite heterogeneous over
the years, partly because of the different sociodemographic profiles of the areas
under scrutiny, partly because of varying scientific objectives pursued. Since
this study looks at data from the city of Berlin, the overview provided is wherever possible tailored to this context.
To begin with, the question of which units should be included in LL research requires some thoughts. Usually, a wide definition of ‘sign’ is adopted.
Following Backhaus (2007: 1), this comprises “office and shop signs, billboard
and neon advertisements, traffic signs, topographic information and area maps,
emergency guides and political poster campaigns, stone inscriptions and enigmatic graffiti discourse.” All of these signs may be enriched with textual and accompanying non-verbal information. Next to this, scholars like Hutton (2011)
propose to incorporate inscriptions on mobile objects such as buses, taxis and
other vehicles, an idea opposed by Gorter (2006: 3). Furthermore, Hutton (2011:
175) suggests taking into account “circulating written texts such as wrappings
and packaging, receipts, tickets, currency, coins, name cards, menus, labels on
clothing, fliers and various forms of litter.” Although the additional types of
signs the author mentions certainly characterize most urban agglomerations, it
seems legitimate to exclude them, as their appearance tends to be considerably
more random and evanescent than that of the signs in Backhaus’ (2007) list. Also, most of the items which Hutton (2011) adduces are, by comparison, not fixed
or they may be transported to and from other locations along with their owners
or users. Admittedly, graffiti, placards and political posters, which Backhaus
considers to be important objects for LLS, may be discarded as well, but they
may also stay there for a longer time and become part of the identity of a place.
Still, they were not acknowledged in this study either.
The types of signs which Backhaus itemizes can be arranged according to
different criteria. For example, their size and shape along with their contents
and the density of the information which they provide may vary considerably,
the smallest and most conspicuous units being names. A classification of signs
which has often been discussed in LL literature goes back to Ben-Rafael, Shoha-
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my, Amara, and Trumper-Hecht (2006). Their grouping is especially operationalized in studies that strive for a quantification of the share of different languages
in the public sphere, but it can also be seen in a critical light. Essentially, BenRafael, Shohamy, Amara, and Trumper-Hecht (2006) propound to roughly distinguish between bottom-up and top-down signs. While the former, according to
their definition, are created by shop owners or other private business people,
the latter are put up by local authorities. A more fine-grained distinction is given in Fig. 1:
Top-down signs:
–
Public institutions: religious, governmental, municipal, cultural/educational, medical
–
Public signs of general interest
–
Public announcements
–
Signs of street names
Bottom-up signs:
–
Shop signs, e.g. clothing, food, jewelry
–
Private business signs: offices, factories, agencies
– Private announcements: ‘wanted’ ads, sale or rentals of flats or cars
Fig. 1: Top-down vs. bottom-up signs (cf. Ben-Rafael, Shohamy, Amara, and Trumper-Hecht
2006)

As straightforward as the distinction between top-down (official) and bottom-up
(private) signs may appear at first glance, it is far from representing a real dichotomy. In fact, there are various interlinks between the public and private sectors
as in the possible side-by-side existence of bottom-up and top-down messages
even on small surfaces in public space. Further examples are the possibility that
public signs may be overwritten (illegally) and that official regulations can constrain the freedom of private business owners to choose any kind of information
display. In principle, restrictions may impinge on the size, contents, and form of
signs, but also on the languages used. (The final of the aforementioned constraints does not hold for the setting of this study, since language laws as they
are found in France, for instance, are no established instrument in Germany.)
Despite the remarks on the fuzzy boundary between the two categories of
signs, one might feel tempted to accept the statement that official signage is
inclined to be more factual and thus possibly less prone for wordplay. Yet, it
would be an oversimplification to assume a 1:1 mapping between the originator /
source of a sign and its degree of formality: On the one hand, private agents
may choose a formal or less formal style for expressing their messages in public
depending, for example, on the exact contents to be conveyed. On the other
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hand, corpus linguistic studies have stated a general trend for informalization,
even in more regulated discourse (see Pearce 2005; Mair’s 2006 findings for
English; on German see Fix and Lerchner 1996). Also, there are public-private
partnerships these days, and we often find advertisements in both the public
and the private sector.
For reasons like these, Hutton (2011: 175) reinterprets the differentiation between top-down and bottom-up agents as a continuum, offering examples closer to one or the other pole. Foregrounding the criterion of formality, Muth (2012:
28–30) distinguishes formal and informal signs while stating the need to offer a
closer characterization of them, since, as already remarked, there are different
degrees of (in)formality. To develop a descriptive framework, Muth (2012: 13–15)
refers to Scollon and Scollon (2003) who are interested in the ways signs are
embedded in their respective social and discursive spaces, which they regard as
parts of the material world. From the authors’ point of view, this brings to the
fore a set of four questions which echo the approach to oral discourse in the
sociolinguistic traditions of Fishman (1965) and Hymes (1974): “Who has uttered this? Who is the viewer? What is the social situation? Is that part of the
material world relevant for such a sign?” (Scollon and Scollon 2003: 3). Similarly, Coupland (2010), and Sebba (2010) argue for complexified analyzes by identifying the spatial and topical contexts the signs are set in (see also Jaworski
2005: 79 and Winter-Froemel, this volume). Also, they argue that it is essential
to look at the information the signs communicate about their recipients and
producers although the actual sign makers are not always tangible. Observations of language use in a cityscape may, strictly speaking, only refer to potential or imagined viewers. Yet, the perspective adopted by Scollon and Scollon
(2003), Coupland (2010), Sebba (2010), and Jaworski (2015) allows for a meticulous, qualitative interpretation of written inscriptions in a social semiotic way.1
Such a qualitative approach is also favorable for an in-depth study of the linguistic phenomenon under examination: German-English bilingual puns. As is
contended in this article, they can be best described in their complexity by widening the basic socio- and contact linguistic perspective with a cognitive linguistic point of view. The next section details how this can be achieved.

||
1 Instead of LL, one could therefore also speak of semiotic landscapes (see, e.g., Jaworski and
Thurlow 2010). Other researchers (e.g. Puzey 2011) also talk of signscapes.
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2.2 Proposing a Cognitive Turn for LLS – Focus on Bilingual
Puns
Traditionally, sociolinguistics and cognitive linguistics were relatively independent branches of research that have only recently grown closer. For one
part, the increasing cooperation between the two fields has been facilitated by
the fact that both of them depart from a usage-based approach to language and
communication, which is corroborated by the empirical turn of cognitive linguistics (see, e.g., Harder 2010 as well as Kristiansen and Dirven 2008). As a result, both disciplines have developed an interest in an array of texts, whether
spoken, written or multimodal in nature (see Sebba 2013; Dancygier, Sanders
and Vandelanotte 2012). For the other part, the two paradigms are compatible
because of two basic relations: (a) the insight that also social facts are cognitively represented, and (b) the shared idea that speakers generally have linguistically diverse repertoires at their disposal which may include standard and substandard elements as well as linguistic components from different languages
(Blommaert and Backus 2011).2 These repertoires are acquired through different
patterns of learning and are maintained and changed through social interaction, leading to a pool of linguistic options, which are cognitively stored (Matras
2009: 4–6). Starting from there, both disciplines examine from complementary
standpoints how meaning is constructed with language. While sociolinguistics
is interested in the social bases and consequences of linguistic choices (Coulmas 2013: 1) and tries to identify, for instance, linguistic markers of group identity, one of the endeavors of cognitive linguistics is to unravel the mental processes accompanying linguistic behavior. In Semino’s words, “cognitive linguists do focus on linguistic choices as prompts for the construction of mental
representations in the [hearers’ or] readers’ minds” (Semino 2009: 66). These
are then, on a denotative and connotative level, subject to the social evaluations
of others. Competent speakers anticipate this before producing an utterance or a
piece of information, which enters the LL of a place.
In this interactive process, particular linguo-communicative and metalinguistic competences are at work; they are determined by the concrete decoding
and encoding tasks at hand. In the case of bilingual puns, speakers must be
able to exploit homonymy or paronymy relations between German and English.
This presupposes at least some bilingual skills. For the context of this study,
||
2 For a discussion of the universals and variation of metaphor in culture see, for instance,
Kövecses (2007), who acknowledges that the aspect of variation, in general, was not sufficiently studied in pioneering works of cognitive linguistics.
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this condition can be seen as fulfilled, as many younger Germans today have at
least some command of English, albeit with individually varying degrees of proficiency (see Blommaert 2010 and the discussion in Knospe 2015: 165–171). Usually, speakers know at least crucial grammatical patterns, some formal or informal vocabulary as well as some routine phrases, which enable them to engage
in everyday conversations in English and to play with their repertoire wherever
effective. One of the factors responsible for this status of English is that it is
firmly anchored in German school teaching and meanwhile also in kindergarten
instruction as well as in university education. Due to ongoing globalization,
English is also used in a number of domains such as technology and science
and in entertainment culture including movies, popular music, books etc. As a
result, speakers have various occasions for learning this language. These conditions, along with a lack of institutional purism in Germany, increase the readiness for codeswitching and codemixing, though with varying degrees of fluency
and skillfulness (see Paviour-Smith, this volume).
Still, these circumstances alone do not sufficiently explain the emergence of
bilingual puns since these creations usually come about only in specific communicative contexts, i.e. as an output of a conscious search for an expression.
Such a search is all the more likely when the signs occur in public space due to
the decisions of different, interacting stakeholders, i.e. local authorities, entrepreneurs or private persons. Again, the social and the mental dimensions intersect here, as such creations, before entering the LL of a place, must have been
contrived by producers3 who may wish to stand out in the social arena by choosing a conspicuous or possibly even a unique sign (see section 4.4). As a matter
of fact, the need to attract recipients, who face many information-bearing entities in the urban agglomerations of our times, entails a constant competition for
attention. This also molds the choice of communicative means. Two things may
play a role for the coiners:
– First, English is generally regarded as a prestigious language signaling
modernity, innovation and other positive values. In this sense, it works as a
“language of commodification” (Rubdy and Tan 2008; Heller 2010; see also
Hilgendorf 2001) that may interact in various forms with other codes.

||
3 As already pointed out above, a certain idealization is necessary because the real producers
of public signs are only partly known or can only be speculated on, as the name of a shop,
restaurant etc. and the design of a sign may go back to the work of a professional advertising
agency. This problem is also discussed by Jaworski (2015: 79) who still assumes that “every
sign carries information about who produced it and about who is selected to be its recipient,
even though this information may not be immediately transparent.”
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–

Bilingual puns represent playful combinations, which need special cognitive investment to be successfully decoded. This, along with the structural
requirements for bilingual puns, may be a threshold limiting their occurrence. Nonetheless, the coinage of such forms of wordplay may be conducive to the goal of the producers to reach a particular target group which
could be tentatively described as cosmopolitan, having a ludic orientation
and being semiotically mobile.

Koll-Stobbe (2015: 66–71) terms all signs that make use of puns or other creative
devices in the LL ideofiers so as to stress their quality as idiosyncratic, highly
context-dependent entities which may play with meanings on a denotative and
connotative level. She points out that they emerge from an indirect discursive
mode, as the meaning-relevant components are not immediately accessible but
have to be deduced through complex inferences based on non-linear processing. Commonly, puns are therefore classified as instances of wordplay in
absentia or vertical wordplay (Hausmann 1974: 17). In Koll-Stobbe’s (2015: 66–
71) terminology, such signs are opposed to identifiers, which are generally more
transparent as they work with conventional, codified semantic building blocks
that can be processed in linear fashion. Names as identifiers may, for example,
consist of a component indicating the branch and the name of the owner of this
shop or institution.
Against this background, this study aims at analyzing the specifics of bilingual puns by delving into the cognitive or “conceptual landscape[s]” (Harder
2010: 29) they stand for, i.e. the ideas evoked by them and presented to the recipients. Another point which deserves further enquiry is whether bilingual puns
cluster around specific domains and / or spatially around particular parts of the
social world, namely specific quarters or districts, depending on the passers-by
who are supposed to visit a particular location. To integrate this perspective, the
interpretations laid out in the analysis (section 4) are confronted with the findings of sociolinguistic interviews which were carried out with viewers of the
signs.

3 Methodology
The results of this study spring from two field trips, during which the LL of Berlin were explored in May and June 2015. To reduce complexity, it was decided to
exclusively study name signs which, as such, stand out because of their prominence, their more or less permanent character and their identifying function. In
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this investigation, bilingual puns are therefore defined as name configurations
which involve a German element and (part of) an anglicism with the same or a
similar sound shape. Following the definitions proposed by Görlach (2003), an
anglicism is understood as “a word or idiom that is recognizably English in its
form (spelling, pronunciation, morphology, or at least one of the three) […]”
(see also Onysko 2007 and Knospe 2014; for critical perspectives on this matter
see Paviour-Smith, this volume). Hence, adapted units that have lost their formal Englishness are left out of consideration, whereas units which are formally
marked as English are included. That is why a pun like Inwestor [ɪnˈvɛstoːɐ̯],
which ironically refers to a West German donor by playing on homophony of the
German adjective West [vɛst], is not treated as bilingual here. In this case, the
noun investor [ɪnˈvɛstoːɐ̯] is an integrated loanword whose form cannot be interpreted as recognizably English based on Görlach’s three criteria (i.e. spelling,
pronunciation and / or morphology).
As the distribution of German-English puns is not foreseeable, it was necessary to devise an efficient and effective methodology for their identification in
the LL of Berlin:
As a first step, a random sample was collected in different areas of Berlin by
photographing name signs in the sense of section 2.1, always documenting the
locations where they were spotted. The items collected this way were then
searched through for signs which make use of bilingual German-English puns to
be able to find out what domains of the LL could be fruitful for the study at
hand. According to the data, the name signs of hairdressers’ shops (see also
Paviour-Smith, this volume) and of bars or cafés seemed to be particularly useful for further investigation, although their numbers decrease according to their
order of mentioning. All these signs belong to the category of bottom-up or,
more-specifically, commercial signage which has been at the center of studies in
Edelman (2009), Huebner (2009), Kallen (2010), Bogatto and Hélot (2010), and
Koll-Stobbe (2015).4

||
4 Yet, as already pointed out, it would not be correct to believe that objects in the LL which
have been placed there by top-down actors were barred from (bilingual) wordplay. For instance, the BSR (Berliner Stadtreinigungsbetriebe, city cleaning Berlin) are known for using
public rubbish bins with creative inscriptions. An example involving a bilingual pun is the
coinage Appfalleimer. Interestingly, these containers, which are habitually called Abfalleimer
[ˈapfalˌʔaɪ̯mɐ] in German, offer an app, the latter term being a recent English loan in German.
Through its condensed form and its placement on the orange surface of these baskets, this ad
hoc wording easily captures attention. On a discursive level, it makes use of the closeness of
pronunciation of the particle ab- [ap] and the anglicism app (BrE [ap], AmE [æp], usually ren-
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As a next step, the online version of the German telephone directory of businesses http://www.gelbeseiten.de (accessed 01.05.2015) was consulted, searching systematically for all entries in the categories found above. Allocating the
addresses indicated on the yellow pages to concrete areas in the city of Berlin, it
turned out that four of them contained most examples of bilingual puns: BerlinMitte, Prenzlauer Berg, Charlottenburg and Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg. These
areas represent different sociotopes, which are briefly explained below.5
– As the name indicates, Berlin-Mitte is situated in the center of Berlin, where
many tourist attractions such as the Brandenburg Gate, the Museum Island
or the ‘Fernsehturm’ are found.
– Prenzlauer Berg (for a previous LLS see Papen 2012), by contrast, is a more
and more gentrified area which is situated close to the center of the city but
makes part of the larger district of Pankow. It is known for its comparatively
high birthrate, a high amount of young inhabitants, and an influx of American, Australian and European migrants.
– Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf is a bourgeois area in the Western part of the
city where many hotels, bars and restaurants are located, most of them built
before the German reunification.
– Finally, Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg, uniting two boroughs of former East and
West Berlin, is famous for its high amount of immigrants as well as innumerable bars and clubs and its alternative scene.
Next to resorting to the business directory Gelbe Seiten, Google Maps® was used
to search for businesses of the categories given above in the four areas (see the
map in Fig. 2), thus combining different data sources. Again, only names containing bilingual puns were selected.
Building on the examples found after looking through c. 5,100 entries – a
number including repetitions of the same name in the case of several subsidiaries – the places concerned were visited. Private photographs of the signs6 were
taken, keeping an open eye for examples of bilingual puns possibly not listed in
the sources. Surprisingly, the output amounted to merely 16 items, i.e. slightly
above 0.3% of all tokens, which were mainly found in Prenzlauer Berg or Kreuz-

||
dered as [ɛp] in German) to construct the image of a service-oriented, modern waste disposal
company which asks all passers-by for help in keeping the streets clean.
5 For further information see http://www.visitberlin.de/en/plan/city-info/berlin-districts (accessed 15.03.2016). For reasons of space, no demographic data are provided here.
6 Some of the photographs are reproduced below. It is worth noting that there are sometimes
overlaps between the name signs as such and the information found on the display windows.
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berg-Friedrichshain. That shows that bilingual puns are (still) a niche phenomenon on name signs in the LL of the German capital, also in the two trendy areas
of Berlin just named, and that they mostly concern creative branches, especially
hairdressers. This domain is also abundant in the use of German configurations
such as Schnittstelle, which plays with the meanings ‘location for getting a haircut’ and ‘(social) intersection’, and Kopfsache, which implies not only that hairdressing is a matter of the head in the sense that the hairstyle must fit the person concerned, but that it is also a mental matter, as there must be a relation of
trust between a hairdresser and his / her clients. Also, the sample includes creative English names like James Blond and Hairforce One for a hairdresser situated
close to one of the airports in Berlin. Even though the actual yield of bilingual
puns is rather limited, two areas, namely Berlin-Prenzlauer Berg and Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg offer most examples. This result is in line with the trendy
profile of the shops, restaurants, cafés and bars they are known for.

Fig. 2: Location of the areas of Berlin investigated in this study
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Maps_of_Berlin#/media/File:Berlin.bezirke.png,
accessed 15.03.2016)
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For the data analysis, background information on the websites of the owners of
the cafés, bars and hair salons was included wherever available. This served to
complement the interviews with passers-by (see section 5) and proved to be useful for interpretation purposes. Also, this information helped to decode underspecified or initially non-transparent items so that they could either be included
as bilingual puns or discarded from the final list. For instance, the name WAU
for a restaurant-café in Berlin-Kreuzberg phonemically overlaps with the English expletive wow, which may be realized as [vaʊ̯] or [waʊ̯] in German. The
name might be taken as a pun playing on the phonetic spelling of wow. A detailed look at the context reveals, however, that it is an abbreviation of Wirtshaus
Am Ufer ‘Riverside Inn’. This speaks against an immediate categorization as a
pun, although the overlap with wow may also have played a role in the coining
process. The name parallels the abbreviation used for a theater nearby, the Hebbel Theater Am Ufer (HAU) ‘Riverside Hebbel Theater’, located at the Landwehrkanal.
Based on this identification method, the bilingual puns were then classified
according to different criteria. In general, their description is guided by several
questions:
(1) Which linguistic and extra-linguistic knowledge is activated by the bilingual puns, and how can their linguistic processing be modelled?
(2) Which kind of English material is used in the puns: items at the lexical level, below or above it? Do the LL data confirm Stefanowitsch’s (2002) observation that the English elements used in the bilingual puns are all accepted
items in German?
(3) Moreover, how is linguistic and visual information, e.g. color, size and specific strategies of highlighting, combined on the signs as multimodal units?
(4) Which functions do the puns fulfill in the LL?
These issues, which represent different aspects of a structured whole, are addressed in section 4, which reproduces selected pictures of the name signs discussed.

4 Findings and Discussion
4.1 Bilingual Puns as Structural and Conceptual Blends
One of the points needing closer analysis is the question of what makes the
processing of bilingual puns and their effects so special. Following Knospe
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(2005), it is postulated here that their particularity arises from their being
blends in a structural and in a conceptual sense, which limits their frequency of
occurrence. Structurally, interlingual puns are constrained in that they have to
involve two items of, as in this case, German and English origin, which have
fully or nearly identical phonemic strings (also as a result of the integration of
anglicisms). Orthography may, but need not be the same, however. Since the
forms constituting a bilingual pun can thus coincide phonemically, Sebba (2011)
also speaks of code blends.
If this structural condition is met, complex steps of meaning construction
follow, which, as argued in Knospe (2015), can be in many cases described by
the theory of conceptual blending, originally developed by Fauconnier and
Turner (1998, 2002). In their model, the authors posit the existence of mental
spaces which are “small conceptual packets constructed as we think and talk
[and write], for purposes of local understanding and action” (Fauconnier and
Turner 1998: 137). Minimally four mental spaces are involved in each blending
process; complex blends may involve more spaces. They are interconnected
with one another in speech and thought, a dynamics which is graphically represented by lines linking the spaces. Importantly, all blends get specified for the
individual case, although the process of blending as such is believed to be at the
heart of many linguistic processes such as metaphor, metonymy and counterfactual reasoning, etc. The following paragraphs briefly explain the process of
blending (Fauconnier and Turner 1998: 137–144, 2002: 40–50) and specify it for
the object of this study, i.e. bilingual puns:
– Each blend is based on a minimum of two input spaces that are enriched
with different concepts. In our case, these are linked to two formally similar
or congruent German-English units, which can be identified as such if associative links have been formed between these elements in the minds of bilingual speakers. Due to the (partial) identity of form, one unit co-activates
the other so that the processing is non-linear (see section 2.2).
– When abstract similarities (e.g. based on function, spatial or temporal relations etc.) are identified between the inputs, these form a generic space. In
this connection, Fauconnier and Turner (2002: 102) also acknowledge the
role of larger scripts and frames, which are entrenched in the speakers’
mind: “When the elements and relations of a mental space are organized as
a package that we already know about, we say that the mental space is
framed and we call that organization a ‘frame’.”
– Through further mental operations, the blended space is constituted. Here,
a new emergent meaning is created which is not laid out in the input spaces. This is an accomplishment that may be seen as rewarding by the reci-
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pients, since this process, when bilingual puns are used, requires a higher
processing load because of two factors: (a) the inputs stem from two languages, which must be available to the users; (b) they are not accessible in
linear fashion. Rather, this is only possible through paradigmatic networks
resting upon relations of interlingual homonymy / paronymy and sufficient
awareness of the context. This limits the number of successful recipients.
Let us flesh out the process of conceptual blending with the example below:
(2)

Friseur Cut:ja

Fig. 3a: Friseur Cut:ja
(Prenzlauer Berg, photographed 16.05.2015, © S. Knospe)

This configuration, used by a hairdresser in Prenzlauer Berg, manipulates the
name of the hair salon owner Katja [ˈkatja] by creatively reinterpreting her
name, splitting it into two elements. First of all, there is the English noun cut
[kʌt], likely to be pronounced [kat] in a German context, which foregrounds one
of the basic tasks a hairdresser has; second, the German particle ja ‘yes’ is activated. On a material ground, the blend relies on the homophony of the first
name, which was originally borrowed from Russian, and the orthographically
altered version, although the colon marks a split into two words. The formally
alienated proper name evokes the promise that the hairdresser Katja knows how
to satisfy her clients’ needs so that they will certainly agree to come back, as signaled by the phatic element ja. In short, the name tries to create a special persuasive effect and accepts the significant orthographical deformation of the personal name, as there is no interlingual homography at the same time. Yet, this
hazardous step is compensated by the correct inscription of the name (and surname) on the door of the hair salon so that a clear identification of the owner is
possible. Moreover, the antecedent element Friseur ‘hairdresser’ marks the type
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of shop and provides orientation to customers who might not be able to make
sense of the pun. As co-textual information, this is also relevant to the processing of the wordplay, activating scripts and frames in use in this context (see
Fauconnier and Turner 2002: 85–86). The complex course which the blending
takes in (2) is visualized in Fig. 3b:

Generic space
-

Input space 1:
German proper
name KATJA
female first name
Æ referential: owner of
the hair salon

human beings
profession / services
on offer

Associative links

Blended space
Against the background of
the naming conventions of
hairdressers (giving the
name of the owner), this
witty sign suggests that the
salon CUT:JA is the ultimate
choice: Customers will not
regret going there, but will
return or enthusiastically
recommend it to others.

Input space 2:
configuration
CUT:JA
demand/offer to get a
haircut, expressed by the
infinitive cut and the
affirmative German
particle ja ‘yes’ (cf.
English yah)

Fig. 3b: Conceptual blending of CUT:ja

While the English form is manifest on the surface level of (2), the pun in example (3) is smoother, as there are no orthographical divergences between the
English and the German element.
(3)

barbier Bar

This pun (see Fig. 4) refers to a hair salon that combines the services of a barber
with that of a bar, offering different kinds of beverages. This formation exploits
the homonymy of the element Bar- in the German noun Barbier ‘barber’ and the
anglicism Bar, which shows up in final position. As an indicator of the profession, the lexeme Barbier also contains the element -bier that phonemically
matches the German term Bier ‘beer’. When combined with the preceding element this brings about the compound Bierbar ‘beer bar’ [ˈbiːɐ̯ˌbaːɐ̯] whose sylla-
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ble sequence wittily reverses that of Barbier ‘barber’ [baʁˈbiːɐ̯]. Yet, this is only
one reading. Alternatively, we may also take Barbier as the modifier and Bar as
the head of the compound, which is in line with the variable menu of drinks.

Generic space
-

Input space 1:
German BARBIER

human beings
(service) activities

Associative links

‘barber; gentlemen’s
hairdresser’

Blended space
Exploiting the techniques of
homonymic play and a mirrorinverted recombination of
syllables, this name sign
creates a particularly playful
effect. The message is that this
hairdresser offers multiple services: Customers may get their
hair cut, their beard trimmed
and/or have a drink, e.g. a
beer, coffee etc.

Input space 2:
English noun (BIER)BAR
a place where drinks (and
food) are served out to
customers, e.g. beer (see
German Bier) or other
beverages

Fig. 4: Conceptual blending of barbier Bar

On a formal level, the constellation in (3) is similar with the structural base of
the pun in (4).
(4)

Café LebensArt

This is the name of a café in Berlin-Mitte. The wordplay hinges on a pair of homonymous German-English nouns ([aːɐ̯t]) as part of input spaces 1 and 2. The
message which is created by the blended space in Fig. 5 is also underlined by
the information that the owners of the café provide on their website.7

||
7 The website (http://www.cafe-lebensart.de/wir-uber-uns/, accessed 15.03.2016) sketches the
following idea behind the choice of the name: “Der Name ‘LebensArt’ soll für alle verständlich
vermitteln, was sich hinter dem italienischen Begriff ‘Ambiente’ verbirgt: nämlich das Bestreben, dem Gast eine angenehme Umgebung zu schaffen in der er sich wohl fühlt und gern
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Generic space
-

Input space 1:
German noun
ART
manner, way – here
referring to someone’s
way of life (since the
element is part of the
compound Lebensart
‘way of life’)

human beings
specific attitudes
or special style

Associative links

Input space 2:
English noun ART
any of various pursuits or
occupations in which
creative or imaginative
skill is applied according
to aesthetic principles –
e.g. creating a special
ambiance

Blended space
The aim of the café
owners is to make all
guests feel at home and
enjoy their stay. They offer
a comfortable interior
design and high-quality
food and drinks, including
self-made cake etc.

Fig. 5: Conceptual blending of Café LebensArt

Example (5) was spotted on the name sign of a hair salon in Prenzlauer Berg.
(5)

Kamm in

Structurally, (5) exploits homophony between the German element Kamm
‘comb’ and the English phrase come in which is well-known from touristic contexts. Linking these concepts, the blend (see Fig. 6) remains a playful construction which intensifies the welcoming message (for further discussion see section
4.2). This is comparable to the following example.
(6)

KAMM 2 CUT

||
verweilt, um frisch zubereitete Speisen, Getränke sowie in der hauseigenen Konditorei gefertigten Kuchen zu geniessen.” (sic!, punctuation and spelling following the original) [The name
‘LebensArt’ intends to clearly communicate what is connected to the Italian notion of ‘ambiance’: the wish to create a nice atmosphere for guests in which they feel at home and like to
stay for enjoying freshly prepared meals, drinks and cakes produced by our home bakery;
translation into English SK]
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What is noteworthy in (6) is the abbreviation of the preposition to by the letternumber-homophone 2, which also elegantly marks that men and women may
get their hair cut at an equal basic price, as visible in Fig. 7.

Generic space
-

Input space 1:
German noun
KAMM ‘comb’

human beings
different roles:
agent/patient
profession

Associative links

Input space 2: English
phrase COME IN
Invitation formula, e.g.
used by sales-persons or
service providers (see the
expression Come in,
we’re open)

object/tool used for
untangling or arranging
the hair - pars pro toto
for the action of
hairdressing
Blended space
As the name wittily plays
on homophony, the blend
increases the pragmatic
force of the invitation,
establishing a telic relation
(You are welcome to get a
professional haircut),

Fig. 6: Conceptual blending of Kamm in

Fig. 7: KAMM 2 CUT
(Prenzlauer Berg, photographed 16.05.2015, © S. Knospe)

As example (4), configuration (7), which is used by another hairdresser in
Prenzlauer Berg, exploits the linguistic ambiguity of the element ART that can
be read as either English or German.
(7)

John’s ARTiger Frisiersalon
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As in (6), this element is embedded into a larger (phrasal) chunk, which enters
the blending procedure (see Fig. 8). Instead of interlingual homonymy, homophony is at work in (8) which undergoes a blending procedure as indicated
in Fig. 9.
(8)

haarspree Frisöre

Generic space
-

-

Input space 1:
German adjective
ARTIG

human beings
traits of things /
people
profession (context:
hairdressing)

Associative links

‘good; well-behaved;
agreeable’

Input space 2:
English noun ART
skill in doing something;
a practical pursuit or
trade of a skilled nature,
a craft; an activity that
can be achieved or
mastered by the application of specialist skills

Blended space
Message: This hairdresser
offers a range of haircuts:
agreeable / conservative
and more artful or even
freakier ones.

Fig. 8: Conceptual blending of John’s ARTiger Frisiersalon

Similar to example (2), Cut:ja, the label in (8), haarspree Frisöre, entails a proper
name, which, in this case, refers to one of the rivers found in Berlin, the Spree
[ˈʃpʀeː]. The pronunciation of the river name matches that of the phonemically
integrated anglicism spray, although it may also be pronounced as [spʀeː]. In
combination with the German word Haar ‘hair’, this initiates a playful, but rather loosely associative blend (see Fig. 9). The proper name Spree gives it a local
grounding due to the fact that this hairdresser is situated closely to this river in
a scenic quarter known as Wrangelkiez. The catchy and witty name is thus inviting for potential customers.
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Generic space
- objects characteristic of/
found in a particular place
- not solid, but fluid in
nature
- used for body care
(Æ running water,
cosmetics)
Input 1: German
proper noun SPREE

Associative links

one of the rivers that
runs through the city of
Berlin
Æ central location

Input space 2: English
noun SPRAY (as part of
the hybrid compound
Haarspray ‘hairspray’)
= a solution sprayed on
to a person’s hair to keep
it in place

Blended space
Message: This hair salon
is situated closely to the
river Spree and thus offers
a hairdressing service in a
central location where the
customers also have
access to bars, clubs,
restaurants and shops.

Fig. 9: Conceptual blending of haarspree Frisöre

These instantiations of wordplay sufficiently illustrate the typical blending procedures in bilingual puns, which play with the denotations or connotations of
the linguistic elements involved and specific types of world knowledge. The
next session discusses which linguistic status the items in the puns have.

4.2 Linguistic Status of the English Material in the Bilingual
Puns
As was shown above, both homophony and paronymy relations may hold between the German and English elements, which form the base of the bilingual
puns. In some cases, even full homonymy exists, i.e. the German and the English unit are adapted to German pronunciation habits and identically pronounced
and spelled (if capitalization is disregarded). This option can be illustrated by
the elements bar [baːɐ̯] or art [aːɐ̯t] in examples (1), (3), (4), (7) and (9).
If the pun is based on interlingual homophony or paronymy, it is usually
the English element which is realized orthographically to flag the English reading of these elements. Formations (5), Kamm in [kam in], and (6), KAMM 2 CUT,
are exceptions in this regard as they foreground the indexical German unit
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Kamm ‘comb’ [kam] and modify the English frames come in [kʌm ɪn] / come to +
verb.
Another descriptive aspect concerns the size of the linguistic units involved.
Usually, the bilingual puns that were found in the LL of Berlin are based on
units which are sublexical in one and lexical in the other language, as is the
case with BAR (a bound, adjective-forming morpheme in German, but a noun in
English) and examples which play with the English element hair and the German particle her.8 Also, units that are lexical in both languages (see example (8)
haarspree Frisöre) may be modified through punning, whereas an integration of
the pun into a supralexical (phrasal) unit as in (1), Bar jeder Vernunft, or (5),
Kamm in (see Engl. come in), is the option most rarely attested in this data set.
Moreover, the German and English elements that serve as inputs to the puns
generally belong to different word classes. Although this is a given fact which
cannot be changed by the punsters, it may be beneficial from a semantic point
of view since different word classes bring about different conceptualizations
(Croft 1991; Gärdenfors 2008; Kemmerer 2014). For instance, the conceptual
blending of same- or similar-sounding nouns and verbs prototypically creates a
relation between an object or place and a particular quality ascribed to it as in
examples (2), (5) and (6). Addressing potential customers, this, in turn, may encode a specific promise. Other conceptual blends are based on a merger of directional (verbal) particles and nouns so that they express invitations or give guidance to passers-by (see examples (11) and (13) below). Such mechanisms may
also affect supralexical puns. Indeed, the syntagmatic relation between the individual components of the multi-word unit (1), Bar jeder Vernunft, changes depending on what type of interpretation is given to the element which fills the
first paradigmatic slot – preposition or noun (on this issue see also Chiaro 1992:
33–34).
Another tenet in the literature on bilingual puns is that the English and
German segments used in the inputs are generally entrenched items. This suggests that mainly (parts of) anglicisms which have made their way into common
use and are thus also likely to be known by individual passers-by,9 are exploited
||
8 By comparison, the status of hair is more variable in the corpus of German, English, French,
Italian and Romansh in Swiss hair salon names compiled by Paviour-Smith (this volume).
9 Despite this observation, the relation between the entrenchment of an item and its integration in use on the community level is a problematic one (see Backus 2012). This issue cannot be
discussed further in this article. Suffice it to say that there is a certain likelihood for a widespread anglicism to become part of the mental lexicon of an individual. Also see Langacker
(1987: 59) who states that “units are variably entrenched depending on the frequency of their
occurrence [in a speaker’s own use and in that of the surrounding social environment].”
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by punsters. Concerning the data at hand, the statement about the necessary
entrenchment or integratedness in use of the English element in bilingual puns
can be confirmed: most of the items use integrated anglicisms such as bar and
spray. Even though the noun hair (see examples (11, (13) and (15)) cannot be
considered an anglicism widespread in everyday use – it represents a basic term
not likely to be borrowed and is not listed in Görlach’s (2001) Dictionary of European Anglicisms –, it is found in product names of shampoos or conditioners.
Since the German equivalent Haar [haːɐ̯] just differs in one vowel sound and
orthographic symbol, this element can be easily projected onto the domain of
hair salons (see section 4.4).
Entrenchment may also depend on the sociolinguistic status of the items
punned on. Accordingly, some terms may be understandable for specific target
groups only. Consider, e.g., the pun Haarcore in example (16) below, which
alludes to knowledge of subculture, and the creation in (1), Bar jeder Vernunft,
which presumes acquaintance with the slightly dated use of the German preposition bar ‘bare of, without’ (for further observations see section 5).

4.3 Interplay of Linguistic and Visual Information
Some of the observations made so far are also valid for bilingual puns in other
domains or medial manifestations (see, e.g., Knospe 2015 on bilingual puns in
press discourse). One of the specifics of signs in the LL of a place is, however,
that they involve an interaction of linguistic and visual information. This is
important for their effect in the social arena and for triggering the cognitive
operations discussed. Based on the findings of this study, the following forms of
interplay of the verbal and non-verbal modes could be identified, whereby some
of the visual cues are also used cumulatively:
What is to be noted first of all is the conscious use of capitalization, blank
space or hyphens to separate elements. Cognitively, this helps to draw attention
to one of the meaning-bearing chunks which, via interlingual homophonous or
paronymic links, serve as points of departure for the respective pun. In example
(3), two techniques are exploited, as is visible from the picture in Fig. 10: Interestingly, the element barbier- is written in small letters. This puts more emphasis on the capitalized element BAR which is additionally set apart by a gap.
In example (7), John’s ARTiger Frisiersalon, the graphic manipulation is necessary to make the recipients deviate from the common understanding of the
morphologically complex German adjective artig, which normally translates as
‘good; beautifully behaved; agreeable’. Hence, it is only through the capitalization of ART (and the smaller font of the inflected derivational suffix -iger) that
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an additional meaning component comes into play, evoking the idea of ‘artful
haircuts’ that may be more conservative (well-behaved) or hip (Fig. 11).

Fig. 10: barbier BAR
(Kreuzberg-Friedrichshain, photographed 19.06.2015, © S. Knospe)

Fig. 11: John’s artiger Frisiersalon
(Prenzlauer Berg, photographed 16.05.2015, © S. Knospe)

This contrasts with the use of art in (9).
(9)

artgerecht

(9) is a name for a hairdresser in Kreuzberg-Friedrichshain, which uses no capitalization or other cues. Nonetheleess, art can be treated as German (see the
compound adjective artgerecht ‘appropriate for someone’) or English. This leads
to semantic ambiguity because the name may indicate haircuts appropriate to
the needs of men and women while, at the same time, meeting aesthetic concerns (haircutting as a form of art). Fig. 12 gives further examples of signs with
graphically emphasized German-English puns:
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–
(10)

Use of capitalization
DeliCUT (hairdressers’ shop in Prenzlauer Berg)

The English element cut in (10) stands for one of the central services offered by hairdressers. It alters the habitual German adjective delikat ‘sensitive, delicate’, implying that
everyone’s hair should be taken care of by professionals to avoid potentially disastrous
outcomes, especially in a fashion-related way. There might also be a play on Delikatessen,
which can be abbreviated as Deli.
(11)

HAIRreinspaziert (hairdressers’ shop in Prenzlauer Berg)

Name (11) expresses a welcome to all potential customers of this hairdressers’ shop by
modifying the German imperative hereinspaziert ‘come right in’ with the English noun
hair, which is homophonous in German pronunciation and points to the target object of
the business.
–
(12)

Use of hyphenation
Wunder-Bar (bar in Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg)

This bilingual pun in (12) plays with the common German adjective wunderbar ‘wonderful,
marvelous; terrific’. Reinterpreting the derivational suffix as a noun, i.e. as the anglicism
Bar, the meaning of the name is rendered literally, insinuating a wonderful stay.
Fig. 12: Further examples of bilingual puns using capitalization and hyphenation

Besides, signs containing bilingual puns may use visual cues which are related
to the business, especially in the field of hair salons. See, for instance, the scissors in Fig. 13, which serve as an additional explanatory element that separate
the two units in (13).
(13)

VORHAIR NACHHAIR

The image of the scissors creates a causal link, insinuating a clear reason for the
difference between before and after (based on a homophonous play with the
German adverbs vorher and nachher). Similarly, the names of salons (5), Kamm
in (Fig. 14), and Haarcore (see the discussion below in (16)) use this symbol.
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Fig. 13: VORHAIR NACHHAIR (KreuzbergFriedrichshain, photographed 20.06.2015,
© S. Knospe)

Fig. 14: Kamm in (Prenzlauer Berg, photographed 16.05.2015, © S. Knospe)

Sometimes, bilingual puns are also segmented through different shades of color. These also work as attention-directing devices, as can be seen in example
(14)

Cutbusser.

The pun in (14) links the hairdressers’ shop and its style of haircutting (signaled
by the element cut and a cue in terms of a wisp of hair) to the borough it is situated in, close to the tube station Kotbusser Tor (Fig. 15).

Fig. 15: CUTBUSSER (Kreuzberg-Friedrichshain,
photographed 20.06.2015, © S. Knospe)

Fig. 16: haarspree Frisöre (KreuzbergFriedrichshain, photographed 19.06.2015,
© S. Knospe)

Particularly refined is the strategy in configuration (8), haarspree Frisöre, as the
opening times are sprayed in a graffiti-like manner on the shutters of the salon
when it is closed (Fig. 16), thus playing with notions of color (see also the term
color spray) and different styles. Finally, (11), HAIRreinspaziert, makes use of
moving letters which evoke creativity and dynamicity. Additionally, the element
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HAIR is capitalized and put into a larger font than the rest of the wording (see
Fig. 17). Similarly, the hair salon name in (15) draws on fonts in the shape of
curly hairstrands (see Fig. 18) that are decorated by a flower.
(15)

HAIRLICH NATÜRLICH

This adds to the message that the salon is more than an average hairdresser.
The core of the pun, i.e. the creation hairlich,10 builds a connection to the target
of all haircutters and creates a slogan which could be translated as ‘naturally
hair-based’, while the second meaning component is herrlich natürlich [ˈhɛʁlɪç
naˈtyːɐ̯lɪç] ‘wonderfully natural’. This is motivated by the concept of this hairdressers’ shop, which only uses natural, plant-based products and offers a relaxed atmosphere in Feng Shui style.11

Fig. 17: HAIRreinspaziert
(Prenzlauer Berg, photographed 16.05.2015, © S. Knospe)

Fig. 18: HAIRLICH NATÜRLICH
(Prenzlauer Berg, photographed 16.05.2015), © S. Knospe)

||
10 Hairlich [ˈhɛʁlɪç] exploits homophony with the German adjective herrlich ‘wonderful’.
Structurally, it can be split up into the English element hair and the bound (derivational) morpheme -lich ‘-ly’.
11 This URL of the website is http://www.hairlichnatuerlich.de/Philosophie.html (accessed
15.03.2016).
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4.4 Functions of Puns in the LL
In light of the analysis carried out above, this section focuses on the functions of
bilingual puns in the LL. Since the puns appear on name signs, which are
placed in different parts of Berlin, the general functions of names in public
space need to be considered. According to Huebner (2009), they can be described as follows (see also Koll-Stobbe 2015: 61–62):
First, names that occur in the commercial sphere communicate concepts
that are referential and symbolic in the sense that they relate to the craft or
business of the owners of the shops, restaurants, bars etc., or construct a particular image. More specifically, bilingual puns, cognitively and socially, open a
window onto different worlds of meaning that are associated with the local code
German and the global code English so as to portray the business and the individuality of the shop or venue. For Jaworski (2005: 82), this process amounts to
an act of “(self-)styling”, as creations like (1), (2), (8) and (15) show.
As a result of the connotations evoked by some of the names, German-English puns may also address specific feelings, emotions or interests – for instance
in pun (12), Wunder-Bar, which suggests moments of surprise. This makes them
vague, however, which represents a challenge at least for the theory of conceptual blending.12
In their condensed form and their more or less prominent placement in
commercial spaces, these “cute names”, as Byrd (1982) labels signs including
puns (see also Paviour-Smith, this volume), are intended as persuasive, attention-getting devices. Their image-centeredness is confirmed by some of the website information given above.
Eventually, names, as labels and means of advertising, also establish and
maintain contact between the business owners and their (potential) clients or
customers. Bilingual puns contribute to this aim inasmuch as they invite viewers to make some additional cognitive investments when trying to give meaning
to the labels. This communicative engagement initiates a process of social bonding.
Fully in line with the argumentation developed above, this set of functions
reflects the idea that both social and cognitive aspects are involved in the interactive process of meaning-making. It also explains why the cityscape is probably not plastered with names based on bilingual puns, as the effects of this device do not fit every business and user type and could also wear out.
||
12 Such examples could thus be seen as instances of frame-shifting (see Onysko, DF, and
Fuhrich and Schmid, this volume).
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5 The Opinions of Language Users on Bilingual
Puns in Public Signage
Pursuing a usage-based approach which is grounded in a socio-cognitive
framework, it is important to finally include the views of language users, i.e. to
investigate to what extent those who frequent the LL of Berlin comprehend the
bilingual puns discussed above and to find out what their impression of the
respective business / shop is.
The scope of the article allows the implementation of a case study, which
involves interviews with passers-by on the spot, i.e. vis-à-vis the respective sign.
For this, 15 people were randomly chosen, irrespective of their age and gender.
In this context, no controlled setting was possible, which means that the passers-by were not grouped according to their acquaintedness with the place in
question, as the status (resident, casual / regular visitor, tourist, …) was not asked for. In order not to influence the answers, the interviews consisted of two
short questions (in German):
(1) What kind of message does this sign aim to convey from your point of view?
(2) What does it suggest about the shop / restaurant / bar?
The interviewees showed different reactions depending on factors such as time
pressure and their general willingness to talk, which led to answers varying in
length and precision.
Despite these restrictions, certain tendencies have become visible, as the results suggest different degrees of transparency or motivatedness that are perceived by the passers-by. The main results are summarized below:
First of all, hair salon names which include the element hair such as examples (11), HAIRreinspaziert, (13), VORHAIR NACHHAIR, or (15), HAIRLICH NATÜRLICH, on average, struck more than 70% of the interviewees as motivated
and relatively transparent, the exception being older recipients with little
knowledge of English. Hair is a conspicuous English unit that is used to modify
entrenched German elements such as the prepositions vorher [ˈfoːɐ̯heːɐ̯] ‘before(hand)’ and nachher [ˈnaːχheːɐ̯] ‘afterwards’ in (13), the adjective herrlich [ˈhɛʁlɪç]
‘magnificent’ in (15) and the participle form hereinspaziert [hɛˈʀaɪ̯nʃpaˈʦiːɐ̯t]
‘come right in!’ in (11). The element hair can be easily linked to the business as
such. As a result, most of the passers-by were able to see a connection to the
craft concerned and identified the wish to mark the hairdressers’ openness for
international trends via the use of an English keyword or shibboleth, which is
phonemically not far away from the German noun Haar [haːɐ̯]. According to the
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interview data, a similar transparency (66.66%) holds for names such as (12),
Wunder-Bar, which puns on the English noun bar (likely to be pronounced as
[baːɐ̯] in German) and the adjective wunderbar [ˈvʊndɐbaːɐ̯] ‘wonderful’.
Despite a general understanding of the puns, around a third of the interviewees remarked that some of the names created looked artificial or odd to
them, e.g. as a result of the changes on the orthographical level in names like
(11), HAIRreinspaziert, or (15), HAIRLICH NATÜRLICH. Linguistically, this can
usually not be avoided since true interlingual homonymy between German and
English elements is rare.
Also, the interviewees saw the evocations of some names as relatively unspecific so that conclusions on the kind of shop and its image were not easy for
them. A vague impression was triggered, for instance, by the name in (10),
DeliCUT, for which only 30% of the recipients came up with an interpretation of
haircuts being a delicate matter so that a hairdresser needs the trust of his / her
clients. The concept of Wunder-Bar (see example (12)) appeared to be semantically vague to about 20% of the viewers. One interviewee remarked, however,
that it could be convenient from the owner’s perspective that it remains open
which miraculous things are offered by the bar. In fact, such a global promise
may be referred to exotic drinks on offer, the interior design, etc.
Much more uncertainty on part of the interviewees was provoked by the
name in (16).
(16)

Haarcore

This name appears on a hair salon in Prenzlauer Berg. Only 26.66% of the interviewees in this small sample were able to see a motivation behind the example.
This may be due to the polysemy of English hardcore which may depict a strong
commitment to a particular purpose or group or, more specifically, to either
very explicit pornography or “[p]opular music that is experimental in nature
and typically characterized by high volume and aggressive presentation” (see
OED Online). The answers might have been slightly different, though, if the
interviewees had all been familiar with the decoration in the display window,
which shows skulls and other objects confirming the subcultural orientation of
the shop.13

||
13 This impression is corroborated by the pictures presented on the homepage of the hairdresser (http://www.haarcore.com/, accessed 15.03.2016), not available to the interviewees,
and the self-portrait, in which the owners play with certain associations, e.g. by humorously
labeling the separate laundry area where the hair of the customers is washed and where they
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Similar results were accomplished for the name Cutbusser (see example
(14)) with only five, i.e. one third of the 15 interviewees being able to give an
interpretation. Indeed, the latter is only decipherable for those who see the
relation between the English element cut and the first element of the noun Kottbusser [ˈkɔtbʊsɐ̯] with which it is paronymous and which refers to the tube station Kottbusser Tor that is located nearby in the borough of Kreuzberg-Friedrichshain. That is, the local reference did not seem to be conspicuous for most of
the interviewees, possibly because of the interview method and its restrictions
based on random choice and / or because of the spelling modification the pun
involves, which leads to a replacement of the vowel, the initial <k> and the removal of one occurrence of the letter <t>. However, another, more general factor
might be that the play is situated on a loosely associative level not accessible to
some speakers. This is also the case with examples such as (5), Kamm in, and
(6), KAMM 2 CUT, as reflected in the blended spaces above.
Although even such bilingual puns were certainly not randomly chosen by
the shop owners, this shows that this type of bilingual wordplay is a risky
choice. Yet, the niche function of the puns may be attractive from the perspective of the punsters, as it would be unrealistic to reach all consumers when
adopting a specialized business concept.

6 Conclusion and Outlook
This article has shown that a combined cognitive and socio- / contact linguistic
approach to bilingual wordplay in the LL of urban areas is utile because it offers
a usage-based framework that captures the complexity of multimodal information setting in the commercial cities of our times. As has been demonstrated,
German-English puns, as part of names, are creations that build on a construed
congruency between German and English. They often operate on the sublexical
or lexical level and exploit existing homophony or paronymy relations between
the two languages although full homonymy can also occur. Visible on public
signs, especially in the names chosen for shops, cafés, bars, etc., bilingual puns,
which are very condensed units, may help to create a particular image, suggesting special mottos, offers or a particular atmosphere. At the same time, they

||
receive a head massage a “darkroom.” Moreover, the female staff name themselves “Frisetten.”
This word reminds one of other dialectal terms used in Berlin such as B(o)uletten ‘(fried) meat
balls’, which is sometimes also pejoratively used for people from Berlin.
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are cognitively attractive in that their meaning is hidden behind one surface
form. Another factor that the data in this study have revealed is that the strategy
of bilingual punning is not so common on name signs but remains more of a
niche phenomenon. Therefore, business owners who expect their customers to
think beyond language boundaries and to make some efforts for decoding them
may use bilingual puns as attention-getting devices. Still, this is no sure-fire
success. In other words, this choice, as virtually all choices in communication,
is connected to certain risks which are even higher in LL communication. For
instance, the bilingual puns may be understood differently than intended because of the semantic vagueness of one of the inputs, because they may not be
related to the business concerned or because they are not accessible at all to
individual recipients, especially if one of the units in the input spaces is less
common. Whether this is the case or not can be investigated sociolinguistically,
while the process of meaning construction may be adequately illustrated by
drawing on the theory of conceptual blending.
In the analysis of bilingual puns that enter the LL, additional cues such as
the explicit naming of the profession, special graphic techniques, different color
shades, capitalization or hyphenation should play a role, too, as they seek to
guide the viewers’ interpretation.
Although the analytical framework in this study acknowledges different aspects of bilingual wordplay (including the dimension of speaker-hearer interaction), this approach has several limitations. First, the theory of conceptual
blending is certainly not able to explain all kinds of punning, especially when
loosely associative meanings are at work. This was already hinted at in the discussion of examples such as (5), Kamm in, (6), KAMM 2 CUT, and (14), Cutbusser. Second, the amount of data was not sufficient for a detailed investigation of
divergences in the distribution of bilingual puns on name signs in different
districts of Berlin and their sociodemographic structure. Besides, it would have
been desirable to include other shop types (florists, optical stores etc.), as well
as a comparison with other German cities and a higher number of informants for
the interviews in section 5. Asking the shop owners or service providers could
also have substantiated the findings. Another aspect for further investigation
would be to find out the productivity of certain (sub)lexical items in bilingual
punning. In addition, it may be worthwhile to consider the price range of the
businesses under investigation and do so in a much larger corpus. Testing the
attention levels reached through different signs would also be an important
aspect. Finally, the focus of this investigation was solely on German-English puns,
involving material from two structurally closely related languages. It might be
interesting, however, to look at other playful forms such as hybrid formations,
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blends (see also Cacchiani, this volume) or bilingual puns involving German
and other languages (e.g. French and Italian). One example of a German /
French pun is the hairdressers’ shop name Chic-Saal spotted in CharlottenburgWilmersdorf close to Kurfürstendamm. It modifies the German noun Schicksal
‘fate’ by bringing in the notion of chicness and fashionability, the loanword chic
[ʃɪk] being homophonous with the first syllable of Schicksal [ˈʃɪkˌzaːl]. This reminds one of the fact that the LL of a place does not form a single system, but
consists of several subsystems where standard and vernacular, formal and informal elements as well as different discursive practices exist side-by-side (see
Kallen 2010).
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Martin Paviour-Smith

Cutting across Linguistic Borders?
Interlingual Hair Salon Names in
Plurilingual Switzerland
Abstract: This chapter examines a corpus of 12,000 names given to hair salons
in Switzerland. Amongst these, interlingual salon names displaying evidence
of language play, often in the form of puns and hybrid compounds, were then
analysed for the choices of language, their structure and meaning. The names
under discussion comprise phrases whose constituents, from different language
systems, are combined, blended or juxtaposed for humorous or surprise effects.
Findings include the identification of major strategies used in the creation of
these salon names, the use of near homophones, exploiting near homography,
and the respelling of ‘foreign’ material as if it were ‘local’. Particular attention is
paid to the English form hair which dominates the construction of these interlingual names. This chapter argues that the choice to play with words sourced
from different languages not only allows the namers of the salons to display
local and professional identities, but to also display creativity, which is highly
valued in the hairdressing profession.
Keywords: English, French, hair salons, Italian, interlingual wordplay, metrolingualism, names, Romansh, Switzerland, (Swiss) German

1 Introduction
This chapter examines interlingual wordplay found in the construction of the
names of Swiss hair salons, all examples of what might be considered a quotidian form of linguistic creativity. It provides an analysis of the linguistic components and strategies of combination that are found in these names and the social effects they imply. Switzerland is an interesting site to investigate interlingual wordplay. With its four national languages, French, German, Italian and
Romansh, there are already intra-national linguistic borders to cross. In German-speaking Switzerland, there is also a diglossic relationship between Standard German and forms of Swiss German such as Züritüütsch, the dialect of
Zurich while Romandy, the collection of French cantons, is home to varieties of
Arpitan or Franco-Provençal. A fifth language, English, provides a great deal of
the source material for interlingual play.
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The chapter begins with a review of the linguistic ecology of Switzerland before considering some of the theoretical issues surrounding the mixing of languages. Rather than following the traditional lines of enquiry into the phenomenon, namely codeswitching and borrowing analysis, I explore the notion of
metrolingualism, which argues against the idea of languages as discrete systems, nameable and identifiable with a given place or places. Theoretical considerations are followed by an outline of the methodology. A brief overview of
bilingualism in the data gives way to a discussion of the five strategies for interlingual wordplay identified in the data set. The chapter ends with a reconsideration of what interlingual wordplay might mean for salon namers in the confederation.

2 The Language Situation in Switzerland
Switzerland is a multilingual nation which enshrines the languages German,
French, Italian and Romansh as having official status in its constitution (Grin
2010: 66). The status afforded these four masks a more complex arrangement of
languages within the confederation of Swiss cantons. Sociolinguistically, German, French and Italian have more status than the minority language, Romansh.
Spoken in discontinuous areas in the east of Switzerland, it is used in official
communication between the state and Romansh speakers. Consequently, a
Romansh text does not always appear alongside the other three official languages on state documents (cf. Rash 2002: 116). While texts in the big three languages frequently co-occur in official discourse, this is not reflected in the lived
practices of the Swiss. Most Swiss, perhaps apart from Romansh speakers, need
not use a language from another Swiss region in any domain of communication
in their daily interactions. A principle of territoriality and decentralisation means
that language policy is delegated to the purview of each of the twenty-six cantons (Rash 2002: 113), with most declaring themselves monolingual territories
among which there are one Italian-speaking canton, Ticino, four French speaking cantons, and seventeen monolingual German territories. These are joined by
the three French-German territories and by the canton of Graubünden, where
three languages, German, Italian and Romansh are spoken. In the cases of the
bi- and trilingual cantons, official language policy is determined at the subcantonal level, i.e. either by the district, or even smaller, by the commune.
The complexities around the official languages further disguise the richness
of the linguistic landscape of the country. While standard Swiss varieties of
French, German and Italian hold official status, other varieties hold important
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roles in the daily communication of many Swiss, particularly in the case of German speakers. Dialects of Swiss German are the mother tongues of most in this
language zone, without marking speakers as belonging to particular classes or
age groups (Watts 1999: 71). Swiss German varieties are used for everyday interaction, and few areas other than writing are restricted to Standard German,
often described as Schriftdeutsch or ‘written German’ (Franceschini 1997: 116).
Standard German is the language of much of the education system, used in
elements of the mainstream media and is the form of German taught in the other
linguistic regions of Switzerland.
Likewise, Romandy, or the French-speaking area, is also home to another
language, Arpitan or Franco-Provençal, often called Romand, by French-speaking Swiss. This language, like Standard French and Romansh, belongs to the
Gallo-Romance family. Its dialects once thrived in neighbouring Western France,
and it has remained relatively strong in Northern Italy. The number of speakers
in Romandy, currently estimated at 7000, is on the decline. The language is no
longer being passed down to the younger generation and is largely only spoken
by older generations in rural areas (Lewis, Simons and Fennig 2015).
Beyond these local languages, another language plays an important role,
particularly in communication across the internal borders of the country: English (Davidson 2010). English is regarded by many Swiss as a convenient lingua
franca across language borders within the country and a covert fifth national
language (Dürmüller 2002, Demont-Heinrich 2005). Changes to the education
system led by the Canton of Zurich have seen English replace other Swiss languages as the second language learnt in many schools (Stauffer 2001: 60). Such
official moves towards expanding the role of English in Switzerland has been
perceived as threatening the commitment to encourage knowledge of the national languages (Grin and Korth 2005).

3 Theorising Language and Hybridity
There is, however, always a pull in the opposite direction, moving away from recognising non-permeable borders surrounding languages. In reality, the movement of lexical forms across the internal borders of Switzerland has a long history (Rash 1989). Standard Swiss German and the Swiss German dialects all
contain forms from French and Italian and the same is true in the other direction, though to a lesser extent (Rash 2002: 124). Because of the more intimate
contact between languages in trilingual Graubünden, Romansh, too, contains
its fair share of borrowing (Rash 2002: 124). In fact, several key lexical items in
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the semantic field of hairdressing demonstrate this point. While the most common words for ‘hairdresser’ and ‘hair salon’ in Germany are Friseur / Friseuse, in
Switzerland they are coiffeur(e) and coiffure from French. These forms are commonly used in Standard Swiss German, in the Swiss German dialects, in Swiss
Italian, Romansh and in French-speaking Romandy. In fact, a marker of Swiss
German dialects in the salon names is the use of localised spellings of the word.
Across the German-speaking territory we find Cuafför, Gwafför, Gwaför and
Kwafför. Other pertinent terms such as salon, studio and atelier are long-term
borrowings across intra-national Swiss linguistic borders.
In the last decade, linguists have been questioning the borders around language systems. Otsuji and Pennycook (Otsuji and Pennycook 2010, 2011, 2013;
Pennycook and Otsuji 2014) argue that such conventions of naming languages
and their territories and tying specific language codes to cultures are grounded
in ideology. They suggest that approaches to bilingualism which analyse the
mixing and switching of codes do nothing but reify the constructed boundaries
around language and tell us little about contingent practices of language users
who have elements from more than one language in their linguistic repertoire.
They propose examining the means by which people exploit their linguistic repertoire willfully and playfully under the term metrolingualism. For Otsuji and
Pennycook (2013: 83) in globalised metropolitan settings hybrid language use in
signage and advertising is unremarkable in its abundance. Examining workplace talk in Australia (2010, 2013) and Japanese (2014) where languages collide, they argue that the mixing of Japanese and Australian English is not interpretable under the many rubrics of interpreting triggers for codeswitching and
mixing (2013: 83), but is a disavowal by speakers of maintaining mental borders
around languages and severing the links between language and cultural background.
This ideological interpretation of metrolingualism moves again. Converging
with the field of semiotic landscapes, Pennycook and Otsuji (2014) suggest that
particular spaces offer affordances for the linguistic repertoire of individuals
within them. In the bistro in Tokyo they examined (2014: 162), Japanese, French,
Italian and English are available to speakers to negotiate the various tasks and
identities of the interactants and the modes of communication to do so. But as
their examples show, there is no simple correspondence between language and
task in the restaurant – serving food to Japanese speaking customers and instructing the French speaking chefs (2014: 176–177). In fact, there are two interesting elements in the interactions pertinent to the hairdressing salon names research presented here. Pennycook and Otsuji (2014: 177) argue persuasively that
the names of food are already translingual. Pizza may have had its origins in
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Italy, but the ties between pizza and its birthplace have long been severed. Likewise, expressions such as bon appétit may also have become delinked from their
‘mother tongue’. Arguably, this is not simply a linguistic borrowing into English, but the adoption of a social practice. The fact that in Switzerland coiffure
and coiffeur have been delinked from a single code and are shared across the
communicative space of Switzerland suggests that Swiss salons are both physical spaces, in which practices might highlight particular elements of a linguistic
repertoire as well as more metaphorical spaces or fields within which social
practices including linguistic ones have certain meanings and values.
The participants of Otsuji and Pennycook’s metrolingualism research vary
in their fluency in different corners of their linguistic repertoires. In earlier iterations of their research (Otsuji and Pennycook 2010, 2011), speakers showed high
degrees of bilingual competence, while by 2014 this seems not so clear-cut. In
the research tradition of polylingualism, which avows the separation of linguistic systems, fluency, as part of the older views of bilingualism and multilingualism, is dismissed as unnecessary. This view in that tradition is summed up by
Jørgensen et al. (2011: 34): “Language users employ whatever linguistic features
are at their disposal to achieve their communicative aims as best they can, regardless of how well they know the involved languages.”
In the names of hair salons, we will see that the texts produced are fragments, single noun phrases or complex, co-ordinated or juxtaposed noun
phrases. We know nothing of the namers’ competence in the languages used in
these fragments nor of the competences of those that come into contact with
their texts. What we do know, however, is that salon namers feel free to deploy
their linguistic resources across a number of linguistic levels, participating in
interlingual language play to create humorous effects and communicate their
professional and local identities.
In examining the results of the salon namers’ creations, I am guilty of the
‘sloppiness’ and ‘anything goes policy’ of some critics (Delabastita 2001: 47), as
I extend the term wordplay from the more commonly used classifications of
punning and paronymy to the deliberate and creative deployments of phrases,
words and morphemes and the graphemes that represent them to create novel,
unexpected and / or humorous effects. Put more simply, I examine wordplay in
the sense of the pleasure of playing with words. The breadth of this definition
aligns with the discussions of wordplay, language play and creativity in the
linguistics and applied linguistics tradition of Crystal (1998), Cook (2000) and
Carter (2004). In the case of the corpus of Swiss salon names, I examine only the
cases where two or more languages are evident in the creation of names. While
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interlingual punning can be created using a single word, my interest here is the
deliberate juxtaposing of different language resources.

4 Hair Salon Research
We should consider salon naming an act of everyday linguistic creativity or, as
some have called it, ‘small c creativity’ (Jones 2014: 5) and, for the names of this
study, a good example of play across linguistic borders. While much research in
the area of interlingual wordplay has focussed on ‘big C Creativity’, i.e. literary
outputs, often to tease out the complexities of interlingual punning in celebrated texts, much less research has been done on more quotidian examples of this
interlingual creativity. Relatively recent linguistic studies highlighting non-literary humour and wordplay include Crystal (1998), Norrick (2003), and Partington (2006); see also Härmävaara and Frick (this volume). Research in the field of
names and naming has occasionally examined hair salons. Byrd (1982) and Wilhem (1988) examine the strategies of American salon namers, while, as part of a
wider examination of business naming patterns in Finnish, Pahta and Taavitsainen (2004) track the changes in salon names in the Helsinki telephone
directory between 1953 and 2003. Pire (2000, 2001) includes hair salons in the
corpus of French commercial names he examines. Byrd (1982) identifies strategies for the creation of American salon names, which are relevant here:
(1) personal names
(2) type of building or place where the hairstyling is carried out
(3) names indicating a geographic location
(4) names claiming a connection to another part of the world
(5) euphemistic names for the profession
(6) cute names
(7) names indicating customer type
(8) mimicry of corporate businesses
(9) spelling innovations (Byrd 1982: 183–188).
Firstly, briefly explaining some of the categories, number five refers to the use
of terms such as hair designer or hair design for ‘hairdresser’ and ‘hairstyling’.
Names in number seven identify elements of the customer’s identity, most typically gender and ethnicity, while category eight is the use of terms like co or
company, unlimited etc. In the cute name category, Byrd (1982: 185–187) puts
those names which are alliterative, based on puns, or create novel word forms
with the term hair. In almost all of her examples of these categories, we find
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elements of languages other than English and references to foreign cultures,
most notably French which is implicated in stereotypes of fashion and elegance.
Pahta and Taavitsainen (2004) found French, too, in the names of the salons of
Helsinki, though by the later end of the research period, it appears as if English
has replaced it. Notably, as with the salons of Switzerland, hybrid forms and
evidence of interlingual wordplay, were also found in Finland.
This Finnish research suggests that the use of English in business names
must be understood in the context of an ever increasingly proficient population
of English users in Finland, and that they represent a localisation of the language. The names are not intended to communicate across linguistic borders,
but to symbolise the “local habits as well as cultural conventions and national
stereotypes” of the country (Pahta and Taavitsainen 2004: 183).

5 The Data
There are over 12,000 hair salons in Switzerland according to Swiss Telecom’s
online phone directory, local.ch. From this database, the names of Swiss hairdressing salons were extracted in searches canton by canton. The site’s language management practices somewhat mirror those of the country in that
searches can be made in German, French, Italian and English. Twenty-three different data sets were constructed in this manner. Because of display limitations
on local.ch, restricting the viewer to the first 1000 items of a search result, other
strategies had to be used for the three largest cantons, Zurich, Vaud and Bern.
To work around this, searching by geographical regions within each of these
three cantons was attempted. The regions used on the site, however, do not always correspond to the official sub-cantonal districts and in some cases local.ch
regions overlapped with each other. For the three large cantons, this search
strategy netted within 100 salons of the target produced by a cantonal search.
While not a perfect dataset, it certainly contains more than a representative
number of Swiss hair salons.
For each search, the data was tagged so that it always carried its cantonal
origins1 and its concomitant official language(s). A set of tags were used to

||
1 The tags used to mark the canton of a salon name are the same two-letter codes used by the
Swiss government.
–
German-speaking cantons: AG – Aargau, AI – Appenzell Innerrhoden, AR – Appenzell
Ausserrhoden, BL – Basel Landschaft, BS – Baselstadt, GL – Glarus, LU – Lucerne,
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comment on the structure of the actual name; these included whether the name
was monolingual or multilingual, as well as tags for the strategies outlined in
the body of the paper. Set aside from the data in each search were those salons
whose names comprised only proper nouns. Most of these were simply the
name of the owner of the salon; however, fictional people, goddesses and place
names and fragments of street addresses, which were treated here as names,
i.e., proper nouns, also fell into this category. Dealing with at least 12,000 salon
names, I restricted the focus of the research into overt examples of language
play; therefore, I excluded salons whose names were single word forms. While
importing a single word across a language border can create language play, my
interest is largely restricted to when the languages play together, that is, when
forms from two languages are juxtaposed or intertwined to produce a salon
name.
The remaining data was examined for its structure with respect to the language or languages of the canton. While many of the examples of interlingual
wordplay were obvious, I consulted with speakers of the languages involved in
cases where I doubted my interpretation,2 though any faults in the analysis remain my own.
The data in this chapter will be reproduced in the orthography presented on
local.ch including nonstandard capitalisation and punctuation. Terms denoting
their status as companies such as Sàrl and GmbH, i.e. French and German terms
for ‘limited liability company’, etc. have been discarded. Information about the
cantons of origin is presented, also indexing the cantonal official language(s)
attached.3 Where each component of the name needs to be considered in detail,
a gloss with a tag indicating the language of origin is subscripted to each word.

||
NW – Nidwalden, OW – Obwalden, SG – St Gallen, SH – Schaffhausen, SO – Solothurn,
SZ – Schwyz, TG – Thurgau, UR – Uri, ZG – Zug, ZH – Zurich
–
French-speaking cantons: GE – Geneva, JU – Jura, NE – Neuchâtel, VD – Vaud
–
Italian: TI – Ticino
–
Bilingual cantons: BE – Bern, FR – Fribourg, VS – Valais
–
Trilingual canton: GR – Graubünden
2 I would like to take this opportunity to thank my language consultants, Ruth Buchanan,
Claudia Campbell, Alex Finkle, Giovanni Koba, Philippe Morvan, Bora Rossini, and Dennis
Vogel.
3 Abbreviations for languages in the indexed examples: A – Arpitan, E – English, F – French,
G – (Standard Swiss) German, I – (Standard Swiss) Italian, R – Romansh, S – Spanish, SWG –
Swiss German Dialect.
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6 Wordplay in Bilingual Salon Names
6.1 Preliminary Overview
The data sets immediately reveal that all the territorial languages of Switzerland
appear in the names of hairdressing salons, including, various dialects of Swiss
German, Romansh and Arpitan. Of the latter two, there are only a few, all of
which are restricted to their home cantons.
(1)

Gwafför
Lozärn
hairdressingSWG LucerneSWG
‘Lucerne Hairdressing’

LUG

(2)

Creaziun Jaura
creationR woman.of.Val MüstairR
‘Jaura Creation’

GRG/R/I

(3)

La

VDF

Tschouppe

DETA hair / tuft.of.hairA
‘The Tuft’
In all cantons, the major languages of Switzerland, German, French and Italian,
are used in the names of salons alongside English and occasionally other world
languages, including Turkish, Latin, Japanese and Indonesian. Illustrating the
frequency of combinations of language, some rough statistics of two relatively
small cantons are given, French-speaking Jura and German-speaking Schaffhausen. For Jura there are 139 unique salon names. Of these, forty-one consist
only of a proper noun phrase. Additionally, there are eleven instances where a
noun phrase contains only a head noun. Discarding these, the remaining salon
names comprise 69 monolingual French phrases, five monolingual English
phrases and five cases where the phrase could be interpreted as French or English. There were nineteen cases where there was unambiguous interlingual
wordplay, i.e. two languages were adjacent within a salon name. This number
may seem insignificant, but when we examine the monolingual names, we discover that nearly 40% of the French phrases are made up of a proper noun juxtaposed with a French noun such as salon, coiffure ‘hairdressing’, or coiffeur
‘hairstylist’.
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(4)

Coiffure
Martine
hairdressingF NAME
‘Hairstyling Martine’

JUF

(5)

Romina Création
NAME creationF
‘Romina Creation’

JUF

Such titles, where there is no overt grammatical embedding of the name, i.e.,
without morphemes marking the name as a possessor, are treated as monolingual (issues in word order notwithstanding), as names themselves do not usually belong to specific languages in this study. Names are only understood as
being in a particular language in the cases of grammatical embedding, or when
a place name has specific forms in different languages. An example of this is in
(1) where a Lucerne dialect name is given.
The Schaffhausen data presents a similar picture. Twenty-five of the set of
unique names are bilingual. The dominant language of the canton, German,
also dominates the monolingual data with thirty-three of the names being monolingual multiword German phrases. However, when we look more
closely, twenty-six of the monolingual German phrases comprise a single German word and a proper noun. In most instances, this form denotes the kind of
business or the profession itself. That is, the majority of the monolingual German phrase names are made up of a term such as Coiffeur, Coiffure or Salon and
an adjacent proper noun. Note that when these terms are used they are considered to be long-term and widely understood borrowings into a cantonal language and tagged accordingly. Such terms appear in dictionaries of the language, in the case of the languages of Switzerland, they are assigned a gender.
For example, Hairstylist or Hair-stylist is a masculine noun in German, while no
dictionary consulted assigned a gender to Hair. Below we see examples of German monolingual salon names of the type Salon + proper noun.
(6)

Haarwerk
Berringen
hairG-worksG TOPONYM
‘Hairworks Berringen’

SHG

(7)

SalonG Marianne
salonG NAME
‘Salon Marianne’

SHG
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In the analysis here, this type of monolingual phrase is excluded as essentially
it consists of a single noun paired with a proper noun. Excluding these twentysix, we are left with fewer monolingual German salon names than bilingual
ones in Schaffhausen. Bilingual salon names are not restricted to a mixture of
languages of Switzerland; in fact, English-German bilingual names are the most
frequent.
(8)

Contrasto Hairstyle Miriam
contrastI hairstyleE NAME
‘Contrast Hairstyle Miriam’

SHG

(9)

Coiffeur
GirasoleI
hairstylistG sunflowerI
‘Hairstylist Sunflower’

SHG

6.2 Styling the Salon Name: Beyond Juxtaposition
It is clear that the importing of words across cantonal and linguistic borders is a
very common strategy in the naming of the hair salons of Switzerland. Much of
this wordplay constitutes the simple juxtaposition of forms from two different
parts of a namer’s repertoire. Often the elements are unremarkable members of
a lexicon of hairdressing as in (10) and (11):
(10)

Coiffure
Stil
& Styling
hairstylingG styleG & stylingE
‘Hairstyling Style and Styling’

GLG

(11)

Engelberg
Hair Stübli
hair loungeSWG-DIMSWG NAME
‘Hair Lounge Engelberg’

OWG

This type of name, though, does not constitute the most interesting means by
which the salon namers do interlingual wordplay. A subset of 390 names constitutes a corpus of Byrd’s cute name category, containing puns, alliteration, hybrid and novel wordforms. They demonstrate a more ludic quality than mere
juxtaposition of forms from different languages. Namers have used material
from two or more parts of their repertoire to entwine the local, international and /
or the foreign more deeply. Exploring the kinds of interlingual wordplay in the
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salon names, I identify a number of strategies for styling such names which will
be explored in the next section.
(1) playing with possession structures
(2) punning and respelling strategies
(3) morphological replacement
(4) lexical substitution
(5) interlingual orthographic play

6.3 Playing with Possession
One form of language play that appears quite frequently, particularly in salon
names from German-speaking cantons, is to contrast languages in noun phrases
containing possessors. In these cases, the coding of the possessor is in a language different from the possessum. Possession in Standard German requires genitive case morphology on the possessor. When that role is taken by a name, then
the suffix -s indicates the possessor. This is somewhat parallel to the English
construction where proper noun human possessors are the most likely types of
noun phrase to receive the clitic ’s. German possessors which end in sibilants,
however, require an apostrophe to mark their role but without the addition of
another sibilant (Duden 2011: 97). In more colloquial varieties of that language
the apostrophe is used beyond the context of final sibilants, though Glück and
Sauer (1995: 106) argue that is derived from English. The following examples
come from all of the major linguistic regions of Switzerland, and, for this reason, I argue the possessors are embedded in an English structure while the possessum noun phrases are not.
(12)

Elsi’s
Haar Atelier
NAME-POSSE hairG workspaceG
‘Elsie’s Hair Studio’

ZGG

(13)

Dani’s Hoortröimli
NAME-POSSE hairSWG-dreamSWG-DIMSWG
‘Dani’s Hairdreams’

SOG

(14)

Mym’s
Création
NAME-POSSE creationF
‘Mym’s Creation’

JUF
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(15)

Guido’s
Coiffeur
NAME-POSSE hairstylistI
‘Guido’s Hairstyling’

TII

In these examples the possessors are explicitly embedded in an English structure whereas the possessed items are from other languages. Rarely is the association between the languages and the roles within possession structures reversed:
(16)

Gabis
Hairshop
NAME-POSSG hairE-shopE
‘Gabi’s Hairshop’

SOG

(17)

Connys

SHG

Hairworld
NAME-POSSG hairE-worldE
‘Conny’s Hairworld’

Here, the possessor names are encoded by the German genitive -s, while the
possessum noun phrases are compounds formed from English material. In the
data under analysis, Swiss French speakers do not play with this strategy. There
are no salons where a non-French noun phrase is possessed by a French noun
phrase containing a proper name, i.e., there are no forms NE/G/I/OTHER deF NAME.
By contrast, Swiss Italian namers use this strategy. Here names are inside
prepositional phrases marking them as possessors. They are positioned following phrases in another language.
(18)

Style Me di Bottoni Paola
styleE meE ofI NAME
‘Paola Bottoni’s Style Me’

TII

(19)

Petit Soleil di Simonetta Vania
littleF sunF ofI NAME
‘Simonetta Vania’s Little Sunshine’

TII

In the possession play examples (16) and (17), the possessor precedes the possessed, the preferred order in English. French only allows the reverse order for
non-pronominal possessors. A source for this NE/F OTHER diI NAME may be its use
among Italian namers of products in the beauty and fashion field. We also find a
few cases where non-animates are possessed with the ’s. English has a preference for the ’s-possession strategy for animate and topical noun phrases (cf.
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Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech and Svartik 1985: 5.117). Forms marked by the English
clitic ’s may also appear following the possessed, a word order not usually
found in English or German possession constructions with proper noun possessors.
(20)

Coiffeur My’s
hairstylistG NAME-POSSE
‘My’s Hairstylist’

AGG

(21)

Haarschnittstelle Edward’s
hairG-cutG-spotG NAME-POSSE
‘Edward’s Haircut Spot’

ZHG

(22)

coiffure
Heaven’s
hairstylingF heaven-POSSE
‘Heaven’s hairstyling’

BEG/F

6.4 Punning and Respelling Strategies
The use of the English form, hair, is of course not unexpected for this particular
industry; however, it is useful not only for its semantic content. Salon namers
take advantage of the pronunciation of this word of this English word, using it
to respell words in other languages containing a similar phonetic sequence, i.e.
interlingual paronymy. In some cases, there is no semantic or morphological
unity to the replaced sequence of sounds. This is most easily demonstrated when
we consider the insertion of hair in proper nouns:
Tab. 1: Hair respellings in proper nouns

Salon name

Target proper noun

(23)

Hair mès coiffure

Hermès

GEF

(24)

Rob-HAIR-to Coiffure

Roberto

NEF

(25)

Coiffure Hairzog

Herzog

SGG

(26)

Coiffeur Usthair

Uster (TOPONYM)

ZHG

(27)

Coiffeur wintHAIRthur

Winterthur (TOPONYM)

ZHG
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Pronouncing hair as if it were a French form deletes the /h/ as the French
grapheme <h> is silent, which suggests that French pronunciations of examples
(23) and (24) would sound no different to French pronunciations of Hermès or
Roberto. This kind of interlingual humour is not restricted to playing with proper nouns.
Tab. 2: Hair respellings in German forms

Salon name

Target of wordplay

Gloss

(28)

Salon Hairlich

herrlich

‘gorgeous, marvellous’

BLG

(29)

hairstyling hairzlich

herzlich

‘heartfelt, cordial’

LUG

(30)

Coiffure Hairzblut

Herzblut

‘lifeblood’

BEG/F

The examples above show hair substitutions in German forms. In examples (29)
and (30) the English-sourced form has not replaced a complete potentially free
morpheme. Only in example (28) is a complete syllable replaced. In the Frenchspeaking cantons the use of the phonetic qualities of hair is even more apparent
as it frequently replaces a final rhyme spelled <aire>, <er>, <ère>, or <erre>, pronounced /ɛʁ/:
Tab. 3: Final-syllable hair respellings in French forms

(31)

Salon name

Target of wordplay

Gloss

Jupit’Hair

Jupiter

‘Jupiter’

VSF/G

(32)

Myst’hair Coiffure

Mystère

‘mystery’

FRF/G

(33)

L’art de pl’hair

Plaire

‘the art of pleasing’

JUF

(34)

L’univ’hair de Jade

L’univers

‘Jade’s universe’

JUF

(35)

Jennif’hair Coiffure

Jennifer

‘Jennifer’

VDF

(36)

Vhair

Verre

‘glass, mirror’

VDF

(37)

Quoi F’haire

Faire

‘what to do?
what’s to be done? ’

VDF

Example (37) is also nearly homophonous with the verb coiffer ‘to style hair’,
adding another layer to the pun, see, among others, example (58) below. Final
syllable hair names are also found in German: Legendhair (LUG) playing on
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legendär ‘legendary’ and MILLIONHAIR (ZHG) for Millionär ‘millionaire’. Note
that the reverse of the French and Italian situation holds here. That is, German
has a phoneme /h/ which is retained in a German speaker’s pronunciation of
hair. The most frequent and widespread example of this strategy plays on the
near homophony of the nouns atmosphere, Atmosphäre and atmosphère in English, German and French, although the German form contains one more syllable
than the others. The <h> is part of the digraph <ph> in all three languages and
does not ‘interfere’ with the pronunciation. Twelve salons have some form of
wordplay on these forms:
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)

Coiffeur Atmosphair
Atmosphair
Atmosp’Hair
Atmosph hair
Atmosphair Coiffure
ATMOSP’HAIR
Atmosp’Hair Coiffure
AtmospHAIR
Atmosph’Hair
Atmosp’hair

BEG/F
FRF/G
SOG
VDF
VSF/G
FM BLG
LUG
VDF
VDF
VSF/G

The different orthographies suggest they do not all belong to a chain. It must be
noted that versions of this salon name are also found in France, Germany, Luxembourg and the United Kingdom, as a Google search will reveal. This hair respelling strategy is not restricted to final syllables. Also it can be combined with
other respelling games. The names below rely on the pronunciation of the
French letter names, <n> /ɛn/, <r> /ɛʁ/, and <j> /ʒi/. Combined they form a very
close approximation of French énergie ‘energy’.
Tab. 4: Hair as French <r> letter name

Salon name

Target of wordplay

Gloss

(48)

N’Hair J

Énergie

‘energy’

BEG/F

(49)

N’Hair Gie

Énergie

‘energy’

VDF
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This strategy of hair respelling has an equivalent in German-speaking areas,
where Haar replaces the sequence <ar> in words of other languages. Haar can
also be found replacing sequences of letters <ar> in words in other languages.
Tab. 5: German Haar respellings

Salon name

Target of wordplay

(50)

Coiffeur Haarmony

HarmonyE

NWG

(51)

Haartist Coiffure

ArtistE

ZHG

(52)

STHAAR der Coifuresalon

StarE

SOG

(53)

Phaaradiso

ParadisoI ‘paradise’

SZG

While partial respellings, which replace <c> or word final <que> with <k> in
French, e.g. Karact’R (GEF), Dynamik (VSF/G), are quite common, complete respellings are rare and therefore stand out. They go beyond the Swiss dialect
forms for coiffure. In these cases, German-speaking salon namers have reworked
forms from English and French. The form Stäil in (55) for example was described
by a Swiss informant as how you might try and spell the English word.
(54)

Bon Schur Coiffeur
bonF jourF CoiffeurG
goodF dayF hairstylistG
‘Hello Hairstylist’
‘Good Shearing Hairstylist’

SOG

(55)

Ürner Stäil
UriSWG styleE
‘Uri Style’

URG

(56)

Coiffeurladen
Meihär
CoiffeurGladenG myE-hairE
hairstylistG-shopG
‘Hairstylist Shop My Hair’

ZHG

Example (54) warrants further examination, as one reviewer pointed out, Schur
translates as ‘shearing’, creating a pun on another level. A twist on this respelling strategy is found in German-speaking Saint Gallen, Coiffeur Cora Zón dis-
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plays a respelling of the Spanish form for ‘heart’ to produce a personal name,
punning on the popular naming strategy of Coiffeur + Name.

6.5 Morphological Replacement
Hair is not only used to replace phonetic sequences but also morphemes. In a
few cases, the French infinitive marker -er has been substituted with hair. The
strategy is unusual here as French speakers consider the infinitive marker, pronounced /e/ as considerably less homophonous with hair than the final-syllable
examples (31–37) above. Therefore, it is an example of paronymic wordplay
across languages.
Tab. 6: Hair as the French morpheme -er

Salon name

Target of wordplay

Gloss

(57)

Parad’hair Coiffure

parader

‘to parade, to show off’

GEF

(58)

Coiff’Hair

coiffer

‘to style hair’

BEG/F

While example (58) could also be read as quoi faire ‘what’s to be done?’ as in
example (37), this reading was not offered by my native speaker informants,
whose first interpretation was the verb ‘to style hair’. These replacements suggest an influence from the match between French spellings and hair rather than
phonetic similarity in this context. In German, the potentially free form her ‘towards speaker’ can combine with other elements to make more complex words.
In the salons of German Switzerland, hair, phonetically similar to the German
particle her, takes its place, creating morphologically complex hybrid forms:
Tab. 7: Hair as the German morpheme her-

Salon name

Target of wordplay

Gloss

(59)

HAIReinspaziert

HereinspaziertG

‘come in’

NWG

(60)

hair-damit

her damit

‘give it here’

SGG

(61)

HAIRVORRAGEND

HervorragendG

‘outstanding’

AGG

(62)

Coiffeur Hairein

HereinG

‘inside’

BEG/F

(63)

Vorhair Nachhair

VorherG NachherG

‘before, after’

ZHG
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Example (63) is a particularly felicitous piece of interlingual wordplay as it
combines two levels of humour. Firstly, there is the near-homophony of her and
hair. The prepositions vor and nach already contain the meanings ‘before’ and
‘after’. Secondly, the attachment of her / hair creates compounded temporal
adverbs allowing the semantics of hair to come into play as well. A third level
plays on the advertising strategy of the before and after photo demonstrating to
consumers the improvements or benefits a product or service will make.
A minor related morphological strategy for interlingual play is the affixing
of morphemes to bases with different origins, without recourse to homophony
or paronymy. Modelled perhaps on the English formation cafeteria, the Spanish
suffix denoting a place of business, -ería is attached to forms (originally) from
English, French and Italian:
(64)

Styleria
Hair
styleE-eriaS hairE
‘Styleteria Hair’

AGG

(65)

Capelleria Hairdesign
hairI-eriaS hairE-designG
‘Haireteria Hairdesign’

SGG

(66)

Coiffeteria
Onyx
hairstyleG-eriaS onyxG
‘Hairstyleteria Onyx’

BSG

(67)

Lockeria
curlG-eriaS
‘Curleteria’

BSG

Example (67) Lockeria may have multiple levels of language play. Locke in
Standard German means ‘curl’, so lockeria would mean literally ‘place where
curling is done’, or ‘curling business’. In (Swiss) German, locker can mean ‘cool,
relaxed’, too. The meaning would be either something like ‘the place where
being made cool is done’ or even ‘the place where you are given a haircut in a
relaxed atmosphere.4’ We may add to this set, the form Coiffurama found in
French-speaking Vaud and Valais and in a German-speaking part of the Bern

||
4 Thanks to a reviewer for this suggestion.
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canton. The suffix -rama is a backformation from the Greek nouns cyclorama
and panorama.

6.6 Lexical Substitution
Pronouncing hair as a French word with a silent <h> allows salon namers the
opportunity to replace (near) homophonous words from within French phrases.
There are more than ten salons where hair has replaced French air ‘air’. These
names make puns on a number of French expressions with many examples of
wordplay with the expression l’air du temps ‘the talk of the town, spirit of the
times’.
(68)

Coiffure
dans L’hair
Du
Temps BEG/F
hairstylingF inF
DETF-airF of.DETF timesF
‘Hair salon in the Spirit of the Times’

(69)

C’est dans l’Hair
it-isF inF DET-airF
‘It is in the air’

GEF

(70)

Bulle d’hair
bubbleF ofF-airF
‘Air bubble’

GEF

(71)

Changer
d’Hair
changeF-INFF ofF-airF
‘to get a fresh start, to change direction’

JUF

(72)

Courant d’Hair
currentF ofF-airF
‘Draught of Air’

VSF/G

(73)

Au
Grand Hair
atF.DETF greatF airF
‘In the Great Outdoors’

VSF/G

(74)

magie dans l’hair
magicF inF
DETF-airF
‘magic in the air’

VSF/G
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(75)

Tête en l’Hair
headF inF DETF-airF
‘Head in the Clouds’

VSF/G

Another French expression, nouvelle ère ‘new era’ frequently shows replacement of the noun with the English element hair. Interestingly, the English noun
is classified as masculine, like the French form for ‘hair’, and in contrast to the
feminine ère. This transformation of gender is marked by an apostrophe in the
salon names – Nouvel’Hair (GEF, NEF, JUF, VDF) marking the deletion of the feminine ending to create the masculine form of the adjective for nouns beginning
with vowels. Salon namers can take the substitution hair for air further by using
the letter <r> for both terms as the French letter is called erre and pronounced
/ɛʁ/.
(76)

R
de Rien
hairE / airF ofF nothingF
‘Casual’; ‘seeming insignificant’

BEG/F

(77)

R
Coiffure
hairE / airF hairstylingF
‘Hair Styling’

FRF/G

(78)

L’R
du
Temps
DETF-hairE / airF of-DETF Times
‘The talk of the town’

GEF

(79)

R’
mode coiffure
hairE/airF-fashionF hairstylingF
‘Hair’fashion hairstyling’

GEF

(80)

Look’ R
lookF/E-hairE / airF
‘Look’Hair‘

VDF

(81)

R-lab
hairE / airF-labE
‘Hair-lab’

GEF
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(82)

R’Style
hairE / airF-styleE
‘Hair’Style’

VDF

(83)

R-play
Studio
hairE / airF-playE studioF
‘Hair-play studio’

VSF/G

The form look has been borrowed into French as in the expression un nouveau
look ‘a new look’ and is the base for subsequent innovations relooker ‘to make
over’ and relookiste ‘image stylist’. The final form makes a pun on ‘airplay’ and
the double meaning of studio as workspace and the place where music is recorded. This is a pun that could not be made in English. The names containing
the letters er /ʔɛʁ/ in German and erre /ˈɛrre/ in Italian are also near-homophones with hair, especially in an Italian pronunciation of that term which deletes the /h/.
(84)

Coiffeur R Plus
hairstylistG hairEplusG
‘Hairstylist hair plus’

TGG

(85)

Style
Erre Più
hairstylistG hairE plusI
‘Hairstylist hair plus’

TII

(86)

eRre style
hairE styleE
‘hairR style’

TII

(87)

Linea R
styleI hairE
‘Style Hair’

TII

6.7 Orthographic Cues to Wordplay
The final strategy the salon namers may deploy is not so much about creating
but drawing attention to interlingual wordplay. While perhaps some features of
the orthography used in salon signage might be lost on local.ch, it is clear that
orthographic devices such as non-standard capitalisation, the apostrophe and
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the hyphen are used to introduce or bracket unexpected elements created
through interlingual wordplay. We have already seen examples of this in the atmosphere names, examples (38–47) above. Using apostrophes to highlight interlingual wordplay is strongly associated with salon names in French-speaking
cantons. This strategy seems related to the functions of the apostrophe in
French commercial names, where it can mark the deletion of silent letters,
MOV’MENT Coiffure (GEF), and juxtaposition with deletion of the first element’s
silent letters as found in Coiff’hit (JUF) from coiffe, the imperative of ‘to cut’,
turning it into ‘cut it!’. The apostrophe also signals the embedding of English
elements as in Alt’Hair’Natif (VSF/G), and the introduction of letter names, see
examples (80) and (82) above (Pire 2000, 2001: 67–70). Salon namers in German-speaking cantons use apostrophes only when engaging with the playful
possession strategy. The hyphen for these namers is used to create novel compounds from at least one English-sourced element of their repertoire or to join
single letters or initials to another lexical item.
All of the languages of Switzerland use diacritics, but seldom are they added to forms from other languages. That is, the German umlaut is not used to
respell non-German words in salon names with the possible exception of the
respelling of style in example (55) Ürner stäil. This avoidance is unusual as in
other fields the umlaut has been borrowed, e.g. in band names in the heavy
metal genre (Spitzmüller 2012: 270). For French-sourced lexical items, the deletion of an accent often creates a cognate English word. This may not be a deliberate strategy for word-initial vowels when capitalised as the accent here is
optional. Elsewhere the deletion of an accent is notable. One salon in the bilingual canton of Fribourg is named Ideal Coiffure. The removal of the accent from
idéal creates a name which can be read as an English-French mix or Standard
Swiss German. On the other hand, deleting the accent in création renders the
name Hair creation in Vaud canton monolingual English, albeit it is with one
form easily disambiguated by French-speaking readers.

7 Conclusion: Salons of Identity?
Given the frequent use of interlingual wordplay via the strategies illustrated
above, it might be concluded that the multilingualism of the Swiss Confederation is reflected in the salon names. This is certainly true when we consider that
coiffure and coiffeur belong to all Swiss languages. But while it is clear that Romansh and Swiss German cannot but assert a Swiss identity, it may not be the
case that the identity is always Swiss per se, but a more local, regional one.
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Moreover, as was the case for French in the Finnish salons of Pahta and Taavitsainen’s (2004) study and in the American salon names analysed by Byrd
(1982), the use of French and Italian may be to index cultures beyond Switzerland’s borders. Their use in German Switzerland draws on the connotations of
France and Italy’s association with beauty and fashion, not Romandy or Ticino.
The combination of Swiss languages in salon names is not intended to communicate across the country's internal borders, and, with the exception of the
bi- and trilingual cantons, the names are not advertising across local speech
community borders either. I argue this is the case for English, too. Outside of the
international cities of Zurich and Geneva, there is no large English-speaking
community. Hairdressing is a local business, but its practices are international.
This push-pull is also felt in the choice of language. On one level, it is easy to
argue that the Swiss languages are for local identity and English for professional identity. The central piece of vocabulary in this field appears to be the English-origin noun hair. While this form is not a borrowing into the languages of
Switzerland, it would be difficult to avoid it in this profession. Other terms frequently used from this field are cut and color. On another level, however, I argue
namers are going beyond this identification of languages as local or professional.
What salon namers do with hair, though, depends on other elements in
their repertoire. It appears that names from all of the different linguistic regions
have the apostrophe possession strategy at hand, but strategies such as morphological replacements are restricted to where near-homophony exists. Namers whose repertoires include elements of Italian or French can play with their
lack of an /h/ phoneme and stereotyped accents in English to humorous effect.
Those with some knowledge of German, which has /h/ in its inventory, are less
likely to deploy this strategy, but are able to make hair-her morphological substitutions.
These effects, grounded in the opportunities for wordplay afforded by different languages, suggests another level of analysis. Rather than seeing the
interlingual names as examples of the namer’s bilingual abilities which locates
them in particular linguistic regions of Switzerland, we should focus on the
playful aspect of the names they have made. Hair salon names playfully combine elements of the namer’s repertoire in a metrolingual fashion. That is, the
components of language that each namer has at hand, the words, the morphemes, and orthographic knowledge are simply tools for their creativity. Grammatical structures are transferred from one linguistic system to another, morphemes attach to bases from a different source, and spelling transforms words
into another language, producing hybrid systems where the boundaries around
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languages collapse. The linguistic systems that separate German from French,
say, are irrelevant to the namers, who take up the opportunity to play with the
linguistic forms and conventions they have at hand. By examining some of the
meaning effects produced by this playing with words, we can see that the communicative effect is the playfulness of the name itself. Many of the names are
not enlightening as to the nature of the hairdressers or the salon they work at.
Including the forms Rob-hair-to or Hairsblut in the name tells us little about the
salon itself. Nor is it likely that the salon Au Grand Hair offers haircuts in the
great outdoors. Rather, such names index the creativity of the profession as well
as the sheer pleasure of interlingual play.
Names with more complex forms of humour with puns and hair-related
puns such as Vorhair Nachhair may be deemed more successful or sophisticated
examples of interlingual wordplay. Their complexity might push them further
up what Carter (2012: 136) calls the cline of literariness; a term he uses to describe the self-conscious selection of forms for the associations and resonances
they can bring to a text (2012: 136). However, with such a claim it must be understood that literariness is a quality of some types or moments of everyday
language as much as a quality of literary texts.
Playing with hair and with other elements of their professional register and
linguistic repertoire allows the namers a range of effects indexing fashion,
beauty and modernity on the one hand and a local identity on the other. More
importantly, I argue that the tools of interlingual language play by Swiss salon
namers are deployed to display creativity and innovation and to produce novelty and surprise. As metrolingual language users, their strategies of respelling, of
substitution and morphological borrowing suggest that salon namers use their
linguistic repertoires to play with words not to communicate across geographic
borders but by cutting across the ideological borders that artificially create the
separate language systems and language regions of Switzerland, their creativity
becomes a large part of their message.
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III Translation of Wordplay

Matthias Bauer

Playing on Translation in
Shakespeare’s Henry V (Act 5, Scene 2)
Abstract: In the second scene of the last act of Shakespeare’s Henry V, the English King woos Katherine, the French princess. In a dialogue quite unlike any
other on the Elizabethan stage, Henry and Katherine speak different languages,
English and French, trying to translate their words to each other with the help of
Katherine’s attendant Alice, whom Henry calls his “interpreter.” Critics, over
the centuries, have generally disliked the scene and regarded it as inappropriate. Whereas, at first, it was mainly considered unfitting to have a serious, gloriously nationalist history play about war and politics conclude with an “extravagantly silly and unnatural” (Charles Gildon) scene of multilingual wooing,
more recently the scene has been considered, at best, as showing the failure of
(male) power politics, since Henry “cannot even talk to his intended wife” (Williamson). In my paper, I will suggest an alternative reading of the scene, and of
the function of using different languages in Henry V, which is triggered by the
play on the very word and concept of “translation.” From the beginning, the
Chorus asks the audience to bring about a spatial and temporal transferal by the
action of their minds. Translation is also suggested in a qualitative sense in that
the “flat unraised spirits” of the actors are translated into Kings and Queens or
even – such at least is the Prologue’s wish – into Gods. King Harry, assuming
“the port of Mars” with famine, sword and fire at his heels “leashed in like
hounds” translates history into the realm of allegory (extended metaphor according to the classical definitions). The context of the (implied) wordplay thus
opens up a poetological and meta-theatrical dimension in which the wooing
scene makes sense. Seen in this light, it is neither a piece of nationalist idolatry
nor does it serve to expose critically the use of power. It rather shows, for a moment, how language creates understanding by means of and as a form of translation; it thus focuses on theatre itself rather than history, on the play of language that culminates in a wordless gesture.
Keywords: audience, Chorus, Henry V, imagination, meta-theatre, readerresponse, Shakespeare, translation, translation as metaphor, transformation,
wordplay
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1 Transformation as Translation
The Chorus, acting as prologue to Shakespeare’s Henry V, offers one of the most
challenging examples of theatrical self-reflection when it comes up with a listener-response theory in nuce. It tells the audience to create, by means of their
“imaginary forces” (line 18), the “vasty fields of France” (12) within the “wooden O” (13) of the Globe theatre.1 Quite cleverly it shifts the responsibility for the
mimetic success of the play to us. Shakespeare’s theatre works on our minds, as
we are to “piece out” the actors’ “imperfections” with our “thoughts” (23): “’tis
your thoughts that now must deck our kings” (28). We are to listen to the play
rather than to watch it2 and transform, mentally, the words we are asked to hear
(“Gently to hear”, 34) into images. The keynote of the play is transformation or
translation: what we are asked to do at the beginning – translate words we hear
into something else – will then be presented to us as happening on stage towards the end of the play, in the second scene of the fifth act, when King Henry
and Princess Katherine of France communicate without being able to speak
each other’s language. They both try to understand and translate what the other
says. Thus the imaginative translation process at the beginning, also referred to
in other appearances of the Chorus,3 and the linguistic one at the end of the play
form a framework that helps us realize the mode in which we are to respond to
what we are witnessing in Henry V: to politics, war, history, love, and, last but
not least, to the theatre itself.4 Words that are heard will trigger a process which
||
1 Quotations are from the Arden edition of Henry V (Shakespeare 1995). Unless otherwise indicated, all other Shakespeare references are to the Norton edition (Shakespeare 2008). I am
grateful to Susanne Riecker and Angelika Zirker for valuable feedback and suggestions.
2 The sense of vision is also employed but it primarily belongs to the eyes of the mind. An
example is the repeated use of “behold”, especially in the Chorus of the third act, e.g. 3.0.7
(“Play with your fancies, and in them behold / Upon the hempen tackle ship-boys climbing”).
In the Chorus of the fifth act, the external sense of vision turns inside: “Yet sit and see / Minding true things by what their mockeries be” (5.0.52–53).
3 E.g. 3.0.1–3 (“Thus with imagined wing our swift scene flies / In motion of no less celerity /
Than that of thought”), 3.0.13–14 (“O do but think / You stand upon the ravage and behold”),
3.0.25 (“Work, work your thoughts, and therein see a siege”), 3.0.35 (“And eke out our performance with your mind”), 4.0.1 (“Now entertain conjecture”), 5.0.8 (“Heave him away upon
your winged thoughts”), 5.0.16 (“You may imagine him upon Blackheath”), 5.0.22–23 (“But
now behold / In the quick forge and working-house of thought”).
4 Hammond, for example, points out that “merely by introducing the question of the suspension of disbelief the Chorus ensures that an audience will be aware of the artifice of the theatre” (1987: 148). Pugliatti sees the complexity of the play characterized by “a series of peculiar
procedures which are, broadly speaking, linguistic” (1993: 242) and in particular by “linguistic
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transforms their speaker in the mind of the listener. This applies to the actors
(who are to be transformed by the audience into the characters they impersonate) but also to the characters themselves, and in particular to the protagonist,
who is to be transformed by his interlocutors and by the audience. If Sir Philip
Sidney, in his Apology for Poetry, stresses that nature has never produced “so
right a prince as Xenophon’s Cyrus”, this is because “the skill of the artificer
standeth in that Idea or fore-conceit of the work”, i.e. in what transcends the
works of nature ([1595] 2002: 85). It is as if Shakespeare has his prologue continue this concept and supplement the side of the “artificer” with that of the
audience when he asks them to (re-)produce the “fore-conceit of the work”
([1595] 2002: 85) by their thoughts and imaginary forces.
The Chorus does not mention “translation” but plays on the word and concept nevertheless. It thus provides a hint to a unifying concept of the play without quite giving it away.5 According to Randall Cotgrave’s Dictionary of the
French and English Tongues (1611), translater, English to translate, means “to
turne out of one language into another; also to reduce, or remove from one
place to another.” At least the second part of the definition covers exactly what
we are asked to do by the Chorus as prologue when he tells us to take the kings
and “Carry them here and there, jumping o’er times, / Turning th’accomplishment of many years / Into an hour-glass” (29–31). This is a reduction in the
sense of a contraction or concentration, as well as a removal from one place to
another.6 Translation (from Lat. transferre, ‘carry over’) will come into play, the
Chorus says, both spatially and temporally. We will, as the Chorus at the beginning of Act 2 has it, ourselves be translated as we translate: “And thence to
France shall we convey you safe / And bring you back” (2.0.37–38).
Language is always involved in this; thus the “jumping o’er times” is realized by a grammatical translatio temporum when the Chorus tells us, for example, that “The King is set from London, and the scene / Is now transported”
(2.0.34–35), or when, at the beginning of Act 4, the Chorus points out that “Now
||
conflicts” (Pugliatti 1993: 243). I hope to show that the “endemic […] plurilingualism” (1993:
242) of the play does not only result in conflict.
5 For a general discussion of unobvious and secret wordplay, see Bauer (2015); see also e.g.
Womack for “unharnessed meanings” (2002: e.g. 147) in wordplay, Bauer (1995) for hidden
paronomasia in Donne, and Mahood for the “unconscious wordplay” (1988: 13) of dramatic
characters. In the case of “translation” in Henry V, however, the audience has to wait until
translation in the linguistic sense takes place in order to notice the wordplay. On the polysemous qualities of the Prologue, see Williams (2012).
6 OED (2014): “reduce, v.” I. “To contract, condense; to make smaller, diminish.” II. trans. “To
bring back; to bring.”
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we bear the King / Toward Calais” (6–7). Similarly, “Now” (22) the citizens “Go
forth and fetch the conquering Caesar in.7” There is so much carrying and conveying and bringing and transporting and bearing and fetching going on in the
Chorus speeches that the subject of translatio is virtually hammered in.
This is not confined, however, to the spatial and temporal transposition taking place within our minds. Translation is also suggested in a qualitative sense
in that the “flat unraised spirits” of the actors are translated into Kings and
Queens or even – such at least is the Prologue’s wish – into Gods. King Harry,
assuming “the port of Mars” with famine, sword and fire at his heels “leashed in
like hounds”, serves to translate history into the realm of allegory, i.e. into extended metaphor (according to the classical definition).8 Translatio is the Latin
term for metaphor (“the Figure of transporte” as Puttenham 2007: 262 renders
it),9 and modern theorists have tapped the potential of this meaning in order to
come to terms with translation in what is now its most common (albeit metaphorical) sense: of turning speech or text from one language to another.10 In Henry V, the reference to translation in its various meanings makes us aware of the
metaphorical nature of the theatrical performance; it makes us realize (as well
as forget) that the transformation of persons and things on stage is a translation
of words.11 Accordingly, the Prologue to Henry V emphasizes that theatrical
||
7 The times are expressly equated in another “now” a few lines later, which refers to the Earl
of Essex returning from Ireland.
8 Quintilian (1966: 9.2.46).
9 See also the editors’ explanatory note 4 in Puttenham (2007: 262–263). For Wilson, metaphor
means the same as translation: “A Metaphore or translation of wordes” (1909: 172); in a more
general sense, Wilson equates translation and tropes (165: “words translated from one signification to an other”).
10 Thus Guldin considers in detail the implications of the fact that “[t]ranslation can be a
metaphor for metaphor, and conversely, metaphor a metaphor for translation” (2016: 2). His
study shows that considering the implications of translation as metaphor, and of metaphors for
translation, contributes to transcending a concept of translation that “relies on a dualistic
agenda of clear-cut oppositions and stable borders” (2016: 46). I am not so sure, however,
whether the “predominance of the spatial metaphor of translation in Western culture endorsed
the irreconcilable difference between original and translation” (46). As Henry V shows, the
spatial concept of translation (metaphorical only from a modern point of view) need not be delimiting in this way, especially since imaginative space is involved. For the broader sense of
translation in pre-modern times, see Evans (2001). Gregory Rabassa points out that “translation
is really what we might call transformation. It is a form of adaptation, making the new metaphor fit the original metaphor […]” (1989: 2). See also Guldin (2010).
11 When Quince, in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, exclaims “Bless thee, Bottom, bless thee.
Thou art translated” (3.1.105), this is a prime example of the theatrical self-awareness so ubiquitous in Shakespeare’s plays.
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translation is the product of language: “Think, when we talk of horses, that you
see them”.

2 The Play of Languages in the Wooing Scene
The play on translation as metaphor comes to the fore in the scene in which
King Henry woos Katherine, the French princess. In a dialogue quite unlike any
other on the Elizabethan stage, Henry and Katherine speak different languages,
English and French, trying to translate their words to each other with the help of
Katherine’s attendant Alice, whom Henry calls his “interpreter” (5.2.258). I would
like to suggest that this actual presence of verbal translation provides the other
forms of translation referred to in the play with an additional dimension of
meaning and vice versa. In this play, which deals with political and military
power struggles, with Henry’s claim to the French throne, the siege of Harfleur
and the battle of Agincourt, the wooing scene has a special function: the speaking of different languages and their translation, expressive of the mutual understanding achieved by the royal couple, becomes an example of the transformation to be desired for a world of hubris, confusion, and strife.
Henry claims Katherine’s hand in marriage as a condition for signing a
peace treaty with France; she is, as he says, “our capital demand, comprised /
Within the fore-rank of our articles” (5.2.96–97). Katherine seems to be simply
part of the spoils or an article of the agreement, treated as a commodity, as she
had already been treated at an earlier stage when she had been offered by the
French in order to prevent the impending war.12 Shakespeare here reminds us of
the status of royal alliances in political reality, both in the past and his own
time; to both applies, as Stephen Orgel puts it, that “the politique marriage seemed the likeliest means of resolving the European power struggles” (1988: 30).13
Against this background the question arises why Shakespeare concludes
his drama of war and power with a scene in which Henry tries to win Katherine’s love. The scene is surprising in its context, and this surprise is further enhanced by the bilingual nature of the dialogue. Both speak their own language
but also, most entertainingly, try to make themselves understood in each
||
12 See the Chorus at the beginning of Act 3: “Suppose th’ambassador from the French comes
back, / Tells Harry that the King doth offer him / Katherine his daughter and with her, to dowry, / Some petty and unprofitable dukedoms. / The offer likes not […]” (3.0.28–32).
13 Cf. Shakespeare’s Richard III 4.4: Richard asks Elizabeth, whose brothers and sons he has
killed, for the hand of her daughter; see also Suffolk in 1 Henry VI.
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other’s tongue. Thus Henry’s question, “Do you like me, Kate?” (106–107), is
answered by Katherine’s evasive “Pardonnez-moi, I cannot tell vat is ‘like me’”
(108–109), which is deliberately misunderstood by Henry in an act of transposition: “An angel is like you Kate, and you are like an angel.” Henry’s response is
a case of strategic ambiguity produced on the hearer’s part14 in that he exchanges Katherine’s meta-communicative question (she refers to the signifier) with
the meaning of the expression she uses (i.e. the signified); in the same process,
he changes the word class of “like” from verb to preposition. To put it differently, he exchanges the general meaning of the expression with the specific meaning of its homonym, as he makes it refer to his interlocutor. There are good reasons to assume that all this is foreseen by Katherine,15 who does not mind teasing Henry into being a bit more elaborate in his wooing: it is her strategy as a
speaker to make the hearer strategically introduce this ambiguity, to provide
him with the chance for a witty response and thus allow him to play his role as
an eloquent wooer to his own satisfaction. One might call this a case of metastrategic ambiguity.16
Katherine, having had the meaning of the King’s reply confirmed by Alice,
parries in French by speaking about the tromperies of language,17 which Henry
tries to understand: “What says she, fair one? That the tongues of men are full
of deceits?” This is not too difficult for him, for at least up to the seventeenth
century the English word trumpery could still mean deceit.18 Alice confirms,
“Oui, dat de tongues of de mans is be full of deceits: dat is de princess” (121–
122), which in turn provokes Henry’s not entirely unambiguous answer “The
princess is the better Englishwoman.” We can take this to mean, with the Arden
editor, “the more an Englishwoman (i.e. for distrusting flattery)19”, even though
there might be an alternative meaning: she is (will be) better than (other) Englishwomen for distrusting flattery. In any case, the joke is primarily for the benefit of the external (English) audience. The internal level of communication is
not entirely left behind, however, as Henry, whatever the meaning of his utterance, translates Katherine approvingly into her future state as an Englishwoman.
||
14 On this concept see Winkler (2015), and Winter-Froemel and Zirker (2015).
15 Accordingly, I do not think that the ladies in Henry V simply “display a combination of
compliance and ineptitude” (Delabastita 2002: 316).
16 I.e., it is her strategy to offer verbal cues that can be used by her interlocutor as material for
a strategic utterance playing with its ambiguity.
17 “O bon Dieu, les langues des hommes sont pleines de tromperies” (5.2.116–117).
18 OED (2014): “trumpery, n.” †1. “Deceit, fraud, imposture, trickery. Obs.”
19 Craik’s explanatory note on 5.2.122.
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The realism of having characters from different countries speak in different
languages is all the more remarkable since before and after the wooing scene
Shakespeare has his French characters, even among themselves, speak English
as a matter of course. This agrees with contemporary stage conventions and was
necessary with a view to a wider audience. Why then this exceptional scene? In
the history of Shakespeare criticism, disapproval prevails. It begins in the early
18th century with Charles Gildon, to whom “The Scene of Love betwixt Henry V
and Catherine is extravagantly silly and unnatural; for why [Shakespeare]
should not allow her to speak in English as well as the other French, I cannot
imagine” ([1714] 1969: 32). This is endorsed by Samuel Johnson’s frequently
quoted judgment: “The truth is, that the poet’s matter failed him in the fifth act,
and he was glad to fill it up with whatever he could get” ([1765] 1969: 33). Since
then, the aesthetic criteria of the neoclassicists have been replaced by political
and emancipatory ones but the conclusions are similar. The comic nature of the
scene is still felt to be inappropriate (“charming but shallow”; Wilcox 1985: 74).
Those who try and regard the scene as an integral part of the whole play, such
as Marilyn Williamson, tend to see it even more critically; Henry’s wooing appears as an example of his attempts to legitimize his own power politics by the
assent of others, but it shows him incapable of human contact: “The inability of
Henry and Kate to speak one another’s language becomes a kind of figure, a
paradigm, for his predicament as he is now so separated from the rest of humanity that he cannot even talk to his intended wife” (1975: 334).20
I should like to plead for a more discriminating stance.21 To me, the scene is
not simply an appendage, neither is it an exclusively negative foil, pointing to
the questionable nature of Henry’s character, nor just an example of strategies
of hegemony (or male sexual aggression) to be covered by a varnish of courtly
wooing. To a certain degree, the scene is all this but it is something else besides,

||
20 Sinfield, while admitting that it is possible “always to glimpse alternative understandings”,
claims that his “story of Katherine’s recalcitrance gains support from Henry’s complaint when
the others return: ‘I cannot so conjure up the spirit of love in her, that he will appear in his true
likeness’. She has not performed properly to his script, so he threatens to demand more French
cities […]” (1992: 139). The quoted passage supports a very different understanding: that Henry
doubts his own power of conjuring up love in her.
21 Actresses playing Katherine have stressed that she is not just the weak and willingness
object of power politics. Ludmilla Mikaël, for examples, points out: “It is not just a political
match. I think Katherine is a match for Henry, in both senses – she is as strong a woman as he
is a man, although she is young and very inexperienced” (Beauman 1976: 95).
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and this is suggested by the fact that language itself becomes its subject.22 The
witty play with strategic ambiguity is just one indication of this. From the beginning of their dialogue, the reciprocity of translation is emphasized when Henry
asks Katherine to “teach a soldier terms” (5.2.99). The theme of language and
translation itself shows that the dialogue is an integral part of the play. For the
juxtaposition of languages is anticipated in other scenes: The French noblemen,
for example, speak English among themselves but occasionally let drop a French
phrase – which has the remarkable effect of suggesting affectation. They sound
like Englishmen who are “Frenchified23”, as Shakespeare’s contemporaries Robert
Greene and, a little later, Ben Jonson have it, or who, as Thomas Wilson puts it
in his Arte of Rhetorique, “pouder their talke with ouersea language” (1909:
162).24 Paradoxically, the fact that we get a few snippets of their own language
makes their speech appear unnatural; this impression is particularly strong in
the case of the Dauphin, who, for example, compares this horse with “le cheval
volant, the Pegasus, qui a les narines de feu!” (3.7.14–15).25 At the other end of
the social ladder is Falstaff’s companion Pistol, who finds himself confronted
with a similar language problem as Henry does with Katherine, even though in
his case the issue is not wooing a lady but winning the substantial sum of
200 Ecus as ransom money from a French prisoner. Monsieur le Fer does not
speak English, and when he considers the strength of Pistol’s arm (Fr. “bras”),
the latter thinks the Frenchman wants to offer only brass to him (4.4.18).26 In a
mockery of the general theme, even Pistol is (momentarily, before his rather
ignominious ending) translated into something better in this exchange, as he

||
22 The importance of language for the scene and the play as a whole is stressed by Steinsaltz
(2002), even though he comes to different conclusions when noting that the issue is the supremacy of the English language, even in the wooing scene.
23 According to the OED (2014), “Frenchified” as a participle was first used by Robert Greene
in 1592 (“Frenchify, v.”); the adjective “Frenchified” was first used in Jonson’s Every Man out of
his Humour (first printed 1600), where Monsieur Fastidious Brisk is called “the fresh Frenchified courtier” (2.1.6).
24 A particularly ridiculous example is the courtier Amorphus in Ben Jonson’s Cynthia’s Revels
(1601). On wordplay in this play, see Kullmann (2015).
25 His sounding foreign even among his compatriots is also suggested by the mannered style
of utterances like “Me well, which is the prescript praise and perfection of a good and particular mistress” (3.76.46–47).
26 The French soldier’s question “Est-il impossible d’échapper la force de ton bras” is answered by Pistol’s “Bras, cur? / Thou damned and luxurious mountain goat, / Offer’st me brass?”
(4.4.16–20). The transition from fighting to money is an example of conceptual blending in
bilingual puns described by Knospe (2015: 180–185).
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becomes, in the French soldier’s words, “le plus brave, vaillant et très distingué
seigneur d’Angleterre” (4.4.57–58).
The two languages are presented quite differently in Act 3 Scene 4,27 when
Katherine has Alice teach her a number of English words. They all concern the
body,28 beginning with “de hand” and ending with the “gown”, obviously pronounced as a paronomasia of the female sexual organ. Language, this selection
suggests, is primarily or originally identified with one’s own corporality. The sequence from the hand to the sexual organ anticipates Henry’s wooing (he will
ask for her hand in marriage) and reminds us of the origins of language as a prototypically human means of communication. The fact that French was traditionally regarded as a courtly and sophisticated language29 as distinct from “plain”
English agrees with Katherine’s choice of words: her learning of English and the
process of translation shown here and in the wooing scene point to a union of
cultures or different strata of human life. Together, they form a whole, just as
the English language itself, by incorporating foreign words, achieves, as Richard Carew expresses it around 1600, “a perfitt harmonye” (1904: 293).30

3 Language as the Subject of the Play
This background helps us see more clearly that in Act 5, Scene 2 language itself
is transmuted from the medium of dramatic action into its own subject. As a result, the audience listen even more attentively to the way in which Henry uses
language to reach his aim. He transforms the difficulty of communication into a
device by regarding it as an opportunity to emphasize his own simplicity. “That

||
27 Cf. Hunt who pursues, in his discussion of “breaches” in Henry V, an argument not unlike
my own, especially since he includes linguistic breeches and the difference between historical
and ideal truth: “The discrepancy between the ideal and the real man amounts to a breach in
the midst of the dilation of Henry’s character” (2014: 16). It seems to me, however, that the
point about the various breaches in Henry V is that they may be overcome by means of the imagination.
28 Simonini points out that Katherine’s “language lesson proceeds exactly along the lines
advocated by the manual writers [such as John Florio’s Firste Fruites (1578)], in that the parts of
the body were a familiar and everyday thing around which to construct a dialogue” (1951: 322).
29 Cf. Eckhardt (1911: 91) with a slightly different emphasis.
30 Roberts comes to the opposite conclusion when he claims that her rendition of the English
words foot and gown underscore “the base quality of [her] forthcoming relationship with Henry” (2002: 58–59). Even though Katherine regards the words as “gros, et impudique” (3.4.48),
she nevertheless repeats them several times with relish.
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the tongues of men are full of deceits” becomes, so to speak, the premise of
Henry’s other statements. If there is reason to distrust language, he says, it will
be an advantage to be such a poor speaker as I am. Henry’s insisting on his own
rhetorical plainness remains the tenor of his long speeches: “I have neither
words nor measure” (5.2.135), “I cannot look greenly or gasp out my eloquence”
(144), “I speak to thee plain soldier” (150) – and of course this is an advantage,
since it indicates honesty and faithfulness, “for these fellows of infinite tongue
that can rhyme themselves into ladies’ favours, they do always reason themselves out again” (156–158). Twentieth-century Shakespeare criticism sometimes
seemed to be proud of its discovery that Henry is not quite honest here. P. K. Ayers
even concluded from Henry’s pretence that this is by no means a love scene:
“He is not wooing Catherine [sic], either with the conventional language of love
or any other; he is telling her that her submission is required” (1994: 254).
Of course, power is one of the issues here but is love really not involved at
all? Ayers’s judgment is one-sided since it treats as the result of the hermeneutic
process what to Shakespeare’s contemporaries was its starting point: the fact
that Henry only plays the role of a rhetorically untalented soldier. To use words
skilfully in order to pretend not to be a skilled rhetorician is by no means a sign
of particular craftiness but a commonplace of rhetorical strategy; it is familiar,
for example, from Mark Antony’s speech in Act 3 of Julius Caesar, in which the
masterful orator claims “I am no orator” (3.2.208; see Knape and Winkler 2015).
The message of Henry’s advocating rhetorical plainness is neither his actual inability to speak nor his cynically demonstrating to Katherine that he need not
exert himself since she has no choice anyway. It is rather that he knows and
shows that plainness is the right message here. The high goal, the bride and
queen and mother of princes, requires absolute veracity of expression; he is to
convince Katherine of his best quality, his “plain and uncoined constancy”
(5.2.154)31 and his constant “good heart” (5.2.162). Language is thus to embody,
by means of the greatest simplicity, a value beyond the merely referential, which
is always subject to deceit (“that the tongues of men are full of deceits”).
Similarly, Henry invalidates the political calculation to which his wooing
belongs by openly confessing to it. Answering Katherine’s question whether she
could possibly love the enemy of France, he openly declares: “I love France so

||
31 The expression “uncoined” here means, according to Craik, “in its natural state” (note on
5.2.154): “The implied contrast is between bullion and minted coin.” Especially since Henry’s
phrase is the only example listed by the OED (2014) for the figurative use of “uncoined”, the
figurative coinage is evidence of Henry’s linguistic inventiveness.
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well that I will not part with a village of it” (173–174).32 This is either blatantly cynical or a serio-comic game in which power struggles are put in perspective by a
personal give-and-take: “I will have it all mine: and, Kate, when France is mine
and I am yours, then yours is France and you are mine.” Henry ‘owns’ France
only if and when Katherine wants to own him too, and in this way personal love
becomes an image of the inner agreement required for political power to be legitimate. The conclusion “you are mine” is not achieved by articles of a treaty but
by fulfilling the condition that “I am yours.” If political power struggles are to
be resolved by politique marriages, Henry and Katherine show us that this can
only happen if the marriage is worth its name.
At this stage, from line 178 onwards, Henry actually tries to speak Katherine’s language: “No, Kate? I will tell thee in French […].” The image of mutual
exchange is realized by a translation into the language of the other. Characteristically language itself now appears as the married partner: French, says Henry,
“will hang upon my tongue like a new-married wife about her husband’s neck”
(178–180). This image evokes metaphors for the quality of a translation, like being “faithful”, which also belong to this sphere.33 Katherine has skilfully made
Henry try out his French so that he now actually demonstrates his verbal inadequacy. She playfully gains power over him by pretending not to understand (“I
cannot tell vat is dat”; 5.2.177). The context makes it clear that she follows Henry’s English speeches quite well. “Me understand vell” she says as early as in
line 132,34 and when she replies “I cannot tell” to Henry’s question “canst thou
love me?” (192), this does not mean that she fails to get his meaning. Her English is much better than critics (and Henry) tend to think (e.g. Steinsaltz 2002:
330), as she even knows how to use an English subjunctive.35 She does not use
many words but she employs them in skilfully ambiguous ways and thus steers
her wooer. “I cannot tell” may mean “I cannot express it in English” but also “I
don’t know” or both (“I don’t quite get you yet, please go on”). It may also
mean, well-bred princess that she is, “I must not tell” – e.g. because she must

||
32 This seems to be the source of François Mauriac’s famous saying, “J’aime tellement l’Allemagne que je suis heureux qu’il y en ait deux.” [I love Germany so much that I am glad there
are two of them.] (https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Fran%C3% A7ois_Mauriac).
33 See OED (2014): “faithfulm adj.” 5.; the first example is from 1529 (Thomas More).
34 Accordingly, I believe the Folio text of the play to be correct, which does not have a negation here; critics, including the Arden editor, have thought otherwise: “Keightly’s conjecture
that a negative is omitted in F is attractive and probably right” (Craik’s note on 5.2.132).
35 “Is it possible dat I sould love de enemy of France?” (5.2.169–170). The use of the modal
auxiliary is not analogous to French; Katherine must have learnt it.
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ask her father first – or, last but not least, “It’s impossible for me to tell” for I
have no words for it; she might have recourse to the topos of inexpressibility.
It becomes more and more obvious that the scene is a game of and about
language. Henry’s emphasis on the soldier-like plainness of his style is part of
this game. He is the actor of his love, just as every good orator (as is known from
Cicero and Quintilian)36 has to be an actor, as Shakespeare himself points out in
his Sonnet 23, in which the lover presents himself “As an unperfect actor on the
stage” – a man who, like Henry, has too much strength for words.37 In this context of speaking as role-playing the surprisingly realistic juxtaposition of English and French becomes a sign of the enormous gulf that has to be bridged. But
since understanding is shown to be possible in the midst of incomprehension,
the antagonism is, ideally, to be overcome: “thy speaking of my tongue, and I
thine, most truly-falsely, must needs be granted to be much at one” (190).
Shakespeare’s recurrent theme of a historical, political, social, or racial antagonism that forms the background for the uniting power of personal love to become visible (we think of Montague and Capulet, of black and white and old
and young in Othello, of Imogen and Posthumus in Cymbeline, who must not
love each other) – this recurrent theme is realized in Henry V by foregrounding
translation. The oxymoronic expression “truly-falsely” shows how this union is
brought about: if both speak each other’s language poorly (i.e. not without mistakes)38 but truly (with regard to content), a common ground is established between them, which consists in the desire to understand each other’s language
and trusting each other’s words.39

||
36 De oratore II.46.193–194 and Institutio oratoria VI.2. On King Henry as an actor, see Calderwood (1979: 170–171).
37 Vickers maintains that Henry’s employing antimetabole, the artful concealing of artifice, “is
not a sign of insincerity but rather one of excellence in the proper sphere” (1968: 166). On Henry as an actor, see also Hart (1992: 181). Manheim stresses that Katherine “like Henry […] seems
to enjoy the role she is playing” (1973: 181). Danson links the King as an actor back to the Chorus: “that special actor, Shakespeare’s Chorus, is like the King. […] If the Chorus can take pride
in the theatre’s limited resources […], he can do so only if he has a responsive audience” (1983:
30).
38 Cf. also Katherine’s reference to Henry’s “fausse French” (5.2.216) and his own reference to
his “true English” (5.2.219).
39 Kastan (1982: 74) cites Waith, who stresses that, in the final scene “[t]he pattern of romance
asserts itself powerfully […] in preparations for a marriage […] to symbolize the attainment of
harmony” (1971: 103). Kastan adds: “Yet clearly this is less Shakespeare’s vision than Henry’s
own. The greatest English king sees his reign as a romance, but the greatest English playwright
makes us see it as a history” (1982: 74). I would like to suggest that it is not so much the (political) marriage as such (or “romance”) that serves to bring up the notion of harmony but the
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4 Translation in and of the Wooing Scene
Translation plays an essential part when (to use George Steiner’s words) the arc
of communication is thus being closed.40 For it not only bridges the gap between
the two protagonists of the scene but also between the stage and the audience.
Henry, on the one hand, translates his own words into French, for the benefit of
Katherine (181), and, on the other hand, he translates Katherine’s words into
English, for the benefit of the audience. Even though he politely calls Alice his
“interpreter”, he himself is the one who translates. In the Quarto version of the
scene (which is in most other respects inferior to the Folio) this is complemented by the astonishing fact that Katherine, too, translates from French into English when Henry speaks French.
KING HENRY No, Kate? Why I’ll tell it you in French, which will hang upon my
tongue like a bride on her new-married husband. Let me see
– Saint Denis be my speed! – Quand France est mon, –
CATHERINE Dat is, when France is yours.
KING HENRY – et vous êtes à moi, –
CATHERINE And I am to you.
KING HENRY – donc France êtes à vous, –
CATHERINE Den France sall be mine.
KING HENRY – et je suis à vous.
CATHERINE And you will be to me.
(Shakespeare 1600: 3167–3172.3)
This is part of her language learning, of course, since she retranslates what Henry first said to her in English but her translation also helps the audience participate in the exchange.

||
combination of dissonance and consonance (“truly-falsely”) in Katherine’s and Henry’s communication. History is never forgotten but the audience are encouraged to see ways of transforming it.
40 “‘Translation’, properly understood, is a special case of the arc of communication which
every successful speech-act closes within a given language. […] The model ‘sender to receiver’
which represents any semiological and semantic process is ontologically equivalent to the
model ‘source-language to receptor-language’ used in the theory of translation. […] In short: inside or between languages, human communication equals translation. A study of translation is a
study of language” (Steiner 1998: 49).
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The fact that translation is essential to the scene’s message becomes abundantly clear when we step, for a moment, beyond the original words of Shakespeare’s play and look at the way it has been translated – into French. Of course
it must be rather tricky for a translator to turn the linguistic tables, as it were,
and have, instead of the French speaking English, all the English speak French.
And when it comes to the scene in which English and French are juxtaposed,
the task is an especially challenging one. As Delabastita (2002) in his discussion
of ten translations (between 1776 and 1999) shows, various strategies have been
chosen but, perhaps inevitably so, none is fully satisfactory. Frequently, e.g. in
the translations by Pierre Le Tourneur (1781), Le Tourneur and François Guizot
(1822), and François-Victor Hugo ([1859–66] 1959) the very contrast of languages
and their mutual translation disappears. In those versions, the listener must recognize that Katherine, when speaking faulty French, is supposed to speak faulty English and when Henry, who all the time speaks French fluently and idiomatically, begins to stumble and make mistakes, he is supposed to speak – French.
An example of the difficulties are lines 5.2.104–121.
KING

O fair Katherine, if you will love me soundly with your French heart,
I will be glad to hear you confess it brokenly with your English
tongue. Do you like me, Kate?
KATHERINE Pardonnez-moi, I cannot tell wat is ‘like me’.
KING
An angel is like you, Kate, and you are like an angel.
KATHERINE Que dit-il? Que je suis semblable à les anges?
ALICE
Oui, vraiment, sauf votre grâce, ainsi dit-il.
KING
I said so, dear Katherine, and I must not blush to affirm it.
KATHERINE O bon Dieu, les langues des hommes sont pleines de tromperies!
KING
What says she, fair one? That the tongues of men are full of deceits?
ALICE
Oui, dat de tongues of de mans is be full of deceits: dat is de Princess.
(Shakespeare [c. 1599] 1995: 5.2.104–121)
In the 1781 version by Le Tourneur much of it is simply left out and drama is, to
a certain extent, replaced by narrative (it looks like a stage direction but is
not).41 In the revised translation by Le Tourneur und Guizot (1822), which renders the scene in its entirety, Henry’s fluent French (apparently supposed to be
English) is answered by Katherine’s similarly correct French (corresponding to a
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41 “La DAME d’honneur rend cette phrase en mauvais Anglois au Roi.” (Le Tourneur 1781: 188).
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mixed French-English phrase in the original) but suddenly followed by her asking for the meaning of an English expression Henry has never uttered in this
version, “like me.” The exchange becomes stranger and stranger, for when Henry tactfully ignores Katherine’s irrelevant remark and compares her, in French,
to an angel, “C’est un ange qui vous ressemble”, we begin to pity Katherine for
her being so sadly hard of hearing, for she asks Alice “Que dit-il? que je suis semblable à les anges?” Even worse, the ailment seems to be catching, for when
Katherine answers, “les langues des hommes sont pleines des tromperies”, Henry
similarly asks Alice, “Que dit-elle […] que les langues des hommes sont pleines de
tromperies?” (Le Tourneur and Guizot 1822: 184). In Le Tourneur, Alice simply
confirms this, whereas in François-Victor Hugo’s translation (1859–66) everyone
must surely be supposed stone deaf, for the same French sentence is repeated
for the third time. Hugo fares somewhat better on “like me”42 but the fundamental problem is as evident in his translation as in the others: if you give up the
original interchange of languages, the point of the scene will be lost.43

5 Translation as Transformation
The literal presence of translation in the wooing scene is essential, as it helps
establish translation as a metaphorical and symbolic process in the play as a
whole. This becomes plainly evident when we look at the development of Henry’s language in the scene that changes from his pointing out the simplicity of
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42 He has Henry ask “Que vous semble de moi, Kate?” and Katherine answer “Pardonnez-moi,
je ne sais ce que vous entendez par ces mots: « Que vous semble »?” (Hugo [1859–66] 1959:
824). The wordplay is of course lost.
43 For this reason, other translators have sought to keep some of the original English within
the French version. Delabastita (2002: 327) cites Lavelle (1947: 243), who has Henry switch from
(correct) French into English when he asks Katherine if she likes him. Accordingly, Henry
answers her question about “like me” by the macaronic sentence “Un ange est like you, Kate, et
vous êtes like un ange”. The “policy of non-translation for a selection of English phrases” (Delabastita 2002: 331) is more extensively pursued by Messiaen (1944) and Déprats (1999). This is
more adequate to the function of the scene, even though the willing suspension of the audience’s disbelief might be overtaxed by Henry’s simultaneously speaking correct French, incorrect French, and English. Déprats (2000) is particularly concerned with the problem of
Katherine, in versions that keep Shakespeare’s French for her, speaking imperfect (and archaic) French in the context of Henry’s and the other characters correct French. He points out
another solution of keeping the linguistic difference: Bournet and Bournet (1992) translate
Katherine’s Shakespearean French into medieval French.
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his speech into a genuine celare artem, the hiding of art by a language of utmost
plainness. Take, for example, lines 229–231: “thou hast me, if thou hast me, at
the worst; and thou shalt wear me, if thou wear me, better and better: and therefore tell me, most fair Katherine, will you have me?” Apart from Katherine’s
name all the words except for “better” and “therefore” are monosyllables (and
therefore is but a compound of two monosyllables). Henry now speaks the language of the most simple love poetry, to be found in collections such as England’s Helicon or Love’s Garland. In a three-step movement this part of the scene
develops from the juxtaposition of languages to the speaking of each other’s
language to, finally, a masterly simplified language of agreement. On this English stage this is English but in the language symbolism of the scene as a whole
it represents a kind of original language of love to which Shakespeare has his
king advance. In the translation process the King himself gets translated. This is
not just an impression but a judgment based on the high value attached to monosyllables in language theories of Shakespeare’s time. Beatus Rhenanus, for
example, regarded monosyllables as the “voces primogeniae” of a language
(Schäfer 1973: 6). A language that was rich of them thus evinced its proximity to
the pre-Babylonic original tongue. Even though monosyllables mostly belong to
the Germanic component of English, their use here does not serve to emphasize
the contrast to French (as Steinsaltz 2002 claims) but rather shows a concentration on words making possible an original, unequivocal communication: “will
you have me.”
The development marked by these lines leads on to two further stages: the
translation of language into music and finally its transformation into a bodily
sign. Henry speaks of language turning music when he says “Come, your answer in broken music, for thy voice is music and thy English broken” (241–242).
The point of the jest is that Henry and his audience know that broken in a musical context is a technical term and by no means denotes rupture or fragmentation. Broken music is another word for consort music,44 the harmonious agreement of several parts or instruments. What Henry has in mind when he speaks
of the union of Katherine’s tongue and his own is a kind of musical harmony,45
and this is underscored by the fact that the word consort, which is implied in
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44 OED (2014): “broken, adj.” †15., where the line from Henry V is cited. The first reference is
from 1597, which shows that the musical meaning was a rather new one when Henry V was
written. George Herbert plays on the double meaning of “broken” at the end of his poem
“Dooms-day”: “Lord, thy broken consort raise / And the musick shall be praise” (2007: 177).
45 Hunt (2014: 19) discusses McAlindon (2003), who points to the harmony of discordia concors at the end of the play, represented by the rhetorical figure of antimetabole.
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“broken music”, refers to both music and marriage. Beyond music there is the
translation into a bodily sign, which means that we have returned to where
Katherine’s language lesson began – first to the hand (“Upon that I kiss your
hand”; 249) and then to the mouth that speaks in kissing — an implicit play on
the etymology of lingua (‘tongue’): “you have witchcraft in your lips, Kate: there
is more eloquence in a sugar touch of them than in the tongues of the French
council” (273–275). The kiss has been interpreted as Henry’s means of silencing
Katherine (Leggatt 1988: 129; Neill 1994: 23).46 Another reading would be to
regard it as an integral part of the reflection on language in this scene, or rather
on the human understanding which is impossible without language but eventually transcends it. Shakespeare himself has considered the alternative between
love as political calculation and as a transpolitical constant in his Sonnet 124
(“If my dear love were but the love of state”). Genuine love is not afraid of politics (“It fears not policy, that heretic”) because it is political in a much more elemental or radical sense: “But all alone stands hugely politic”, as line 11 has it. In
this perspective, the wooing scene of Henry V is a translation from the sphere of
political power struggles to the “conversation” which is in heaven (as the Authorized Version translates the Greek politeuma in Philippians 3:20); without
mutual love their marriage (and all else Henry has achieved) would be worth
nothing, it would not be, to quote Wilson’s Arte of Rhetorique again, the sacrament “ordained in Paradise” and “appointed for the felowship of felicitie” (41).
However, this metaphysical level of translation is only to be achieved, on
the stage, by yet another translation: a change of genres from history (or tragical
history) to comedy. For such a consort, such a basically political understanding
between two persons is, seen against the background of historical reality, blatantly utopian. Shakespeare’s audience knew this – and the Epilogue once more
points it out: the story of the child with whom Henry wants to seal forever the
union of England and France, and its sad outcome “Which oft our stage hath
shown” (13) – in Shakespeare’s earlier plays on King Henry VI. Seen in this
light, the wooing scene is neither a piece of nationalist idolatry nor does it serve
to expose critically the use of power. It rather shows, for a moment, how language creates understanding by means of and as a form of translation; it thus
shows theatre itself rather than history, the play of language that culminates in
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46 Howard and Rackin even go further: “Katherine is then subjected to a symbolic rape when
Henry forces her to endure his kiss” (1997: 214–215). For a similar argument, see Walls (2013:
124). Regrettably, the authors remain silent about the textual basis of their statement. In
Shakespeare’s play, Henry is impressed by the “eloquence” of her lips (5.2.274), which is not
very likely the case in a (symbolic) rape.
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a wordless gesture. It is for the audience to “sit and see / Minding true things by
what their mockeries be” (4.0.53).
This vision of language permeates the whole play. It applies to one of
Shakespeare’s foremost lovers of words who becomes silent in Henry V without
our taking another glimpse of him: Sir John Falstaff, whose last words on his
deathbed are reported by Mistress Quickly. In Theobald’s famous emendation
we hear that he “babbled of green fields” (2.3.16–17). These are, of course, the
green pastures of the 23rd Psalm, to which this sinful man hopes to be translated.
Mistress Quickly, in using the word babbling or babling for Falstaff’s final act of
prayer, serves to remind the audience of the mockery that must to be changed
into a true thing by an ultimately graceful listener. To overcome the curse of
Babel by means of translation is one of the visions of Shakespeare’s play.
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Language Play in Translation:
Character and Idiom in Shakespeare’s
The Merry Wives of Windsor
Abstract: Shakespeare’s comedy The Merry Wives of Windsor (first performed in
1597) has been commented on widely in the context of bilingual punning because of the Latin lesson and translation scene at the beginning of act four. This
essay focuses on character-specific language play and its translation into German over time (i.e. since the late eighteenth century to the most recent translation by Frank Günther in 2012). The examples refer to three characters: Nim,
Mistress Quickly, and Sir Hugh Evans.
The character of Nim presents a problem to translators as he constantly refers to “humour” in an undifferentiated manner, i.e. on all kinds of occasions
but with different connotations. With regard to the specific idiom of Mistress
Quickly and her use of malapropism, more recent German editions have tended
towards substitution and interpretation rather than translation. Sir Hugh Evans
poses a double problem to the translator: for one, Shakespeare marks his accent
to be Welsh; moreover, Evans speaks an idiolect that is yet again different from
that of Nim and Mistress Quickly, including word formation, wrong or strange
grammar, overly complex syntax and wrongly understood idioms. Translators
have approached his character in various ways, for instance, by having him
speak in a German dialect or by inventing a “new” dialect, which, however, may
lead to confusion and incomprehensibility.
The survey of language play in translations of The Merry Wives of Windsor
foregrounds how wordplay, character, and translation can be linked to each
other. It aims to show, firstly, how wordplay and “verbal tics” related to characters and their idiolect are rendered in translations, and to ask, secondly, whether translation adequately represents the characters in question.
Keywords: character, comedy, communication in drama, dialect, English literature, homonymy, idiom, idiolect, interpretation, language play, malapropism,
punning, The Merry Wives of Windsor, translation, William Shakespeare
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1 Introduction
Shakespeare’s comedy The Merry Wives of Windsor (first performed in 1597) has
been commented on widely in the context of bilingual punning with regard to
the Latin lesson and translation scene at the beginning of act four.1 But there is
much else that deserves attention in this comedy when it comes to characterspecific language play and its translation into German over time (i.e. since the
late eighteenth century to the most recent translation from 2012).2 The Merry
Wives of Windsor is a play in which wordplay contributes to the comedy3 and
which presents a wide range of different kinds of language play that accordingly
offer an equally wide range of challenges to the translator.4
In the present context, the focus will be on the translation of those instances of language play that contribute to – or, rather, are at the basis of – the personal style of a character and his or her idiom,5 i.e. what Vickers (1968: 142) calls
“verbal tics, an individualizing group of oddities” (see also Vickers 1968: 161).
This means that the focus is on characters for whom wordplay is central, whose
recognizability as a character is based on wordplay,6 and who are highly con-

||
1 See, e.g., Vickers (1968); Rackin (1990); Parker (1991: esp. 227–328); Delabastita (1993: 101,
156); Melchiori (2000a); Outland (2011: 324–327).
2 The translations considered in the following are Eschenburg (1778); Dippold (1810); Meyer
(1831); Tieck (Wolf Graf Baudissin) (1832); Gundolf (1911, based on Tieck); Rothe (1957); Bader
(2000); Günther (2012). Rothe’s (1957) translation is included although the characters of Nim
and Evans do not appear in this rendering, which means that a lot of wordplay is lost in this
translation. Rothe, in the preface to the edition, links this to a particular agenda of staying true
to the spirit of the text rather than the letter (see Shakespeare 1957: 6). – For an overview of all
translations of The Merry Wives of Windsor until 2000, see Blinn and Schmidt (2003: 165–168).
3 “Departures from standard English are essentially comic” (Davies 2006: 196).
4 The notion of language play in this contribution goes slightly beyond that of wordplay (see
Winter-Froemel 2009; Zirker and Winter-Froemel 2015) as it includes the play with verbal tics
and dialect. For reflections on the translation of wordplay see, e.g., Delabastita (1993 and 1997:
9); Offord (1997); Veisbergs (1997); and Henry (2003). Dictionaries (Grimm for German and the
OED for English) will be used whenever historical semantics is relevant.
5 See Delabastita: “Thus, whether characters produce wordplay in a certain type of situation,
or not, and how often, and what their puns look like, and so forth – all these data can act as
markers of character, i.e. as sub-signs constitutive of the macro-sign of the character in question” (1993: 139).
6 Falstaff has been established as one of the prime punsters in the Shakespeare canon by a
number of critics but is rather complex as a character; he will, therefore, not be considered
here. Mahood, for example, notes that “Falstaff […] speaks about a third of the puns in each of
the plays in which he figures”, which she regards as an “expression of overflowing high spir-
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sistent with regard to their idiom: Nim, Mistress Quickly, and Sir Hugh Evans.7
Nim uses a tag word, “humour”, as a homonym that is particularly difficult to
translate, since Germ. Humor or Witz has a different range of meanings than humour had in early modern England; hence, his is a case in which “language difference and translation are foregrounded” (Delabastita 2005: 162). Mistress
Quickly is famous for her use of malapropisms, a subtype of punning (cf. Delabastita 1997: 6); the Latin scene in 4.1 is a case in point but she uses words
wrongly or inappropriately throughout the play. Sir Hugh Evans is a Welsh character; his idiolect is marked as such by Shakespeare and leads to punning. The
survey of language play in translations of The Merry Wives of Windsor thus highlights the links between wordplay, character and translation, and its objective is
at least two-fold: (1) to show how wordplay and “verbal tics” related to characters and their idiolect are rendered in translations; and (2) to see whether translation adequately represents the characters in question.

2 Nim’s “humour”
The character of Nim presents a peculiar problem to the translators of the play
as he constantly refers to “humour” in an undifferentiated manner, i.e. on all
kinds of occasions but with different connotations and even denotations. In German translations of the play, the rendering has mostly been either “Humor”
(e.g. by Tieck 1832) or, most recently, “Nerven” (Günther 2012); the latter, however, does not really correspond to English “humour”, while the former is just as
ambiguous as its English equivalent.8 The question in this context is how these

||
its” and “vitality” ([1957] 1968: 168). See also Barton (1985); Empson (1986); Freeman (1981);
Kinney (1993 and 2002 / 2003); and Lair (2003 / 2004).
7 These characters are humour characters in the sense of Ben Jonson: “As Asper explains to
Mitis and Cordatus in the Induction of Every Man Out of His Humour: ‘As when some one peculiar quality / Doth so possess a man, that it doth draw / All his affects, his spirits, and his powers, / In their confluence, all to run one way, / This may be truly said to be a humour’ [Induction 103–107]” (Bauer and Bross 2013: 197); their linguistic style refers to their general disposition. See OED (2014): “humour, n.” 8. and 5.a. See also Müller (1981) and the notion of the style
is the man (e.g. ch. 3: 40–51). Nim’s verbal tic of referring to “humour” in all circumstances is a
comic reflection on the concept of the humour character; in his utterances, however, it is polysemous (see below, subsection 2).
8 See Grimm (1877: 1905): “Humor, m. stimmung, laune.” See in particular meaning 4), where
Grimm refers to the English origin of Germ. “humor” (cf. n7); the entry altogether reflects on the
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connotations are taken up explicitly in the co-text and whether they are established at all.9
When Nim makes his first appearance in the play, he says:
(1)

Slice, I say! Pauca, pauca, slice, that’s my humour” (Shakespeare
2000a: 1.1.124)10

The context of this utterance is a confrontation between Slender and Falstaff
with his men.11 Slender accuses them of having “made [him] drunk, and afterward picked [his] pocket” (119). Bardolph in answer to this accusation calls
Slender a “Banbury cheese” (120), after which Slender withdraws, twice saying
“Ay, it is no matter” (121, 123), either because he considers Falstaff’s men beneath his dignity or because he is intimidated (cf. Shakespeare 2000a: 133n121,
123). It is then that Nim calls out his first line in the play. He refers both to Bardolph’s utterance as well as to an earlier one by Sir Hugh Evans, who stopped
Falstaff by saying “Pauca verba, Sir John, good worts” (113).12 As Melchiori
points out in the notes, Nim is probably aware of the meaning of “pauca verba”
as is “Pistol, who, in H5 2.1.79, renders it with ‘There’s enough’” (Shakespeare
2000a: 132n113). In his verbal outbreak, he thus suggests to “slice” Slender like
a Banbury cheese and to diminish him in size (Lat. “paucus”; cf. Shakespeare
2000a: 133n124): Nim wants no words to be spoken but deeds to be done. This is
Nim’s humour, and he is thus characterized as a man of deeds; his “that’s my
humour” refers to his fancy of acting accordingly (see OED 2014: “humour,
n.” 6.).13
||
various meanings of “humour”, from the bodily liquids according to Galen to a funny mood,
similar to its uses in English.
9 See Henry: “L’élément textuel le plus important est le contexte” (2003: 14); see also her
chapter 3.3 (159–170).
10 All references in the following are to the Arden 3 edition of The Merry Wives of Windsor
(Shakespeare 2000a), unless otherwise indicated.
11 The approach here is similar to the one proposed by Henry, “interpréter pour traduire”
(2003: 63; see also 66 and 106), i.e. to first establish the meaning and interpretation of a passage and then look at its translations.
12 See Delabastita (1993: 86) for a brief analysis of Evans’s exchange with Falstaff.
13 There is quite some disagreement with regard to the meaning of Nim’s utterance in the various editions of the play: Melchiori writes that it means “cut it, make it short (pauca); with an
allusion to the slicing of the Banbury cheese [line 120], the definition that Bardolph had given
of Slender” (Shakespeare 2000a: 133n124); “As his name implies, Slender is a thin man, in the
same way as cheeses made at Banbury were proverbially thin” (132n120). Craik, in the Oxford
edition, writes: “In conjunction with pauca, pauca (few [words]), this clearly means that Nim’s
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Nim’s sentence is rendered as follows in the translations:14
Tab. 1: Translations of 1.1.124

Eschenburg Dippold

Meyer

Tieck

Gundolf

Bader

Günther

(1778)15

(1810)

(1831)

(1832)

(1911)

(2000)

(2012)

Nur ein bis-

Gemach,

Behutsam,

Blitz! sage

Blitz, sage

Kurzen Pro-

Schlitzen, sag

chen, sagʼ

sprech ich;

sag’ ich! pau- ich, pauca,

ich! Pauca,

zeß, sag ich!

ich; kein Drum-

ich, pauca,

pauca, pau-

ca, pauca;

pauca; das ist pauca... Blitz, Pauca, pau-

rum, schlitzen;

pauca; ein

ca: nur ge-

behutsam!

mein Humor.

das ist mein

ca, Kurzen

hätt ich Nerv zu!

bischen,

mach, das ist

das ist mein

(92)

Humor. (12)

Prozeß! Mir

(18)

das ist mei- mein Humor.

Humor. (11)

ne Sache.

(13)

steht danach.
(49)16

(181)

As we can see in Tab. 1, there are a few variations that make quite a difference in
the interpretations of this line. Dippold’s and Meyer’s translations offer an opposite reading of Nim’s character: in their renderings, he is trying to calm down
the situation (“Softly”). “Humour”, Nim’s verbal tic, is rendered isomorphically
as “Humor”,17 while his use has a specific meaning which may be confined to
English and the context of the humour character: in the English original, he
plays the humour of the braggart.18 Tieck and Gundolf (who follows Tieck and
only slightly modifies his rendering) offer a contrary meaning with “Blitz!” (i.e.

||
fancy (humour) is for sword-strokes and not for words. There is no need to connect his verb
with slicing a Banbury cheese” (Shakespeare 1989: 84n121). While there may be no need to
make the connection, his use of “slice” is certainly motivated by Bardolph’s epithet. Oliver, in
the second Arden edition, notes: “Probably Nym is carrying on the ‘cheese’ metaphor and
suggesting that Slender be sliced up” (Shakespeare 1971: 11n122); whereas Crane suggests:
“‘Slice’ looks like dangerous, bullying, underworld argot for sword or knife fighting. ‘Pauca’ is
for pauca verba” (Shakespeare 2010a: 49n107).
14 Nim is cut from Rothe’s translation.
15 In Eschenburg, the scene division differs and this incident takes place not in 1.1 but in 1.3.
16 Bader reads “humour” as referring to a whim (see Shakespeare 2000: 49n43).
17 Cf. Henry, who distinguishes between isomorphic, i.e. identical, homomorphic (e.g. an anagram for an anagram etc.), i.e. similar, heteromorphic, i.e. different, e.g. through substitution,
and free translation (2003: 176–192).
18 See above, n7.
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“lightning”, something that is to happen quickly19); but they similarly stick to
“Humor.” Eschenburg takes up the meaning of “pauca” in “nur ein bischen”
and has “das ist meine Sache” for “that’s my humour”, which disambiguates
the word but also gives it a different meaning that does not reflect on Nim’s
mood. Bader gets more closely to the original meaning with his “Kurzen Prozeß,
sag ich! Pauca, pauca, Kurzen Prozeß! Mir steht danach”; as does Günther with
the onomatopoetic “Schlitzen” for “Slice.” His overall translation of “humour”
as “Nerv”, however, changes the meaning completely and, throughout the play,
does not appear to be adequate.
Günther in the appendix “Aus der Übersetzerwerkstatt” (‘From the translator’s workshop’) notes that humour is most often translated with “Humor”,
which actually renders utterances incomprehensible (see 2012: 219); he refers to
the theory of humours during the Renaissance. In his view, “Nerven” is less
anachronistic and more neutral an expression (221). He calls his way of translating the word “monotony with variations” (see 222). The problem is, however,
that – as little as humour necessarily always means cheerfulness (“Heiterkeit”;
Günther 2012: 219) – humour does not denote “Nerven” either, and that there is
no variation as “Nerven” is – unlike humour – not polysemous. The word is
used with various denotations and connotations in the play and therefore
should not be translated as the same word in each and every context.
In Nim’s next lines, things become even more complex because he uses the
word “humour” twice, but not necessarily with the same meaning:
(2)

Be advised, sir, and pass good humours. I will say ‘marry trap with you’,
if you run the nuthook’s humour on me – that is the very note of it.
(1.1.154–156)

The utterance is conspicuous in at least two ways: the use of plural humours and
singular humour, and the variation of his tag line from Henry V, “that’s the humour of it”,20 into “that is the very note of it.” A paraphrase could be something
||
19 This rendering is probably due to the fact that, in German, the context of “Banbury cheese”
and the proverbial “As thin as Banbury cheese” is unknown. Dippold has “Du Käsegesicht”;
Meyer “Du Bindfaden”; Tieck and Gundolf “Ihr schmaler Ziegenkäse”; Bader “Ihr Dreikäsehoch”; and Günther “Du Dreikäsehoch, du dreikäsiger.”
20 As Melchiori (2000b: 121) notes, the line is “repeated six times in the Folio and eight in the
Quarto version” in Henry V but “constantly varied in MW.” The Folio version largely varies
from the Quarto (see Shakespeare 2000a: 135 textual note). – In a further step, one might consider Nim’s verbal tic in relation to Falstaff’s use of “honour” in 1H4 and MW. On “honour” see
Mahood ([1957] 1968: 178–179).
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like: ‘Heed my advice, sir, and be agreeable. I will say ‘shut up’ if you try to
threaten me with the constable. That is my meaning / the gist of what I am saying’.21 In the first case, “humours” refers to the attitude of Slender, i.e. Nim
wants him to be friendly; in the second case, “humour” describes the “habitual
frame of mind22” of the nuthook, i.e. literally the tool that is used “to pull down
the branches of nut trees” (Shakespeare 2000a: 135n155), metaphorically someone (e.g. the constable) who catches thieves. This combination of plural and
singular (i.e. the metaphorical meaning) is translated as follows:
Tab. 2: Translations of 1.1.154–156

Eschenburg Dippold

Meyer

Tieck

Gundolf

Bader

Günther

(1778)

(1810)

(1831)

(1832)

(1911)

(2000)

(2012)

Laßt Euch

Laßt euch

Laßt euch

Merkt auf

Merkt auf

Nehmt mei-

Wenn Sie ʼn

rathen,

rathen, Sir,

rathen, Sir,

Avis und laßt

Avis und lasst nen Rat an,

Schlag Rat

Herr, und

und guten

und laßt den

guten Humor

guten Humor

mein Herr,

wolln, Herr: im-

macht mich Humor pas-

guten Humor

gelten! Ich

gelten! Ich

und behaltet

mer sonnigen

nicht böse.

siren: „Er-

in Ruh. Rich-

werde rufen:

werde rufen:

Eure gute

Nerv bewahrn,

Ich werde

tappt, er-

tig erwischt,

in der eignen

in der eignen

Laune. Ich

ja? Denn wer an-

mein Spiel

tappt“ will

wird‘ ich mit

Grube attra-

Grube attrap- will sagen,

dern was gräbt,

mit Euch

ich mit euch

euch sagen,

piert, wenn

piert, wenn

kümmert

also, dann schö-

haben,

rufen, wenn

wenn ihr mir

Ihr Euren

ihr euren

Euch um Eu-

nen Grubenfall,

wenn ihr

ihr den Hu-

mit dem Nuß- Nußknacker-

Nussknacker- ren eigenen

wenn Sie mir die

mich böse

mor eines

hakenrumor

humor auf

humor auf

Knüppelschwin-

macht; das

Langfingers

kommt; das

mich loslaßt;

mich loslasst. Ihr mir als

gers auf die Ner-

müßt ihr

auf mich los

merkt euch

das ist der

Das ist die

Schnüffler

ven hetzen,

wissen.

laßt. Das ist

bei dieser

wahre Ton.

wahre Notiz

kommt. Das

klar?, wer ich

(183)

die wahre

Gelegenheit.

(93)

davon. (13)

ist der Stand

echt nervolabil

Weise davon. (12)

der Dinge.

bei so was, klar?

(15)

(50)

und so spielt die

Kram, wenn

Musik. (21)

We see the difficulty in the translation here: Neither “Humor”, “Laune” nor
“Nerv / Nerven” represents the complexity of meaning in the original utterance.
Eschenburg offers a paraphrase that does not at all echo the verbal intricacies of
the original but at least makes the utterance comprehensible. Meyer and Tieck

||
21 Cf. notes in Shakespeare (2000a: 135) and Shakespeare (2010a: 51).
22 See OED (2014): “humour, n.” †P1 “in one’s usual or habitual frame of mind. Obs.”
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come up with corresponding renderings when writing “laßt den guten Humor in
Ruh” and “laßt den guten Humor gelten”, meaning that the good humour(s)
should not be infringed. The rendering of “nuthook’s humour” is equally difficult: while, in English, the phrase is idiomatic, “Nussknackerhumor” in German
is not.23 Only Meyer has “Nußhaken”, the equivalent to “nuthook”, but then
renders humour as “rumor” in this instance, which does not make any sense at
all. And how a constable can be set upon someone’s nerves (as in Günther) remains utterly unclear even if a metaphorical reading is assumed. As to Nim’s
concluding statement, Tieck and Günther render “note” with a musical allusion
that is, in Günther’s case, also idiomatic; Dippold uses the ambiguous “Weise”
which may equally refer to manner and melody. In most cases, the translations
change the meaning of the whole utterance completely, making it enigmatic to
the point of gibberish.
The word “humour” and its connotations hence seem to be particular challenging when it comes to translation. In the third scene of Act 1, Nim makes
another appearance; he first speaks in lines 20–25 and then again in 48–54,
where he uses “humour” twice as a noun and then as a verb:
(3)

Nim. The anchor is deep: will that humour pass?
Falstaff. Now, the report goes she [Mistress Ford] has all the rule of her
husband’s purse: he hath a legion of angels.
Pistol. As many devils attend her! And ‘To her, boy!’ say I.
Nim. The humour rises: it is good. Humour me the angels. (1.3.48–54)

Again, the use of “humour” in line 48 is ambiguous: Melchiori, following Hibbard, notes, “either Nim asks for approval (pass muster) of his newly coined
phrase (humour), or he wonders whether that of Falstaff (and of Mistress Ford)
is only a passing inclination (humour)” (Shakespeare 2000a: 149n48).24 The am-

||
23 In Grimm, all idioms related to “Nuszknacker” have completely different meanings (see
Grimm 1889: 1016). The equivalent term of “nuthook” is “Nuszhaken”, which is used idiomatically in ‘fingers as stiff as a nuthook’. “Nuszbengel” – ‘nut-chap’, a tool to beat down nuts from
the tree – would have been semantically most apt to play with the notion of getting someone’s
habitual humour onto Nim.
24 The newly coined phrase is “The anchor is deep” (cf. Shakespeare 2000a: 149n48), which
can be read as an allusion to a topos familiar from other plays by Shakespeare, based on the
comparison of a ship and a woman; see, e.g., Sir Toby to Andrew Aguecheek in Twelfth Night:
“You mistake, knight. ‘Accost’ is front her, board her, woo her, assail her” (Shakespeare 2008:
1.3.54–55); and Petruchio in The Taming of the Shrew: “Tell me her father’s name and ’tis
enough, For I will board her” (Shakespeare 2010b: 1.2.93–94).
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biguity, however, seems to rather reside in the notion of either the passing of
the humour in a temporal sense (with regard to either Falstaff or Mistress Ford;
see Melchiori’s “passing inclination”) or if it will be accepted (by Mistress Ford).
In the latter case, the utterance is not self-referential (to Nim) but still refers to
Falstaff and Mistress Ford: will his / her mood continue / will she accept his
whim?
The passage is further complicated by the pun on “angels”, in the sense of
gold coin, which is embedded in a biblical quote (Mt 26:35: “legions of angels”;
see Shakespeare 2000a: 149n50) and reinterpreted in that sense when Pistol
answers with “many devils.” This punning is cue for Nim to exclaim “The humour rises”, in the sense of ‘the wit is improving’ or ‘the plot is thickening’ (cf.
Shakespeare 2000a: 149n53–54) or in the sense of a bawdy allusion to Falstaff
(cf. his utterance in lines 38–45). He proceeds with a syntactic pun (cf. Offord
1997: 234) on “humour”, namely from the nominal to the verbal use: “Humour
me the angels.”25 The meaning implied here refers – yet again – to the physiopsychological semantics of “humour”: Nim encourages Falstaff to act accordingly, so that the angels may come to him.26
The various translations of this passage hinge on the implicature in “humour me.”

||
25 Melchiori paraphrases the latter as: ‘I enjoy the joke about angels’ as well as ‘spirit away
the cash’ (Shakespeare 2000a: 149n53–54). See also Shakespeare 1989: 98n52. The syntactic
construction of “humour me” is described by Oliver as an “ethic dative” (Shakespeare 1971:
25n52, 54); it is repeated by Falstaff two lines later “to reinforce the meaning of the verb”
(Shakespeare 2000a: 149n54).
26 See OED (2014): “humour, v.” trans. 1.a. “To accommodate the mood or humour of; to
soothe or gratify by indulgence or compliance; to comply with, indulge”; and 1.b. “In extended
use. To comply with the peculiar nature or exigencies of (a thing); to adapt or accommodate
oneself to; to act in compliance or agreement with; to fit, suit.” The verbal use of “humour” was
introduced by Shakespeare around 1597, e.g. in Richard II (Shakespeare 2002: 3.2.160–170);
and Love’s Labour’s Lost (Shakespeare 1998: 3.1.10–13).
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Tab. 3: Translations of 1.3.48–5427

Eschenburg

Dippold

Meyer

Tieck

Bader

Günther

(1778)

(1810)

(1831)

(183228)

(2000)

(2012)

N. Der Anker

N. Der Anker

N. Der Anker ist

N. Der Anker ist

N. Der Anker

N. Ein Anker-

ist tief. Wird

geht tief: wird nicht leicht; wird tief: soll dieser

liegt tief. Wird

Manöver. Wie lang

der Humor

der Humor

der Humor da

Humor gelten?

diese Idee wohl

dieser Nerv ihn wohl

passiren?

passiren?

zureichen?

F. Nun, das Ge-

Erfolg haben?

juckt.

F. Nun geht

F. Wie ich ver- F. Dabei geht

rücht sagt, daß

F. Nun, man

F. Und das Gerücht

das Gerücht,

nommen, soll das Gerücht, sie sie den Knopf

erzählt sich, sie

sagt, sie hätte die

daß sie ihres

sie das ganze haben den

auf ihres Man-

habe volle Ver-

Hand auf dem Beutel

Mannes Geld

Vermögen

Geldbeutel ihres nes Beutel re-

fügungsgewalt

ihres Mannes; und

ganz unter

des Mannes

Mannes unter

über den Geld-

in dem klingelt’s

ihren Händen

unter sich ha- den Händen: Le- ein Regiment

beutel ihres

ganz himmlisch.

hat; sie hat

ben; sie hat

gionen von

von Engeln.

Mannes. Er hat

P. Dann klau ihr die

eine Legion

eine Legion

Engeln sind in

P. Nimm gleich-

eine Legion

Klöten29 ganz

von Engeln.

von Engeln.

ihrer Gewalt.

viel Teufel dir in

Engel / Dukaten. höllisch – „Ran an

P. Wie viele

P. Die eben so P. Nimm eben so Gold, und auf

P. So nimm

die Klunker!“ sag

Teufel zu hal-

viele Teufel

viele Teufel an,

sie los, mein

ebensoviele

ich.

ten pflegen.

unterhalten.

und gehʼ auf sie

Sohn! –

Teufel in deinen

N. Satter Ner-

Auf sie los,

Nur zu, mein

los, Bursche; so

N. Der Humor

Dienst, – und

venkitzel, das; gut

Bursche, sagʼ

Jungchen,

denkʼ ich.

steigt; recht gut; ich sage: „Ihr

ich.

sagʼ ich.

N. Der Humor

humorisiert mir

N. Der Humor

N. Der Humor

steigt, das ist

diese Engel. (99) N. Die Sache

steigt; das ist

steigt; das ist

gut; humorisirt

nimmt Gestalt

gut; humori-

gut: humore

mir die Engel

an, – das ist gut.

siert mir die

mir die

her. (20)

Hütet mir die

Engel. (197)

Engels. (30)

giert; er besitzt

nach, Mann!“

so. Hab Nerv für’s
himmlische Klingeln
von Klunkern.
(35–37)

Engel / Dukaten.
(68)

The early versions (Eschenburg to Tieck) include the ambiguity of “will that humour pass” in their renderings “passieren” and even “gelten” and “zureichen”
as these are open enough to have them refer both to Mistress Page and Falstaff.
The translation of “humour” as “Humor” still entails the same problems as indicated above. Bader’s and Günther’s translations ascribe the idea (“Idee”) or
||
27 The phrases the analysis focuses on have been italicized; the passage is, however, given in
full for each translation in order to represent the context.
28 Gundolf is, in this case, almost identical with Tieck, esp. with regard to the rendering of
“humour” in this passage (see Shakespeare 1911: 21).
29 Klöten is a German bawdyism, referring to testicles; “Kröten” as an idiomatic term for
money would have made much more sense here in terms of wordplay.
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“Nerv” to Falstaff alone. With regard to the verbal rendering, one can see differences between each of them: while the early translations only vary to slight degrees with the use of “humorisiert” (Eschenburg, Meyer, and Tieck) vs. Dippold’s “humore”, and Meyer makes the direction of “humour” clear in having
Nim say ‘to me’ (Germ. “her”), the more modern renderings diverge from the original version to quite some extent. Bader’s “Hütet mir die Engel / Dukaten” extends (cf. Veisbergs 1997: 165) the translation by giving the literal as well as the
actual meaning of “angels” in this context (and thus includes a metalingual
comment); Günther’s turn of phrase is rather colloquial and alliterative but in
fact has very little to do with the original sentence. Wordplay, as Veisbergs has
it, “is usually more than just a decorative frill, but serves some precise semantic
or pragmatic goal which in a functional perspective on translation may justify
the sacrifice of the original idiom and its transformation. […] What matters in
the end is whether the overall semantic, stylistic and pragmatic effect of the
original has been reproduced” (1997: 172).30 What most translators achieve is an
association between Nim’s idiolect with the word humour – or “Humor” in German; Günther is an exception. What they fail to transmit are the various shades
of meaning linked to the word in English, i.e. the pun is lost, which has to do
with the diachronic change in the meaning of the German equivalent. Overall,
the latent bawdiness in the cotext of Nim’s utterances is equally lost in translation. This problem, however, becomes even more pertinent with regard to Mistress Quickly.

3 “They mistook their erection”:
Mistress Quickly’s Malapropisms
Mistress Quickly and her malapropisms have troubled translators in various
ways.31 With regard to her specific idiolect, more recent German editions have
tended towards substitution rather than equivalent translation, while older
||
30 See Veisbergs, who also notes that “exact literal translation […] [is] only possible in the
rather unlikely case of the relevant languages showing full equivalence with regard to both the
idioms and their component parts” (1997: 163). And, even then, “some of the elements […] fail
to have a counterpart in the target language” (1997: 163).
31 Delabastita notes that “[i]n malaproprian mistakes […] the wordplay does not only confront
two conceptual meanings but also two styles, so that language is being made ‘palpable’ with
regard to its sociolinguistic stratification as well as its structural properties of form and conceptual meaning” (1993: 101–102).
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versions either tend towards a more exact rendering or towards omission (see
below, Tab. 4).
One example of her malapropisms will suffice to illustrate the general tendency:
(4)

Quickly. Marry, sir, I come to your worship from Mistress Ford.
Falstaff. Mistress Ford? I have had ford enough. I was thrown into the
ford, I have my belly full of ford.
Quickly. Alas the day, good heart, that was not her fault! She does so
take on with her men; they mistook their erection.
Falstaff. So did I mine, to build upon a foolish woman’s promise.
(3.5.32–40)

Her malapropism in this instance is typical of her linguistic behaviour throughout the play: She incorrectly uses “erection” instead of “direction.32” Her slip of
the tongue, which is quite in character, instigates Falstaff’s introduction of bawdy wordplay into the scene in a witty exchange. The difficulty in translation is
twofold: for one, the sexual innuendo contributes to the characterization of
Mistress Quickly; for another, there is a sound relation between erection and
direction that somewhat motivates their confusion.
Günther (2012) translates these lines as follows:
(5)

“Ach Gottchen aber auch, das gute Herz, das war nicht ihre Schuld. Sie
tut ja sooo mit ihren Leuten schimpfen; die haben ihre Direktionen und
Erektiven nicht verstanden.” (139)

He has Falstaff take up this phrase in his response, “Und ich nicht meine Direktiven und Erektionen, die ich bezüglich der Versprechungen einer dummen
Frau hatte” – rather than the more simple “So did I mine […]” (39–40) in the original. His rendering exemplifies the extent to which some translations diverge
from the original text as much as from earlier ways of rendering particular character idioms. Günther in (5) foregrounds Mistress Quickly’s linguistic weakness
by adding a spoonerism to his rendering – and by giving the correct form in
Falstaff’s answer: Direktionen und Erektiven should actually be Direktiven und

||
32 For an analysis of this passage in the overall context of the play, see Parker (1996: 120). –
One might go even further and argue that her unwitting wordplay extends to taking up Falstaff’s pun on “ford” in her “that was not her fault”, depending on her pronunciation as [fɒ:lt]
may easily be pronounced in a manner that is similar to [fɔ:d].
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Erektionen; he thus adds a stylistic device in order to focus on Mistress Quickly’s
linguistic inaptness. Günther’s substitution is, at least in this place, still more
original than most renderings.
Tab. 4: Translations of 3.5.34–40

Eschenburg

Dippold

Meyer

Tieck

Gundolf

Rothe

Bader

(1778)

(1810)

(1831)

(1832)

(1911)

(1957)

(2000)

Q. Ach! daß

Q. O Herze-

Q. Daß Gott

Q. Ach, lieber

Q. Ach, lieber

[F. Die Flut

Q. Ach Gott, gu-

Gott erbarm! leid! daran

erbarm! die

Gott, das ar-

Gott, das

stand mir bis

tes Herz, das

das arme

war sie nicht

gute Seele;

me Herz kann

arme Herz

an den Hals.]

war nicht ihr

Ding dafür

schuld, mein

das hat sie

ja nichts da-

kann ja nichts Q. Nein, sie

Fehler. Sie ist

kann sie

Herzchen: sie

nicht ver-

für. Sie hat

dafür. Sie hat

hängt sich an

so wütend auf

nicht. Sie hat that ja nur so

schuldet. Sie

ihre Leute

ihre Leute

Ihren Hals und ihre Diener –

ihre Leute

mit ihren Leu-

hat ihre Leute

recht herun-

recht herun-

ist untröstlich sie haben ihre

recht hart

ten, und die

schön ange-

tergemacht;

tergemacht.

über die Ver-

Erektion miß-

angelassen;

verstanden

lassen: sie

die haben ihre Die haben

kommenheit

verstanden.

sie haben

ihre Erektion

haben ihre

Konstruktion

ihre Irrigie-

ihrer Knechte. F. Und ich die

ihre Sache

falsch.

Erektion

falsch erstan-

rung falsch

Sie nimmt

meine, indem

schlecht ge-

F. Und ich die

falsch ver-

den.

verstanden.

sich das Le-

ich mich so auf

macht.

meinige, da

standen.

F. Und ich die

F. Und ich die

ben wenn Sie

das Verspre-

F. Und ich

ich auf das

F. Und ich die

meine, daß

meine, dass

ihr kein

chen einer tö-

auch, daß

Versprechen

meinige auch, ich auf das

ich auf das

freundliches

richten Frau

ich mich auf

eines thörig-

indem ich auf

Versprechen

Versprechen

Wort zukom-

verlassen

das Verspre- ten Weibes

eines närri-

eines alber-

eines alber-

men lassen.

konnte. (172)

chen eines

schen Weibes nen Weibes

nen Weibes

F. Ist ihr an

närrischen

Versprechen

baute. (70)

Worten ge-

Weibes ver-

baute. (71)

ließ! (285)

baute. (124)

baute. (136)

legen? Mir
nicht. (308)

The word “erection” has mostly been rendered as “Erektion” (Dippold, Meyer,
and Bader) or as “Irrigierung” (Gundolf). Tieck, in the 1832 version, has “Konstruktion”, thus completely ignoring any bawdiness, in which Rothe follows
suit. Both Eschenburg and Rothe change the meaning of the dialogue through
substitution: in Eschenburg’s case, Mistress Ford’s people “just got everything
wrong”, and in Rothe’s the sense is yet different. He substitutes the wordplay on
“erection” with one that takes its cue from Falstaff’s “Die Flut stand mir bis zum
Hals”: Mistress Ford will cling to his breast (idiomatic “an jemandes Hals hängen”) because she is so distraught. In these two renderings in particular, the character of Mistress Quickly is changed from bawdy to much more understanding
and virtuous – but this means that she is no longer Mistress Quickly: The tech-
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nique chosen for this translation thus affects the play in that it changes its overall meaning.

4 “[O]ne that makes fritters of English”:33
Sir Hugh Evans
A similar change in meaning and character portrayal can be observed in Sir
Hugh Evans, who poses a double problem to the translator: for one, Shakespeare marks his dialect as Welsh; moreover, Evans speaks an idiolect that is
different from that of Nim and Mistress Quickly with regard to word formation,
grammar, overly complex syntax and wrongly interpreted idiomatic expressions
(cf. Günther 2012a: 232). Translators have approached his character in various
ways, for instance, by having him speak in a German dialect or by inventing a
“new” dialect (as Günther 2012), which, however, may lead to confusion and
even incomprehensibility.
Evans first appears in the opening scene of the play, where the idiolect of
several characters is introduced, and they enter into communicative play:
(6)

Slender. All his successors – gone before him – hath done’t; and all his
ancestors – that come after him – may. They may give the dozen white
luces in their coat.
Shallow. It is an old coat.
Evans. The dozen white louses do become an old coat well. It agrees well
passant. It is a familiar beast to man, and signifies love. (1.1.12–18)

“Luces”, as Melchiori notes, are a “heraldic designation, from the French, of the
pike, a freshwater fish” (Shakespeare 2000a: 125n14). Evans’s reinterpretation
of “luces” as “louses” is probably intended as a pun,34 as is his play on “pass||
33 The quotation is taken from an utterance by Sir John Falstaff about Evans’s “Seese is not
good to give putter” (5.5.139), meaning “It is bad (unhealthy) to add cheese to butter”, which
alludes to Sir Falstaff’s being fat: “‘Seese’ and ‘putter’? Have I lived to stand at the taunt of one
of that makes fritters of English?” (5.5.141–142).
34 Crane seems to contradict himself when he first writes: “It seems clear […] that Evans himself is not punning, but takes Slender’s ‘luces’ as the kind of plural formation for ‘lice’ that
would be familiar to him in his own Welsh dialect of English […] the joke is on him because he
has misunderstood pike as lice in the first place” (Shakespeare 2010a: 44n15) to then go on
about “It agrees well passant” by explaining that “passant” refers to heraldry, “and he [Evans]
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ing” and “old coat”: “Evans’ use of a heraldic term in his next sentence must
mean that he understands Shallow’s heraldic use of the term ‘coat’. Evans
makes the witty remark that an old heraldic coat like an old garment goes appropriately with lice” (Shakespeare 2010a: 44n15).35 He continues to speak on
this level of punning with his “well passant”, which refers to animals in a coat
of arms that are represented as walking (cf. Shakespeare 2000a: 125n17) and by
interpreting the coat: “signifies love.”
Günther’s approach to translating this passage is innovative but also fairly
problematic:
(7)

Schmächtig. All seine Junioren, die einst vor ihm kamen, haben das so
gehalten, und all seine Senioren, die dereinst mal nach ihm kommen, dürfen’s genauso halten: die dürfen elf schwarze Lanzen im Wappen führn.
Seichtl. Uraltes Wappen.
Evans. Elf chwaarze Wanzen, die mach sich gutt in een uraalte Kappen;
des ziert’s Kappen, wann die uffmar’chiert kumm; sin sehr anhängelich
Tierchers bei’s Men’chens, un sin chprichwerterlich fier ‚uunzertrennlich
Liebe‘. (9)

Günther translates “dozen white luces” – i.e. twelve white pikes (as in ‘fish’) –
as “elf schwarze Lanzen”, i.e. eleven black pikes (as in ‘weapon’). One might
therefore assume that he takes “pike” for the synonym of “luce” and substitutes
it with its homonym (i.e. the ‘weapon’ for the ‘fish’) in order to create paronomasia (Lanzen / Wanzen, in analogy to Wappen / Kappen). His note, however,
suggests something else, namely that he reads Evans as inventing a wrong plural of “lice36”; Günther does not comment on the linguistic specificities that he
(perhaps unwittingly) comes up with in his translation (see Zirker 2016).
The passage also foregrounds another feature of Evans’s idiolect that, in the
English original, only appears slightly later: Evans’s rather peculiar pronunciation. Günther marks this on the basis of an invented dialect that is, however,
||
suggests that lice in an old coat of arms are appropriately shown walking, just as they walk
about in an old garment” (44n16).
35 Melchiori (Shakespeare 2000a: 126n16–7) and Oliver (Shakespeare 1971: 5–6n21) suggest
that “coat” may contain a further pun on Evans’s false pronunciation as “coad”, referring to
“cod”, a saltwater fish.
36 “luces / louses = ‚Hechte‘ und ‚Läuse‘ haben im Engl. einen sehr ähnlichen Klang. Seichtl
spricht von ‚Hechten‘ in seinem Familienwappen; Evans mißversteht es als ‚Läuse‘ und nimmt
an, jener hätte ein Wappen mit Läusen. (Der Plural von louse ist eigentlich lice – Evansʼ walisisch verdrehtes Englisch erfindet hier einen falschen Plural.)” (Günther 2012c: 251–252).
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very hard to follow and understand (and, for the actor, to speak).37 Evans’s pronunciation is also marked as being Welsh in most of the other translations.
Tab. 5: Translations of 1.1.12–1838

Meyer (1831)

Tieck (1832)

Bader (2000)

Spärlich. Seine ihm vorangegan-

Schmächtig. Alle seine Deszen-

Slender. All seine Nachfolger, die

genen Successoren haben’s alle

denten, die ihm vorangegangen,

ihm vorangingen, haben es getan,

gethan; und alle ihm nachfolgen- habenʼs so gehalten, und alle sei-

und all seine Vorgänger, die ihm

de Antecessoren dürfen’s thun.

ne Aszendenten, die nach ihm

folgen, mögen es tun: sie dürfen ein

Sie können ein Dutzend weißer

kommen, könnenʼs auch so halten, Dutzend weiße Hechte in ihrem

Laechse in ihren Waffenrock

sie führen alle den silbernen Hecht Wappen führen.

setzen.

und Leu, separiert vom schwarzen

Shallow. Es ist ein altes Wappen.

Dummrian. Es ist ein alter Rock.

Gatter, im Wappen.

Evans. Ein Dutzend weißer Läuse

Hugo. Das Dutz weißer Läuse

Schaal. Das Gatter ist uralt. –

passen gut in ein altes Wappen; das

gehört in einen alten Rock, es

Evans. Tie silberne Läus passe sich paßt gut, vortrefflich / schreitend;

paßt gut, passappel; ʼs ist ein

kut für ten alten schwarzen Kater;

es ist ein Tier dem Menschen wohl-

mit dem Menschen pfertrautes

schreitend nehme sie sich wohl

bekannt und bedeutet Liebe. (40)

Peest und peteutet – Liebe.

aus; es ist sein vertrauliche Krea-

(7–8)

ture mit dem Menschen und
peteuten Liebe. (8)

Bader is the exception here in that he does not mark Evans’s dialect in any way
nor does he try to motivate the misunderstanding of Hechte (pike / luce) and
Läuse but rather opts for a straightforward (equivalent) translation. Meyer and
Tieck both indicate Evans’s dialect through pronunciation spelling and motivate Evans’s misinterpretation. The dialect is based on hypercorrection (cf. Bußmann 1990: 316), i.e. the unvoicing of voiced plosives and fricatives as in “passappel” and “peteuten39” (see also “ferry” (1.1.45)) and by a rather unusual syn-

||
37 Günther explains his approach in his appendix to the translation (2012a) and in a letter to
the actor playing Evans (2012b). He explicitly wishes to avoid any local identification of the
dialect (cf. 2012a: 235) and hence invented one on the basis of mixing dialectal elements and
“Sprachverhunzungen” (2012a: 235), i.e. by intentionally creating wrong linguistic structures.
38 Eschenburg does not translate Evans’s speech here and comments on its untranslatability
(174n). Dippold equally leaves Evans’s lines untranslated and has him first appear with lines
25–30. Gundolf in this instance is identical with Tieck.
39 In his appendix, Günther describes Evans’s hypercorrection as “Sprachfehler” (language
flaw) and thinks that it does not signify anything in German (see Günther 2012a: 233). Hyper-
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tax. These markers can also be found in the original version, for instance, when
Evans says:40
(8)

It is petter that friends is the sword, and end it; and there is also another
device in my prain, which peradventure prings goot discretions with it.
(1.1.38–40)

These features as well as Evans’s “Welsh plural” (see Shakespeare 2000a:
127n27; i.e. the use plural instead of singular, as in “discretions”), lexical blending (e.g. “compremises” in 1.1.30 as a blend of “compromise” and “premise”;
see Shakespeare 2000a: 127n30) and terminal devoicing (“goot”) can be found
in Evans’s utterances throughout the play.
In the German renderings, these specifics of his idiolect are in parts equivalently translated.
Tab. 6: Translations of 1.1.38–40

Eschenburg

Dippold

Meyer

Tieck

Bader

Günther

(1778)

(1810)

(1831)

(1832)

(2000)

(2012)

Es ist besser,

Beßer ischt’s,

ʼS ist pesser,

Viel pesser,

Es ist besser,

Wär viel besser,

wenn gute

die Freund

dass Pfreunde

wann Freunde

daß Freunde die

wenn Ihrich gutte

Degen sind und

Freende es Chwert

Freund der De- seynd das

das Schwert sind tas Schwert

gen sind, und

Schwert, so ent- und ʼs aus-

seyn, und es

ihn beenden, –

wärn, un dätten es

es ausma-

scheidet; und

machen; auch

enden; und ta

und mir schwebt

ende. Un do hätt

chen. Und zu-

da kommt mir

hab ich noch

kommt mir noch

noch ein anderer iek nu nuch een

dem geht

noch so ain

einen andern An- ein andrer Einfall Plan vor, der

noch ein an-

andrer Anschlag schlack im

in die Ketanke,

drer Anschlag

in das Kehirn,

Koppe, der viel-

ter, wanns klückt guten Gewinn

chens, wu meech-

in meinem

der könnte

leicht was Kutes

keteihliche Con-

mit sich bringt.

licherweis sich

Kopf herum,

ungefährlich

zu Weke brinkt.

venienzen mit

(42)

resuldatlich

der vielleicht

wohl zu etwas

(8)

sich pringt. (6)

möglicherweise

Oinfallsblitz ins
meen Hirn’chtieb-

rendietlich ren-

ganz ersprieß- Gutem führen.

diern mecht.

lich seyn

(11–13)

(8)

kann. (175)

||
correction in German, however, characterizes someone as a dialect speaker who tries to speak
High German (cf. Bußmann 1990: 316).
40 On Welsh characters and their language in early modern drama, see, e.g., Bartley (1954:
48–77) and Outland (2011). Outland identifies Evans “as the earliest sustained depiction of a
linguistically-marked Welsh character richly interpellated into an English setting” (2011: 312).
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Both Eschenburg and Bader render a rather unmarked German; as their character presentation of Evans in the translations is not conspicuous in any sense, he
appears as one among others. Dippold is more innovative in his rendering with
a slightly complicated syntax and unvoiced /k/ instead of the voiced initial plosive in “Kehirn.” Meyer and Tieck both make a lot more of his tendency towards
hypercorrection and have him substitute all initial voiced plosives with unvoiced ones, Tieck even introducing them into words (e.g. “keteihliche”); Tieck
moreover has him use a word of French origin, “Convenienzen”, to underline
his striving for a more eloquent expression. Günther works on the basis of mixing various dialects (“iek” which is typical of Berlin and “Oinfall” from Swabia)
and adds tautology and paronymy,41 “resuldatlich rendietlich rendiern”, to set
his overall idiolect apart from other characters as well.
Both in (most of) the German translations as well as in the original English,
Evans’s idiolect is hence marked as recognizably different. Contemporary audiences of Shakespeare’s English text would note the Welsh dialect in this play;
the similarities between Evans and other speakers of Welsh in the Shakespeare
canon as well as on the early modern stage in general would actually facilitate
this: as Melchiori notes, “Evans’s way of emphasizing polysyllables by making
them plural is a Welsh habit shared with Fluellen in H5” (Shakespeare 2000a:
127n27). In 1.1.50, Evans says “It were a goot motion, if we leave our pribbles
and prabbles”; Melchiori has linked this to Fluellen’s speech in 4.1 of Henry V
(see Shakespeare 2000a: 128n50):
(9)

ʼSo! In the name of Jesu Christ, speak fewer. It is the greatest admiration
in the universal world when the true and anchient prerogatifs and laws
of the wars is not kept. If you would take the pains but to examine the
wars of Pompey the Great you shall find, I warrant you, that there is no
tiddle-taddle nor pibble-pabble in Pompey’s camp. I warrant you, you
shall find the ceremonies of the wars, and the cares of it, and the forms
of it, and the sobriety of it, and the modesty of it, to be otherwise.
(Shakespeare 1995: 4.1.66–75; emphasis mine).

Fluellen’s dialect is similar to Evans’s in many respects:42 the Welsh plural, unvoiced instead of voiced plosives (most famously in “Alexander the Pig”, Shakespeare 1995: 4.7.13), tautology and reduplication.
||
41 On paronymy as a typical form of Shakespearean wordplay see Müller (1996: 213–216).
42 See Vickers (1968: 160): “Fluellen is clearly a martial version of Sir Hugh Evans, both in his
pronunciation [referring to 4.1.70–71], and in his odd habit of equating nouns and adjectives.”
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Günther translates these lines as follows:
(10)

Jessesmariechen bi’n Herrn Jesses obber jetz, chsprechen Sʼ duch nech
su ville. Issich duch chtändich immer widder de greeßte Erchstuanlichkeet inne Universumswellt, wie de grundlechende un antieche Griechsrecheln und Brärogativen nech beobochdet werdde dunn. Wenn Sʼ sich
nur moʼ gebben dätten un dätten de Grieche von de Bumbeius de Großen chtudiern dunn, ich sech Sie, do dätten Sʼ sehn, sech i moʼ, do issich
kein Quatche-Gequassel un kein Quassel-Gequatche nech innen Bumbeiusʼ sinn Feldlocher nech. (Shakespeare 2005: 149)

For a native speaker of German, the dialect of Fluellen here is unquestionably
Saxon and therefore different from Günther’s rendering of Evans’s idiom, as a
mixture of several dialects. The example shows how translators, when they
transform idiolects and dialects that appear in different plays and thus link characters to one another (in this instance those that are Welsh) something is indeed lost, namely the idiom that makes a character recognizable and situates
him or her in a specific context, be it regional, social or even theatrical.

5 Conclusion
The translation of character-specific language play, i.e. the “verbal tics” of individual characters whose portrayal is based on their idiom, seems to be an impossibility: Either the character is no longer recognizable as linguistically distinct or the wordplay is lost, incomprehensible or no longer comic – or both character and wordplay are lost in translation. This is particularly problematic in
cases similar to those considered here, namely characters who are reduced in
their complexity (in the Jonsonian sense as described above) and discrete
through their idiom.
In the case of Nim, the rendering of humour as “Humor” results in the preservation of his tic but also in a loss of the various meanings the word has in an
early modern English context. With Mistress Quickly, the tendency is either
towards a change of her character, e.g. in making her more modest and virtuous
in her expression, or in a loss of the wit in her malapropism: if we substitute the
pun on erection-direction with Erektionen and Direktiven, the paronymic relation
of the words is missing in German. And for Evans, the difficulty lies in preserving his dialect, which is complicated by Shakespeare’s similar use and representation of Welsh that goes beyond a single play.
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While the translatability of wordplay in general is certainly not an impossibility (cf. Delabastita 1993: 182), it does become one when character idiom is involved and the adequate rendering of the character in connection with his or
her discrete use of language play is not realized. This impossibility has an effect
on the whole play: when language play is lost in translation, the drama as such
changes as an instigator of witty dialogue between characters is dropped that
contributes to their representation. Eventually, wordplay and its translation
thus affect communication in drama; but this is for another essay.
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Silvia Cacchiani

On Italian Lexical Blends:
Borrowings, Hybridity, Adaptations,
and Native Word Formations
Abstract: This paper addresses intentional lexical blending in Italian as conscious wordplay (cf. e.g. Renner 2015; Sablayrolles 2015a; Zirker and WinterFroemel 2015). Working on the assumption that the obvious increase in lexical
blends in Italian suggests ongoing processes of language change, which, at
least partly, appear to be contact-induced, we address the transfer of lexical
blends from English, including borrowings, adaptations, and hybrid blends. To
this purpose, a preliminary exploration of native blends and lexical blending
techniques and the scalar notion of morphotactic (non-)transparency (or opacity) (Dressler 1987; Ronneberger-Sibold 2010, 2012; Cacchiani 2011), will make it
possible to discuss types of wordplay – not only formal complexity, transgression, or semantic play on words (Renner 2015) but also graphic play in hybrid
blends, pseudo-anglicisms and foreign-sounding word formations. Based on the
assumption that discourse mode and genre conventions interact with the selection of blending technique, type of wordplay and pragmatic purpose of the lexical blend – from maximally descriptive to maximally ludic (cf. e.g. Sablayrolles 2015a) – we will suggest some preliminary equations between these
dimensions grounded in qualitative analysis of examples from journalese, advertising, names of brands, companies, events, etc., children and nonsense literature. Crucially, where making meta-sense from phonological motivation and
play with sound shapes is the goal (e.g. in Lewis Carrollʼs “The Jabberwocky”),
choosing to render more transparent ST techniques by means of more morphotactically opaque types in the Italian TT demonstrates the remarkable ability of
Italian to exploit lexical blending – if only in specific contexts.
Keywords: adaptations, anglicisms / English borrowings, description, hybrid,
Italian, lexical blending, ludicity, metalinguistic reflection, naming, native
word formations, wordplay
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1 Introduction1
This paper is about intentional lexical blends as ingenious though often ephemeral wordplay in Italian vis à vis English. In line with Zirker and Winter-Froemel
(2015: 6), we describe wordplay as “playfully question[ing] the functioning of
language and mak[ing] creative use of its limits.” Second, we understand the
joyous, ludic dimension of wordplay as grounded in language competence: the
addresser takes delight in clever manipulation of form-meaning relations; the
addressee enjoys decoding signs in the successful search for (hidden) meaning(s).2 Certainly, wordplay may result from unusual semantic associations in
the output of rule-governed processes such as derivation (1) and compounding
(2). And yet, extra-grammatical word formations in general (abbreviations and
reduplicatives, back-formations, infixation and phonestemes; cf. Mattiello 2012)
and lexical blending in particular (3–6), form an important part of wordplay
(Sablayrolles 2015a). It may be noted at this point that Renner (2015) goes as far
as narrowing down the notion of wordplay to lexical blends (3), metaphtonymic
echo compounds (4) and backronyms (5–6). They account for “ingenious way[s]
of associating the semantics of two or more words in a new morphological object” (Renner 2015: 119).3
(1)

En: muppetational < Muppet + -ation + -al → It. muppetissimo < Muppet +
-issimo ‘elative-M.S’ (comedy show: 1976)

||
1 I would like to thank the anonymous reviewers, Sebastian Knospe, and Alexander Onysko,
for their invaluable feedback on earlier versions of this paper. Needless to say, the usual disclaimers apply.
2 In that sense, wordplay can be seen as grounded in the language user’s pretheoretical and
most often implicit metalinguistic knowledge and competence, which Lecolle (2015) labels
“linguistic sentiment” or, with Culioli (1990), “epilinguistic competence.”
3 English examples come with the date of first attestation in the Oxford English Dictionary
Online, 2nd and 3rd editions (OED: http://oed.com). If not recorded in OED, the respective word
formations were looked up in online dictionaries such as the MacMillan Dictionary online (MD:
www.macmillandictionary.com) or the Oxford Dictionaries (OD) at www.oxforddictionaries.com,
the WordSpy database (WS: “The word lover’s guide to new words”: https://wordspy.com) and
the English Wikipedia website (https://en.wikipedia.org/); pages retrieved via Google web
queries. For the date of first attestation of Italian lexical blends, the following reference tools
and websites were consulted: DISC: Dizionario Sabatini Coletti (2008); De Mauro’s (1999–2007)
Grande Dizionario Italiano dell’Uso (GRADIT); Neologismi Treccani online (NT), the Italian word
lover’s guide to new words from the quality press maintained by Treccani at T.it/Lingua italiana
magazine (http://www.treccani.it/lingua_italiana/neologismi/), as well as the Italian Wikipedia
website (https://it.wikipedia.org); pages searched through the Google engine.
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(2)

Engl. handfish → It. pescemano (nonsense chidren’s literature: 1988 /
1990; transl. 2013)

(3)

Engl. globesity ‘global obesity epidemic’ < global + obesity (WS: 2001) →
It. globesity (quality press; NT: 2011), globesità (quality press)

(4)

Engl. Blackjack ‘B.J; Twentyone; gambling card game’ (OED: 1899) →
It. blackjack; Ventuno (DISC: 1992)

(5)

Engl. ALICE < All-purpose Lightweight Individual Carrying Equipment ‘a
soldier’s field-pack for carrying weapons and other essential items’
(OED: 1973; Renner 2015: 221)

(6)

It. MARE ‘sea’ < molto amata residenza estiva ‘much loved summer holiday house’ (word game: 2000)4

Intentional lexical blends are formed in extragrammatical, non-rule-based morphology (Dressler 2000; Mattiello 2012) and grounded in phonological and semantic motivation. As subtractive word formations, they fuse source words via
clipping, overlapping, or both. This ties in with reduced morphotactic transparency in the output (Cacchiani 2011), which in turn correlates with an increase in
wordplayfulness. To be sure, these facts probe Lecercle’s (1994) strong association of nonsense literature with lexical blending and lexical blends. If lexical
blending is the “playful inverse of immediate constituent analysis”, it does indeed qualify as an act of wordplay and an especially significant part of nonsense literature (Lecercle 1994: 71): with lexical blending, “lack” of form, or departure from grammatical rules, invites the reader to consciously reflect on
language, thus correlating positively with an “excess” (Lecercle 1994: 3).5
Crucially, it has generally been noted that lexical blending is a relatively
productive process in Late Modern English, the outcomes of which proliferate in
the twentieth century (Renner, Maniez and Arnaud 2012: 1). Conversely, the
||
4 (1) is taken from Jim Hanson’s The Muppet Show, a humorous comedy show first broadcast in
the UK 1976–1981. The terms in (2) name new concepts in the fictional world of Roger
McGough’s (1988, 1990) An Imaginary Menagerie and Franco Nasi’s Italian translation, Bestiario immaginario. (6) is taken from Stefano Bartezzaghi’s Lessico e Nuvole, formerly a language
game feature and currently a blog of ilVenerdì, the Friday magazine of laRepubblica.
5 In nonsense texts, “the non-sense is also meta-sense”, which reflects on sense via apparently erratic “joyous subversion” and clever paradoxical over-structuring and de-structuring of
rules in “a dialectics of excess and lack” (Lecercle 1994: 2–3).
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widely held assumption about Italian is that lexical blending is a marginal yet
attested phenomenon (Bertinetto 2001); nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume
that in the globalizing world and, specifically, in the post-Cold-War era of Anglobalization borrowing lexical blends from English has significantly boosted
the chances of this word formation process and of some blending techniques in
particular. We assume, in other words, that the obvious increase in lexical
blends in Italian suggests ongoing processes of language change, which, at
least partly, appear to be contact-induced.
In this context, the paper investigates lexical blending in Italian as the most
complex of word formation games and a phenomenon on the rise. To this purpose, Section 2 will give a brief outline of lexical blending in Italian. More precisely, after introducing commonly held assumptions about the category, we
shall move on to address the transfer of lexical blends from English. This will
lead us to a discussion of hybrid blends built out of English and Italian source
words, borrowings and adaptations, and the challenging task of finding equivalents for English blends. All these issues are part of the larger question of how
lexical blends are formed and to what purposes. Solving this question requires
two separate steps in the analysis. The first is an exploration of lexical blending
techniques and the scalar notion of morphotactic (non-) transparency (or opacity) (Ronneberger-Sibold 2010, 2012; Cacchiani 2011), which will be developed in
Section 3. As a second step, Section 4 will turn to types of wordplay and the
pragmatic purposes of lexical blends. Lexical blends are coined for a number of
reasons, from describing and naming (Kripke 1981 [1972]; Anderson 2007)
through attention-seeking and memorability (Lehrer 2003) to ludicity and language gaming. In Section 5, we will thus briefly address lexical blending as primarily ludic and metalinguistic wordplay in nonsense literature. Our question is
whether and to what extent the genre conventions of Victorian nonsense fiction
allow for recourse to some instances of lexical blending in Lewis Carrollʼs Alice
books and morphotactically and morphosemantically opaque (Dressler 1987)
word formation in “The Jabberwocky”, as well as in their older and new Italian
translations.
Although the analysis is strictly qualitative, it is still possible to address the
transfer of lexical blends from English into Italian, the morphotactic (non-)
transparency and lexical blending techniques in Italian, their relation to wordplayfulness, the pragmatic purposes of the blend (from descriptive to ludic),
and the use of particular techniques in particular communicative situations,
discourse modes and genres.
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2 About Italian Lexical Blends
For the purposes of this paper, we adopt Gries’s oft-quoted definition of lexical
blends:
An intentional fusion [though not a speech error or contamination] of typically two (but
potentially more) words where a part of a first source word (sw1) ‒ usually this part includes the beginning of sw1 ‒ is combined with a part of a second source word (sw2) ‒
usually this part includes the end of sw2 ‒ where at least one source word is shortened and /
or the fusion may involve overlap of sw1 and sw2 [at the crossover point (cf. Bauer 2012)].6
(Gries 2012:146)

Gries’s (2012) definition holds for prototypical blends (Algeo 1977: portmanteaus; Ronneberger-Sibold 2010, 2012: contour blends), but excludes complex
clippings. Examples of prototypical blends are brunch (7), without overlap at the
crossover point, motel (8), with overlap at the crossover point, and guesstimate
(9) as a telescope word or complete blend (Ronneberger-Sibold 2010, 2012) with
overlap at the crossover point and both words present in full. On the other
hand, we rule out sitcom (10), a complex clipping with shortening at word ends.
However, between these extremes there are other, neighboring types. For instance, semi-complete blends (Ronneberger-Sibold 2010, 2012) like the recently
coined Grexit (11), which combine beginning of sw1 and full sw2, or Brexit (12),
formed via local analogy (Booij 2010) on the model word Grexit; and the latest
Czexit (13), with overlap at crossover point. (See Section 3 for more on lexical
blending techniques.)
It is no accident that one of the category labels used in the Italian specialized literature is parole macedonia (Lit., ‘fruit-salad words’; cf. Thornton 1993,
2004a, 2004b, based on Migliorini 1949). Lexical blends are among a cluster of
non-discrete phenomena that exhibit family resemblance (Brdar-Szabó and
Brdar 2008). They are phonetically reduced compounds (Bauer 2012), or subtractive word formations consciously formed in extra-grammatical morphology
(Ronneberger-Sibold 2010, 2012).7 Contrary to the innovative potential of their
English counterparts (cf. e.g. Mattiello 2012), Italian contour blends are generally seen as the poor relation of a more substantial and central part of phonetical||
6 Parts of words are also called splinters (Lehrer 2003), or segments and strings that may
involve truncation between syllables or within syllables (between syllable onset and nucleus or
rime or, within rime, between nucleus and coda).
7 See also López-Rúa (2002): shortenings. Notice that Ronneberger-Sibold (2015a) uses word
creation for all conscious extra-grammatical word formations.
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ly reduced compounds which combine source word beginnings or sw1 beginning and a fully represented sw2, respectively: complex clippings like Polfer (14)
and semi-complete blends like pantacollant (15) (Thornton 2004a, 2004b; Gaeta
2011):
(14)

Polfer ‘Italian Transport Police; name’ < polizia ‘police’ + ferroviaria ‘railway’ (1945; Gaeta 2011)

(15)

pantacollant ‘leggings’ < pantalone ‘trousers’ + collant ‘tights’ (DISC:
1991; Gaeta 2011)

This is hardly surprising if we recognize that Italian favors derivation over compounding, while lexical blending displays a positive correlation with compounding and clipping (Brdar-Szabó and Brdar 2008). But combinations of sw1
beginnings and sw2 ends are still attested. Classic examples are names and classificatory nouns based on coordinate compounds (Scalise and Bisetto 2009).
These comprise classificatory nouns for animal or vegetal hybrids: tigone (16),
ligre (17); names of languages in contact and mixed ethnic groups: italiolo (18),
ilaliese (19); personal names: Marilena and Malena (20); nouns describing jobs
and professional sectors: cantautore (21), metalmeccanico (22):
(16)

tigone ‘tigon, the offspring of a tiger and a lioness’ < tigre ‘tiger’ + leone
‘lion’ (GRADIT: 1984; Gaeta 2011)

(17)

ligre ‘liger, the offspring of a lion and a tigress’ < leone ‘lion’ + tigre
‘tiger’ (GRADIT: LIGRE; Gaeta 2011)

(18)

italiolo ‘Italo-Spanish’ < italiano ‘Italian’ + spagnolo ‘Spanish’ (quality
press; NT: 2010)

(19)

italiese ‘Italo-English’ < italiano ‘Italian’ + inglese ‘English’ (Dardano
1986)

(20)

Marilena / Malena ‘Marilyn’ < Maria ‘Mary’ + Maddalena ‘Magdalene’
(Thornton 2004b)

(21)

cantautore ‘singer-songwriter’ < cantante ‘singer’ + autore ‘song writer’
(DISC: 1960; Gaeta 2011)
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(22)

metalmeccanico ‘automotive, steel and engineering worker and sector’
< metallurgico ‘steel worker’ + meccanico ‘engineering worker’ (DISC:
1942; Gaeta 2011)

Further, the question of lexical blending in Italian is also a matter of transfer
from English. Consider the anglicisms smog (23) and motel (24), which do not
form a minimal prosodic word in Italian: they were borrowed into Italian in the
mid-fifties. Where maximally isomorphic morphological translation equivalence
is possible, the prospects for its use are greatly diminished by a number of factors, including lexical competition of the native form with a borrowing. For
instance, Engl. smog might translate into It. fubbia, a new word coined and
discussed by the late Arrigo Castellani (1987). Both are well-formed contour
blends of two monosyllabic source words. However, Italian speakers prefer the
loan over the ‘constructed’ equivalent – a learned occasionalism which has
never left purist circles to enter the standard. One reason for this is that smog
has been institutionalized as naming a new referent in Italian, whereas It. fubbia did not come with a new referent.
(23)

Engl. smog < smoke + fog (OED: 1905) → It. smog (DISC: 1955) as against
fubbia < fumo ‘smoke’ + nebbia ‘fog’ (learned occasionalism; Castellani:
1987)

Other successful blends in Italian did not go through this form of lexical competition. Take It. tigone (16) and ligre (17), and their English cognates and dictionary equivalents tigon and liger. One possible explanation for the dictionary equivalents is that they are specific instantiations of a well entrenched schema in
zoology and in the two languages in general: they conflate reduced names of
male and female species to classify and describe cross-breeds. Orthographically
similar cognates of Latin origin, therefore, merge into isomorphic lexical blends.
Taking a huge leap forward, the dominant role of English as an international Lingua Franca has significantly facilitated the borrowing of blends such
as famillionaire (25), flexicurity (26; GRADIT: 2005), and globesity (3; NT: 2011)
around the turn of the century. However, alternates like familionario (NT: 2011),
flessicurezza (GRADIT: 2005) and globesità are also used in Italian. The reason
for this is fairly clear: the English borrowings are formed from orthographically
similar cognates of Latin origin and consequently readily adapted to fit into
Italian.
Lexical blends like non-institutionalized Grexit (11) and its analogues receive a different type of analysis. Following Grexit (WS: 2012), Brexit (12; WS:
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2012), Spexit (27) and the less frequent Czexit (13) were coined in the international press as semi-complete subordinate blends (Scalise and Bisetto 2009) that
merge a national label and exit to describe the possible departure of some EU
member states from the Eurozone. Because the anglicism exit is fully accepted
in Italian and Grexit has been around since 2012, the average Italian speaker can
re-analyze Grexit and other borrowings in its analogical set as hybrids that
merge an Italian adjective of nationality and the anglicism exit based on simple
indicators such as the recognition of the initial consonant cluster.
Several borrowings enter Italian as new concepts. When a native counterpart is already in place for the denoted referent, however, lexical insertion and
borrowing can be a dispreferred option. So, whereas cross-linguistic equivalence is not to be expected with Engl. guesstimate (28; OED: 1936) because of the
different structures of English and Italian, It. stima approssimativa ‘rough guess’
can obstruct the lexical insertion of Engl. guesstimate.
At this point, it is interesting to consider Engl. starchitect and institutionalized It. archistar (29; GRADIT: 2007). Engl. starchitect is a lexical blend with
overlap of a segment at crossover points. Sw1 and sw2 are present in full, and the
blend shows similarity to the syllable structure and stress pattern of sw2. Because star in itself is an accepted lexical anglicism in Italian, It. archistar has
taken down the maximally isomorphic translation equivalent starchitetto – a
possible word in Italian, but perhaps inappropriate to the situational context
(de Beaugrande and Dressler 1981). Unlike starchitetto, the hybrid creation
archistar can stand a chance to turn into a buzzword in the international architectural community, on a par with iconic architect.8 One example here is (30),
from an interview with the world-famous architect Daniel Libeskind:
(30)

“We’ve got pop-stars, movie stars, why shouldn’t we have archistars?”
(specialized magazine: 2008)9

||
8 Interestingly, En. starchitect is recorded in the MacMillan Dictionary (MD) but not in the OED
yet. The English Wikipedia devotes an article to En. starchitect, which links up to its dictionary
equivalent, It. archistar, in the Italian Wikipedia. It. archistar has also served as the model analogue for ArchiPanic (< Comb. form archi- + panic), the architecture and design magazine held
by Italy-based architect Enrico Zilli at http://www.archipanic.com. With its model analogue
archistar, ArchiPanic clearly matches the coiners’ intent to go international rather than restricting the communicative interaction to the smaller Italian architectural community.
9 (30) is taken from House Living and Business, 8 January 2008 (http://www.immobilia-re.eu/).
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3 The (Non-)Transparency Continuum
Thus far, we have seen that lexical blends are formed in extra-grammatical morphology. Furthermore, we have given some insight into lexical blending in Italian. Rather than one word formation process, we have briefly introduced different word formation techniques applying to native source words, foreign material in borrowings, cognates in adaptations, and a combination of anglicisms
and native words in hybrid creations.
Some irregularities that set blends apart from grammatical word formations
comprise unpredictable and alternative outputs – e.g. Marilena and Malena
(20), both outputs from Maria and Maddalena – and non-morphematic analysis
into segments of various size. On the other hand, morphotactic transparency
works towards (sub-)regularity (Dressler 1999; Ronneberger-Sibold 2010, 2012;
Cacchiani 2011, 2015; Mattiello 2012). Natural Morphology (Dressler 1999) understands morphotactic transparency as the gradable semiotic parameter that specifies the morphological constituency of morphs. Importantly, perceptual salience (Dressler 1987: 117) gives precedence to word beginnings and word ends
over word-internal segments. In like manner, perceptual salience motivates preference for syllable-initial over syllable-final segments and precludes maximally
opaque end-end concatenations, e.g. morbistenza (31) as against non-words
*dezzaresi and *dezzastenza, all with accent on the penultimate syllable.
(31)

It. morbistenza; *dezzaresi; *dezzastenza ‘softness and strength; feature
of toilet tissue’ < morbidezza ‘softness’ + resistenza ‘strength’ (advert:
2011)

Interestingly, significant parameters of (sub-)regularity and tendencies that
work towards morphotactic transparency comprise similarity of the blend to
source word structure and recognizability of the source words through the
blend (in the sense of Gries 2012). That is to say, stress assignment in blends
plays a key role. More specifically, with Bauer (2012), we give precedence to the
position-based view of stress assignment. While the size-based view holds that
size (i.e. a larger number of syllables) overrules the order of constituents in determining stress assignment (Cannon 1986), we minimally assume the replication of the phonetic structure of sw2 in the blend with regard to stress assignment. However, left-edge alignment of a shorter monosyllabic sw1, along with
the stressed syllable of sw2 neutralizes the distinction between the two views, as
in the phonotactically adapted Billary (32), which instantiates the English
‘Name [+MALE] – Name [+FEMALE]’ schema for couples (cf. also Cacchiani 2011):
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(32)

Billary /bilˈlari/ ‘Bill and Hillary Clinton; nickname for the presidential
couple’ < Bill (Clinton) /ˈbill/ + Hillary (Rodham Clinton) /ilˈlari/ (quality
press: 1993)

The point of this section is that morphotactic (non-)transparency can be used to
partition blending techniques.10 This already introduces the conditions that
make a blending technique appropriate (de Beaugrande and Dressler 1981) to
the type of wordplay (Ronneberger-Sibold 2010; Renner 2015) and the pragmatic
purpose of the blend as well as the specific communicative situations, genre
conventions and discourse modes (Section 4).

3.1 Telescopes
At the upper end of the transparency continuum, telescopes (Algeo 1977) or
complete blends (Ronneberger-Sibold 2010, 2012) are polysyllabic blends that represent both source words in full and equal the sum of syllables from sw1 and
sw2 minus the overlapping string. They are generated just as compounds and
phrases (hence Algeo’s 1977 syntagmatic blends) but blended at converging
ends. Haplology defines that the crossover point and stress assignment is position-based (Bauer 2012). That is, the stressed syllable of the blend matches the
stressed syllable of sw2 illustrating overlap of phonemic and orthographic
strings, e.g. -all- /alˈl/ in farfallegre (33):
(33)

It. farfallegre /farfalˈlegre/ ‘happy butterflies; product name of butterflyshaped biscuits’ < farfalle /farˈfalle/ ‘butterfly-F.PL’ + allegre /alˈlegre/
‘happy-F.PL’ (name of biscuits: 2014)

An analogous, though not identical, situation holds for primarily descriptive
(Kripke 1981 [1972]) and, therefore, maximally transparent identificatory names
(Anderson 2007). RavennAntica (34), Ravenna’s (annual) antique’s fair, is coined in similarity to the model analogue città antica ‘old town’. Casarreda (35) illustrates the case of constituent inversion. In a slightly different manner, Portarredo (36), or ‘door as furnishing’, comes with deletion of functional words
(porta da arredo ‘home furnishing door’); additionally, primary stress is position-based and the overlap of segments can be understood as a case of coales-

||
10 On the uncertain limits and definition of the category as well as on recent classifications of
lexical blends, see Bauer (2012), Renner (2015) and Sablayrolles (2015b).
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cence (i.e., merging) of two vowel segments (/a/) or, alternatively, as the result
of a truncation of the word-final vowel, which is much akin to vowel shortening
(from /a:/ to /a/) in rapid speech.
(34)

RavennAntica /ravɛnnanˈtika/ ‘historical Ravenna, name of the annual
antique’s fair in Ravenna; also the name of a foundation and the archeological park they operate ’< Ravenna /raˈvɛnna/ + antica /anˈtika/ ‘historical-F.SG’ (institutional name: 2002)

(35)

Casarreda /kasarˈrɛda/ ‘refurbish your home; name of furniture shop’
< casa /ˈkasa/ ‘home’ + arreda /arˈrɛda/ ‘refurbish-IMP.2SG’ (business
name)

(36)

Portarredo /portarˈrɛdo/ ‘home furnishing door; name of a shop selling
interior doors, exterior doors and door furniture’ < porta /ˈporta/ ‘door’ +
arredo /arˈrɛdo/ ‘furniture’ (business name)

3.2 Contour Blends
Contour blends (Ronneberger-Sibold 2010: associative overlap blends; Algeo
1977: portmanteaus) represent a relatively less transparent category. They retain
metrical structure and the stressed syllable (or, minimally, the rime) of one
word (Ronneberger-Sibold 2010, 2012) or of both source words. Factors that can
be taken into account in yielding some degree of transparency are positionbased stress assignment on the less perceptually salient sw2 as well as maximization of sw1-sw2 graphemic, phonemic and phonological similarity. These are
at least as important as sw1-sw2 alignment at syllable boundary and word edges,
the truncation of sw1 beginning at syllable onset and in pretonic segments, and
the beginning of sw2 segment at stressed syllable rime.
Turning to blends whose size equals the size of one source word, positionbased stress assignment, overlap at the crossover point and preservation of
longer strings from both source words (including the onset of the stressed syllable of sw1 and rime of sw2) account for increased transparency. This holds, for
example, for It. Britaliano (37), with paronymic insertion of a consonant cluster
(br- /br/) at the word-initial syllable onset. It seems to be a borrowing (Engl.
Britalian) that is fit into the phonological and morphological conditions of Italian.
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(37)

Britaliano /britaˈlјano/ < British /ˈbritiʃ*/ + Italiano /itaˈlјano/ (quality
press; NT: 2010)

If we want to put transparency into the centre of contour blending, however, we
will need paronymy (Cacchiani 2015). Paronymy involves word-internal alienation that forms members of minimal pairs across the blend and sw1 or sw2; in
Italian, it creates blends via phonemic substitution and overlap of entire words
at left edges. Consider, in this respect, Aforitmi (38), a descriptive, identificatory
name. It is a reduced subordinate compound (Scalise and Bisetto 2009) with
right-edge alignment and substitution of the voiceless dental stop /t/ for the
voiced alveolar fricative /z/:
(38)

Aforitmi /afoˈritmi/ ‘rythmic aphorisms; name of a word-game feature’
< aforismi /afoˈrizmi/ ‘aphorism-M.PL’ + ritmi /afoˈritmi/ ‘rhythm-M.PL’
(name of word-game feature)11

Another mechanism is alignment at the right edge and the substitution of wordinternal segment(s). Examples here are schifofrenia (39), with substitution of the
voiceless labiodental fricative /f/ for the alveolar affricate /ʣ/, and tenager (40),
a classificatory noun coined via substitution in the pretonic syllable of a high
vowel /i/ for a mid-open /ɛ/:
(39)

schifofrenia /skifofreˈnia/ ‘excessive disgust-motivated reactions and behaviour’ < schifo ‘disgust’ /ˈskifo/ + schizofrenia /skiʣofreˈnia/ ‘schizophrenia’ (coinage from adult word-game: 2010)

(40)

tenager /tɛnˈɛʤer/ ‘kid aged 10’ < ten /ˈtɛn/ + teenager /tinˈɛʤer/ (8-year
old girl playing with a schoolmate: 2015)

(41)

Happyfania /ɛppifaˈnia/ ‘Happy (chocolaty) Twelfth Night’ < happy
/ˈɛppi/ + Epifania /epifaˈnia/ ‘Twelfth Night’ (chocolate advert: 2011)

Homonymic contour blends with alignment at word edges and graphemic overlap of source words are called inclusive blends (Ronneberger-Sibold 2010, 2012).
In Italian, they associate one native word with anglicisms or internationalisms
that are integrated into the phonotactics of the language and are established in
||
11 (38) is the name of an adult word-feature published 2012–2015 by ilVenerdì, laRepubblica’s
Friday magazine.
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reference tools or, minimally, have ample currency in standard Italian. Take the
hybrid Happyfania (41), from a chocolate advert broadcast on Italian TV channels in 2011. The shift from Epifania to Happyfania involves a change from tense
to lax of the mid vowels in the pretonic segment, gemination of the labial stop,
and the silent segment h at syllable onset.

3.3 Semi-Complete Blends
Our third type are semi-complete blends (Ronneberger-Sibold 2010, 2012) or relatively less prototypical blends that juxtapose a splinter (syllable or string) from
the beginning of sw1 and full sw2 (matrix word), with position-based stress assignment. Consider DevItalia (42) and eletopo (43). Devitalia /deviˈtalja/ ‘software development in Italy’ is a hybrid descriptive name based on a reduced N-N
compound. The word order and the splinter from an internationalism (software
development), which is further truncated at the consonant onset of a pretonic
syllable (dev- /dev/), are used for forming a word which evokes expertise in IT.
The frequency of sw1 and the inclusion of material at or beyond the selection
point (Gries 2012) explain why DevItalia is less transparent than eletopo.
(42)

DevItalia /deviˈtalja/ ‘software development in Italy; name of an IT company’ < (software) development /deveˈlɔ(p)ment/ + Italia /iˈtalja/ ‘Italy’
(company name)

(43)

eletopo /eleˈtɔpo/ ‘elemouse; imaginary animal hybrid’ < ele(fante)
/eleˈfante/ ‘elephant’ + topo /ˈtɔpo/ ‘mouse’ (classificatory noun)

(44)

Findomestic /findoˈmɛstik/ ‘consumer credit provider; name’ < finanziaria /finanˈʦjarja/, comb. form fin- /fin-/ ‘credit provider’ + domestica
/doˈmɛstika/ ‘personal/small credit’ (company name: 1984)

(45)

Dicloreum /dikloˈrɛum/ ‘diclofenac sodium that treats rheumatic or
rheumatoid conditions; name of a non-prescription drug’ < diclofenac
sodico /dikloˈfɛnak ˈsɔdiko/ ‘diclofenac sodium’ + reumatismo
/reumaˈtizmo/ ‘rheumatism’ (drug name: 1992)

As argued in Ronneberger-Sibold (2010, 2012), it is a small step from semi-complete blending to complex clipping (Ronneberger-Sibold 2010, 2012: fragment
blending) of the type illustrated by attributive Findomestic (44), which names a
consumer credit provider, or Dicloreum (45), used for non-prescription drug that
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helps relieve the pain and swelling caused by rheumatoid arthritis. Findomestic
retains the stressed pattern of sw2 and deletes the nucleus of the final post-tonic
syllable to sound more up-to-date and ‘international’. Given that English is the
language of international banking and finance, this should generate trust in
prospective consumers. Moving further away from semi-complete blending,
Dicloreum only retains the stressed syllable of sw2. It is a reduced coordinate
compound formed from clippings of free morphs from sw1, the active ingredient,
and sw2, the rheumatic or rheumatoid condition. Again, deletion of the final
vowel evokes Latinate inflectional morphology and therefore, professional expertise and biomedical detail for purposes of trust generation.

4 Wordplay
Taking the perspective of word lovers and language gamers (e.g. Dossena 2004),
(de)coding new lexical blends involves establishing a plausible meaning relation between source words that merge based on some kind of similarity. Within
the tradition of Natural Morphology, we have seen that similarity between the
blend and the source words can be fleshed out in terms of morphotactic (non-)
transparency. With Ronneberger-Sibold (2010), we can also move one step further and relate word formation technique and type and degree of morphotactic
(non-)transparency with two major types of wordplay: play with grammar and
play with sound shapes. Adapting Renner (2015) to our analysis, types of wordplay can be fleshed out in more detail (Section 4.1). Furthermore, the pragmatic
purpose of the lexical blend and the rationale for the genre can also be used as a
diagnostics for the type of wordplay and ludicity (Section 4.2).

4.1 Types of Wordplay
All blends show some degree of morphotactic opacity. From the perspective of
wordplay, this is comparable to Renner’s (2015) formal complexity. However,
complete blends like RavennAntica (33) – where the coalescence of vowel segments at converging ends is very much akin to vowel shortening in rapid
speech – are maximally transparent.
Wordplay reveals itself in the ability to coin reduced compounds that are at
the same time phonotactically grammatical and retain the stress pattern of sw2.
With Ronneberger-Sibold (2010), therefore, we contend that playing with sound
shapes (alias, phonological motivation) is primarily a feature of contour blends
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which replicate the stress pattern and syllable structure of sw2. This sets contour
blends apart from inclusive blends, which rely on graphic play on words (Renner
2015), as in the hybrid blend Happyfania (41).
Additionally, structural transgression (Renner 2015) may occur in the phonotactics. For instance, foreign-sounding Findomestic (44) and Dicloreum (45)
allow a word-final consonant following vowel deletion in the coda. Examples of
transgression in the grammar (Ronneberger-Sibold 2010: play with grammar) are
right-headed Casarreda (35), coined from a left-headed V-N, and Portarredo
(36), with reduction of the underlying phrase.
Lexical blends combine the semantics of two source words into one output.
For Renner (2015), semantic play on words is at work where the association of
source words is guided by a salient semantic relation. A case in point is antonymy in jocular Engl. underwhelm (46). In a slightly different manner, It. antivist
(47) is a jocular antonym of activist. It plays on the semantic clash between a
phonetically similar source word and the paronymic output. Likewise, the humorous blend Nonciclopedia (48) describes the intentionally humorous and unreliable Italian counterpart of the Uncyclopedia, a satiric version of Wikipedia.
As for Aliparti (49) and Alitorna (50), they are ad hoc antonymic coinages associated with Alitalia, the national Italian airline (51).
(46)

Engl. underwhelm < overwhelm (OED: 1953; Renner 2015)

(47)

It. antivist ‘contrary to activist militants’ < anti ‘against’ + Engl. Activist
(pacifist leaflet: 2016)

(48)

Engl. Uncyclopedia ‘the unreliable encyclopedia; name of the humorous
opposite of Wikipedia’ < un-/unreliable + encyclopedia (2005) →
It. Nonciclopedia < non- ‘non-/un-’ + enciclopedia ‘encyclopedia’ (name
of encyclopedia: 2005)

(49)

It. Aliparti ‘take off with Alitalia’ < Alitalia ‘Alitalia, national Italian airline’ + parti ‘take off, leave-IMP.2SG’ (Alitalia advert)

(50)

It. Alitorna ‘land with Alitalia’ < Alitalia ‘Alitalia, national Italian airline’
+ torna ‘land, come back-IMP.2SG’ (Alitalia advert)

(51)

“Aliparti e Alitorna con Alitalia.” ‘Ali-take off and Ali-land with Alitalia’
(advert)
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The semantic plausibility of the relation between source words in the blend is
also significant. For instance, jocular Nonciclopedia plays on the etymology of
the word (general education and ensuing knowledge) and its current meaning
(alphabetically arranged reference work).

4.2 Lexical Blends in Use
Very generally, we have seen that lexical blends nod to ludicity and language
play as clever subtractive word formations and less transparent form-meaning
pairings. We are now able to address the relation between blending technique,
type of wordplay, pragmatic purpose of the blend and communicative situations, genres and discourse modes. Admittedly, no one-to-one correspondence
can be drawn (Sablayrolles 2015a). However, these dimensions are related. Following Cacchiani (2015), we thus assume at least some kind of frequent interaction of communicative situation, genre conventions and discourse mode with
selection of blending technique, relative degree of morphotactic transparency /
opacity and type of language play as well as pragmatic purpose of the complex
word.
Wordplay, Zirker and Winter-Froemel (2015) argue, is ubiquitous in everyday communication and in literary texts. It is part of our everyday linguistic experience and may turn up in a vast array of genres, modes and discourse traditions: spontaneous interactions and jokes, digital communication and new media (e.g. twitter), slogans and advertising, brand names, newspaper language,
nursery rhymes, etc. At the same time, wordplay is part and parcel of numerous
literary genres and, as suggested above, of nonsense literature, which invites
metalinguistic reflection on the autoreferentiality of language. To this end, phonetic similarity of linguistic signs, meanings and semantic associations are variously and consciously manipulated in ingenious ways to form new words that
are often clever and memorable (Lehrer 2003) but also ephemeral. This may be
done for a number of pragmatic purposes, e.g. to (re-)name referents and new
referents (Anderson 2007), to describe (in the sense of Kripke 1981 [1972]), to
entertain (also comically) but also to mock and ridicule (Sablayrolles 2015a), to
seek and catch attention (Hohenhaus 2007), for phatic bonding or to exclude
the addressee (Sablayrolles 2015a), and for evocative puposes (Cotticelli Kurras
2013; Ronneberger-Sibold 2015b). In fictional worlds, adapting to new naming
needs (Štekauer 2005) is certainly linked to the tensions and dynamics of hypostatization (Lipka 2000; Hohenhaus 2007).
Very generally, the examples above appear to suggest that genres and discourse modes that put the main emphasis on the descriptive function of the new
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word (e.g. journalese, soft and hard sciences, business names and some types of
brand names) will make extensive recourse to complete blending (Section 3.1),
which is maximally transparent and, therefore, minimally playful (if at all). As
shown before, the size of complete blends equals the sum of both words minus
overwritten segments, which might only lead to the deletion of one vowel at the
converging ends. Overall, the underlying compound or phrase is entirely recognizable, also in case of a transgression in the linear order of words, e.g. Casarreda (35). It is fairly clear that transparency detracts from effectiveness (de Beaugrande and Dressler 1981), cleverness and memorability (Lehrer 2003).
An important device for combining descriptive purposes and memorability
with the ability to evoke positive connotations is the combination of semi-complete blending (Section 3.3) with word-final shortenings in foreign-sounding
outputs in fragment-like blends. Take descriptive brand names like Findomestic
(44) and Dicloreum (45): wordplay is first and foremost a concomitant of consonantal codas in word-final syllables, which are reminiscent of specialized terminology in finance and bio-medicine.
More to the point, other examples of foreign branding are hybrid word formations and conflations of fully acceptable foreign materials. Because foreign
material associates with the assumed superiority of a brand, foreign source
words are used for brand names and adverts intended to evoke international
aspirations, superiority, and cutting-edge innovation. The goal is to form memorable, evocative riddles that are able to impress. Take the graphically attractive
EATaly (52). It plays on orthography in Italian, and on orthography and paronymy in English (EAT + Italy: It. /ˈit/ + /ˈitali/; Engl. /ˈi:t/ + /ˈɪtǝli/). Overall, it
points to the international appeal of this restaurant business in Italy, while also
being a highly descriptive brand name for (prospective) customers abroad. If we
return now to Happyfania (41), however, we get an entirely different picture.
Like EATaly, Happyfania maximizes overlap of homophones via graphic play on
words.12 But the goal of this clever word formation is not to name a service. Rather, it is intended to amuse while describing and evaluating an event (Epifania)
that can only be happy once we add the advertised chocolate into the picture.
Happyfania sounds fresh and new, informal and easy-going, relaxed: happy
clearly selects a young target audience, without excluding adults. This is easy to
understand if we consider factors such as the introduction of English in primary

||
12 It is important to notice that faithful reproduction of loanword phonology is not demanded
in graphic blends. Rather, this associates with a high level of education and prestige, which
would lead to tolerance of non-native paronymic vowel length contrast in the antepenultimate
syllable of EATaly (52).
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school curricula, the exposure of young children to English songs, and, not
least, the integration of happy into (informal) Italian (DISC: HAPPY END, 1961).
Importantly, two factors that correlate positively with ludicity are, on the
morphotactic level, maximization of overlap of source words (e.g. in paronymic
blends), and, on the morphosemantic level, the computation of relatively plausible but unexpected semantic relations and associations between source words
in the blend. One example is sorrisoffice (53). Synesthesia is at work in this
blend that merges the input phrase into a reduced N-A attributive compound.
This type is a favorite of both adult and children’s language games. The coiner
has clearly found a tradeoff between descriptive purposes, ludicity and memorability.
(53)

sorrisoffice /sorriˈsɔffiʧe/ < sorriso /sorˈrizo/ ‘smile’ + soffice /ˈsɔffiʧe/
‘soft’ (word game)13

When ludicity, attention seeking and memorability come to the forefront, contour blending allows play with sound shapes that is also clever, witty and amusing. Examples range from brand names and adjectives in advertising and marketing campaigns to occasionalisms in children’s TV programmes and children’s language games. Take examples (54) to (58), which come from the ‘Do you
speak micra?’ European marketing campaign. To promote and advertise the star
quality of the minicar Nissan Micra, blends were created in ʻMicra-speakʼ via
oxymoric combinations of a number of desirable properties. Based on cognate
source words, the maximally transparent Engl. simplogic, with overlap, readily
changes into the equally transparent It. semplogico (54), again with overlap.
Though less transparent, modtro (55), is transferred as a foreign-styled combination of sw1 cognates and a sw2 Gallicism (Engl. retro and It. retro, shortenings of
Fr. retrospectif): the foreign-sounding /-dt-/ at the syllable juncture has the potential to evoke stylish modernity, while merging sw1 modernity with sw2 (re)tro,
which refers to a history of style and sophistication.
As compared to Engl. / It. modtro and importantly, Engl. semplogic and It.
semplogico, the acceptability (de Beaugrane and Dressler 1981) and transparency of other pairs are reduced to different degrees: Engl. spafe and It. sigile (56),
Engl. thractical and It. emotica (57), Engl. luxurable and It. brilliosa (58), are not
readily analyzable into their source words. There are several things to note. It.
sigile, Engl. spafe and Engl. thractical are similar to sw2 but lose most of sw1:

||
13 (53) is taken from Stefano Bartezzaghi’s Lessico e Nuvole. (See Footnote 4.)
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because sw1 is cut before the selection point (Gries 2012), it is not phonologically
recognizable. This is slighty different in It. brilliosa and It. emotica, where no
source word is phonologically recognizable. One potential analysis of It. emotica might well rely on the use of the suffix -ica ‘-ics’ in non-conventional (i.e.
agrammatical) derivation. This is also true of Engl. luxuriable, where -able is not
immediately analyzable as a reduction from affordable but rather as a nonconventional adjectival derivation in -able. These problems detract from jocularity and ludicity; they cannot be easily circumvented by the addressee unless
a meaning description is provided.
(56)

Engl. spafe /ˈspeɪf/ < spontaneous /spɔnˈteɪnɪǝs/ + safe /ˈseɪf/ → It. sigile
/ˈsiʤile/ < sicura /siˈkura/ + agile /ˈaʤile/ (car advert: 2003)

(57)

Engl. thractical /ˈθræktɪkǝl/ < thrilling /ˈθrɪlɪη/ + practical /ˈpræktɪkǝl/ →
It. emotica /eˈmotika/ < emozionante /emotʦjoˈnante/ + pratica /ˈpratika/
(car advert: 2003)

(58)

Engl. luxurable /lʌgˈʒʊǝrɪǝbl/ < luxurious /lʌgˈʒʊǝrɪǝs/ + affordable
/ǝˈfɜ:dǝbl/ → It. brilliosa /ˈbrilljosa/ < brillante /brilˈlante/ + vantaggiosa
/vantaʤˈʤosa/ (car advert: 2003)

Delightful blends strike a tradeoff between morphotactic opacity and transparency so as to variously combine features that work towards analyzability: leftalignment of shorter sw1 and sw2, right-alignment of shorter sw2, overlap at the
crossover point, size-based stress-assignment, and maximization of sw1-sw2
overlap in paronymic outputs and / or at different points in the blend, are reliable cues to ʻsolve the riddleʼ, that is, to decode the blend in a successful search
for (hidden) structure and meaning(s). This explains the frequency of lexical
blends like neverno (59), with overlap, or Fantabosco (60), without overlap (if a
blend at all), in childrenʼs word games and TV programmes. Other examples are
Melevisione (61), a paronymic blend, and perhaps moredì (62), where overlap at
different points (/m/, /r/ and /e/) of sw1 more ʻblackberr y-F.PLʼ ʼ with sw2 martedì ʻTuesdayʼ might lead to interpret the output as a blend rather than a compound of more ʻblackberry-F.PLʼ and dì ʻdayʼ. Importantly, the ludicity of these
blends is also increased by their association to the same fictional world – in the
Fantabosco ʻenchanted forestʼ, naming characters and setting demands that at
least part of the input associates with nature. Hence, mele ʻapple-F.PLʼ replaces
its orthographic neighbor tele (shortening of televisione ʻtelevisionʼ in informal
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registers); neve ʻsnowʼ conflates with inverno ʻwinterʼ as part of the prototypical
winter scenario, and martedì turns into moredì based on sound similarity.
Let us now move from childrenʼs TV programmes to childrenʼs nonsense
rhymes and return to the challenges of translation. In An Imaginary Menagerie,
Roger McGough coins new words for imaginary animal breeds and hybrids,
each with a drawing and a descriptive poem (a sort of imaginary definition).
One significant example is the animal hybrid allivator (63), a contour blend and
a paronym of Engl. alligator and Engl. elevator. Of course, multiple overlap and
maximum similarity of the blend to both source words increase ludicity. Turning to its translation into Italian, one viable option initially recommended by
the translator but not held up at a later stage is squala mobile (64). This is a
compound formed by analogy from scala mobile ‘escalator, Lit. moving stair’,
with insertion of the neighbor squalo ‘shark’ and non-conventional agrammatical ending -a to mark female gender (hence, squala ‘shark-F.SG’), which is motivated as follows: like allivators, the squale mobili can eat you after letting you
ride upon their back to reach the upper floor in shopping malls. A second option, also discarded at a later stage, was scadrillo (65), a blend of scala mobile
and coccodrillo ‘crocodile’, which detracts from transparency because the blend
is not similar to sw2 and the stress contour of sw2 is not recognizable in the
blend. A third option which was eventually found to be a good translation, was
scaladrillo /skalaˈdrillo/ (66), from scala mobile ‘elevator’ and coccodrillo ‘crocodile’, a blend of the clipped compound scala (for scala mobile) and drillo (often
used as the hypocoristic of coccodrillo ‘crocodile’ in children’s picture books),
with position-based stress assignment and maintaining the size of sw2.

5 Probing Lexical Blending: Alice goes to Italy
Before we get to the conclusion, a few last words about ludicity are necessary.
In Section 2, it is suggested that contour blending represents a marginal operation in Italian. From a cross-linguistic perspective, it is clear that universal cognitive principles (e.g. saliency) interact with the structural features of the language system to allow or favor specific word formation and word creation. On
the other hand, Section 4 demonstrates that genre conventions and discourse
mode interact with the selection of the word formation technique and the type
of wordplay at work. Very broadly, the picture that emerges is one in which
multiple pragmatic purposes may combine in the lexical blend, with shifts from
primarily descriptive concerns to ludicity.
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Naming purposes foreground descriptive concerns. Examples of that are
maximally transparent complete blends with the coalescence of vowel segments
at converging ends and existent syntagmatic phrases (34: RavennAntica) – for
which it is indeed doubtful whether or not this is wordplay at all. Descriptive
paronymic blends may be close neighbors of the longer source word and only
substitute one consonant segment. Maximum overlap increases ludicity, as in
Aforitmi (38), with a semantically plausible correspondence between source
words.
Ludicity is also at play in relatively morphosemantically transparent descriptive homophonic and paronymic blends from foreign words. For instance,
graphic hybrids of foreign and native source words such as Happyfania (41) and
antivist (47), foreign sounding word formations like Findomestic (44), or borrowings like satisflying (67) and Catisfactions (68). While satisflying was coined to
describe and promote the mission of the low-cost carrier Ryanair as ‘flying and
satisfying’, the brand name Catisfactions (68) describes and promotes cat treats
as ‘satisfactions for your cat’.
At the jocular end of the spectrum, ludicity is centered on a combination of
formal complexity (complete, contour and semi-complete blending) and semantic play on words. For instance, rather than identifying a salient semantic relation between the lexical blend and one source word (47: It. antivist, from Engl.
activist), the blend demands unusual associations within prototypical scenarios, as in the synesthetic sorrisoffice (53) – from adult language games – which
merges stimula from different modalities. Other examples are oxymora like the
maximally isomorphic Engl. simplogic and It. semplogico (54) and modtro (55),
taken from an advertisement.
In childrenʼs TV programmes and nonsense childrenʼs literature, amusing
conflations of words from different scenarios are possible, like Engl. allivator
(63) and the Italian translation scaladrillo (66), clearly demand a stipulatory
definition by the coiner. Last, play on sound shapes motivates blends like
moredì (62). In like manner, similarity across orthographic neighbors accounts
for the shift from televisione to Melevisione (61), which would again call for a
definition. The creation is memorable and effective, but informativity (de Beaugrande and Dressler 1981) is backgrounded.
Nonsense literature and nonsense rhyme indeed create fertile ground for
clever, ludic word formations that are especially intended to surprise and impress the addressee. Of all nonsense authors, Lewis Carroll was a master of
wordplay and made lexical blends and lexical blending popular in English. If
we invoke the primacy of the literary-stylistic dimension in accounting for language choices within the text, what we would expect, then, is that all three
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blending techniques (complete, contour and semicomplete blending) are present in Lewis Carrollʼs (1875) Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1875) and its
(1871) sequel, Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There.14
The Alice books are perhaps an obvious choice: Alice gradually learns to
master wordplay through metalinguistic awareness and ludic or provocative
competence (that is, the ability to tease the addressee). Though never competent enough to produce wordplay herself, she will eventually be able to take
turns with Humpty Dumpty in a conversation about morphotactically and morphosemantically opaque (Dressler 1987) blends and complex clippings in the
poem “The Jabberwocky”, from Through the Looking-Glass (Kullmann 2015).
In this context, we proceed on the assumption that, though generally a marginal phenomenon, lexical blending carries over from the Alice books to their
Italian translations. Their lasting reception is indeed reflected in several older
and new translations. Accordingly, eight translations and the Disney adaptation
are considered for Alice’s Adventures;15 seven editions are used for Through the
Looking-Glass.16 Our question is not about the frequency of lexical blending but

||
14 The source text examples were manually retrieved from:
− A: Lewis Carroll, 1953, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. Parallel text: 1993, Feltrinelli;
− TLG: Lewis Carroll, 1871, Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There.
Parallel text: 1992, Rizzoli.
15 Though sometimes reprinted in new editions or other series over time, Italian translations
are tagged based on the year of first publication and author. For Alice’s Adventures, the following versions were used:
− A1: 1953, trans. by Tommaso Giglio (1995, Universale Economica);
− A2: 1967, trans. by Ranieri Carano (1978, Einaudi);
− A3: 1978, trans. by Masolino D’Amico (2007, Mondadori);
− A4: 1988, trans. by Aldo Busi (1993, Feltrinelli);
− A5: 1989, trans. by Milli Graffi, Garzanti;
− A6: 1993, trans. by Ruggero Bianchi, Mursia;
− A7: 2002, trans. by Alessandro Serpieri, Marsilio;
− A8: 2003, transl. by Alessandro Ceni, Einaudi;
− A9: 1952, Disney adaptation.
(See Cammarata 2011, 2015 for an outline and illustration of Italian translations and adaptations of Alice’s Adventures.)
16 Italian translations are tagged based on the year of their first publication and the translators. For Through the Looking-Glass and “The Jabberwocky”, seven editions were considered.
(Information about new editions of older translations is given in round brackets.)
− TLG1: 1947, trans. by Giuliana Pozzo (1978, Einaudi);
− TLG2: 1952, trans. by Tommaso Giglio (1972, Rizzoli);
− TLG3: 1966, trans. by Attilio Brilli (1992, Rizzoli);
− TGL4: 1971, trans. by Masolino D’Amico;
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rather about the possibility of contour blending in Italian and its ability to naturally occur in nonsense fiction and rhymes. Intuitively, one should predict semicomplete blending in Alice’s Adventures and a significant move towards contour
blending in Through the Looking-Glass and, particularly, in the poem “The Jabberwocky.” Here, we shall see, the poetic function (Jakobson 1960) conflates
with the paradox of making (meta-)sense from a word formation process that in
this one case is not able to derive heightened sense from the integration of unfamiliar (that is, semantically opaque) source words. Of course, there is certainly a lot more to be said about the Alice books. However, a comparison of some
lexical blends across the source and target texts will probe our working assumptions. Lexical blending techniques that play with sound shapes and are grounded in phonological motivation are indeed peculiar to “The Jabberwocky” rather
than to Alice’s Adventures.
We would suggest that in Alice’s Adventures this claim is substantiated by
the translation of yer honor (69) and some names of Wonderland creatures. Interestingly, TT telescope blends are occasionally found to translate other ST types.
Take non-standard yer honor and Alice’s immediately following comment
on arrum, its non-standard pronunciation in rapid speech (70). This licenses
vostrodore ‘your perfume’ (71), which is rather humorous in the situational context; it is a sign of courtly (in)adequacy. Morphonotactically, Vostrodore is a relatively transparent telescope blend that involves vowel shortening at converging ends and paronymy – from an alveolar nasal in the fixed expression Vostro
Onore ‘Your Honour’ (72) to dental stop. In a slightly different manner, It. vostrore (73) appears to be a univerbation of Vostro Re ‘Your King’ – formed as a
humorous, low-key variant of the fixed expression Sua Maestà ‘Your Majesty’ –
rather than an example of a contour blend.
(69)

Engl. yer honor “arrum.” (A: 58)

(70)

“He pronounced it ‘arrum’.” (A: 58)

(71)

Engl. yer honor → It. vostrodore ‘your perfume’ < vostro ‘your’ + odore
‘smell’ (A4: 59)

||
− TLG5: 1989, trans. by Milli Graffi;
− TLG6: 1996, trans. by Guido Almansi, Laterza;
− TLG7: 2003, trans. by Alessandro Ceni, Einaudi.
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(72)

Engl. yer honor → It. Vostro Onore ‘Your Honour’ (A1, A3, A5, A6, A7, A8,
A9)

(73)

Engl. yer honor → It. Vostrore ‘Your Honour’ < Vostro Re ‘Your King’;
Vostro ‘Your’ + Onore ‘Honour’ (A2: 45)

Let us now consider the translations of Mock Turtle (74), White Rabbit (78) and
Cheshire Cat (81). These are meant to be names with a descriptive, classificatory
function. Because the source names fully retain their constituents, we would
predict literal TT translations: Finta Tartaruga (75), Coniglio Bianco (79), and
Gatto del Cheshire or Gatto dello Cheshire (82). However, Mock Turtle is also
rendered by Fintartaruga (76), a telescope blend, or else affixation in Pseudotartaruga (77). One second example from the Disney movie is Stregatto (83), a telescope blend for which we can suggest recourse to paronymy. Unlike Gatto del
Cheshire or Gatto dello Cheshire (82), it fails to identify the distinctive sneer of
the Cheshire Cat. As for White Rabbit, the telescope Bianconiglio (80) is only
found in the Disney movie.
Nevertheless, it is important to notice that, rather than challenging our
claim, using general noun phrases appears to compensate and substitute for the
absence and uselessness of identifying and individualizing (personal and family) names (Sutherland 1970: 135). The alleged freedom to create new blends is
constrained by what might be understood as part of Carroll’s reflection on the
arbitrariness of naming.
(74)

Engl. Mock Turtle

(75)

Engl. Mock Turtle → It. Finta Tartaruga ‘Mock Turtle’; It. finta tartaruga
(A1, A2, A4, A5, A7, A8, A9)

(76)

Engl. Mock Turtle → It. Fintartaruga ‘Mock Turtle’ < Finta ‘mock’ + Tartaruga ‘turtle’ (A6: 87)

(77)

Engl. Mock Turtle → It. Pseudotartaruga < Pseudo- + Tartaruga ‘turtle’
(A3: 97)

(78)

Engl. White Rabbit (A: 14)

(79)

Engl. White Rabbit → It. Coniglio Bianco; coniglio bianco ‘White Rabbit’
(A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8)
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(80)

Engl. White Rabbit → It. Bianconiglio ‘White Rabbit’ < Bianco ‘White’ +
Coniglio ‘Rabbit’ (A9)

(81)

Engl. Cheshire Cat (A: 68)

(82)

Engl. Cheshire Cat → It. Gatto del / dello Cheshire; gatto del / dello Cheshire ‘Cheshire cat’ (A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8)

(83)

Engl. Cheshire Cat → It. Stregatto ‘Bewitched cat’ < Strega ‘Bewitched’;
Stregato ‘Bewitched’ + gatto ‘cat’ (A9)

A similar example is tulgey (TLG) (84), rendered by the semi-complete blend
tenebrumido ‘dark, gloomy and humid’ (85).
(84)

Engl. tulgey (TLG; OED: TULGEY: ‘thick, dense and dark’)

(85)

Engl. tulgey → It. tenebrumido ‘dark, gloomy and humid’ < tenebroso
‘dark, gloomy’ + umido ‘humid’ (TLG7)

Importantly, because in “The Jabberwocky” playing with sound shapes has
priority over playing with meaning and phonological motivation overrules semantic motivation, contour blends are used to translate other types of word formations as well as different lexical blending techniques in the TT. For instance,
brillig (86) is a non-word formed from to grill and / or to broil (87) and a transgression via recourse to fantastic, agrammatical derivation in -ig. Among others,
brillig is rendered by the contour blend brillosto (88), with no overlap at the
crossover point: it describes a ‘roast that benefits from the 4 p.m. sunshine’ (87).
One second example is cuociglia (89), which plays with syntax by reducing the
univerbation of a verb phrase and independent clause (cuoci alla griglia ‘barbeque-IMP.2SG’).
(86)

Engl. brillig < grill + -ig / broil + -ig; grill + broil + -ig

(87)

“Brillig means four o’clock in the afternoon – the time when you start
broiling things for dinner.”

(88)

Engl. brillig → It. brillosto ‘roasted and shiny’ < brillare ‘to shine’ + arrosto ‘roasted / roast’ (TLG6)
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(89)

Engl. brillig → It. cuociglia ‘grill’ < cuoci ‘cook-IMP.2SG’ + griglia ‘grill, N’
< cuoci alla griglia ‘barbeque-IMP.2SG’

When the blend is explicitly defined as a portmanteau by Humpty Dumpty (91,
95), it is actually rendered by a contour blend in the TT, but relatively more
opaque complex clippings are also possible. An example of that is slithy (90),
which conflates slimy and lithe into a paronymic contour blend. One interesting
translation is vivacciosi (92), a paronymic contour blend that conflates vivaci
‘vivid-M.PL’ and limacciosi ‘muddy-M.PL’. Similarly, fanghilosi (93) can be analyzed as a contour blend rather than a derivation involving the non-conventional interfix -il-. Crucially, derivation is ruled out by the need to pack two
meanings into one (semantic motivation).
(90)

Engl. slithy < lithe + slimy (TLG)

(91)

“Well, ‘slithy’ means ‘lithe and slimy’. ‘Lithe’ is the same as ‘active’. You
see, it’s like a portmanteau – there are two meanings packed up into one
word.” (TLG)

(92)

Engl. slithy → It. vivacciosi < vivaci ‘vivid-M.PL’ + limacciosi ‘muddy-M.PL’
(TLG7)

(93)

Engl. slithy → It. fanghilosi < fanghi ‘mud-M.PL’ + oleosi ‘greasy-M.PL’;
fango ‘mud’ + interfix -il- + -si ‘-y-M.PL’ (TLG1)

Another classic example is mimsy (94), which merges miserable and flimsy (95)
into a contour blend. In much the same way as slithy, it is rendered by mélacri
(96), a contour blend of melancolici ‘sad-M.PL’ and alacri ‘flimsy-M.PL’. The blend
is relatively opaque because melancolico is reduced before the selection point
and neither melancolico nor alacre are widely used in Italian. Opacity is also an
issue in stantri (97): as a complex clipping, it is not phonologically similar to the
contour blend of sw2.
(94)

Engl. mimsy < miserable + flimsy (TLG)

(95)

“‘Mimsy’ is ‘flimsy and miserable’ (there’s another portmanteau for
you).” (TLG)
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(96)

Engl. mimsy → It. mélacri ‘mimsy-M.PL’ < melancolici ‘sad-M.PL’ + alacri
‘flimsy-M.PL’ (TLG4)

(97)

Engl. mimsy → It. stantri ‘tired and sad-M.PL’ < stanchi ‘tired-M.PL’ + tristi
‘sad-M.PL’ (TLG2)

Even more opaque are complex words like mome (98), a portmanteau of the
non-perceptually salient syllable coda (-m /m/, from from) and the end of sw2
(me, from home). It. Fuasa ‘out of the house’ (99), and vidasa ‘away from home’
(100) are maximally opaque. Irrespective of the word formation technique, another reason for this is that reduction of prepositional phrases is not a typical
feature of lexical blending. Further down the transparency spectrum are only
complex clippings like Engl. wabe (101), from way before, way behind or way
beyond, and It. civa (102), from ci vanno ‘there go-PR.3PL’, ci vagano ‘there wander-PR.3PL’, ci vacillano ‘there stagger-PR.3PL’, or else a classic language game
with combination of shortening and syllable inversion from vacillano ‘there
stagger-PR.3PL’.
(98)

Engl. mome < from + home (TLG)

(99)

Engl. mome → It. fuasa ‘out of the house’ < fuori ‘outside’ + casa ‘house’
(TLG3)

(100)

Engl. mome → It. vidasa ‘away from home’ < via di ‘away from’ + casa
‘house’ / via ‘away’ + di ‘from’ + casa ‘house’ (TLG4)

(101)

Engl. wabe < way + before; way + behind; way + beyond (TLG)

(102)

Engl. wabe → It. civa < ci ‘there’ + vanno ‘go-PR.3PL’; ci ‘there’ + vagano
‘wander-PR.3PL’; ci ‘there’ + vacillano ‘stagger-PR.3PL’; vacillano ‘staggerpr.3pl’ (TLG3)

6 Conclusion
This study can be seen as a descriptive contribution to the growing literature on
the dynamics of lexical blending as wordplay in Italian. While only intending to
shed some light on the issue, we hope to have brought home two important
points.
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It is generally accepted that lexical blending is a rare word formation process in Italian. An understanding of lexical blending in Italian should be focused on facts from genres, discourse modes, subject fields and knowledge domains that are in constant need of new naming devices, but also on genres that
put emphasis on the coiner’s metalinguistic reflection on the capabilities and limits of the language system and its morphology. Very broadly, media language
and journalese, radio and TV programmes, marketing and advertising of products and events, belong to the former; nonsense and children literature belong
to the latter.
In this context, we have assumed that the addresser’s communicative goals
and intentions, processing capacities and ability to reflect on language, and the
intended addressee’s ability to analyze the blend merit consideration when we
address lexical blending as wordplay. In other words, genre conventions and
discourse mode interact with the selection of a blending technique, relative degree of morphotactic transparency / opacity and the pragmatic purpose of the
complex word. More specifically, descriptive and identificatory purposes correlate positively with maximal morphotactic transparency (e.g. in telescopes
with vowel shortening at the crossover point). To be sure, borrowings may enter
Italian as complex descriptive terms. However, they may be perceived as simplex words if they are shorter than or of the same size as the minimal word in
Italian. Longer borrowings are generally perceived as complex and adapted into
isomorphic equivalents in case of cognate source words. Foreign branding relies
on the prestige of the foreign language and might account for pseudo-anglicisms (conflations of foreign source words), hybrid blends and foreign-sounding blends. All instances strike a balance between descriptive and ludic purposes.
Ludicity, attention-seeking and metalinguistic reflexivity tend to lean towards opacity, but morphotactic opacity is modulated via a number of devices,
including a tendency towards polysyllabic blending, alignment of source words
at the left or right edge, position-based stress assignment, and paronymy in
contour blends.
Finally, extending the operations of blend formation to the limit of acceptability was only possible in “The Jabberwocky”, which aims at making metasense from phonological motivation and play with sound shapes. Importantly,
Humpty-Dumpty’s stipulatory definitions are highly opaque but phonotactically
well-formed contour blends (in his words, portmanteaus). The extreme positive
end of ludicity and the limits of morphotactic and morphosemantic transparency are reached first and foremost due to the selection of unfamiliar, manufactured source words that demand ad hoc definitions. By contrast, choosing to
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render more transparent ST techniques by means of more opaque types in the
Italian TT demonstrates the remarkable ability of Italian to exploit lexical blending in specific contexts.
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(Un)punslatable Alice in Signland:
Wordplays in Brazilian Sign Language
(Língua Brasileira de Sinais-LIBRAS)
Abstract: This article deals with wordplays in Brazilian Sign Language (Língua
Brasileira de Sinais-LIBRAS) in a literary context. Some wordplays from Lewis
Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland were selected in order to discuss the
specificity of translating puns into a sign language. Although some scholars
have asserted that puns are untranslatable, that view can be challenged when
considering the case of sign languages, particularly the Brazilian Sign Language. This article shows that the translatability of Carroll’s literary puns into
LIBRAS should take into account two variables: the bilingualism of the Deaf
people, and the Brazilian Deaf Culture.
Keywords: Brazilian Portuguese, Brazilian Sign Language, Deaf Culture, puns,
sign languages, translatability

1 Introduction
It is not uncommon to hear some people doubting whether it is possible to produce puns in signed languages. Even in academic forums online, the question
of how a sign language may be used for punning is approached with scepticism.
That is why the possibility of translating puns from an oral-auditory language to
a visual-spatial language raises an interesting linguistic problem that could go
further than that pointed out by Delabastita (2004a) since two different modalities of language are involved which bring to the fore the so called modality effects of sign languages (Meier 2009).
The discussion in this article was initiated after a debate on a translation of
Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (from now on Alice) made by
Ramos (2000) who carried out her research on how to translate Carroll’s work
into Brazilian Sign Language1 (Língua Brasileira de Sinais-LIBRAS, to differen-

||
1 Besides the international abbreviation for Brazilian Sign Language as accepted by scholars
(LSB-Língua de Sinais Brasileira), we decided to use the official abbreviation in Brazil as accepted by the Deaf Community: LIBRAS which stands for Língua Brasileira de Sinais.
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tiate from British Sign Language-BSL)2 and a theater adaptation produced by
the Research Group SignAtores.3 By that time we wondered how and if the translators took the challenge of translating Carroll’s puns present in Alice and what
kind of strategies would be used to translate the puns.
From a theoretical point of view, the pioneering work of Klima and Bellugi
(1979) on the existence and productivity of puns in sign languages, particularly
in American Sign Language (ASL) motivated us to take a step further in investigating the issue of punning in sign languages. Klima and Bellugi’s work (1979)
is also the reference point of our discussion, as we will be applying their findings on ASL to LIBRAS.
The article is divided as follows: section 2 presents a brief discussion on the
translation of Carroll’s puns. Section 3 is dedicated to Brazilian Sign Language
and Brazilian Portuguese and touches upon contact between the two. Section 4
presents the most common strategies of sign languages to play with words or, in
other words, with signs. In section 5 and its subsections, the results of our study
are presented, demonstrating how some puns in Alice could be translated into
LIBRAS. Our view on the results is given in subsection 5.3, followed by a conclusion.

2 The translation of Carroll’s puns: Why not in
Signed Languages?
There are a number of publications dealing with the possibilities of translating
and adapting Lewis Carroll's wordplays into Portuguese and other languages
(Ambrosiani 2010; Amorim 2004; Borba 1997; Pereira 2002; Westphalen, et al.
2001; Diaz-Pérez 1999; Weissbrod 1996 inter alia). The main focus of these studies deals with strategies of pun translation and the choices made by translators
in line with Delabastita’s (2004a: 604) possibilities and restrictions on pun
translations. Almost all investigations give special attention to the specific cul-

||
2 Ramos (2000) defended her doctoral dissertation on her translation of Alice into LIBRAS
which was later released by Arara Azul Publishing House as a DVD-ROM (Carroll 2002). Arara
Azul is devoted to works on Deaf education and to adapt literary classics into LIBRAS. A preview of that work is given on the website: http://editora-arara-azul.com.br/site/produtos/
detalhes/56 (accessed 08.04.2016).
3 The Research Group is presented at: http://www.signatores.com.br/?lang=en (accessed
08.04.2016) and in Somacal and Bersell (2011).
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tural setting of the Alice books, to the grammatical and phonological particularities of the English language for punning, and to the challenge of translating
puns in any other language.
Clearly, the debates on how to translate Carroll’s puns from a spoken language into another one have offered much to digest until now; however, the
same cannot be said for the process of translating Alice’s puns into sign languages. Furthermore, investigations on the question of the modality effects between
spoken and signed languages on translation are still in their beginnings since
the fields of Sign Language research and Translation Studies have only recently
become more concerned with that issue.
It is well-known that spoken and signed languages share universal properties but also keep some particularities due to their oral-auditory and visual-spatial modalities, respectively. In the case of signed languages, the use of space is
a very important feature (Talmy 2003; Woll 2007) just as sounds are indispensable for spoken languages. In line with their particularities, it makes sense to
discuss in general terms how a literary text full of wordplay such as Alice can be
translated into sign language. Before that, however, we would like to provide
more information on the subject languages involved in this study: Brazilian Portuguese and Brazilian Sign Language (LIBRAS).

3 Brazilian Sign Language and Brazilian Portuguese
LIBRAS is the second official language in Brazil and is spoken by nearly 5 million Deaf people, mainly in urban centers. The proficiency in Brazilian Portuguese and LIBRAS is not homogeneous. When LIBRAS is not the first language
acquired, Portuguese is the language used as an intermediate means to learn
LIBRAS. One interesting fact is that Portuguese, in its oral and written modality,
contributes to LIBRAS in many ways. That should be kept in mind if we want to
understand the Deaf Culture in Brazil.4 Talking about LIBRAS and Deaf Culture
is the same as talking about bilingual individuals who share the same worldview.
Any studies on the relation of Brazilian Portuguese and LIBRAS should be
aware of the condition that these languages are both used by the Brazilian Deaf
||
4 “(…) [t]he terms ‘deaf’ and ‘Deaf’ are used to distinguish the audiological condition of deafness from the cultural and linguistic identity, respectively.” (Wilcox 2007: 1113).
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Community. Thus, any translation of a literary work will have to go through
Portuguese as a mediator for producing any material in LIBRAS. That is also the
case of our work on the translation of Carroll’s puns into LIBRAS.5

4 Playing with Signs
Since sign languages are natural languages just as spoken languages, it would
be surprising if sign languages could not play with signs as spoken languages
play with words and sounds to produce humorous effects. At this point, we
would like to specify how we treat signs and words and how one can play with
them. In linguistic terms, we follow Meir:6
Sign languages have words, that is, conventionalized units of form-meaning correspondence, like spoken languages. These units have psychological reality for their users (Zeshan 2002). They are composed of sub-lexical units and are therefore characterized by duality of patterning (Stokoe 1960). They are characterized by specific phonological structures and are subject to certain phonological constraints (Sandler 1999; see chapter 3,
Phonology). Sign language words are usually referred to as signs, and we will adopt this
terminology here as well.
(Meir 2012: 78)

According to the author, a signed word behaves the same way as a spoken
word. This allows us to say that we can make signplays as proposed for the first
time by Klima and Bellugi (1979). They made one of the first attempts to analyze
wordplays in sign languages. In their classic monograph, some puns of American Sign Language (ASL) were presented in order to confirm that sign languages
have the same properties as spoken languages when playing with words. Klima
and Bellugi (1979: 319) state: “In spontaneous ASL communication, plays on
signs abound. They occur daily and readily evoke laughter.” More recently, Sutton-Spence and Woll ([1999] 2007: 264–269) briefly mention puns in poetry and
story-telling in British Sign Language (BSL).
One of the first examples given by Klima and Bellugi (1979) on an ASL pun
is the following:

||
5 Not rarely, phenomena such as code-switching and code-blending emerge in social communication situations in a Deaf Community. For an overview of both phenomena, see Adam
(2012); for the relation of code-blending to code-switching, in signed and spoken languages,
see Sousa and Quadros (2012), as well as Duarte and Mesquita (2016).
6 For a detailed discussion, see Zeshan (2003).
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Fig. 1a: THIRTEEN

Fig. 1b: EJACULATE

Fig. 1c: Pun in ASL: ‘the age of ejaculation7’

The pun above is produced by relating to two signs that share the same parameters (Fig. 1a and 1b), but differ in movement. In another notation, we may have
two interpretations for the sign in Fig. 1c as in example (1) below:
(1)

Pun in ASL (Klima and Bellugi 1979: 320)8
ASL example: SUPPOSE (HE) MAN, (HE) AGE EJACULATE
Expected: ‘You know he's a man when he’s age thirteen’.
Wordplay ‘You know he's a man when he’s at the age of ejaculation’.

||
7 Figures adapted from the original (Klima and Bellugi 1979: 321).
8 Example adapted from Klima and Bellugi (1979). Sign languages are conventionally transcribed with CAPITAL letters. The first line is the transcription made by Klima and Bellugi; the
second one is the expected translation; finally, the last line is the wordplay made by using the
sign EJACULATE.
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Given the fact that the productivity of wordplays in sign languages has been demonstrated in a few studies, it is surprising that some people doubt puns are
possible in sign languages. The assumption is that it would be difficult for a
signer to play with his / her own language. In (1) the pun is possible due to the
shared formal properties of the signs having different meanings as it can happen with instances of paronymy in spoken languages. However, there are also
some particularities of signplay in sign languages due to the visual-spatial modality of signed languages.

4.1 Wordplays in Sign Languages
We begin this subsection with another quotation from Klima and Bellugi:
This seems to us the common shared property of linguistic play in ASL – compression of
unexpected meanings into minimal sign forms. Sometimes the condensation results from
substituting elements within a sign, sometimes from using the two hands to make two different signs simultaneously, sometimes from making one sign merge into another or one
sign blend with another. The linguistic plays uniformly involve compression of meaning
and form.
(Klima and Bellugi 1979: 320)

The authors list some strategies of punning in ASL, mainly by substitution of a
specific parameter in the sign language. Those parameters are: Handshape (or
Hand Configuration-HC), Location (L), Movement (M), and Facial Expression
(FE). Let us briefly look at some of the strategies that can be used in signplay
(Klima and Bellugi 1979: 324–333):
(i) Hand configuration substitutions: changing one of the possible hand configurations provokes some sign plays as in the sign for UNDERSTAND in
ASL, usually made with the index finger. If the signer uses the little finger,
(s)he can express the meaning of ‘understand a little’.
(ii) Place of articulation substitutions: the same occurs with the place of articulation of one sign. For example, the sign DEAF is made initiating from one’s
ear and finishing on the mouth area. If the final place is the eye, it might
mean that the person is a blind-deaf person.
(iii) Movement substitution: changing the movement of a sign is also a possibility. Taking the same sign UNDERSTAND, if the sign is made with a reverse
movement, not from the signer’s head to an open space above the head, but
from above the head to the initial position where the sign should be started,
then someone would mean that (s)he does not understand at all or, in Klima
and Bellugi’s words, “un-understand” something.
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(iv) Minor parameter substitutions: That strategy consists of internal changes in
a sign which allow for the incorporation of other sense units in a sign.
(v) Double articulation of signs or simultaneous articulation: with two hands as
articulators, it is possible to sign two different signs at the same time and also to make signs with one hand that are usually made with both hands (Xavier 2014). Other possibilities are to blend signs and conflate two signs into
one.
All those strategies are used as a means of producing sign plays and humorous
effects. As Sutton-Spence and Napoli (2012) point out, wordplay accounts for
producing humor and other pragmatic functions common to any language. The
same goes for sign languages. Another way of producing a humorous effect is
changing epithets, i.e., changing a person’s sign to a similar sign with a pejorative meaning, just for joking. One example is a sign of one of the authors of this
article which is made by scratching the jaw with the thumb. That sign, if made
with a movement upward, can mean MENSTRUATION in LIBRAS.
Even though these techniques are the most common in signplay, there are
many other ways of how to play with signs. Another possibility is to play with
the manual alphabet, which is different from sign language to sign language.
Another playful form of communicating is code-blending between a spoken and
a signed language, for example, English and ASL or Brazilian Portuguese and
LIBRAS.

4.2 Wordplays in Brazilian Sign Language
Wordplay in Brazilian Sign Language is a very commonly used social practice,
for example, during meetings, games or in any other situation where Deaf people socialize. Learners also play with signs when trying to learn the different parameters of similar signs.
The current study on puns in LIBRAS was carried out in two cities in North
Brazil, Santarém (Pará State) and Boa Vista (Roraima State) with deaf students
of Bachelor courses in LIBRAS at two Brazilian universities: the Federal University of the West of Pará (UFOPA) and the Federal University of Roraima (UFRR).
We also interviewed some hearing people who were interpreters of LIBRAS. Unfortunately, no deaf student was able to give examples of puns in LIBRAS when
they were asked. We met sometimes with deaf young people in Boa Vista in
order to collect puns, but that kind of fieldwork had not been successful. Since
the Deaf people from Santarém were usually too busy for meetings, we concentrated our research on Boa Vista. One reason for that was related to the fact that
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the emergent Deaf Community in Boa Vista was still only beginning to take
shape, and so the level of proficiency in LIBRAS was still basic.9
Facing those difficulties, we decided to try elicitation sessions with some
deaf students. After explaining the subject and the kind of wordplays we were
interested in, one student from the Federal University of Roraima appeared to
be a good collaborator in our task. While, in methodological terms, this was not
the best possible way to work on puns in a sign language, the elicitation sessions were more successful than our attempts of catching natural occurrences of
them. From the outset of the study we have been aware of the potential restrictions, as there is no previous research in the area of translation studies dealing
with puns in LIBRAS. References in the specific literature are scarce, usually
found on word-formation topics in introductory books on LIBRAS, such as the
example of SAPO + CAIR, signed in LIBRAS as a toponym for SAPUCAIA (a city
in the Rio Grande do Sul State in South Brazil) (Quadros and Karnopp 2004:
106).
Not to be overly pessimistic, during our first attempts to collect puns in
LIBRAS, we actually came across some wordplays involving sexual connotations such as the signs for PENIS and WATER in LIBRAS that share the same
hand configuration in L, differentiating only in the index finger movement as
shown in the figure below:

||
9 There is no reliable information about the number of deaf people in Boa Vista-RR. We believe
that the Deaf Community in the city has not yet been formed. Even after several months of doing fieldwork on Deaf Culture in Boa Vista, we could not find a space where deaf people met
and socialized. The only place was the Centro de Atendimento à Pessoa com Surdez-CAS (Center
for Assisting Deaf People). That reality seems to be the main reason why young people learn
LIBRAS late in life, and this probably affects their fluency in the sign language.
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Fig. 2: Hand configurations for PENIS and WATER SIGNS in LIBRAS10

Some young deaf people have joked with a LIBRAS apprentice to be careful
when asking for some water since, in case the person forgets to move the index
finger on the jaw, the meaning would be PENIS instead of WATER.

5 Alice’s punslatabilities in Signland
As it is not possible to list all possible translations of Carroll’s wordplays into
LIBRAS here due to lack of space, we would like to choose one of them to illustrate the task of translating puns into sign language. The chosen chapter of Alice
is “The Mock Turtle’s Story”, especially the wordplays for the different branches
of arithmetic as given in Tab. 1 below:

||
10 This is a LIBRAS dictionary produced and distributed by São Paulo State Government. It is
necessary to mention that the sign PENIS can be made differently in other varieties of LIBRAS
(Capovilla, Raphael and Mauricio 2009).
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Tab. 1: The Mock Turtle’s Story

Carroll’s original (1866: 143)

Leite’s translation (1980, p. 109)

“I couldn’t afford to learn it.” said the Mock
Turtle with a sigh. “I only took the regular
course.”
“What was that?” inquired Alice.
“Reeling and Writhing, of course, to begin
with”, the Mock Turtle replied; “and then the
different branches of Arithmetic – Ambition,
Distraction, Uglification, and Derision.”

“- Eu não tinha recursos para pagar esses
cursos extras – disse a Falsa Tartaruga com
um suspiro. – contentava-me com os cursos
regulares.
- E quais eram? - inquiriu Alice.
- As Belas Tretas e o bom Estrilo, pra começar,
é claro – replicou a Falsa Tartaruga – e depois
os diferentes ramos da Aritmética: Ambição,
Distração, Murchificação e Derrisão.”

The translation of Alice by Leite (1980) was selected as he is considered one of
the best translators of Alice into Brazilian Portuguese. Leite followed the same
techniques as in the source text to provide close renderings of the original
wordplays, using the similarity of Latin origin words in Portuguese for Ambition, Distraction and Derision. But for Uglification Leite had to make up an equivalent, taking a word closer to Multiplication: Murchificação (‘to rot’).
The same wordplays were translated into LIBRAS by Ramos, Padro and Lamarrão (Carroll 2002) following partially the lines of Leite’s translation, but in
the Alice translation into LIBRAS the authors were not worried about translating
all puns. The four branches of Arithmetic were translated from the Portuguese
version, but the wordplay for ‘Division’ (Derision) is left out. In the LIBRAS version of Alice, page 19, the interpreter does not sign the word Derision, as we can
see on the image below where there is a note saying that Derisão was not translated into LIBRAS from the Portuguese version:
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Fig. 3: Interface of DVD-ROM of Alice in LIBRAS (Carroll 2002)

In the following subsections we lay out our research on the translation of puns
into sign language. Firstly, we describe the process we had to adopt to adapt
wordplays from English and Portuguese into LIBRAS. After that, we present the
results of our attempt to adequately translate the selected wordplays into
LIBRAS. Then, we conclude with some words on the translatability of puns and
Deaf Culture.

5.1 Punslating Alice into LIBRAS
As for our task of trying to translate some of Carroll’s puns into Brazilian Sign
Language, a first step was to interpret the puns into Brazilian Portuguese as a
means of explaining the ludic goal of the puns to our deaf collaborator.11
To begin with, we discussed the puns found in Alice with our collaborator in
their Brazilian Portuguese version. We asked whether she knew the story of
Alice, and found out that she was only familiar with it through Disney movies.
The best way to work on the puns with our collaborator was via “second hand
||
11 We would like to thank our student collaborator Bruna Gomes Mesquita who gently helped
us by suggesting possible translations of Carroll’s puns and also allowed us to use her image
signing LIBRAS examples in this article. Bruna is a student at the Federal University of Roraima
in the Letras-LIBRAS Course. She is deaf and oralized, and started to learn LIBRAS when she
was 15.
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puns.” It was easier to explain the puns in Portuguese because our collaborator
did not know English and thus could not access the original English version of
the book.
Some puns were translated well by Leite, which allowed us to guide our
deaf collaborator to do the same in LIBRAS. The goal was to try to keep the phonological particularities or hand parameters in making the adequate sign. For
example, the puns created by Carroll in the passage “We called him Tortoise
because he taught us (...)” (Carroll 1866: 141–142) were adapted by Leite in the
following way: “Nós a chamávamos de Torturuga porque aprender com ela era
uma tortura – respondeu a Falsa Tartaruga.” (Leite 1980: 107–108). Here, the
word Torturuga seems to be close to tortura (torture) in Portuguese. Examples
like that showed us that the best way would be to recreate the puns in Portuguese in a way our collaborator could understand them better.
The process of translating specific puns into LIBRAS was not easy. In the
first place, there was the question of the comparison of English with Portuguese, so we tried to explain the wordplays we were interested in. Then, we
used the following way to explain Leite’s translations:
– Ambição (Ambition) because it is related to Addition as an ambitious person
wants more and more of something;
– Distração (Distraction), because if someone is distracted he or she can lose
things;
– Murchificação (to rot, in Carroll’s work: ‘Uglification’) because the more we
multiply something the more it can become rotten since it takes too much
time for the multiplication;
– Derrisão (Derision) was the hardest wordplay to explain as it is not a common word in Brazilian Portuguese where it refers to a kind of bullying. Maybe that was one of the reasons for not being translated on the DVD LIBRAS
material of Alice (Fig. 3).
We showed different puns in Portuguese that were collected from some translations and adaptations of Lewis Carroll to our collaborator in order to explain
how wordplays could work in LIBRAS, following the same strategies used by the
translators of Alice into Portuguese. In addition, we tried to recreate other possibilities that would be easier to render into LIBRAS by our collaborator. So we
adapted Leite’s translations as shown in Tab. 2:
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Tab. 2: Wordplay adaptations in Portuguese and LIBRAS

Carroll’s puns

Leite’s puns

Adapted puns in
Portuguese

Adapted puns in
English

Ambition

Ambição

Ambição

Ambition

Distraction

Distração

Subação

Subaction

Uglification

Murchificação

Multiação

Multiaction

Derision

Derrisão

Perder de vista
(de visão = divisão)

Lost from sight
(*of vision)

The main reason for the transformations was to highlight how a pun in a spoken
language works and how that punning could be rendered into sign language.
That is why for ‘subtraction’ we maintain the similarity of Subação (Subaction).
For ‘multiplication’, instead of Murchificação in Portuguese or ‘Uglification’ in
English, we took the word Multiação (‘multiaction’) because our collaborator
could understand that word in Portuguese when relating multiaction to an advertisement (there is a washing powder in Brazil that promises a ‘multiaction’
for cleaning clothes.). Finally, the pun for derision was replaced by a sentence
‘perdi de visão’ (lost from sight) trying to retain the sounds in Portuguese (for
those deaf who are oralized like our collaborator), as the final part of the sentence sounds the same as divisão / de visão (‘of vision’).
Besides that first attempt to explain the structure of the puns, we emphasized that the translation into LIBRAS should have a relation to the meaning of
the original words from the branches of arithmetic, like in Carroll’s book. The
result of our exercise is provided in the next subsection.

5.2 The Mock Turtle’s Branches of Arithmetic in LIBRAS
In our elicitation sessions, we asked our collaborator to create signed puns in
LIBRAS in such a way that one could play with the same hand configuration but
that it would look like an ambiguous sign for the four branches of arithmetic.
After some suggestions of signs and long debates, our collaborator chose some
pairs of signs for each branch of arithmetic that could work as signed puns:
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Fig. 4a: ADDITION

Fig. 4b: STARVATION

Fig. 5a: SUBTRACTION

Fig. 5b: RESEARCH / ASK

Fig. 6a: MULTIPLICATION

Fig. 6b: NEVER MORE
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Fig. 7a: DIVISION

Fig. 7b: PROBLEM

For the ‘Addition’ (Fig. 4a) sign we have a possible pun meaning STARVATION
(Fig. 4b). Both signs are opposite due to the distinctive features of Movement
and Facial Expression. While the first one has neither movement nor Facial
Expression, the second one in (Fig. 4b) does. The ‘Subtraction’ (Fig. 5a) sign and
RESEARCH / ASK (Fig. 5b) change in three parameters: Movement, Orientation,
and Facial Expression. In Fig. 5a the index finger moves down the hand palm
while in Fig. 5b the movement of the index finger is forward and backward with
a Facial Expression of looking for something. The MULTIPLICATION (Fig. 6a)
and NEVER MORE (Fig. 6b) signs are distinguished by moving the fingers in
cross far away of the body for the NEVER MORE sign, and with a Facial Expression of disgust for the NEVER MORE meaning. Finally, for Division (Fig. 7a), a
possible pun would be the sign for PROBLEM (Fig. 7b), which changes the
Movement and also the Facial Expression while the parameters of Handshape
and Orientation remain the same. The Facial Expression is the one of a troubled
person. To sum up, the pairs of signs intended for punning are:
(2)

English
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division

LIBRAS / PORTUGUESE
INANIÇÃO
PESQUISAR / PERGUNTAR
NUNCA MAIS12
PROBLEMA

Translation
STARVATION
RESEARCH / ASK
NEVER MORE
PROBLEM

||
12 The sign NUNCA MAIS (NEVER MORE) belongs to the LIBRAS variety of Boa Vista, North
Brazil and may be different from other varieties such as that from São Paulo-SP (Albres and
Neves 2008: 53).
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As a next step, we asked our collaborator to relate the signs in Fig. 4b, 5b, 6b
and 7b to their equivalents in the (a) figures. The description given was the following: STARVATION relates to Addition as a person dying in hunger wants
more and more food, on the other hand, starvation is a plus to hunger; RESEARCH / ASK relates to Subtraction as if we lose something, we have to look
for it; NEVER MORE would be the opposite of Multiplication because when we
have too much of one thing we do not want it any longer; PROBLEM relates to
Division because a division such as that of territory may cause problems.13
A further step of our sessions would be to present those signs to other Deaf
people so they could evaluate the productivity and naturalness of the puns.
Despite the fact that the puns in Fig. 4 to 7 were elicited, our Deaf collaborator
and LIBRAS interpreter seemed to be optimistic that those signs could work well
as signed plays in an adaptation of Alice into LIBRAS. Although the evaluation
of our collaborator was positive, we do recognize that only the acceptance in a
Deaf Community would confirm the naturalness of those possible puns as natural puns in LIBRAS.

5.3 Signplays in LIBRAS and the Question of Deaf Culture
What we could learn from the examples shown in the last section is not that
puns are outright untranslatable, particularly into sign languages, but that
there are many factors that need to be taken into account when trying to translate wordplays into a different modality of language.
Undoubtedly, the signs in Fig. 4 to 7 could be considered puns due to the
formal strategy of changing one sign into another and the ambiguity found
between them (Partington 2009: 1795). However, as Ramos (2000: 129–130)
asserts, pun translations into sign languages do not always fit in completely

||
13 One of the anonymous reviewers commented that the meaning STARVATION has an antonymous meaning to ADDITION while ‘ambition’ and addition can have a consequential meaning. The same could be said about SUBTRACTION and RESEARCH / ASK. At this point it should
be said that those puns were elicited data which probably posit a problem since they are supposed to function as good puns in LIBRAS. Indeed, the elicitation sessions were guided to produce similar puns in LIBRAS, as it was done in Portuguese (see ‘murchificação’ in Leite’s translation). Besides, our collaborator was instructed to think of possible puns in LIBRAS which
could make a Deaf audience laugh. In this case, STARVATION was thought to be a good one.
For Subtraction, the Facial Expression of a person searching or asking something was also
interpreted as funny. In fact, the translations proposed in this study represent just one possible
solution of puns in LIBRAS, which, we believe, could work in an adaptation of Carroll’s work.
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because it can appear as if something is missing. In particular, cultural aspects
can get lost in translation. Deaf Communities have their own characteristics all
over the world since Deaf people live in a silent world with a shared perspective
about the hearing world. A good example of how that difference in worldview
shows in deaf humor is described in the situation below taken from SottonSpence and Woll in the context of the British Deaf Community:
Recently, some deaf and hearing people were sitting in a summer garden under an apple
tree, when an apple fell and hit a member of the group on the head. It sparked off two
simultaneous jokes. The hearing person whose head was hit looked up with mock inspiration and signed -g-r-a-v-i-t-y-! The hearing people laughed, but the deaf people merely
smiled politely. Even though they understood the joke, they did not find it very funny.
However, a deaf person ‘became’ a big apple in the tree, and, with an expression of disdain, nudged her elbow to knock the other little apple out of her way off the tree. The deaf
people laughed, and the hearing people smiled politely. This is an illustration of the different senses of humour that one may see in Deaf and hearing communities.
(Sotton-Spence and Woll 2007: 266–267)

Another factor that can impinge on the effectiveness of the elicited puns relates
to the fact that these signplays are not spontaneous puns emerging in a conversation or in natural interaction. In any case, the puns suggested in Fig. 4 to 7 are
thought of as literary examples, similar to the type of translation of the written
puns into Brazilian Portuguese. We are aware that the motivation for creating
sign puns should be that of humor. This is why we will only know that the sign
plays in Fig. 4 to 7 are good ones if they provoke humor in a Deaf audience,
bearing in mind the specificities of Deaf humor pointed out by Cancio-Bello
(2015) and Sutton-Spence and Napoli (2012).

6 Conclusion
Punning in sign languages is very productive in their natural usages, mostly in
jokes, poetry, games and so on (Klima and Bellugi 1979). However, research on
this phenomenon has been scarce, and a more thorough study of punning in
sign languages is desirable. This article has put forward some reflections on this
intriguing issue.
Translating Carroll’s puns into LIBRAS is not an impossible task if one pays
attention to the particularity of the visual-spatial modality of sign languages
and to the Deaf Culture of each Deaf Community as well as the influence of Brazilian Portuguese on LIBRAS.
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To demonstrate that punning is natural and productive in sign languages is
a way of contributing to a better understanding of the pragmatic dimensions of
wordplay in languages, both of spoken and signed modalities. For future adaptations of Alice, we expect that translators will be aware of some of the specificities we have discussed and will be able to live up to a wordplay expressed by
Lewis Carroll: “take care of the sense and the sounds will take care of themselves.” (Carroll 1866) which could be paraphrased: take care of the sense and
the ‘signs’ will take care of themselves.
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Sie haben feuchte Nüsse ‒ The Translation
of Verbal Humour in German Subtitles of
US American Sitcoms
Abstract: This paper explores the German subtitles of three US American situation comedies, The Big Bang Theory, New Girl and Grace and Frankie, focusing
on language play, with two major aims: Firstly, these television series serve to
discuss problems of humour translation in general, showing which types of
verbal humour are used in the three series and by which strategies they have
been translated. Secondly, the specificities of subtitling are addressed and the
question to what extent its medial and technical preconditions influence the
translation of language play.
Keywords: interlingual subtitling, language play, multimodality, translatology,
verbal humour, wordplay

1 Introduction
The threat of untranslatability sometimes looms over the translator’s work like
the sword of Damocles. When people present examples of untranslatability,
they frequently mention wordplay, which is often so intensely embedded in a
specific language that it is hard to find a target language equivalent. That there
are many successful ways of translating wordplay, however, is demonstrated by
the international success of US American situation comedies. Some of these are
specifically known for their ample use of language play, such as the The Big
Bang Theory.
In analysing the audiovisual translation of verbal humour, this contribution
focuses on the German subtitles rather than on the dubbed versions, because
the specific challenges subtitlers face, which are primarily due to the change of
mode between the source and the target text, render the enterprise of translating verbal humour in subtitles particularly intriguing. Hence, in order to show
what challenges the process of subtitling entails for the translation of verbal
humour, this article will also deal with problems specific to subtitling, since
these problems have only rarely been addressed in the literature on the audiovisual translation of humour (with the exception of Belz 2008, for example).
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This paper will begin with a presentation of the different types of verbal
humour before it provides a very brief introduction to the preconditions of subtitling. In a second step, the challenges of translating verbal humour will be addressed in general and in relation to subtitling. The empirical analysis of the
German subtitles of three US American sitcoms, The Big Bang Theory, New Girl
and Grace and Frankie, will serve as a basis for the argument. I will examine
what kinds of language play occur in the database and which translation strategies have been used.

2 Audiovisual Translation: Subtitling
In Western European countries like Germany and France, foreign-language
films or television series are usually made accessible to domestic audiences via
dubbing. Nevertheless, subtitling is also highly relevant for audiovisual translation, as those who are relatively proficient in a foreign language often prefer to
watch the original film with the translation in subtitles.
Subtitling can be defined as “a translation practice that consists of presenting a written text, generally on the lower part of the screen, that endeavours to
recount the original dialogue of the speakers, as well as the discursive elements
that appear in the image …, and the information that is contained on the soundtrack” (Díaz Cintas and Remael 2007: 8). Subtitles can be distinguished according to whether they have been produced in the same language as the audio, or
in a different language. In the first case, we are dealing with intralingual subtitles, which are primarily intended for the hard of hearing; in the second case,
we are dealing with interlingual subtitles – the subject of the analysis at hand
(cf. Schröpf 2008: 27).
Requirements for effective interlingual subtitles are (1) a semantically adequate rendering of the original dialogue, (2) synchronous appearance with the
dialogue, (3) sufficient reading time for the recipient (cf. Díaz Cintas and Remael
2007: 9), (4) unobtrusiveness “because they make you feel you are understanding the original as you hear it” (Morgan 2001: 164), and (5) adherence to the
author’s intentions “in a style as close as possible to the original” (Morgan 2001:
164).
However, the criteria for good subtitles are not always easy to fulfil, which
is mainly due to the technical constraints influencing the subtitler’s work, notably space and time restrictions. As a subtitle usually consists of one or two lines
with a maximum of 41 characters each (cf. Díaz Cintas and Remael 2007: 9),
subtitling often necessitates a considerable amount of shortening. Bearing in
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mind that subtitling entails a change from the spoken to the written mode, some
of these abridgements only pertain to features of orality (cf. Schröpf 2008: 54),
such as discourse particles, repetition and swear words. When technical factors
like dialogue speed or cuts (cf. below) require omissions, these are often more
substantial. Nevertheless, “an ellipsis or gap in the (subtitled) dialogue may be
filled with information the viewer obtains from the images on screen” (Díaz
Cintas and Remael 2007: 50−51).
In order to meet criterion (3), subtitles have to respect the average reading
speed of the audience, which may vary, depending on factors like the target
audience’s age or their previous exposure to subtitles (cf. Schröpf 2008: 23).
Accordingly, a subtitle of maximum length should remain visible on the screen
for six seconds, commonly referred to as the “6-second rule” (Díaz Cintas and
Remael 2007: 96), whereas very short subtitles consisting of only a word or two
may fade out after one second.
This requirement can be challenged by two competing factors, namely synchrony (2) and shot changes. Synchrony means that the dialogue in the audio
and the subtitle should appear more or less at the same time, and that the subtitle should also fade out when the audio stops, or no longer than one or two
seconds after (cf. Belz 2008: 95). While a dialogue partner is speaking, however,
a shot change, or cut, may take place. As cuts punctuate the action, “the general
rule is never to carry a subtitle over a cut unless there is no alternative” (Morgan
2001: 162, quoting one of the freelance subtitlers working for Channel 4), i.e. the
subtitle is supposed to fade out before a cut, and a new subtitle should appear
shortly after the cut. Of course, this is not always possible, especially in action
films where one cut usually follows another, but also in dialogue where the camera frequently shifts from one dialogue partner to the next.
Although this very brief introduction to the criteria for good subtitles as well
as the technical constraints they are influenced by is not meant to be exhaustive, it certainly provides a summary of the main challenges in subtitling. It also
illustrates why subtitling has often been considered a case of adaptation rather
than translation proper: “For some, the activity falls short of being a case of
translation proper because of all the spatial and temporal limitations imposed
by the medium itself” (Díaz Cintas and Remael 2007: 9).
Given the inevitable omissions in comparison to the audio (cf. Belz 2008:
101), and the foreign language proficiency of those who consume the films with
interlingual subtitles, the audience is likely to notice that the subtitles often do
not entirely correspond to the audio. This discrepancy is sometimes perceived to
be a lack of translation quality, which explains why interlingual subtitles have a
relatively poor reputation in many dubbing countries (cf. Díaz Cintas and
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Remael 2007: 55−56). Apart from omissions, a reason why the audience may be
dissatisfied with the subtitles are alterations, i.e. passages where the lexical
material does not constitute a semantically-equivalent translation of the audio.
One linguistic phenomenon closely associated with such alterations is verbal
humour.

3 Verbal Humour in Translation
The most central category of verbal or language-based humour is the pun,
which is described by Schröter (2010: 139) as follows: “Puns rely on the fact that
some distinct meanings may be expressed through formally similar or even
identical elements in a language. If one or more of such elements, and their cotext, are intentionally arranged in such a way that two or more of these distinct
meanings are evoked almost simultaneously, we have a pun.” If the form of the
elements concerned is identical, we speak of a pun based on homonymy or
polysemy, like in (1), or a perfect pun. If the two elements are formally similar,
as in (2), we are dealing with a paronymous or imperfect pun (cf. Zwicky and
Zwicky 1986: 494).
(1)

I did a theatrical performance about puns. Really it was just a play on
words.

(2)

I told my friend about the creative writing class I took, and she said that
she had a simile experience.

The first pun exploits the polysemy of play with meaning1 ‘the act of doing
something in a jocular manner’ and meaning2 ‘stage representation’, while the
second one is based on the formal similarity between simile and similar. Like
most jokes, puns rely on a moment of incongruity, more specifically “[t]he unforeseen linking of different words, meanings or ideas creates the comic surprise characteristic of puns” (Litovkina et al. 2008: 250). The recipient usually
interprets the pun in terms of one reading first (e.g. ‘stage representation’),
which is most coherent in the given context, before they become aware of the
second reading (‘the act of doing something in a jocular manner’), which, due to
its surprise effect, creates a conceptual clash. This explanation constitutes a
highly-simplified summary of the view that humour typically relies on incon-
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gruity – an idea postulated by the Semantic Script Theory of Humour (Raskin
1985).1
Even though wordplay is not always used with humorous intent,2 it is “inseparably linked to humour which in turn is linked to laughter” (Chiaro 1992:
4).3 In order to make their audiences laugh, sitcoms rely heavily on the use of
verbal humour – not only puns, but various types of language play, such as modified phraseological units, creative lexical blends and rhyming.4 Some authors
insist on the distinction between puns as the purest form of verbal humour and
less central categories that do not rely on a script opposition, by speaking of
wordplay in the former case and language play in the latter (for instance Hempelmann 2008). As the aspect of script opposition will not be relevant for the
analysis, and language play in the three sitcoms is typically employed to create
humour, I will use language play for all types, synonymously with verbal humour.
That verbal humour is often pointed out as a potential case of untranslatability is due to the fact that “puns rely so much on the formal idiosyncrasies of
one language that a direct translation would have to lead to a loss of playful
ambiguity” (Schröter 2010: 142). In the discussion about how to translate verbal
humour, translation scholars usually refer to Delabastita’s nine translation methods for puns (which can also be resorted to for other types of language play):
(1) rendering the source-text pun by a target-language pun, which can be relatively similar, but also semantically deviant; (2) translating the pun by a nonpunning phrase; (3) translating the pun by a related device, for example, language play in a broader sense; (4) omitting the passage with the pun altogether;
(5) recreating the pun in the target language without translating it; (6) translating a non-punning passage by a pun, for instance to compensate for previous
omissions of puns; (7) inserting completely new textual material containing a
pun, for the same reason as in (6); (8) using “editorial techniques”, such as explanatory footnotes; (9) a combination of the eight methods described (Delabastita 1996: 134).

||
1 Even though incongruity is “the most widely supported candidate for the role of ‘essential
ingredient’ in humour” (Ritchie 2004: 46), the seeming universality of incongruity has been repeatedly contested in recent years (cf., for instance, Ritchie 2004: 80; Veale 2004: 424).
2 Cf. Schröter (2005: 88−95) for a discussion of the functions of language play.
3 Cf. Veiga (2009: 160), however, on the fact that “humour and laughter are not always correlated.”
4 Cf., for instance, Schröter (2004: 159) for an overview of language play strategies.
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As far as the audiovisual translation of verbal humour is concerned, “the
screen translator faces additional problems that are due to the special nature of
the texts (s)he has to produce” (Schröter 2004: 157). Furthermore, film is a polysemiotic medium, and language play may thus not only be based on language,
but also be integrated into the visual code, which increases the likelihood of untranslatability (cf. Pisek 1997: 50). Nevertheless, the translation methods in
Delabastita (1996) are generally applicable (and, in fact, applied) to audiovisual
translation, with the exception of some methods irrelevant for this type of translation. As far as subtitling is concerned, this goes especially for editorial techniques (8), and it is also unlikely that new textual material is added (7), given
the space restrictions. To my knowledge, making up for lost puns by translating
non-punning passages by a pun (6) is theoretically possible, but rarely applied,
as discrepancies between the audio and the subtitle are avoided. The analysis at
hand will recur to the remaining translation methods, in combination with a
classification specifically designed for subtitles by Belz (2008: 163−164), who
focuses on the aspect of literal vs. non-literal translation.5 That this is an important aspect will become obvious in the following summary of results from publications on subtitling language play.
Some publications examine the types of verbal humour appearing in their
data and the question whether the humour has been maintained in the interlingual subtitles. Some of the most interesting results have been presented by
Schröter (2004, 2005, 2010), based on an English film corpus, and Williamson
and de Pedro Ricoy (2014) in their analysis of Bienvenue chez les Ch’tis. Both
note a reduction of language play in the interlingual subtitles: Williamson and
de Pedro Ricoy (2014: 174) speak of 24%, Schröter of roughly a third (2004: 167).
According to Schröter (2004: 167), “[t]he more complex or language-specific a
wordplay is, the more likely it is to be simplified, replaced or omitted in the
translation.” With regard to the types of language play appearing in their corpus, both Williamson and de Pedro Ricoy (2014: 174) and Schröter (2005: 227)
state that homography was absent in the corpus; while the former emphasise
the importance of homonymy and paronymy in their data, the latter points out
the high number of polysemous and paronymous puns. The most striking difference between their results, however, is that homophony ranks second in frequency in Williamson and de Pedro Ricoy’s analysis (2014: 174), while it is virtually non-existent in Schröter’s corpus (2005: 227). This can possibly be ex-

||
5 Various other, but all relatively similar, classifications have been suggested, for instance in
Gottlieb (1997: 210), Schröter (2005: 234) or Williamson and de Pedro Ricoy (2014: 176).
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plained by the language difference of their corpora – whereas the French language seems to have a disposition for homophony, this is less true for English.
Other authors deal with the quality of subtitling, for instance Belz (2008),
who analyses the German subtitles for The Office. Her main finding is that humour tends to be lost in literal translations (2008: 158). This is also why Pisek
(1997: 50), who has studied the subtitling of Fawlty Towers, claims that the semantic meaning of the original cannot always be preserved. Asimakoulas (2004:
831) draws a similar conclusion for the Greek subtitled version of Airplaine! and
Naked Gun, stating the following: “Generally speaking, wordplay was adequately rendered when the subtitler changed the norm scheme, coming up with creative recontextualisations of the humorous sequence …. The majority of wordplay
instances did not fare well though; there was considerable loss of linguistic
humour when the subtitler tried to retain the original structure.” Likewise, Díaz
Cintas and Remael (2007: 223) claim that “half-translations and semi-substitutions also occur, unfortunately not always with good results”, but they also admit that substitution and compensation strategies, often considered the best
solution, are not always applicable.

4 An Analysis of The Big Bang Theory, New Girl
and Grace and Frankie
4.1 Material and Method
Three US American sitcoms, The Big Bang Theory, New Girl and Grace and
Frankie, or, more specifically, the first season of each, constitute the minicorpus for this analysis. I will introduce these series very briefly in the following
and from now on refer to them as BBT, NG and GF. The most successful of the
three and at the same time the least recent one is BBT, which deals with two
nerdy physicists, Sheldon Cooper and Leonard Hofstadter, who share an apartment, and their equally nerdy friends Rajesh Koothrappali and Howard Wolowitz. The series depicts their daily life and their ups and downs with the female
world, above all their attractive, but not-too-bright, neighbour Penny. The series
will comprise at least ten seasons and premiered in 2007. NG, first broadcast in
2012, has also met with tremendous international success and is currently in its
fifth season. The main protagonist is Jess, a young teacher who, after a painful
break-up with her boyfriend, has to find a new place to live and moves into a
flat with three young men, Nick, Schmidt and Winston, each with their own
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peculiarities. The most recent one is GF, which is exclusive to users of the online
platform Netflix. So far, only the first two seasons have been broadcast, but the
producers have already agreed on a third season. The sitcom is about two women in their seventies who have to invent a new future for themselves after their
husbands declare at a dinner together that they want to get divorced and marry
each other after twenty years of a secret homosexual affair.
As the first seasons of BBT, NG and GF comprise 17, 24 and 13 episodes, a total of 54 episodes have been browsed for instances of verbal humour. They display a large inventory of different language play devices, such as creative blends,
alliterations and misunderstandings. For practical reasons, I have restricted the
types of language play to be analysed to the ones most commonly occurring,
namely:
(1) Homonymy
(2) Near-homophony / paronymy
(3) Polysemy
(4) Creative lexical blends / neologisms
(5) Literalisation of figurative language
(6) Phraseological modifications
(7) Rhyme / alliteration
(8) Misunderstandings / slips of the tongue
The first step consisted in finding out which types of language play the three
sitcoms rely on.6 After that, the analysis focused on the translation methods
employed in the German subtitles. For the analysis, I have established the following categorisation, which is an adaptation and combination of Delabastita
(1996: 134) and Belz (2008: 163−164) (cf. Section 3):
(1) Literal translation with the intention of creating verbal humour in the target
language
(2) Equivalent translation to create verbal humour in the target language
a. Translation by language play of the same category
b. Translation by language play of a different category
(3) Using the unadapted language play of the source language in the target language subtitle (zero-translation)

||
6 It is important to note that the inventory at hand is not exhaustive – firstly because some
types of language play as well as borderline cases between language play and non-play have
been excluded, and secondly because the author is a native speaker of German and has certainly missed out on several instances of language play in English.
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(4) Translation by a passage deprived of language play (neutralisation)
(5) Deletion
An important distinction is the one between (1) literal translation and (2) an
adaptation for the target language audience. This adaptation may be realised
through an equivalent in the same language play category (2a), for instance
replacing an alliteration with a different one, or through a different type of language play (2b), such as a substitution of phraseological modification by rhyme.
Occasionally, subtitlers for languages in which the audience is likely to be proficient, above all English, use an instance of language play as it is in the original
(3), hoping that the audience will be able to make sense of it. Another method
employed where no adequate TL language play can be found is a neutral translation without any form of verbal humour (4) or a deletion of the passage containing language play altogether (5).

4.2 Types of Verbal Humour Used in the Three Sitcoms
This section will begin with a brief overview of the types of language play appearing in the data set7 before describing the characteristics of the verbal humour in each of the series.
What occurs most frequently in the data (22 times) is humorous lexical
blends / creative neologisms, as in episode 7 of GF, where Grace describes a
man who she has met on an online dating platform:
(3)

<Grace> He’s a yacht owner, slash architect, and his screen-name is
Yachtchitect.

Typical cases of puns based on homonymy and polysemy are also relatively
frequent. Puns relying on homonymy appear 12 times in the data, which can be
illustrated by example (4) from episode 15 of BBT. In this scene, Rajesh, Howard
and Leonard pass by Sheldon’s office and see a beautiful lady talking to Sheldon, wondering who she might be.

||
7 The categories are not all mutually exclusive – to mention only one example, there is an
overlap between paronymy and phraseological modification, as some modifications are paronymous.
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(4)

<Leonard> Maybe she’s his lawyer.
<Howard> Well, she’s free to examine my briefs.
<Leonard> Howard…
<Howard> I know, I’m disgusting.

This example plays on the homonymy between briefs1 ‘court case documents’
and briefs2 ‘underwear’, while example (5) exploits the polysemy of rich, namely
‘fatty’ and ‘wealthy’:
(5)

<Grace> The trouble with your socialist dessert is it’s very rich. <she
grins; no reaction> It’s a joke.

In this example from GF-episode 10, Grace refers to a dessert prepared by the
left-wing Frankie. Overall, language play based on polysemy occurs 15 times in
the data. Another type is the relatively heterogeneous category of paronymy (13
times), including proper puns based on paronymy or near-homophony, as in
example (6) from NG, but also other types of language play involving formal
similarity.
(6)

<Jess> How many ears does Daniel Boone have? He’s got a right ear, a
left ear and a front-ear <Jess is touching her nose at the same time as
saying front-ear>. Frontier. Get it?

This example in episode 15 is based on the near-homophony between front ear
and frontier. The high degree of paronymy is due to the fact that the two elements only differ in their intonational pattern.8
Two types of language play also relevant for the translation of wordplay are
the two partly overlapping categories of literalisation of figurative language (15
times) and phraseological modification (13 times). Phraseological modification
implies any manipulation of a fixed sequence of words, usually also including
cases without formal alteration, i.e. idiomatic phraseological units where the literal level of meaning is activated.9 So, strictly speaking, some instances of literalised figurative language can be considered to be phraseological modifications, too. As formal alteration and the literalisation of phraseological units

||
8 Admittedly, frontier and front ear constitute a borderline case between near-homophony and
homophony, as one could argue that they are true homophones in connected speech.
9 Cf. Jaki (2014: 28−30) for a more detailed account of the role of literalisation in phraseological modification.
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create different problems in translation, phraseological modification only includes cases with formal manipulations in this analysis, while literalisation
includes single-word expressions as well as multi-word expressions without
formal alterations. The two strategies can be exemplified by example (7) from
NG-episode 17, and (8) from GF-episode 5:
(7)

<Jess> And then he gives me his car, just hands me the keys. It’s, like, so,
ugh… Rich people, they’re always giving you their cars. It’s like “let
them eat cars.”

(8)

<Grace> Well, you’re an idiot. You want to know why your son has drug
problems? Look in the mirror.
<Frankie> Go fuck yourself.
<Grace> I can’t, Frankie. I broke my hip.

While (7) is a contextual adaptation of the famous quotation Let them eat cake,
attributed to Marie Antoinette, (8) uses the literal meaning of to fuck oneself,
which, in a non-jocular usage, does not involve any sexual activity, but merely
constitutes an abuse.
One type of language play that differs from the others is another relatively
heterogeneous class: misunderstandings / slips of the tongue. In authentic discourse, they do not classify as language play, as they are usually not used on
purpose; in scripted dialogue, however, the screenwriters often recur to such
phenomena to create humour. Misunderstandings appear 12 times in the data
and are mostly due to ambiguous reference, but also to problems with sight,
hearing, foreign language skills, etc. A hearing problem is the cause for example (9), which appears in GF-episode 12, where the two protagonists go out to a
night club. Given the loud music and Frankie’s generally deteriorating hearing
capacities, she misunderstands the word noisy:
(9)

<Grace> I know! It’s a little noisy, though.
<Frankie> Who’s from Boise?

The last category used for the analysis at hand is rhyme or alliteration, which
occurs 8 times in the dataset, for instance in BBT-episode 2, where Sheldon invites Leonard, who is leaning against the wall, to help him clean Penny’s apartment (10):
(10)

<Sheldon> If you have time to lean, you have time to clean.
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That the three programmes make use of verbal humour devices in a slightly different way is demonstrated in Fig. 1, which shows the types of language play
employed in the first season (1: homonymy; 2: paronymy / near-homophony; 3:
polysemy; 4: creative blends / neologisms; 5: literalisation; 6: phraseological
modification, 7: rhyme / alliteration; 8: misunderstandings / slips of the tongue).
BBT uses a vast array of language play techniques, more precisely all eight
types analysed in this paper. What the screenwriters rely on most, however,
seems to be homonymy, creative blends / neologisms, rhyme / alliteration and
misunderstandings / slips of the tongue. The picture is different with GF, where
rhyme/ alliteration does not appear at all. In contrast, polysemy and misunderstandings are used most here, with the latter resulting from Frankie’s hearing
problem. Even though NG, like BBT, resorts to all possible techniques, it hardly
makes use of misunderstandings and displays a clear preference for creative
blends / neologisms, as well as for paronymy / near-homophony and, to some
extent, also modified phraseological units.
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Fig. 1: Instances of language play classified according to the eight categories
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4.3 An Analysis of the German Subtitles
As regards the translation strategies used in BBT, NG and GF, the analysis
shows that language play was neutralised, i.e. rendered in a passage without
verbal humour, in 33 instances out of 138.10 This can be illustrated by example
(11) from GF-episode 12:
(11)

Original:
<After a night out at a club, Grace and Frankie are looking for their
parked car and address a homeless man>
<Frankie> Excuse me. Have you seen a Leaf?
<Homeless man> I see lots of leafs. I also saw your car get towed.
Subtitles:
Verzeihen Sie, bitte.
Wir suchen einen Leaf.|11
Hier stehen viele Autos rum. Ich sah auch,
wie Ihr Wagen abgeschleppt wurde.

The passage in the original is based on the homonymy of Leaf as a car brand
and leaf as the parts of a plant, a homonymy without an equivalent in the German language, which is certainly why it is neutralised by simply using Autos
‘cars’. The number of neutralisations is not as high as in Schröter (2005) and
Williamson and de Pedro Ricoy (2014) (cf. Section 3). But if we add those instances that were intended to create a TL-wordplay by literal translation, but
where the language play was in fact lost, the results are comparable. Not even
once in the corpus was there a passage containing verbal humour that was entirely deleted.
The most striking result is the high number of literal translations with the
obvious intention of retaining the humour in the target language – 55 instances,
the absolute majority in the data (as in example 12); by contrast, an adapted
translation involving a target language equivalent was only attempted 16 times
(as in example 13).

||
10 The number of translations counted here exceeds the total number of language plays in the
audio. This is due to the fact that we sometimes have an instance of language play consisting of
several components, for example four literalisations of plant metaphors in a row. This was only
counted as one instance of language play, but each of these elements in the row may have been
translated by a different strategy.
11 The | indicates the end of a subtitle.
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(12)

Original:
<Jess, after she played the bells with the kids> That was off the hammer!
<Irritated faces>
<Jess> The hammer in the bell.
<Irritated faces>
<Jess> Tough crowd.
Subtitles:
Das war total der Klöppel.|
Der Klöppel in der Glocke.|
Schwieriges Publikum.

(13)

Original:
<Penny practices mixing cocktails>
<Walowitz> I’d like to try a Slippery Nipple.
<Disgusted look from Penny>
Subtitle:
Ich hätte gern
Sex On The Beach.

In example (12) from NG-episode 7, Jess creates a new idiomatic phraseological
unit, with an imagery suitable for the context of bell playing. The example was
translated directly, (correctly) assuming that a literal translation would recreate
the verbal humour in German in this case.
(13), which is taken from episode 8 of BBT, is a literalisation since it focuses
on the imagery behind the designation of a specific cocktail, Slippery Nipple. At
first sight, the German version does not appear to be an equivalent for the target
language audience since the name of the cocktail is English. Nevertheless, it
constitutes an adaptation because cocktails usually have international designations, and Sex On the Beach is far more widespread in Germany than the virtually unknown Slippery Nipple. The adaptation is highly effective, as the components of Sex on the Beach can be literalised to achieve a similar effect. This is important as the visual code (in addition to Howard’s tendency to hit on Penny),
clearly showing Penny’s disgust, implies that Howard may have made a remark
with a crude double entendre.
That literalisation is more frequent than adaptation is surprising insofar as
it contradicts in part the following finding in Williamson and de Pedro Ricoy
(2014: 175−176): “Equivalent translation with retention was the most frequently
used strategy …. Literal translation with retention and literal translation with
omission were also often used, while the other strategies were used more spar-
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ingly, but with similar frequency.” Given the high amount of literal translations
on the one side, and the criticism concerning their effectiveness on the other (cf.
Section 3), the literal translations will be studied more closely below in order to
understand why the subtitlers of the three programmes have resorted to this
translation strategy so frequently.
In some cases, the subtitlers did not translate the verbal humour at all, as in
example (14), where Nick and Schmidt present their new app to Jess’s new boyfriend Russel (NG, episode 20):
(14)

Original:
<Nick> We now present to you… Real Apps.
<Schmidt and Nick at the same time> Real Apps.
<Nick> The prototype.
<Russel> Relapse?
Subtitles:
Denn jetzt gibt es…|
Real Apps.
Real Apps.|
Der Prototyp.|
Relapse?

Here the near-homophony of Real Apps and relapse (with the only difference
lying in the intonational pattern, as in example 6) is exploited to create verbal
humour. There is no direct equivalent in the German language, and the subtitler
was clearly hoping that the audience might be able to understand relapse.
An interesting question to address in the context of how wordplay is subtitled is which types of wordplay are translated by which strategies. The data
seem to suggest that some types indeed lend themselves more to a specific
translation strategy than others (Fig. 2):
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Fig. 2: Distribution of translation strategies over language play types; strat. 5 (deletion) does
not occur in the data

An unexpected result is that the most common translation strategy with type 1,
homonymy, is literal translation, bearing in mind that homonymy is said to be
highly language-specific. A closer look at the data, however, reveals that the
literal translations are less typical instances of homonymy (for instance the
homonymy between the name Penny and the coin penny)12 that travel relatively
well from English to German. By contrast, typical homonymies, as in example
(11), were exclusively translated by neutralisation (strat. 4). The high number of
literal translations is also striking for type 8 (misunderstandings) and type 3
(polysemy). For the former, the tendency can be explained by the fact that a
considerable number of type 8-instances was marked by ambiguous reference,
which is often not language-specific. As regards the latter, a remark by Schröter
(2010: 143) provides a convincing explanation: “I also think that the similarity
of polysemous relationships across different languages, and possibly even

||
12 This example might even be considered a borderline case between homonymy and polysemy.
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across language families, is greater than has usually been recognized in the discussions on pun translation.” As literalisations display an overlap with polysemy, the tendency of type 5 for literal translation is also comprehensible. However, it is unclear why the subtitlers have relied so much on literal translation with
phraseological modifications (type 6), and it is especially with this type that the
literal translations have proved to be ineffective. The only type where literal
translation has not been used is rhyme / alliteration.
Another noteworthy tendency is that creative blends / neologisms (type 4)
are most likely to remain untranslated (apart from an otherwise high inclination
for literal translation). Supposedly, the audience can nevertheless understand
these even if they are not very proficient in English, especially creative names
like Wolowizard (BBT, episode 9), Nerdvana (BBT, episode 14) or Hanksgiving
(NG, episode 6), thanks to the relative internationality of some of the elements.
This finding confirms the results from Schröter (2005: 235).
The last result that needs commenting is that most neutralisations appear
with type 3- and type 6-humour. A possible interpretation of the latter could be
the general difficulty in translating phraseological modifications (cf. Leppihalme 1996). Polysemous language play, however, as mentioned in the previous
paragraph, seems to allow for literal translation more than many other types of
language play. The data actually show that most neutralisations for type-3 instances could alternatively have been rendered as language play in the target
language.
A hypothesis for explaining the high number of literal translations and neutralisations, which is unexpected from a purely linguistic perspective on the
data, is that the characteristics of subtitling often determine the choice of a
specific strategy. This would be due to the fact that translating wordplay in
subtitles raises additional problems to those inherent in the translation of
wordplay in general, especially space and time restrictions. As Belz (2008: 158)
emphasises, an exact assessment of alternative solutions would require the use
of subtitling software, which is, however, not possible in the present context, so
the conclusions will have to remain tentative. A more serious problem is that “in
many cases the German subtitles seem to build on the dubbing rather than on
the SL [source language] text” (Schröter 2004: 165). A look at the subtitles in
BBT, NG and GF shows that this is partly true for the three programmes at hand:
The subtitles in BBT are more or less a direct transcription of the dubbed dialogue, which is why only examples from GF and NG will be closely studied in
the following. The subtitles for GF are also largely based on the dubbed version
but sometimes also differ from it considerably, which implies that the dialogue
has at least been checked concerning its suitability for subtitles. However, this
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has not always been done successfully, as the following paragraph will demonstrate. Only in NG have the subtitles been entirely based on the original version.
Even though this paper does not focus on translation quality, it is noteworthy that the number of little effective translations is considerable, especially
among literal translations. In addition, it is striking that a high number of instances of language play have been neutralised, whereas, from a purely linguistic point of view, there seem to be equivalents in German that would retain the
verbal humour. Let us consider an example from GF (episode 5):
(15)

Original:
<Grace’s daughter Brianna, who buys frozen yogurt in a specialised frozen yogurt shop after having smoked marihuana, is talking to one of the
shop assistants> Brian, you have wet nuts.
Subtitle:
Brian, Sie haben feuchte Nüsse.

Here the translation problem is based on the polysemy of nuts, i.e. the nuts you
can eat and male testicles, a polysemy that also exists in German. This suggests
a direct translatability at first sight, which is true for the testicle interpretation.
However, this approach is not very felicitous, which also shows that general
recommendations about how to translate a specific type of language play are to
be avoided. Wet nuts (or wet walnuts) is a dessert topping made of walnuts and
maple syrup, but there is no dessert topping called feuchte Nüsse in German. As
a check via Google suggests, feuchte Nüsse is something rather negative in the
German context, nuts that have not been stored appropriately and risk rotting.
In combination with the visual components – Brianna’s obvious enthusiasm for
the toppings – the interpretation makes little sense. This shows again how important it is to take into account the multimodality of the medium for assessing
the quality of subtitles rather than just the transcribed dialogue (cf. Schröpf
2008: 40). In this case, it might have made sense to choose a solution like Brian,
Sie haben ja tolle Nüsse, given that nuts as a topping is also widespread in German. The suggestion only has one additional character and should hence not
cause a problem as regards space and time restrictions. However, the German
dubbing reveals that the reason why wet nuts has been translated as feuchte
Nüsse is a simple adoption from the dubbed version. So the reason for particular
translation decisions in subtitles are sometimes not due to the technical restrictions imposed by subtitles but to those initially imposed by dubbing. Similarly, a study of other problematic literal translations in the corpus also shows
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that, in the majority of examples, the translation decision cannot be explained
in terms of the characteristics of subtitling as such.
In a few instances it seems to be the multimodality of the medium, however,
that makes the solution at hand nearly unavoidable. This can be seen in example (6) from NG-episode 15, which will be repeated here and completed by the
German subtitles:
(6)

Original:
<Jess> How many ears does Daniel Boone have? He’s got a right ear, a
left ear and a front-ear. <she points to her nose while saying it> Frontier.
Get it?
Subtitles:
Wie viele Ohren hat Daniel Boone?|
Er hat ein rechtes Ohr,
ein linkes Ohr und eins davor.|
Davor. Kapiert?

The problem does not only arise from the fact that Daniel Boone is not as well
known in Germany as in the USA, but also that there is no adequate nearhomophony in German that would account for the visual component, Jess pointing to her nose. An alternative would be to come up with a completely different
language play, maybe dealing with a person who is more known in Germany (as
it was in fact done in the dubbed version). However, this makes more sense in
dubbing, where the recipient cannot be irritated by the strong discrepancy between the audio and the translation for it: “[T]he subtitler might prefer not to
distract the viewers from the original joke, which most can understand anyway.
Instead of attempting a difficult transfer, the result of which would be liable to
criticism, the subtitler might then consider an unpretentious translation of the
hard-core meaning of the troublesome sequence to be the best solution” (Schröter 2004: 168). So, in this case, the translation seems to be a feasible solution,
imposed by the nature of the type of translation, although the translation in the
subtitle cannot be considered as highly felicitous.
The last problem I would like to address is the considerable proportion of
neutralisations. In an important number of instances, the neutralisations concern passages that are very language-specific, such as (11). Given that an adaption may have required the creation of a completely different language play,
which may have again irritated the audience, the neutralisations seem to be a
necessary evil here. In such cases, the neutralisation can thus be considered as
influenced by the medial conditions of subtitling.
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In other examples, rhymes and alliterations have been neutralised. This
seems to be an acceptable solution, bearing in mind that, even if they constitute
language play, they are certainly less likely to cause laughter than many other
types of language play. This can be illustrated by (16) from NG-episode 10,
where Schmidt’s friend tries to hit on Jess:
(16)

Original:
So why don’t you ditch that zero and get with the hero.
Subtitle:
Schieß die Null ab
und entscheide dich für den Helden.

5 Conclusion
This paper has explored how verbal humour is used in the US American sitcoms
Grace and Frankie, The Big Bang Theory and New Girl, and, in particular, how it
has been translated for the German subtitles. All three series resort to a vast
array of language play strategies but with different preferences. A close inspection of the subtitles has revealed that language play has either been translated
literally, adapted for the target language audience, neutralised by non-play or
provided in an untranslated form. The number of literal translations – a technique often rightly criticised for its lack of quality – was strikingly high in the
data set, and the number of neutralisations was also relatively substantial. With
regard to the translatability of language play, previous research has suggested
that some types of humour might lend themselves better to specific translation
techniques, for instance polysemy seems to travel better than phraseological
modifications. Some of the results, for example the frequent literal translation of
homonymy and phraseological modification, contradict this hypothesis. At least
in the latter case, this finding points to areas where the translations in the corpus have often not been very effective. It also demonstrates that there are numerous instances of homonymy that can be translated directly since the category as such is relatively heterogeneous. Last but not least, this paper has also investigated potentially problematic translations, especially literal translations
but also the frequent neutralisations. It would have seemed logical that such
translations are due to the technical restrictions influencing subtitling, especially space restrictions, which indeed occasionally constitute a problem in the subtitling of humour. The data at hand, however, do not entirely confirm this assumption and suggest three major reasons for the high number of literal trans-
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lations and neutralisations: (1) The subtitles were often a simple transcription of
the dubbed version, notably in BBT, and to a lesser extent in GF, which is why
the technical constraints of dubbing are also relevant for the translation process. (2) Some non-felicitous translations are simply mistranslations as a result
of the general challenge of translating highly language-specific verbal humour.
(3) More than technical restrictions, the polysemiotic character of film narrows
down the translation options. On the one hand, this is due to the fact that some
instances of language play are closely intertwined with the visual components.
On the other, the fact that the audio is always co-present sometimes prevents
the subtitlers from choosing a new, different language play. The result is a neutralisation or a literal translation, hoping that the audience is proficient enough
to make sense of the subtitles with the help of the audio.
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Appendix

List of Contributions and Abstracts /
Liste des contributions et résumés
The Dynamics of Wordplay 3
The edited book series The Dynamics of Wordplay is open for volumes in English
and French. The following section provides French translations of the titles
chosen for the statements in the Discussion Forum (Part I) as well as translations of the titles and abstracts of the contributions contained in Parts II and III.
La collection The Dynamics of Wordplay regroupe des volumes en anglais et en
français. On trouvera dans la section suivante une traduction française des
titres des contributions au forum de discussions (Partie I), ainsi qu’une traduction des titres et résumés des contributions des parties II and III.

Partie I : Forum de discussions
Part I : Discussion Forum
Esme Winter-Froemel : Approches des jeux de mots
Approaching Wordplay
Verena Thaler : Variétés de jeux de mots
Varieties of Wordplay
Michelle Lecolle : Quelques remarques sur la forme des jeux de mots : niveau
infra-lexical vs. niveau lexical
Some Specific Insights into Wordplay Form : Sublexical vs. Lexical Level
Alexander Onysko : Note sur la relation entre linguistique cognitive et jeux de
mots
A Note on the Relation between Cognitive Linguistics and Wordplay
Sebastian Knospe : Dimensions discursives du jeu de mots
Discursive Dimensions of Wordplay
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Partie II : Jeux de mots multilingues dans différents contextes
de communication
Part II : Multilingual Wordplay in Different Communicative
Settings
Sender Dovchin : Les jeux de mots multilingues des usagers de Facebook en
Mongolie
Multilingual Wordplay amongst Facebook Users in Mongolia
Cette étude s’intéresse aux jeux de mots en tant que formes hybrides multilingues inventées par les utilisateurs de Facebook en Mongolie. Comme on le
voit dans les données, l’anglais ainsi que d’autres langues comme le russe sont
mêlés, de façon créative et ludique, avec le système phonétique, lexical et syntaxique du mongol. En employant des ressources multilingues, les utilisateurs
de Facebook créent un nouveau type de jeu de mots multilingue par lequel ils
indiquent une référence aux significations pertinentes locales et s’adaptent aux
pratiques linguistiques propres à leur communauté. Outre le fait que ces jeux de
mots tendent à s’étendre à des contextes hors ligne, de telles formes de jeux de
mots multilingues témoignent de l’expansion de la langue mongole à de nouveaux domaines linguistiques.
Hanna-Ilona Härmävaara et Maria Frick : Le traitement des asymétries linguistiques par des calembours bilingues dans les conversations entre locuteurs de
langues apparentées
Handling Linguistic Asymmetries via Bilingual Punning in Conversations among
Speakers of Cognate Languages
Ce chapitre explore l’utilisation des calembours bilingues dans les conversations multipartites et multilingues qui se tiennent entre locuteurs ayant des
compétences linguistiques asymétriques. Les données de l’étude sont tirées de
conversations ordinaires entre Finlandais et Estoniens enregistrées par vidéo.
Dans ces données, les participants utilisent la plupart du temps leur langue maternelle dans leurs échanges, même si seuls quelques-uns ont une maitrise active de ces deux langues apparentées. L’analyse des données des conversations
montre que les calembours bilingues sont utilisés, entre autres, pour pallier le
caractère asymétrique des compétences linguistiques des locuteurs et leur accès
inégal à la conversation. Les calembours se produisent typiquement dans les séquences où les participants s’expliquent mutuellement des termes, et lorsque
des problèmes de compréhension sont exprimés. Les calembours bilingues
peuvent être utilisés pour indiquer ou pour traiter des problèmes dans la com-
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préhension, et ils sont employés pour partager des connaissances linguistiques.
Ils peuvent également aider à clore de manière coopérative des séquences prolongées et problématiques. Enfin, les calembours sont un moyen pour les participants de partager des affections positives, même dans des situations problématiques d’un point de vue interactionnel.
Kerstin Fuhrich et Hans-Jörg Schmid : Too Matsch for You ? Les slogans humoristiques monolingues se retiennent mieux que ceux en langue mixte
Too Matsch for You ? Monolingual Humorous Slogans Are Recalled Better than
Mixed-Language Ones
Ce chapitre présente les résultats d’une étude programmatique s’intéressant au
potentiel mémoriel de différents types de slogans publicitaires. Quatre conditions ont été testées : (1) les slogans monolingues non humoristiques, (2) les slogans de langue mixte non humoristiques, (3) les slogans humoristiques monolingues et (4) les slogans de langue mixte humoristiques. On a testé 78 étudiants
suivant des cours d’anglais par le biais d’une tâche manuelle supposée tester le
rappel des paires de noms de marque-slogans inventés. En nous basant sur les
prévisions découlant du modèle de Craig et Tulving (1997), qui concernent les
niveaux de processus mental et la théorie du changement de cadre (par exemple
Coulson 2011), ainsi que sur la théorie générale de l’humour verbal (Attardo et
Raskin 1991, Attardo 2001), nous nous attendions à ce que les taux de rappel
soient plus élevés pour des slogans humoristiques de langue mixte (condition 4), suivis par les taux de rappel pour les conditions 3, 2 et 1. Bien que nos
attentes aient été confirmées pour les effets de l’humour sur les taux de rappel,
l’étude de l’interaction entre usage de la langue mixte et humour a abouti à la
découverte inattendue que les slogans humoristiques monolingues restent
mieux en mémoire que les slogans de langue mixte humoristiques. Nous interprétons cette conclusion en nous appuyant sur la théorie de la surcharge cognitive de Sweller (1988) ainsi que sur la théorie de la pertinence de Sperber et Wilson (1994) et identifions un nombre de pistes de recherches pour remédier aux
lacunes de notre étude pilote dans le domaine concerné.
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Esme Winter-Froemel : La sémiotique des jeux de mots multilingues dans les
Paysages linguistiques – scénarios communicatifs, origo de l’interlocuteur et
savoirs contextuels
The Semiotics of Multilingual Wordplay in Linguistic Landscapes – Communicative Settings, the Hearer-Origo, and Contextual Knowledge
Des notions comme celles de contexte linguistique vs. social, co-texte et contexte, ainsi que des phénomènes qui relèvent de ces différentes catégories ont
déjà fait l’objet d’intenses débats dans la recherche antérieure. Cette contribution se propose d’aborder ces questions à partir d’une perspective usage-based
(partant des interlocuteurs et de leurs usages linguistiques). L’analyse se focalise sur des exemples de jeux de mots multilingues appartenant au Paysage linguistique (PL). Les jeux de mots multilingues sont particulièrement porteurs
d’information, dans la mesure où ils touchent plusieurs codes linguistiques à la
fois. De plus, les énoncés linguistiques qui font partie du PL sont caractérisés
par le fait d’être liés à l’espace, de sorte qu’ils peuvent faire référence à différents types de faits situationnels. En outre, cette contribution vise à réfléchir sur
les fondements sémiotiques et communicatifs des messages publicitaires dans
le PL. On montrera que les messages sont surtout caractérisés par une distance
communicative entre le locuteur et les destinataires, mais que, la plupart du
temps, un scénario communicatif plus immédiat est simulé en opérant un déplacement référentiel vers l’origo de l’interlocuteur, qui représente le point central de la référence. L’intégration dans l’espace des messages faisant partie du
PL peut ainsi s’interpréter à partir d’une perspective sémiotique générale qui
souligne l’importance de différents types d’informations contextuelles. Pour
finir, on suggère que les différents types de savoirs concernés peuvent être systématisés à l’aide de deux distinctions : 1) la distinction entre savoir linguistique
et savoir extra-linguistique, et 2) la distinction entre un savoir lié à la situation
de communication concrète et un savoir général, indépendant du contexte.
Sebastian Knospe : À travers le miroir cognitif : l’étude du jeu de mots bilingues dans l’affichage public
Through the Cognitive Looking Glass : Studying Bilingual Wordplay in Public
Signage
Cet article étudie les calembours allemand-anglais en tant que sous-type spécifique de jeux de mots bilingues dans les Paysages linguistiques de Berlin. En
examinant les dimensions formelles et fonctionnelles de ces calembours, cette
étude joint la perspective de la linguistique de contact avec les points de vue de
la sociolinguistique et de la linguistique cognitive. On met ainsi en œuvre une
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approche basée sur l’usage qui inclut les perceptions des récepteurs des signes
dans les paysages urbains de la capitale allemande. Les données montrent que
les calembours bilingues créent des effets discursifs intéressants, mais constituent un phénomène de niche, limité par des facteurs structurels et par l’investissement cognitif nécessaire à leur décodage.
Martin Paviour-Smith : À travers les frontières linguistiques? Les noms de salons de coiffure interlinguaux dans la Suisse plurilingue
Cutting across Linguistic Borders ? Interlingual Hair Salon Names in Plurilingual
Switzerland
Ce chapitre étudie un corpus de 12.000 noms donnés à des salons de coiffure en
Suisse. Parmi ceux-ci, les noms de salon interlinguaux se présentant comme des
jeux de langue, souvent sous la forme de jeux de mots et de composés hybrides,
ont été analysés en fonction du choix de langue, de leur structure et de leur signification. Les noms envisagés comprennent des expressions dont les constituants, issus de systèmes linguistiques différents, sont combinés, mêlés ou juxtaposés dans un but humoristique ou avec la volonté de surprendre. Les résultats comprennent l’identification des principales stratégies utilisées dans la
création de ces noms de salons, à savoir l’utilisation de quasi-homophones exploitant la quasi-homographie, et ré-orthographiant un matériel « étranger »
comme s’il était « local ». Une attention particulière a été portée à la forme anglaise, « hair » qui domine la construction de ces noms interlinguaux. Ce chapitre fait valoir que le fait de jouer avec des mots provenant de différentes
langues permet à ceux qui choisissent le nom d’un salon, non seulement
d’afficher des identités locales et professionnelles, mais aussi d’afficher leur
créativité, ce qui est extrêmement valorisé dans la profession de la coiffure.

Partie III : La traduction des jeux de mots
Part III : Translation of Wordplay
Matthias Bauer : Jouer sur la traduction dans Henry V de Shakespeare (Acte V,
Scène 2)
Playing on Translation in Shakespeare’s Henry V (Act 5, Scene 2)
Dans la deuxième scène du dernier acte de Henry V de Shakespeare, le roi
d’Angleterre courtise Catherine, la princesse française. Dans un dialogue tout à
fait inédit par rapport aux autres dialogues de la scène élisabéthaine, Henry et
Catherine parlent des langues différentes, l’anglais et le français, en essayant de
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se traduire mutuellement leurs paroles avec l’aide de la dame d’honneur de
Catherine, Alice, que Henry appelle son « interprète ». Au cours des siècles, les
critiques ont généralement peu apprécié cette scène, la considérant comme inappropriée : le fait de conclure une histoire sérieuse et glorieusement nationaliste, traitant de la guerre et de la politique, par une scène de séduction multilingue a été considéré comme « stupide, extravagant et peu naturel » (Charles
Gildon). Toutefois, plus récemment, la scène, dans le meilleur des cas, a été
considérée comme montrant l’échec de la (mâle) politique de puissance, puisque Henry « ne peut même pas parler à la femme qui lui est destinée » (Williamson). Dans mon article, je propose une lecture alternative de cette scène et de la
fonction de cette utilisation de différentes langues dans Henry V ; cette lecture
alternative est basée sur le jeu de mots et le concept de « traduction ». Dès le début, le chœur demande au public de faire un transfert spatial et temporel en
pensée. L’idée de la traduction est également suggérée dans un sens qualitatif
car l’« esprit plat et impuissant » des acteurs doit se convertir en rois et reines
ou même en dieux – comme l’exprime le souhait qu’on trouve dans le Prologue,
au moins. Le roi Henri, en assumant « le port de Mars » avec la famine, l’épée et
l’incendie à ses talons « comme des chiens en laisse », transfère l’histoire dans
le domaine de l’allégorie (métaphore étendue selon les définitions classiques).
Le contexte du jeu de mots (implicite) ouvre ainsi une dimension poétologique
et méta-théâtrale dans le cadre de laquelle la scène de séduction trouve sa logique. Vue sous cet angle, elle n’apparait ni comme de l’idolâtrie nationaliste ni
comme servant à exposer de façon critique l’utilisation du pouvoir. Elle montre
plutôt comment la langue peut, pour un moment, amener à la compréhension,
par la traduction et comme forme de traduction. Ainsi, cette scène se focalise
sur le théâtre lui-même plutôt que sur l’histoire, c’est-à-dire sur le jeu de la
langue, qui culmine dans un geste sans paroles.
Angelika Zirker : Traduire les jeux de langue : les personnages et leurs idiomes
dans Les Joyeuses Commères de Windsor de Shakespeare
Language Play in Translation : Character and Idiom in Shakespeare’s The Merry
Wives of Windsor
La comédie de Shakespeare Les Joyeuses Commères de Windsor, jouée pour la
première fois en 1597, a fait l’objet de nombreux commentaires sur les calembours bilingues, surtout à propos de la leçon de latin et de la scène de la traduction située au début du quatrième acte. Cet article se centre plutôt sur les jeux
de langue spécifiques de certains personnages, et leurs différentes traductions
en allemand depuis la fin du XVIIIe siècle jusqu’à la traduction la plus récente,
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celle de Frank Günther en 2012. Les exemples portent sur trois personnages :
Nim, Mistress Quickly et Sir Hugh Evans.
Le caractère de Nim pose un problème aux traducteurs de la pièce dans la
mesure où il se réfère constamment à l’ « humour » de manière indifférenciée,
c’est-à-dire dans toutes sortes d’occasions, mais chaque fois avec des connotations différentes. En ce qui concerne le langage spécifique de Mistress Quickly,
les éditions allemandes les plus récentes ont privilégié la substitution et l’interprétation plutôt que la traduction. Sir Hugh Evans pose un double problème au
traducteur : d’un côté, Shakespeare marque son accent gallois; de l’autre, Evans
se sert d’un idiolecte qui est encore différent de celui de Nim et de Mistress
Quickly, y compris dans la formation des mots, la grammaire erronée ou étrange,
la syntaxe trop complexe et les idiomes mal compris. Les traducteurs ont abordé
son personnage de différentes manières, par exemple en lui faisant parler un
dialecte allemand ou en inventant un « nouveau » dialecte, ce qui, cependant,
peut conduire à la confusion et l'incompréhension.
L’étude des jeux de langue dans les traductions des Joyeuses Commères de
Windsor se focalise sur les liens entre les jeux de mots, les personnages et la traduction. Elle vise à montrer comment les jeux de mots, les « tics verbaux » liés
aux personnages et leur idiolecte sont rendus dans les traductions, tout en observant si la traduction représente ces personnages de manière adéquate.
Silvia Cacchiani : Les amalgames lexicaux en italien : emprunts, hybridité,
adaptations et formation de mots indigènes
On Italian Lexical Blends : Borrowings, Hybridity, Adaptations, and Native Word
Formations
Cet article s’intéresse à l’amalgamation lexicale intentionnelle en italien, en tant
que jeu de mots conscient (cf. par exemple Renner 2015, Sablayrolles 2015a,
Zirker et Winter-Froemel 2015) et phénomène de plus en plus diffusé. Partant du
présupposé que l’augmentation d’amalgames lexicaux en italien signale un
changement linguistique en cours qui, au moins partiellement, semble être suscité par le contact avec l’anglais, nous nous penchons sur le transfert d’amalgames lexicaux à partir de l’anglais, par le biais d’emprunts et d’adaptations. La
difficulté à forger des équivalents pour les amalgames anglais se révèle à travers
la formation d’amalgames hybrides : en effet, la structure d’origine ne se prête
pas facilement à être copiée dans la langue cible à cause de différences typologiques. Pour aborder cette question, une étude préliminaire des amalgames et
des stratégies d’amalgamation lexicale ainsi que de la notion scalaire de (non-)
transparence morphotactique (ou opacité) (Dressler 1987; Ronneberger-Sibold
2010, 2012; Cacchiani 2011) nous permettra d’analyser les différents types de jeu
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de mots, non seulement sous l’angle de leur complexité formelle, de la transgression ou du jeu sémantique sur le mot (Renner 2015), mais aussi selon le jeu
graphique mis en place dans les amalgames hybrides et les faux anglicismes.
Nous retenons que les conventions discursives et génériques interagissent avec
la sélection des stratégies pour la création des amalgames, le type de jeu de
mots et la finalité pragmatique des amalgames lexicaux – de la plus descriptive
à la plus ludique (cf. par exemple Sablayrolles 2015a). C’est pourquoi nous suggérons quelques mises en équivalence préliminaires parmi ces dimensions,
fondées sur l’analyse qualitative d’exemples tirés d’articles de journaux, publicités, noms de marques, de produits, d’entreprises, d’événements, etc. En particulier, lorsque le but est de créer une méta-signification à partir d’une motivation phonologique et de jouer avec les formes acoustiques (par exemple dans le
poème « The Jabberwocky » de Lewis Carroll), le texte cible italien transforme la
technique transparente qui caractérise le texte source en un autre plus opaque
du point de vue morphotactique par la création d’un type d’amalgame. Ce qui
montre l’habilité remarquable de cette langue dans l’exploitation de l’amalgamation lexicale, du moins dans des contextes spécifiques.
Paulo Jeferson Pilar Araújo et Thaisy Bentes : Alice au pays des signes ou les
calembours (in)traduisibles : les jeux de mots dans la langue des signes brésilienne (língua brasileira de sinais-libras)
(Un)punslatable Alice in Signland : Wordplays in Brazilian Sign Language
(Língua Brasileira de Sinais-LIBRAS)
Cet article traite les jeux de mots qui se manifestent dans la langue des signes
brésilienne (Língua Brasileira de Sinais-LIBRAS) dans un contexte littéraire.
Dans cette étude, certains jeux de mots qui font partie de l’œuvre Les Aventures
d’Alice au pays des merveilles de Lewis Carroll ont été sélectionnés pour discuter
les particularismes liés à la traduction des jeux de mots dans une langue des
signes. Bien que certains chercheurs aient affirmé que les jeux de mots sont
intraduisibles, ce point de vue peut être contesté en considérant les langues des
signes, en particulier la langue des signes brésilienne. L’article montre que la
traductibilité des calembours littéraires de Carroll en LIBRAS doit tenir compte
de deux variables : le bilinguisme des personnes sourdes et la culture sourde
brésilienne.
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Sylvia Jaki : Sie haben feuchte Nüsse – La traduction de l’humour verbal dans
les sous-titres allemands des sitcoms américaines
Sie haben feuchte Nüsse – The Translation of Verbal Humour in German Subtitles of US American Sitcoms
Cet article analyse le sous-titrage allemand de l’humour verbal employé dans
trois sitcoms américaines, The Big Bang Theory, New Girl et Grace and Frankie.
Tout d’abord, ces trois séries sont utilisées comme exemples pour une description des problèmes généraux qui se posent lors de la traduction d’humour. Plus
concrètement, nous montrons quels types d’humour verbal sont utilisés dans
les trois séries et au moyen de quelles stratégies ceux-ci ont été traduits. Ensuite, nous traitons les spécificités du sous-titrage et la question de savoir à quel
point ses conditions médiatiques et techniques influencent la traduction des
jeux de langage.
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